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Materials List
As discussed in the Enki Teaching Guides, we feel that the quality and type of material which the child 
uses makes an enormous difference to his sensory education, and to his experience of the sacred and the 
mundane as inseparable. For this reason, although it is certainly more costly and - in the case of making 
manipulatives -  far more time consuming, we feel the materials used are as vital to a quality education 
as is the curricular content. At the same time, nothing is more important - or even close to as important 
- as the adult’s in the child’s life. Therefore, while we recommend working with high quality materi-
als, there is no need to get everything. Look over the full list and see which things will best serve your 
child(ren). This is especially true of manipulatives and games. 

Hopefully all the third graders will now be reading at a base level (Frog and Toad) and will have been 
exposed to work with word families. However, any children still struggling should do more work with 
these. Since this is the exception, we do not detail these here, but the information is found in the Enki 
Grade Two materials.  

In Grade Three we shift to using smaller morning lesson books: 11 X 14 (spiral bound on the 11 inch 
side), and the children also now use standard size colored pencils. We still do not use graphite pencils, 
and the bulk of drawing continues to be done with crayons. When the child shows readiness (shown 
by relaxed focus) when drawing with colored pencils, they can start work with these, but on the 
whole, in these big books, crayons are still the best medium.

Supplies - per child

• 3 Good Books (11” X 14”, bound on the 11 inch side), with a hard cardboard back.  These blank 
books will be the main place in which careful, artistic work is done. Because the children are still 
early in the development of eye-hand coordination, they need a lot of space to work; hence the large 
size. We recommend getting 50-page books, two will be for Humanities, and one for Math and Sci-
ence. Form Drawing can go at the back end of one of the Humanities books. 

If you can find ones that are “U-bound” (in which the spiral is a series of interconnecting “U’s” which 
can be easily pried open), rather than ones with a continuous spiraling, you will find the binding 
inordinately easier.  Strathmore 400 series drawing paper pads work well - the Mercurius do not be-
cause they do not have a hard cardboard back to steady them, or to use in binding the books.  If at all 
possible, avoid perforated pages as these fall apart with the kind of use they take. If you cannot avoid 
them, have parents go through and tape both sides of each sheet before you begin the year. 

• 1 Practice Binder (LA, Math) These are standard, plain, colored 1/2 inch thick, 3-ring binders which 
will be used for practice materials. Here again, a folder from which papers are constantly falling out, 
does not support taking the care in their work and the connection to the environment which we seek. 
It is helpful to have a colored divider sheet in the middle. In this binder will go the Math and LA 
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practice sheets printed from the Blackline masters CD. 

• 2 Workbooks (LA) These are standard 5.5 X 8 inch, lined workbooks. They will be used for hand-
writing practice and spelling practice - and as the place to take spelling tests.

• 1 Journal (9” X 12”) These are smaller, blank books in which the children will do independent writ-
ing and drawing. Because they will often use these away from their desks - even outdoors - the small-
er size is more manageable. Strathmore makes a good 100 page spiral bound, drawing book available 
through Available  at Amazon.com or http://www.rexart.com/str_recycled_drawing_paper.html.

• 1 Soprano Recorder We recommend a standard WOODEN, diatonic, soprano recorder. It is best if 
the two lowest holes are single and not double - it is not critical if these can’t be found.  As far as tone 
goes you actually get more for your money with a plastic recorder; however, because the connection 
to natural materials is so strong in a young child and because we are planting the seeds for a deep, life 
long view of the instruments as sacred, we strongly discourage plastic until 5th or 6th grade. 

• Crayons will be the children’s primary drawing tool this year and the next. High quality, bees wax 
crayons offer both excellent color application and a strong sensory experience of  the inseparability of 
the sacred and mundane. We recommend a starting set of 16 block and 16 stick Stockmar crayons per 
child, available through A Child’s Dream Come True (http://www.achildsdream.com) or Dandelion 
Summers (www.dandelionsummers.com ) or Mercurius School Supplies at 916 -863-0411). 

 You will probably need an additional one or two lemon yellow block crayons as these are used 
a lot in both Form Drawing and general coloring, and an additional blue block.  These are sold in 16 
crayon boxes per color and can be used for many years or many children. Colors: carmine red, wine 
red, orange, gold yellow, lemon yellow, lt green, dk green, blue green, cobalt blue, Prussian blue, ultra-
marine blue, red violet, blue-violet, umber, dk brown, pink.

• 1 Crayon case. For groups of children the tin boxes do not work well, for two reasons:  1) the boxes 
will tend to fall on the floor and the noise of crashing tin is not conducive to  the atmosphere; and, 2) 
they do not offer protection in a fall and the crayons break frequently. We recommend making cloth 
crayon cases with pockets for 16 crayons - directions are found in the following pages. 

• 8 standard sized colored pencils (2 of each: Red, Blue, Green, Gold). You can provide a full set of 
colors for drawing, but for written work, particularly, these four colors will be needed to anchor prin-
ciples such as parts of speech and computation processes.  

• Depending on the craft projects chosen, there will be other supplies needed - these are detailed in 
each Cultural Units Activities Book. 

Clay will become a staple part of crafts time now,  and it would be good to keep some low fire (cone 06 
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to cone 2) on hand for projects that arise spontaneously. There are some significant expenses for par-
ticular projects, especially the large house building project you choose. Because we can’t go out and 
dig and fire our own clay or gather bark or hunt for our leather, these things can get quite costly. Look 
carefully at the crafts and projects lists and the Science Block descriptions and  make choices. 

Group Supplies:

• Water Color paints: the Stockmar basic 7 paints (carmine red, vermilion, lemon yellow, gold, Prus-
sian blue, ultramarine blue, cobalt blue) all available through Child’s Dream Come True (http://www.
achildsdream.com) or Dandelion Summers (www.dandelionsummers.com ) or Mercurius School 
Supplies at 916 -863-0411). Be aware that some paints are toxic if swallowed and the child(ren) should 
be supervised. The children will use thicker paint and drier paper this year so plan accordingly. 

• Water color paper - using good quality paper is very important. The poor quality loses so much in 
the drying and can “star and spot” such that the painting is just a mess. This undermines the connec-
tion to color and painting. Better to do fewer paintings on better paper, or do smaller ones, than to 
frustrate and discourage the children.  Arches 140lb cold pressed. Each 22 X 30 sheet will make 2 - 4 
paintings depending on whether you quarter of halve the sheets. The quarter sheet will be 11” X 15.” 
The half sheet will need trimming to be 15” X 20.” 

It is good if at least some can be this big so that the children can really sink into the work - particular-
ly the Creation Paintings.  You will need approximately 30  paintings per child You will also need to 
hold two sheets for book binding at the year’s end. These need to be four inches wider and four inches 
longer than the good books. You will need 11 - 20 sheets total needed (available from Cheap Joe’s Art 
Supply www.cheapjoes.com. WE DO NOT RECOMMEND Mercurius papers as they are unreliable 
in how they hold up) 

• Paint Boards: 1/8 - 1/4 inch thick, white coated masonite,. These warp quite easily and therefore 
must be stored on a flat surface (available at Home depot - need to be cut). You can also back them 
with plywood and they will not warp easily. There are also ready made ones available through Mercu-
rius. These need to be considerably bigger than the paper size so if you are using trimmed half sheets 
(finished size 15” X 20”) you will need approximately 20” X 24” boards. If you are using quarter sheets 
(11” x 15”) your board should be approximately 15”  X 20.”

• Paint Jars and Trays The paints need to go into a set up in which they can stay so that you are not 
constantly setting up. We recommend a plastic shoe box large enough to hold 7 artichoke heart jars - 
one per two children. You will need seven artichoke heart jars per set up. Baby food jars do not work 
well as the tops are hard to close and never seal properly. They are also far less stable.

• Paint Brushes 1” flat paint brush available from a child’s Dream Come True (http://www.achilds-
dream.com) or Mercurius School Supplies at 916 -863-0411). 
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• Painting Racks:

  1) If you are using the heavier masonite or Plexiglas you do not need a supportive 
rack. In this case there are two choices - 

a) simply stack the boards with the paintings on them using 1” X 3” pieces of wood strapping, or 
the like, laid across the top and bottom of each board to support and provide space before, the 
next board. This “painting tower” can easily be erected and dismantled so that it only takes up 
space for the actual drying time.

b)  a cupboard or open shelf with runners set at 1” intervals so that the boards stack much as bak-
ing trays fit into a baker’s rack.

  2) If you have the cheaper masonite with no backing, the same cupboard or shelf set 
up as above can work, but each shelf must have an actual bottom on which the board can rest fully. 
Without this support they will warp each time and - even if you stack them upside down afterwards 
-within a couple of months they will not be stable and will rock and spin during the actual painting. 

 3) You can build a rack of shelves space only 1.2 to 2 inches apart. These will have a bottom to 
the shelf and so the cheaper boards are fine. These work well in schools but take up a lot of room in a 
home. 

• Bees wax  - Third Graders do a lot of work with bees wax for their cultural dioramas. We recom-
mend having a good supply of all the basic colors found in nature (you cannot mix colors with these 
easily) - extra browns are useful with the years focus on houses and land. It is good to have about 2 
large sheets per color for a single child; 6 large sheets per color to a group of 22; available through A 
Child’s Dream Come True (http://www.achildsdream.com) or Dandelion Summers (www.dandelion-
summers.com ) or Mercurius School Supplies at 916 -863-0411). 

•Silks Children will use 12-18” square pieces of silk for a couple of purposes: creating nature and story 
scenes for their projects and drama. We recommend having a large supply of squares, and a few long 
pieces (3 X 10 feet) to create scenery. It is usually most cost efficient to buy this in bulk (see Dharma 
Trading Company online) and dye it. Silk can be dyed in the Washing Machine. You can also by 
hemmed single pieces through A Child’s Dream Come True (http://www.achildsdream.com) or Dan-
delion Summers (www.dandelionsummers.com ). 

• Wood people etc. The rocks, sticks Wooden people and animals once central to creative play are now 
used in creating dioramas. These are expensive so we often must build the supply slowly. Dandelion 
Summers (www.dandelionsummers.com ) carries these figures from all over the world.
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Sensory Integration Materials: (any one or two of these would be a wonderful addition, but jump-
ing on beds, hanging from furniture, climbing rocks, and jumping in pillow cases, and many other 
“normal” child activities also work well). In a school setting, any of these materials will be part of a 
remedial program: 

Indoor - 

• Airwalker - a multiuse swing for indoors (available at http://www.dyenamicmovement.com

• Net swing/cocoon swing

• Yoga or Exercise Ball (available through http://www.nefitco.com/index.php)

Outdoor - ARTSBERG ENTERPRISE LTD -- SENSORY INTEGRATION PRODUCTS on line has all 
the SI equipment below

• Bolster Swing (This is a simple wood beam covered with foam rubber. All that is covered with 
a water repellent rip-stop nylon. This is hung from trees (or the like)  with standard wire for 
suspension of up to 300 lbs - see photo of outdoor environment)

• Belly Board & ramp (see photo on environment page for ramp. Belly Boards - called Wood 
Coasters or Scooters at the stores can be bought at:  http://www.specialkidszone.com)

• Jump Ropes - single and group

• Sensory Snakes: these are usually made to use round the shoulders (WHICH WE  STRONGLY 
DISCOURAGE as the downward pressure here is too much for the spine and encourage poor 
posture), HOWEVER, they can be adapted as a hip weight for sitting stability. You can make 
tubes 3” diameter and fill them with sand - velcro closers

• Supportive and well balanced cushions for chairs:  forward slanting cushion (Tush Cush) 
from www.healthyback.com. 
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Manipulatives and Games
In the Enki approach in the earlier years, we use a lot of manipulatives (items which can be manipu-
lated/held and worked with) as this is one of the ways discovery learning is fostered. It also gives an 
active element to some learning that might otherwise be dry rote learning. Many children will use 
manipulatives and games to discover and learn concepts which would otherwise frustrate them. The 
manipulatives and games we suggest are all made with three things in mind: 

• keeping a careful eye on the aesthetic experience they offer; 

• sparking unconscious connections to underlying principles; and 

• feeding the “color sense” and the tactile sense.

Assuming the children are reading at a basic level, the main manipulatives now will be for math:

• base ten blocks (large set with at least 6 of the “thousands cubes”)

• Cuisenaire Rods will be used to anchor strategic thinking in Math.

• Aesthetically pleasing number Quiz Cards for addition/subtraction facts, and multiplication tables. 
We recommend using triangle cards to reinforce the sense of the inverse nature of these mathematical 
processes.
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Making Crayon Cases

Crayon Case for promoting the care of materials, measurements for a set of 16 each stick and block. .

Supplies:

• 14” x 21 1/2”  Inner fabric of solid color small or tight wale Corduroy, Denim, Home Décor 
fabric or other thick weight fabric 

• 8 1/2” x 21 1/2” Outer fabric of cotton sailcloth, or any medium weight cotton weave. This is 
the fancy outside piece - choose accordingly. 

• 8” x 20” piece of thin washable batting (about 3/8” thick)

• 8” piece of elastic – colored is great, but anything is fine OR one 16 inch length of ribbon

• Thread, sewing machine or needle, scissors, tape measure

Directions:

1) Hem the 2 long sides of the inner corduroy type of fabric, turning them under 1/2 inch. and 
stitch at just over 1/4 “ from the top/folded side.

2) Lay the corduroy fabric with the good side facing down. Fold one long side in so that there is a 2 
1/4” deep pocket. 

3) Beginning 1/4” in from the end, stitch pockets perpendicular to  this side, every inch and a half,  
as shown, so that you have 14 pockets  for block crayons.  
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4) Fold the opposite side up 3  1/4 inches. Beginning 1/4 inch in from either end, sew two pockets 
that are 1 1/2” wide, just like the last set (these are still for block crayons though they are on the 
stick crayon side. Sew a seam below them, parallel to the side at 2 1/4” so that you have a match-
ing block crayon pocket.  

5) Now stitch the stick crayon pockets at 1” intervals STARTING from the opposite end. Where 
you meet the block crayon pockets the stick pocket will be a slightly odd size - you don’t use 
this one anyway. 

6) Place batting on table, with stitched corduroy face up on top of it. Make sure it is 1/4 inch inside 
all edges so it doesn’t get caught in the final stitching of the edges. Hand stitch  the batting to 
the pocketed fabric by stitching over a couple of the pocket lines.

7) Lay the other fabric (decorative sail cloth or the like) face down on the corduroy. - i.e. right sides 
together, pin together.

8) Lay the two elastic or ribbon ends inside the “fabric sandwich” such that the ends will be sewn 
into the center of the end seam.

9) Sew around edge (like sewing a pillowcase) with a ¼” seam allowance just outside the batting. 
Leave the short end without the elastic or ribbon open for turning right-side out Turn right side 
out., taking care not to move or tear the batting.

10) Turn in the remaining open end and stitch it shut.

11) Insert crayons, roll up from non-elastic/ribbon end and close with 
the by banding or tying. 
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Binding Good Books

At the end of the school year - whether at home or in the classroom - we recommend binding all the 
Good Book work into a finished book. Having their years work bound this way does three things. 
First it honors the efforts they have put in. Second it allows them to see the progress they have made 
over the year. As one little boy put it, “Wow, I used to write like that! I really write well now.” Finally, 
as a result of these first reasons, it inspires the children to take ever more care in the work in the years 
to come. For the adults this is also a good way to show what the children have accomplished to others 
and quiet the “what are you doing” demons. 

1) Good Book Binding: It is an unhappy experience to have the children do more than what is 
suggested below. They are still very young and this is a hard process. After many frustrating 
experiences with children, we have structured this process such that the children participate at 
their level. Over the years they will take on more and more of this. Just doing the paintings and 
the stitching is plenty for the children to feel it is their project - and it is all their work inside.

2) Adult: Cut 2 pieces of painting paper which are 
2 inches bigger, on all sides,  than the card-
board backing of your good books.  

3) Children:  Have the children paint these wet on 
wet style, but remember that the outer 2 inches 
on all sides will not show. It can be helpful to 
mark 2” border all round which is not painted - 
these flaps will not show in the end.

4) Adult:  Here is where it becomes clear why we recommend the “U bound books” and not “spiral 
binding.” But either way,  step 3 is to take the binding out of any books you used. Take care 
not to let the papers get out of order (if you have not used at least 2 books you will have to get a 
piece of cardboard the same size as the backing you have and drill holes about every 2 inches - 
line up with the holes in the one you have. An ordinary electric drill does this just fine. 

5) Adult: When the paintings are totally and completely dry, lay the together as though they were 
already on the book (unpainted sides together). Looking at the left edge (the edge that will be 
bound), you are going to trim the bottom sheet on this edge so that it is only 1” over the edge of 
the left edge of the  cardboard. 

6) Adult: Now fold the 2 inch overhang on all EXCEPT the “to 
be bound” edge in towards the painting so that it is clear 
where the cardboard goes.  Cut overlapping edge so that it 
lays flat.  

7) Adult:  Fold the remaining edges such that the painting is 
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2” shorter than the cardboard (folding back the top cover 4 inches and the bottom cover three 
inches) 

8) Adult or Children (remember rubber cement is toxic): Now using rubber cement in a well 
aerated space (preferably outside) put rubber cement on both the piece of cardboard and the 
corresponding painting. Let it become tacky (just a couple of minutes). If you do this, the paper 
will stick as soon as you put it on. If you don’t it is really hard. MAKE SURE TO LEAVE THE 
MARKED STRIP NOT GLUED DOWN ON THE SIDE TO BE BOUND. Now your covers are 
ready for stitching and it is time to ready the contents.

9) Adult: Take all the work and collate it. Tempting though it may seem to have the children help 
with this part, it is too hard for the children until Grade 3. Even then - right up through Grade 
5 or 6, they need to number each page before the binding is taken out or it is a nightmare. There 
is no need to keep all the work - if something is really messy, leave it out or give the child a 
chance to do it again. 

10) Adult: Take 4 pieces of plain paper from the “was-good-book” pile and put 2 at the front of the 
collated stack, and two at the back. Also put a plain sheet or two at the start of each section (LA, 
MATH , Form Drawing, etc).

11) Adult: Take the cover which now has the paintings on it, and 
lay this over the collated pile. Line up the holes and using a 
darning or heavy embroidery needle. Make separate stitches 
through the holes at either end and one in the middle and tie 
them in place separately. These are just holders to ease the 
stitching for the children. 

12) Children: with a long piece of embroidery thread or string (not 
regular thread) threaded through the large needle, the children will stitch the book together 
using the holes that are about 2 inches apart (skipping holes accordingly). There is disagreement 
about what stitch works best so you can try a standard “over and around” blanket stitch. Or try 
one where you go up through the first hole, down through the second, and then go around the 
edge and loop the stitch you have just made - as shown below 
 
What is important is the “not too tight/not too loose” stitching. There is no way to communi-
cate this except by feel. Remember the books will need to be able to open it to lay flat. And you 
want it tight enough not to slip. Try and play with it. When you get to the end of the stitching - 
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before tying off , leave a long extra piece so you can tighten and loosen until it feels right. At 
that point tie it off securely! 
 

13) Adult: Fold the unpainted flaps on all but the “to be bound” edge, in over the cardboard. Glue 
these in place.

14) Adult and Child: Now the adult folds the top flap of the “to be bound” side in half and puts the 
top flap over the bottom so that it looks like a full binding. The child holds it there while the 
adult covers it lengthwise with clear tape.

15) Adult: almost done! Open the book and take 
the top page of plain paper and rubber cement  
it to the inside painting paper edges. Do this on 
the back cover too. 

16) Voila - the child decorates the first page and 
any title pages. 

With the thicker books that the Third Graders make, 
it is often best to divide the pages into 1-2 inch sec-
tions, stitch each of these separately, as described 
above, and then stitch the whole group with the cov-
er. This makes the pages easier to turn and the large 
book easier to close without damaging the pages. 
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Enki Theme Studies Overview
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Creation Cycle Stories: a Theme Studies Approach

In Grade Three we begin working with a somewhat different learning format than we have in the 
previous grades: a Theme Studies approach. There are different ways to work with theme studies and, 
in Enki, we have a specific one. It is important to note that in many ways we have been working 
with a theme studies approach all along - everything we have been doing since day one has been 
chosen and organized around one theme: child development. This theme will still override all oth-
ers, but in Grade Three development dictates that we begin addressing an additional theme: the 
child’s need to sink deeply into and take hold of his world. This we address through a theme studies 
approach to our Global Cultures Curriculum.  

Starting in Grade Three, and going on through Grade Eight, we work within a specific cultural 
context. This means that all our academic and artistic learning takes place within the context of the 
culture in focus, all day, every day, for months at a time. This becomes our driving theme - though it 
is always second to the pulse of child development.

In each three to five month Cultural Unit the child is immersed in a specific culture and,  in that con-
text,  one or more blocks on each academic subject are undertaken. Throughout this time our daily 
structure and flow of activities is much the same as it was in Grades One and Two (as shown in the 
following pages), but during this time we are telling one epic story, a chapter at a time, which serves as 
the container for all that happens in the Unit (the stories and story work are detailed in each Cultural 
Units Story book). Each day we work with music and dance from the culture, and several times each 
week we bring the culture to life through the arts and crafts (ceramics, weaving, poetry, etc.) or by 
using arts and crafts to explore the culture (drawing, painting, dioramas, drama, etc.), just as we have 
always done, but with the full three to five months, all goes deeper.

Each three to five month Cultural Unit is made up of three to six academic blocks. In each block, 
the academic focus is brought to the children in the context of the culture in focus. For example, in 
a Science study of ecosystems, coming from the epic story, we might work with building a house or 
planting a garden in the manner of the culture in focus. Through this we will explore the scientific 
principles of ecosystems. Now, rather than simply alternating Humanities/Language Arts and Math 
blocks as we did in earlier grades, we now work with all within the theme studies approach so all 
subject areas come out of the cultural mood. As a result, Math, Language Arts/Humanities, and 
Science often wind up being more interwoven than they had been in the earlier grades - flexible 
planning will be required. 

At the same time as flexible interweaving is important, it is also important that the children expe-
rience a rhythmic sequence to the content of their studies. If things become too mixed and blended 
we wind up never fully breathing either in or out. So the more expansive, dreamy studies of Humani-
ties/Language Arts need to be balanced with the more analytic work of Math. Science can be weight-
ed either way, depending on the rhythmic needs of the child(ren). So to keep in synch with the child’s 
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energy, a Humanities block with a lot of stories, recall, and writing needs to be followed by a Math or 
Science block with more quick paced and analytic work. Math, by nature is more analytic and wake-
ful, but Science can go either way, depending on how much analyzing or recording you do. Although 
it will have a wakeful component of discovery learning - as that is the heart of contemporary western 
Science - it can be mostly an active exploration with a short written recording of what has been done, 
or it can focus on stories and writing. So you need to adjust how you teach it to serve what matters 
most: the balancing of the children’s energy. 

In short,  we work with nesting blocks:  blocks - within cultural units - within the year. 

• 3-5 week blocks of each academic area. 

• 3-6 of these academic blocks rhythmically flowing throughout the cultural unit

• two or three of these 3-5 month long Cultural Units over the course of the year, in which an 
epic story, movement, music, project, and arts and crafts of the culture set the tone;

 
Through it all, there will be an ongoing flow of storytelling of the core cultural epic so that you are 
on a steadily progressing adventure right through the block. In a Science or Math block these stories 
may just be offered as a gift with no follow up, or - if you feel the child needs more grounding to get 
the full nourishment out of the story - you might take a time at the end of the week to draw and do 
minimal summary writing of the stories heard, or have this recording as part of their practice work. 
Either way, it is the ongoing story and the arts that set the cultural theme. 

 
As shown below, each Cultural Unit has a short closing block at the end. For this section our attention 
turns fully back to story. Initially this will mean telling and working with the last chapters, but this 
may expand in the form of doing a play or setting up a Festival, or having a feast in a newly completed 
play house of the culture in focus. It  may include the final chapters of the epic, or it may happen after 
the epic itself has been finished. What matters is that you take some time at the end of the block to 
bring all the pieces together in a celebratory manner - one that supports the child as he readies to put 
this experience to sleep, get on his figurative “plane,” and head to a new culture with all the gusto and 
commitment he has put into this one. 

 
As described in the Teaching Guide, during this first year of the theme studies approach,  it can work 
well to do two cultural units in the year rather than three - especially if you are going to do the Rites 
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of Passage block outside the cultural units. Two major blocks will take 14-16 weeks each. This leaves 
6-8 weeks in the school year open and there are many ways to use this time to support the child and 
the parent.  

Because these Units are far more in depth than the children have experienced before, taking an aca-
demics space between these can be a welcome transition-breath. You will also need about two weeks 
to do the Rites of Passage curriculum, unless you do it within one of the cultural units. Mini-units to 
include in Grade Three:

a) Rites of Passage curriculum.

b) Academics grounding and practice (Math and Language Arts), between your Cultural Unit 
blocks. 

c) A short Cultural Unit on traditional American farming with Farmer Boy by Laura Ingalls 
Wilder as your epic. 

d) A 3-4 week  “eco-living” unit at the end of the year  in which you look at many different kinds 
of food, clothing, and shelter, in relation to the climate and soil of different locations. This could 
include stories of practical life in other cultures, and building model houses and dioramas of 
different worlds to focus in on the principles of ecosystems, but must be at the end of the year or 
it creates the “us and them” mentality. 

e) Any combination of the above. 

.Sample Two Unit Yearly Schedule

a) The Rites of Passage Curriculum plan and the story are detailed in their own section of this book. 

b) Academics Block: for this you are looking at taking 2-4 weeks to do practice and clarification work 
with skills. What you do will depend on where the child is struggling or behind. This is primarily a 
time to practice and NOT a time to bring in new learning. However, if the child is struggling with 
something like spelling, you might take this time to go back through some of the Grade Two stories, 
and certainly the games. If he needs more multiplication work, you could again use a Grade Two story 
and activities. And so on. It is important to plan this block knowing that you will only practice 
what has been through the full open intake and digestion - nothing new. More than four weeks of 
this kind of work will be too contracting  - and empty - 2-3 is recommended. 

c) Farmer Boy: for this you simply read the book as you would any epic (but faster) and do the draw-
ings and activities with a light touch. This only works if you live in North America because the chil-
dren can drop into the cultural mood easily. If you live elsewhere, find some historical fiction about 
your area that focuses on every day life, and use that instead. You should do this over 4-5 weeks. It is 
important that this block not back up against the next Cultural Unit or the children will burn out on 
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the expanded, story energy. So if you do this mid year, do it before the academic block or the Rites of 
Passage unit. 

d) Eco-living: this block can only go at the end of the year as it rests on all the other work you 
have done - at any other time is will spark a stepping back and undermine the real work of Grade 
Three. Once the children have lived into two cultures without intellectual comparison, you can take 
a small and gentle step back to observe these same principles in the larger world as part of closing out 
the year. There are endless ways to do this but what you are working to do is to connect with how the 
ecosystem impacts food, clothing, and shelter around the world. 

First put the Torah and Haudenosaunee on a topographical map of the world. The children will 
quickly see how different the land is in each of these areas. Starting with one of these area, look for 
similar places on the topographical map. Look online or in a library at the houses of that area. Are 
they alike? How? What about food and clothing? You will find great similarities which strengthens 
the sense of the global village. For example, the hot dry housing of the U.S. (southwest) and the hot 
dry housing of Africa (many areas) also build with adobe and have had nomadic tents (and cook in 
adobe ovens!). 

Then do the same with the Haudenosaunee - all woodland people build with wood, and so on. 

Then find very short stories or picture books about places that are significantly different than either of 
the two you have done in depth. So rainforest, desert, caves, rocky coast, etc, all can work. Some hot, 
some cold; some wet, some dry. 

You will make small model houses and/or dioramas, and some toy clothing or drawings to go with 
each scene. The goal is to use story and art to make small scenes that take us around the world (in 
relation to climate and soil). 

It is best to then set them up as flags on a topographical map. Let the child make the flag with houses 
on it. Through this we bring the child’s awareness to ecosystems and the ways that we all are an ex-
tension of the one in which we live. You can close this out by photographing all the scenes - including 
the Torah and Haudenosaunee houses and clothing you have made - and putting them in the Morn-
ing Lesson book with a one page statement that you create together, about housing and clothing and 
food being dependent on the climate and soil, and culture growing out of that. 

You cannot do all of these things, so think ahead about what you want to do and then, as you 
move along through the first unit, watch and see what is needed and what fits. 
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The Daily Schedule

Each day, whether in the classroom or the homeschool, flows through a series of activities designed 
to integrate the child. The first of these is always movement work so that the child becomes integrated 
and grounded in his body. This then provides the stability and ground for the focused sit-down work. 
From there, each week will include time for individual pursuits, time for practice work, time for small 
group of full group project work. 

In Grade Three part of what is quite different is the flow of project work. There are three kinds of proj-
ects done during the year: 1) smaller cultural crafts; 2) large science/building projects, 3) significant 
humanities projects such as farming and festivals. 

1) The first of these, the smaller cultural crafts are done during a crafts period, whether that takes 
place in the later morning or the afternoon. 

2) The second, large science projects, becomes the main focus of the morning lesson and takes up 
the bulk of that time - including the writing up and drawing of the activities.

3) The third, humanities projects, will happen largely in the morning lesson, but because they will 
happen in the context of the humanities work, these will take a smaller number of days. It may 
work out that the morning lesson time is used to begin and anchor the project for a few days 
and then completion of it happens later in the day in a projects time. The goal for this is that 
special festivals and the like get a good footing without undermining the mood of the humani-
ties block. 

As a starting point, a typical day might look like the following (see next page): 
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Sample Day
8:30 - 9:30 Movement

• 20 min - Aerobic/group forming work done to seasonal verses
• 15 min - Kinesthetic academic activities (games, bean bags, and rods)
• 20 min - Cultural Dances and active games (includes crossing midlines)
• 5 min - Base Sense closing

9:30  - 10:45 Sit down work

Recitation of language piece or poem, alternating with recorder practice (10 minutes max).  
Then alternate: 

• recall/create summary/draw
• with write summary/ new story
• AND/OR expand from story into skills work

During a Math or Science block, this will often mean that for many days the morning “sit-down” 
work is work with manipulatives or science projects, and the story is continuing to be told at the 
close of morning lesson much as you would read a chapter book. Often it is helpful to begin the new 
chapter by recalling the last one, but this is just to anchor it, no other work is done with the story at 
this point. 

During these blocks, the  skills work can be drawing from the chapters read, and even writing up a 
very short teacher created summary - but this is not morning lesson work. 

10:45  - 11:30 Snack and recess

11:30 - 12:30 Specials (1 or 2 per day)

• Skills Practice/spelling tests, 
• Form Drawing, 
• Music, 
• Reading Groups

12:30  - 1:20  Recess and Lunch

1:20 - 1:50 pm - quiet time - reading by teacher (all lie and rest), at home, separate rest time.

1:50 - 3:20 Cultural Projects alternating with Individual Choice

3:20  - 3:30 Close the day
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Block Structure  

Nuts and Bolts: 

Close to the start of each Cultural Unit we work with immersion in the experience of the language. 
This requires both children and teacher to stretch to meet the new and sets the tone for how all that 
lies ahead will be greeted. 

From that point on, we work with the story of the “epic carrier” (Moses, Aionwahta, etc.) and let the 
story of creation come out of that.1 The benefit of this is that we give the children a person/sage with 
whom to identify as they walk this shared world of archetypal imagery, each in its own cultural cloth-
ing and context. 

Opening: The Power of Language

Very early in each Cultural Unit we focus on recitation and learning of a piece of sacred text of the 
culture in focus (or as close as you can find to that), in that language. All languages hold communi-
cation that cannot be translated or paraphrased. The sounds and rhythms of the language create an 
experience, independent of the conceptual meaning they hold. For this reason, we begin each cul-
tural unit in Grades Three through Eight with recitation of some central piece in the language of that 
culture.  

The more connected this recitation piece can be to the Creation story, the better. In the case of the 
Torah, it works well to begin with the opening of Genesis; with the Haudenosaunee, the Thanksgiving 
Address works well. Both of these focus on becoming and, as described in the Teaching Guide,  that is 
where the child’s energy resides.

The goal here is to create a world for the children to enter without concept; it is a magical experience. 
The first day of this part we simply say the piece. Then we lead the painting of a related picture.2 The 
child has no idea what we are doing or why, and that inner imbalance is very much a part of prepar-
ing the ground to open to a new world. Over the years the child will come to recognize the pattern, 
unconsciously and internally, as a signal that it is time to shift gears and keep eyes and ears opened 
wide - much as back in Grade One he let “Once Upon a Time” tell him to ready for a trip to a different 
way of listening. 

Each verse will present opportunities for different kinds of paintings, and each of the Cultural Units 
Books details these with step by step instructions. But what matters in a general sense, is that we are 

1 you can also start right in with the Creation Stories and then tell the epic, but since we have found the children do bet-

ter with a “container person,” our materials are structured this way. 

2 this is detailed in each Cultural Unit’s Story Book
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taking the children into a new world through the arts (including speech) in a way that no concept 
ever could. Later in the telling of the epic, the verse will arise again with enough context for the chil-
dren to understand it more consciously, Because of the way we do this, they will connect the pieces 
and it will be their discovery and not another piece of dead information. 

We have structured the painting suggestions to take place over five days and recommend that, wheth-
er you are using a three, four, or five day schedule in general,  for this one week you do the five days 
in a row to keep this a coherent experience. The actual speaking and painting is quite a short process 
- there is no storytelling or recall or anything else in this part - just the recitation and painting, so it is 
generally quite doable even though it may take more days than are usually in your schedule. During 
this week you can fill any time that needs to be filled with journals and practice sheets and games, but 
the recitation and painting is all there is for the humanities focus for this first week - and lots of play 
time!

The parent needs to learn the language verse well, and to do so well ahead of time. But even with this 
preparation you will not fully have the accent or the subtleties of speech mastered - that is not pos-
sible. Still, it is important that the child get this first introduction directly from you so that this 
experience is about “us,” and not “us and them.” However,  we also want the child - whose ear for 
language is far more finely tuned than ours - to repeatedly hear a native speaker recite the verse. To 
this end, we recommend playing the CD of the native speaker somewhere towards the end of the first 
week, and regularly after that. When you do bring it in, offer no introduction or explanation; make no 
excuses; just play it and do the next painting or academic undertaking. 

Expect that - both initially and when you play the native speaker - you may get some giggles or com-
plaint as the power of the full language unsettles the child. That is part of the process - just ignore 
it. We want the child learning from a native speaker, but we want the door opened by the parent or 
teacher so the connection to the child’s own life stays strong. And we want the child to get into the 
habit of welcoming the unsettled ground of real learning.  

The Epic

Each epic will have its own demands and its own opportunities - many of which are detailed in the 
Cultural Units Story Book. However, although much is unique in each epic, the overall principle of 
using the epic as the container is the same. In order to help the children connect and to avoid the 
“vanishing race” stereotyping, we begin with a chapter about a modern day child of the culture in 
focus, preparing to hear the stories of the past from a grandparent. From there we go into the paint-
ing week. 

As a rule of thumb, after you have done your introductory week with the language and painting ex-
perience, you begin the epic just as you would any other story telling. You continue along in the three 
fold “story - artistic digestion - output” rhythm. In each epic, quite early on, the language piece will 
come back in the context of the story. In the Torah it will happen when Moses goes to the burning 
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bush and begins to hear the story of the Israelites from creation on.  When the bush speaks to him, it 
does so in Hebrew. In the Haudenosaunee epic the Thanksgiving Address will come up as soon as the 
elders come and begin telling the stories and continues from there. This happens early in each epic 
and when it does, we let the children feel the excitement of recognition; we DO NOT comment on it 
or point out that we already learned this. From this point on, the speech piece becomes an ongoing 
part of speech work or, as in the case of the Mohawk Thanksgiving Address, as a morning greeting 
every day. This is now included in our standard block flow, as described in the following pages.   
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The Academic Subject Sequence: 

Humanities/Language Arts - Math - Science: 

Once the week of Language Immersion and painting is complete, we work with the stories in depth, 
beginning with a Humanities/Language arts block. In this and all blocks, the basic flow of the day 
and the week are, for the most part,  as they always have been, with form drawing, painting, prac-
tice and the like weaving into the cultural work. In Humanities, we stick with the simple story cycle: 
the stories are told, recalled, digested artistically, summarized, and written about, as they have been 
for years.3 

The story epic, or curriculum, will run right through the entire unit, but it is here, in the first Hu-
manities/Language Arts block, that it gets anchored and becomes the container for the Cultural Unit. 
Once you are rolling with the story, you may well - and likely will - take off from some of the stories 
to explore such things as punctuation, parts of speech, prefixes and suffixes, and spelling rules. But 
all this must happen within the integrity of the story. In this first block, more than any other, we 
need to be cautious about how far we wander - it is here and now that the cultural ground is being 
established. 

Throughout the Unit, regardless of the type of academic block you are in, the stories you work with  
(as opposed to those that are just read as a “gift”) will be told as they were in Grade Two: on the 2-3 
part schedule honoring the three fold learning process. However, a foray off into academic content or 
related projects can extend the digestive process by days or weeks. So while the basic 3 fold process 
underlies all else, there will be times that you will not get fully to stage 3 for many days or weeks. All 
that is fine and as it should be, as long as the basic “open intake - artistic digestion - output” cycle is 
the underlying pulse. 

In these Cultural Units we are experiencing people in a living context. As a result, all aspects of the 
work are more mixed together - there are not simple and clear lines of Language Arts, Math, and 
Science in life! At the same time, as has been described,4 the child needs to move through different 
kinds of undertakings in a rhythmic sequence. This allows her learning to have a breathing quality, 
rather than one that becomes burdensome and draining. At this age children need to have periods 
of sinking deeply into story where the world is whole and integrated (Humanities), others where the 
thrust is looking at the pieces and taking apart and putting together (Math), and others where the 
focus is on doing - or active engagement (science). Therefore, to simultaneously respect the inte-
grated nature of life and the child’s need for rhythmic flow, we shift our focus over to the tone of a 
particular learning and become more flexible about the specific content. 

There are sample schedules in the next section of this book and in each Cultural Units Activities 

3 see HTG/Grade One/Rhythms/weekly

4 see HTG/Grade One/Rhythms/yearly waves of rhythm
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Book, and we encourage you to choose from those as a starting point. However, to give you a feeling 
for the issues involved in creating or choosing an overall plan,  we offer some examples on the next 
pages. 

As shown in (A) below, we might choose to go into a Science block after just a few weeks of Humani-
ties because the story and/or the Festival calendar make this the best choice in terms of the whole of 
the lives of the peoples in focus. But, because it is early in the year, the children are still needing to 
settle further into the story mood. Therefore, our first week or so of Science will lean heavily on the 
story aspect and stay light on both the doing and the analysis. We might then shift the focus to skills 
related to science, to work with a more analytical mood. So the difference in tone between the syn-
thetic (holistic), active, and analytical work remains the distinction, but the content flows between 
them. 

(A)

The same might happen in a Math black. For example, as shown in (B) below,  if you are in a Torah 
Unit and you are wanting to use Noah’s Ark for your measurement introduction, you will have to 
move into Math quickly. You might want to do a minimal introduction to measurement in a story 
context just to make the living connection. You would do so within a Humanities Block, bringing all 
the engagement with measuring an ark - but not the analysis, and then come back to it again later:

(B)
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Or you might want to give the same introduction, BUT cut the Humanities short and go into a full 
Math block after 3 weeks, as shown in (C) below: 

(C)

In any of these examples, you would do the science or the math at an introductory level, but you 
would take care not to develop it to the point where the child is stepping back from or out of identi-
fication with the culture within the first three or four weeks of the Unit. You may also choose to do 
more three week blocks in a term so that you can come back to the more analytical down the road 
but still in close proximity to the introduction. Whether doing two shorter (3 week) Math blocks in 
each unit, or doing some of the math introduction within the Humanities block, on the whole, more 
but shorter Math blocks tend to  work best in Grade Three. 

In the case of coordinating with Festival or Harvest issues, you could also start your year early and 
use a more standard progression of Humanities, Science, Math. 

There are many possibilities, and these examples are offered to give you a feel for the flexibility of a 
Theme Studies Approach. Once you have a feel for the material and have brainstormed ideas, look at 
the sample schedules in the Cultural Units Books. Make a choice, insert the changes you envision,  
and then stick with it - there is no right or wrong here. And there are more great options than you 
can take up! Doing too much will be at the expense of both parent and child. 



Bringing Skills from Stories:

We have always brought the children skills form stories, but in Grades one and Two, on the whole,  
these stories were created to bring a specific skill forward and were quite pointed. Now we are con-
necting with how the skill unfolds in daily life. This is a place where we do well to remember the 
adage  “not too tight, not too loose.” So in shifting to the academic focus we want to connect with, 
but not be imprisoned by, the story content and flow. So we will choose a relevant place to begin our 
studies - one that brings a living connection to the work at hand. For example, if you choose to use 
the story of Noah as the base for a Math Block on measurement, you begin simply by telling the story. 
After the recall and writing, you go out and measure off the ark in cubits and develop measurement 
from there - as described in the Math section of this Manual.

With that connection made, we can use other images, vignettes, and stories as needed to bring the 
work to life. The children still need the life-filled connection but, overall, they are now too old to be 
nourished by a full academic story of the kind we did in grades one and two (Todd and Evan, Four 
Friends, Tricky Mischief, etc.), and will find these babyish, and thus distancing, not connecting. What 
they generally benefit from is short humorous stories that highlight or anchor a particular part of a 
process or skill. So a quick story of the king’s attempt to use his own foot to measure a bed for the 
queen can work well to highlight the need for standardized measurement (full vignette in the Math 
section of this book), but this is not told using the 3-fold process; it is just a highlighting o mechanics 
and concepts through humor. From there it is the activities that support the child taking hold of the 
work which  are the mainstay. 

However, Grade Three is a “bridge year” so some children will still want and need the more full 
academic stories to ground them in the concepts and mechanics. As long as the lead in and connec-
tion is made through the epic, this is fine. You can take a foray off into more playful “Tricky mischief” 
type stories during Morning Lesson as long as it does not cause you to lose the connection to the epic. 
You can also do this part of the work in the second or practice lesson. As long as you are attentive to 
keeping the cultural mood alive and the epic rolling, any approach to focusing academic skills is fine. 
We offer samples in this book ranging form the small vignette to the full story. If your child needs 
things shorter and more playful, just tel the story in a matter of fact, humorous and conversational 
manner (e.g So once the mother and father had all the fruit, what were they going to do now - things 
were a mess). If they need a more full story than what you find, all description of the world around 
them (e.g. the above becomes: Mother and Father headed out to the orchard. Over the meadow and 
through the berry patch they walked. Mother stopped at the ripe red raspberries. She saw the juices 
sparkling in the sun…).

Once you have worked with the epic to give a deep and meaningful connection to the academic work, 
on the whole,  the remaining stories of that section of the epic are just told as gifts. During this 3-4 
week period, you will keep telling epic stories one to three times a week just to offer deep nourish-
ment and to keep the epic tale moving along. You may choose to recall them before going into the 
practice part of the lesson, or you may take a specific time each week just to do recall and drawing 
from the week, or you might have the child do it as her independent practice work - or you could just 
leave these stories be (but if you do, the Morning Lesson book will have some big holes in the story 
flow). How you do it depends on the child’s needs and ability; there is no right or wrong. Stories dur-
ing this time  can be recalled, or not; they can be drawn, or not; there can be writing done, or not. 
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The choices are made to support the mood of the block and the academic focus at hand, and the 
child’s overall integration and need to anchor and record the stories.  

Each block  needs to maintain its rhythmic tone or identity. So in the Math blocks we begin as de-
scribed above and then move to a highly analytical and skill based focus. In Science we will also begin 
with a story relevant to the ecosystem, and from there stories will continue through the block. The 
heart of the science work lies in the doing and discovery, but science can lean either to the holistic, 
story side, or towards the analytic, all within the active projects learning of the unit. Which way you 
decide to lean will depend on the overall flow of the blocks for that Unit and what you feel will serve 
the children’s state of integration. 

At the end of the Unit the last two to three weeks should circle back to a full humanities format to end 
the story cycle with a full story and arts immersion. This can include written work and some language 
arts skill work, but the bulk is focused on closure with such things as drama, a festival, or another 
special event that ties up the unit with a full sense of the “epic” coming to completion. For example, 
that might mean:

• doing the Moses the Musical or Aiontwente’s Journey play; 

• completing a Longhouse and finishing the story in it, followed by a feast; 

• ending the Torah Unit with a Passover celebration and retelling of the story;

• ending the Haudenosaunee Unit with the Strawberry Festival;

• preparing a Torah feast in the adobe oven you have built.

Sample content sequences and schedules for each culture are included in the Culture Units Book; the 
above list is to give you a feel for the sense of closure. 

Daily and Weekly Schedules

Movement

Movement is worked with in just the same way as it has been in earlier years: early in the morn-
ing and working with the aerobic, sensory, academic, and cultural needs of the child. You may find 
that movement work can take less time, but it should be at least 30 minutes every day. At this point 
the aerobic and sensory work happens primarily through cultural dance and games - on the whole, 
these will cover all rhythmic, aerobic, and midline crossing (all three midlines). You will need to do 
additional academic activities, some work with bean bags and rods, and a closing cultural spin and 
fold, as well. Seasonal activities are always included for grounding in”the here and now,” and can be 
worked with more intensively during the “interim block” between Cultural units - this is a good time 
to play with seasonal activities from earlier years. Activities are found in the Movement section of this 
Manual.
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Practice Work

Practice work: The content of the basic practice work happens on the same rhythmic schedule as it 
has been happening since Grade One: Math practice during a Humanities block, and Language-Arts 
practice during a Math block. But we now add the additional element of Science. What practice work 
to do in a Science block will depend on how you are using that Science block. If you are doing a lot of 
analytic work in the Science block, then this is the time for Language Arts practice - mostly creative 
writing and story games. If you are doing a lot of writing and recording, then this is a time for Math 
practice. As always, your guide is the children’s energy and what will best integrate them. 

It is important to note here that, as with the flow of blocks described earlier, it is the tone or mood we 
are seeking to balance, rather than specific content. So during a Humanities block we would not ask 
the children to do additional story work, or to work with spelling corrections on compositions during 
the practice time. But phonics games and worksheets (for either spelling or reading) are quite analytic 
and playful, and, therefore, can easily balance the more in-depth humanities work, whether during 
Humanities or a Science block. In a Math or analytic Science Block, we would not do highly analytic 
phonics work, but rather work with creative writing in one way or another. 

We continue to give the child both set expectations and choices as to how he meets the practice work 
requirements, as we have in first and second grade, but he will need closer to 30 minutes a day for this 
work now. Some of the new challenges can be part of this period: spelling practice for 10 minutes at a 
time; cursive handwriting for 5 minutes, and whatever else is needing practice support. Reading prac-
tice will happen in its own time if the child is reading well, and in the new special practice time, if not 
(see below). Those reading well still need to practice with an adult at least once a week; oral reading is 
a skill in and of itself. 

NEW PRACTICE TIME: In Grade Three it will be important to schedule in an additional  practice 
or expansion period in which the adult is available to guide and/or assist. While the daily practice 
should still be something the child can do on his own, one to three times a week an additional period 
will be needed for this additional guidance and/or completion of work. It can also be used for aca-
demic games needing more than one person. The long and short is that now that the child’s develop-
ment dictates that he take hold of his skill learning, it is important that you book in several sessions 
a week that hold the space to do whatever is needed in this regard, with your help. This provides a 
dependable space for such things as spelling tests (and possibly practice), recorder, academic games, 
making multiplication charts for independent practice, and spelling work. You can also use this time 
to work with supportive stories if you feel the child needs them. Such things as the Grade Two Spell-
ing stories, or new adventures of Tricky Mischief into multiplication fit well here. It should be a short 
time, 30-45 minutes, but a reliable one that takes the pressure out of finding ways to cover the skills 
material.

Remember that all skills that have been through the three fold introduction AND a connected 
reawakening need to be practiced on an ongoing basis - that includes those skills introduced and 
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reawakened in Grade Three. The new Practice Period is an excellent time for both reawakening and 
practicing skills. 

Specials

Form Drawing, Painting, Recorder, and Academic Games are scheduled in, in much the same way 
as you have done this in the earlier years. You can also use the second lesson described above to get 
these in or take Morning lesson at the end of the week, and so on. 

Projects, much like music and dance, are an ongoing part of setting the cultural mood and impor-
tant to sinking into the rhythms of the culture. These are not extra or decorative, but are central to 
the child really entering another way of life and taking it in as an extension of himself - creating 
with the hands is a natural and powerful doorway to this connection. Even if you only do this once 
a week and not even every week, doing one or two projects in the course of the Unit will make a real 
difference to the identification process. Therefore, projects periods should be scheduled at least once, 
and preferably several times each week and used almost exclusively for cultural arts and crafts. This 
is separate from the in-depth science projects, although the projects will often draw forth the same 
ecological principles. 
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Brainstorming 

Sample Block Content Opportunities: learning to brainstorm

Because we are working with a rhythmic theme studies approach now, it is helpful to work with a 
brainstorming model to plan the unit (sample below). We do provide several charts with different 
possibilities in each Cultural Units Book,  and there are sample yearly charts in the following pages. 
AND we do encourage you to use these as a starting point,  but the Unit will be much more enlivened 
and you will have far more flexibility if you have gone through the brainstorming process yourself 
first. Even if you wind up planning to follow one of the samples precisely, life happens; just having 
been through the brainstorming process will mean that when an opportunity arises or when you 
don’t manage something on the list, you will understand the implications and will be better able to 
adjust. 

Remember, there will be far more exciting possibilities for any unit than can be undertaken in a sane 
and rhythmical fashion. In the planning phase open all the doors you can, but in the doing phase, 
use only that which serves rhythmic integration - and, of course, mirrors the child. 

To make a brainstorming chart, you first need to know where you are going. 

1) Make or use the simple list of the skills to be addressed all year, as shown on the following 
pages.

2) Then make a chart like the one above , but with empty “bubbles” . 
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3) Now read the stories for one unit. 

4) As you read each one to yourself, notice connections to other subject areas and skills. Put those 
skills in the appropriate bubble with the name of the story next to it.  DON’T ponder too hard 
or you will not sink in and will lose the flow of the story - just let inspiration arise.

This is a great activity to do with a partner, even an e-partner, and in the homeschool it is also a won-
derful way to involve the non-homeschooling parent. Don’t worry about what you will actually do, 
just open the creative flood gates. 

Then take this list and compare it to the Academic Links list in the Cultural Units Activities Book of 
the culture you have chosen. See if any of the connections there are things you might want to include, 
and consider what others you might want to add. Get the list completed with your ideas.

Now make this list into a plan and make a chart like the one of Sample Torah Academic Links on the 
following pages (after the skills lists). You will have to make choices now; the chart you make will  
serve as a backbone of the “what” and the “how” so that you can bend and sway, yet not lose your 
way as you adjust based on what the child responds to and how your year is going (life’s demands). 
You can use a high-lighter pen to mark those roads you take. Later, go back and see how that worked 
and what has been left hanging. 

At this point you are taking the full list of possible academic links and paring it down into a basic 
plan like the one shown on the following pages. Then go back to the skills list and check off the skills 
you have covered at an introductory level (i.e. those ready for a sleep cycle and then reawakening). 
See if you have covered enough to make it realistic to cover the rest in the next unit. Adjust the plan 
accordingly. 

For example, you may begin with a plan to go quickly through the Tower of Babel in a purely story 
cycle mode. Then you find the child is really taken with the story and you want to go further with it. 
You spend an extra week working with all kinds of language and spelling and word building games 
in the context of the people not understanding each other, and voila, the whole plan you laid out has 
changed and you have to revise. You have done more in one area, and less in another. This “going 
with the flow without losing the backbone of the unit - or the child” is the art of teaching. Having 
worked through the brainstorming chart, you will be better able to make the needed shifts and pick 
up trailing skills at a later date. 

There are many possible places to take off into a math or science unit and to work with Language Arts 
Skills; we list one progression of these on the Sample chart shown after the skills list.; there are many 
more in the Cultural Units Activities books. One would NOT take up ALL of the possible academic 
branches, you have the whole year to build in the skills - rhythm remains number one in Enki! 
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Skills development in grades 3 - 8
As already described, in Grades Three through Eight all academics are brought out of the cultural 
context of that particular unit in focus. Sometimes this is a very direct and comprehensive process, 
and other times it is more of a mood setting from which the academic study takes off. We are looking 
to the cultural mood to give context to the study at hand, but it is important not to force the con-
nection, as that will make it a weighty experience for the child instead of an enlivening one.

For example in Grade 4, science studies will focus on animals and their habitats. It is easy to bring 
this study out of the culture in focus, and to do so in a comprehensive manner because animals are a 
natural part of all cultures. The same is true for Grade 5 Botany, and the Grade 3 study of Ecosystems. 
The same is also true for the Grade 3 study of measurement, because all cultures measure in some 
way. 

However when we look a the Grade 3 mathematics study of Place Value sequences, it is not as direct. 
So in these situations we look at what the core of the study is - i.e.  the point. In this example, the 
core of place value sequencing lies in the infinitely repeating patterns of groups of units, tens, and 
hundreds. So whether you are starting with ones as the unit or millions as the unit, you will always 
progress from the singles of that unit, to tens of that unit, to hundreds of that unit - and then you 
start with  new unit and make a new set of units, tens, and hundreds. So when one is the unit, you 
will have “ones, tens, and hundreds” in your group. When million is the unit,  you  will have millions, 
ten millions, and hundred millions in your group, and so on. 

What is the core principle at work here? It is the principle of groupings. Children - and indeed hu-
mans - are always focused on groupings and patterns in some way, but what is the specific angle of 
importance to the third grader? The grouping need in focus for 8 year old is the peer group or tribe. 
Therefore, tribe is a central focus of all the cultural humanities studies and is expressed over and over 
in traditional societies by their very organization. So in Grade 3 we will open the study of Place Value 
groupings by springing off a part of the humanities work that focuses on tribes. 

For example, if we are in a Torah Unit, we might choose a story like the 12 tribes of Israel. After doing 
a full storytelling/artistic digestion cycle, we simply tell the children that numbers are organized into 
tribe, too. We write the sequence of numbers on the board and let the children look to discover the 
way number tribes work.  

100,000,000 10,000,000 1,000,000 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1

 
We would go through a series of questions and steps leading up to a full color demonstration of how 
the tribes work, as shown on the following page.
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So the story has provided the living connection to tribal organization. Generally, that is all the 
children need to enliven the math study and to take the math study further on its own, without ad-
ditional focus on how it connects to the structure of society or other core developmental issues. Some 
children will need an additional vignette to anchor this notion, others a full story. Guidance on these 
is found in each academic skills area).

Having laid the ground, when we go on to apply this understanding to work with borrowing, and 
more complex multiplication and division, the connection to tribal harmony creates a grounding to 
understand the organizational structure of place value.

In this kind of situation - and there are many -  we are using the humanities curriculum to give 
context and to enliven the other academic and artistic work. But we also take care not to belabor 
or force connections as that would add a weightiness and, in the end, serve to disconnect the 
children. So once the initial ground is laid, we then go full steam into the math (or other) work and 
simply continue telling the story epic as a “gift.”
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Grade Three Academic Skills List
This is a list of all the skills for the year. In each unit you will address SOME but not all of them. Look at 
the whole year and, comparing it with the chart of academic links, see where you want to take up each 
one. In your practice work time and through games, you will reawaken and practice many things listed 
on the skills chart; the lists below only cover what you will introduce and expand this year, and thus 
what needs to have a story connection. 

Math 

Introduce and/or Expand (focus of a block)

1) measurement – 

• linear 

• weight 

• volume 

• time 

• money

• compass and map skills

• simple charts and graphs

2) place value -

• tribes 

• borrowing

3) multiplication and division -

• written multiplication tables - mastery

• square and prime numbers (as part of exploring visual patterns)

• introduce simple long multiplication

• introduce simple long division
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Language Arts

Introduce  (focus of a block)

1) Grammar – 

• punctuation 

• parts of speech  

• prefix and suffix

2) Creative Writing -

• perspectives 

• reports

3) Handwriting

• cursive

Science 

Introduce  (focus of one or more blocks) 

1) Ecosystems – impact of climate and soil on daily life

• farming (harvest or planting) 

• house-building 

• clothing (done in projects time, but connected to story) 

Humanities

Humanities is the full focus of particular blocks and underlies the whole unit so there is no need to 
address particular skills. Attention does need to be given to be sure that there is sufficient sinking 
in to the particular epic and culture. At the beginning this happens before moving into more analytic 
work in any area; at the end attention needs to be given to be sure that there is a real sense of closure 
to the epic and the unit from a deeply engaged place. 
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Sample Unit Plan

One Sample Plan for Torah Theme Studies Unit

** This is an example of one unit chart that addresses SOME of the skills listed earlier; remember 
you have two Cultural Units to cover all the skills. This is intended to inspire your own ideas; there 
are many more possible ways to do this. One must choose carefully as you do not want to overdo this 
theme-skills process and wind up losing the integrity of the overall epic. (all samples are found on the 
Blackline Master CD)**

Story Curriculum L.A. Skills, Math and Science

Set A BLOCK #1 Humanities - Three Weeks

1) Opening - Naomi and Asher: Sukkot Humanities 3 fold process story, with Sukkah 
project.

A) Genesis Painting Left as its own, totally non-conceptual, experience

2) Moses in the Bulrushes Humanities 3 fold process story. 

3) Moses in Egypt

L.A. Skills: introduce writing from different per-
spectives through first person (Moses’) account of 
events leading to the burning bush (i.e. injustice 
and anger)

4) Creation and Garden of Eden L.A. Skills: basic parts of speech, beginning with 
nouns/naming the animals. 

5) The Fall and/or
L.A Skills: poetry writing 

6) Cain and Abel

Set A BLOCK #2 Math - Three Weeks

7) Noah and the Flood
Math: measurement block  (linear, weight, vol-
ume) full introduction with analytic exploration . 

8) Tower of Babel Story as background/gift - possibly apply mea-
surement

9) God’s Promise to Abraham Story as background/gift
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Set A BLOCK #3  Science - Three Weeks

10) The Sons of Abraham Science: adobe ovens (apply ecosystem learning)

11) Abraham and  Isaac

Stories as background/gift
12) Rebekah at the Well

13) Esau Loses his Birthright

14) Jacob's Ladder

15) Rachel and Leah

16) Jacob and Laban

17) The Meeting of Jacob and Esau Science: reconnect story with adobe oven

 

Set A BLOCK #4 Math - Three Weeks

18) The Coat of Many Colors Math: Money

19) Joseph A Captive In Egypt
Math: money continued

Science: reconnect adobe to housing in Egypt

20) Joseph’s Brothers Bow Story as background/gift

21) Joseph's Family in Egypt Math: Time

22) Moses in Egypt (rerun)

Stories as background/gift

23) Burning Bush (expanded)
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Set A BLOCK #5 Humanities/Unit Closing - Three to Four Weeks

Choose Closing Project and structure block accordingly. This is structured to end in December.

24) Let My People Go L.A. Skills: poetry

25) The Night of Passover Humanities 3 fold process story.

26) Into the Wilderness L.A. Skills: writing from different perspectives 

27) The Ten Commandments

Humanities 3 fold process stories

28) The Cloud Moves On From Sinai

29) The Land of Milk and Honey

30) Joshua Fights the Battle of Jericho

31) Closing Naomi and Asher - Chanukah 
Story

Build Menorahs and Dreidls, and Celebrate Cha-
nukah in Nomad’s Tent with display of Unit’s art 
work. Or, if you want to do the Moses the Musical 
play, use the Winter Passover ending, and begin 
work on the play during week two, Go the full 
four weeks. 
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Sample Yearly Schedules
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Rites of Passage Unit
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Overview

8 Year Olds Rite of Passage

 (Teacher’s guide)

Rites of Passage are an ancient part of our human heritage.  Throughout history, every culture has, in 
some way, celebrated the major transitions of life.  Contemporary Western culture’s most commonly 
celebrated rites include confirmation, bar mitzvah, weddings, and funerals.  Yet to some extent, we 
have lost touch with the power of these rites.  If we look at the rites of passage of traditional people 
that are performed around the world, it is easy to feel a sense of awe at the human wisdom which they 
express.

One of the most striking aspects of Rites of Passage is the similarity of their occurrence and the 
content of their performance.  Looking closely at the unfolding of a human life from birth to death, it 
becomes clear that these rituals mark the transitions universal to man.  Because of our human birth, 
these transitions are a given whether we celebrate and honor them or not.  So it is not surprising to 
find that celebrations of major turning points are held virtually everywhere, just as all people cel-
ebrate the changing of the seasons – however subtle these changes may be.

Not only are many of the same transitions celebrated world-wide, but the basic structure of these 
celebrations is the same, reflecting the way changes take place in our lives. Each involves a three 
part process:5

1) First of all, there is ritual separation from the old, through giving of an object or a period of 
isolation, etc. Thus the initiate formally says goodbye to a part of his life, clearing the way to 
welcome the new.

2) Next is an initiation ceremony.  This includes a teaching that acknowledges the changes that 
have already begun.  Recognizing that these changes are in a tentative seedling stage, the initia-
tion goes on to give instruction for exploring this new realm.  This awakens the initiate to new 
possibility and an expanded vision of himself in the world.  Thus he is empowered to stand on 
new ground and proceed accordingly.

3) Finally, there is a ritualized process of integration into the community where all members join 
in welcoming back the participant in his new role. In most societies this new role includes both 
new privileges and new responsibilities. 

In formalizing these transitions we help the initiates - in this case, children - to move forward, 
assuming their new place with pride and confidence.  Equally important, we help the society, par-
ticularly the parents (or in the case of retirement and funerals, the children), to make the necessary 

5 The Transition from Childhood to Adolescence, by Yehudi Cohen, Aldine Publishing, Chicago,  1964
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separations.  This helps us to perceive and relate to the initiate appropriately and can be an empower-
ing part of healthy growth for both initiate and family.

How we celebrate these transitions and the changes we make in the initiate’s privileges and respon-
sibilities in this critical period can have a lasting effect.  It is helpful if we, as parents and teachers, 
focus on the new responsibilities as privileges in themselves rather than assuming the popular view of 
responsibilities as negative burdens and privileges as entertainment.  This can have a deep impact on 
how the child experiences himself in society and his sense of individual competence.

Rites of Passage are given in honor of one’s development - as a birthright, and not as something 
one earns. These happen at certain points in development or certain ages.  They cannot be earned or 
lost, but are rites by right of a human birth.  So it is very important that there be no threats around 
them and nothing to fear. They are not traditionally a matter of choice but an expected part of life, 
like having birthdays.  It will probably be some time before those of us working with rites in contem-
porary western culture - children and adults - experience the 8 year old passage in this way.  But this 
is the ground and the direction in which we are focused.
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Rites of Passage for Eight Year Olds

The 8-year old’s Rite is held in many ancient cultures.  As described in the Teaching Guide, at about 
eight years old, the child has made the first transition into being a separate individual.  Up until this 
time, she has been resting on her parents as her ground while gathering the experiential information 
to understand the forces of nature and the natural world that is her home. At about eight years, she 
has gained enough experience and matured enough emotionally, perceptually/cognitively, and neu-
rologically to shift her base from her parents to her environment. Parents are still central but now, on 
the firm base of the family, the child’s focus has shifted outward; she has to find out about the world 
for herself. From this base she begins anew, exploring the nature of life, her effect on it, and her place 
in it - this will be her focus until it is sufficiently established to shift her focus to exploring herself 
(adolescence).

For the first eight years the child has lived in a world of oneness, of magical thinking.  Now, her 
newfound individuality gives birth to an early understanding of cause and effect.  This becomes the 
framework for her search to understand the relationships of life, both elemental and human.  It is as 
though she has always lived within her home where all things are cared for.  Now, she steps out the 
front door and feels alone in an unknown world. This shift that begins at eight years is what Rudolf 
Steiner refers to as the “Ninth year change” (not nine year change; the ninth year begins on the eighth 
birthday, as the first year begins at birth). She begins on an individual journey with all the mistakes 
and experimentation that are part of growth.  So this is a prime moment to introduce the major ele-
ments of her society’s map of reality.

In many cultures, this map focuses on the expansion of social relationships.  For example, the Kwomo 
of New Guinea, a people dependent on tribal harmony, send the boys of this age out to live with and 
be educated by their father’s brother.  This fosters a vital allegiance to a wider circle of relationships 
beyond the nuclear family.  In a culture such as the Hopi of Arizona, where society is bonded by 
religious truths, this is the time when the Kachina Cult is introduced.  In Tibet, a culture dependent 
on animal herds for survival, eight is the age when children are given responsibility to care for small 
herds of animals.  Most of us in the modern world will not have such colorful choices to offer, but we 
can look along these lines for things that will work for us. 

From the Enki perspective, what is it we are looking to bring the children in this initiation? At the 
heart of Enki is the commitment to experiencing the world as it is.  In this view, all aspects of life are 
seen as having a fundamental energy that is unconditionally positive or sacred.  So, in Enki, the eight 
year old Rite is an affirmation of this and an expansion of the children’s understanding of the funda-
mental energies of the world. In the rite itself, through story, poetry, dance, and specific challenges, 
the children experience the four elements (water, fire, air, and earth) and are introduced to how these 
work together harmoniously. Each of these is also explored directly in the preparation for the Rite. In 
the Rite the children are further taught that only with both fearlessness (moving forward in the face 
of fear) and gentleness is it possible to work with this kind of harmony of the elements.



The nature of the elements and their interaction is explored and affirmed again and again with our 
Grade Three focus on food, clothing, and shelter as related to the local ecosystem.  

In classrooms and community groups, establishing a Rite of Passage is fairly straightforward. It is 
quite a bit trickier in the more isolated situation of the homeschool. However, this very difficulty 
makes it all the more important, so we must explore creative ways to bring the heart of the experience 
to the child. As we look at each specific part of the preparation and Rite we will explore ideas for this. 
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The Approach:

Our underlying approach to working with the eight year olds emphasizes direct experience rather 
than analyzing or understanding principles (any explanations described below are only for the 
adult’s information). 

The metamorphic growth in the eight year old brings him a new interest in the unchangeable, un-
conditional realities of life. He is annoyed by the lack of dependability he sees in the human world 
- particularly the foibles of his parents and teachers. He turns his attention to the natural world, to 
the wetness of water, the solidity of earth, the heat of fire, etc - AND his ability to interact with these 
directly. Therefore, our focus in this Rites of Passage preparation project is on heightening the child’s 
experience of these elements and his independent interaction with them. But these experiences must 
be direct;  any analysis or conceptualization is just our version and, by definition, not unconditional. 

As much as possible, we simply offer an experience and trust the child to find his own relation to it. In 
this way we empower the process already going on in him. That is the point of any Rite of Passage - it 
empowers the initiate to fully enter his own experience of a particular transition. This empower-
ment also gives him an experience of the unconditional aspects of being human.

In all societies rites are performed to help validate and thus empower the changes already underway 
in the person. With the 8/9 year olds we are looking to acknowledge the new-found independence 
they already feel inside. In so doing we empower them, and thereby lessen the  need for endless battles 
through which they can prove this independence to us. That is not to say there will not be battles, but 
that they will have been given a positive context and, usually, the need for battling to prove indepen-
dence is lessened. 

There are many ways to provide this empowerment and, in fact, our entire Grade Three curriculum is 
designed to do just this. At the same time, a specific ceremony has its own impact that is different 
from the ongoing mirror we strive to provide - that is why all cultures have festivals and ceremo-
nies to mark the major events and passages of life. Therefore, we recommend that every family 
undertake some version of the Rite of Passage. This could be done by taking a two week period to do 
the Rite described here in full. That could happen at the start of the year, between Cultural Units, or 
at the end of the year. The only thing that does not work is to leave the cultural mood within a given 
Unit to do the Rite. 

Therefore, if you want to do the Rite as part of the Cultural Unit, you will need to choose a place 
in the epic that is relevant - the making of the first bow, the child growing up and heading out, the 
protagonist’s rite of passage, etc. That will be your core story, the activities will be the same as those 
described in this section, but you will NOT do the story from this Rite. 

Either way is fine; just choose what will best serve your child and your family.    
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The Project: making bows and arrows

In Enki, the central aspect of the rites preparation described below is children’s Kyudo (Japanese ar-
chery). This works very well because it is so direct - if you push the arrow it doesn’t fly; if you pull too 
far the bow cracks; if you’re not steady you have no aim. There are no opinions here, it just is. 

All of the curriculum work the children are doing supports and brings into focus the movement into 
a new kind of independence; this project is a specific focusing in on that. In making the bows and ar-
rows we work with the elements – earth, water, fire, and air - directly, but somewhat subtly. 

1) First, in regards to the earth element, we work with the sense of proper respect in taking from 
the earth (the tree). As well, the stability the child needs to find to shoot is an expression of the 
earth element in us.  

2) second soaking the limbs in water to increase suppleness (fluidity of water slows the loss of sap/
fluid and offers that fluid or flexible property to the bow). 

3) third, using a fire heated tool, we brand the bows marking them with names or symbols. 

4) finally, the arrow feathers and the actual shooting are an immediate experience of wind/air. 

The central experience in the actual Kyudo is the harmony of Heaven, Earth, and Man – i.e. balance. 
Basically, the arrow will not fly if the children don’t find this balance in their overall posture and in 
the tension and release of the bow and string. For the most part, the children are left to struggle and 
discover the need for balance and the power of release - we refer to the actual release of the arrow as 
“open heart.” We do say the Warrior’s Chant (see accompanying sheet), written for this practice with 
children, each time. This is done as a background guidance, a verbal “image map” to help the children 
find this internal balance, but beyond that and an initial modeling, we mostly let them discover. 

We have found that it is very helpful to the empowerment process if after – and only after – the chil-
dren have made their bows and arrows and learned to shoot them, a Kyudo teacher or senior student 
demonstrates this practice on his professional bow. Because the children have now experienced the 
process of making the bows and learning to shoot, their attention is firmly on the process and their 
awe is palpable  - it has much more power once they know what it is to do this.  It is important that 
the demonstrator stick to demonstrating and not get into explaining too much - it can be hard for 
adults to understand that explaining removes a child from her experience, so preparation of the adult 
is a good idea. It is also important to find a demonstrator who shoots the bow with the “balance and 
open heart release” in which the arrow is shot from heart level and not eye level (not a “Robin Hood, 
take aim with the eye” approach). 

It is wonderful if this demonstration is followed by each child, using the bow and arrow she has made, 
having a turn to be helped to shoot by the demonstrator.
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Nuts and Bolts: 

Once we get over the initial “yikes” of this project, making the bow is very easy and can even be done 
in a city. It is best if it can be done a little at a time over a period of two weeks, but depending on the 
demands of the situation it can happen in a much more condensed form - it has been done in two 
long days.

It is important that the adults go out well ahead and make their own bows so they are sure of what 
they are doing and which boughs will work well. 

Bows

1) Locate a site with appropriate boughs. Red osier dog-
wood, white birch, willow, black birch, or striped maple 
(moosewood) ,all work well (shown in photo at right) - 
something which has a lot of flexibility and yet strength, 
and grows quite straight (Weeping Willow is usually 
too flexible and hard woods are not flexible enough; 
evergreens do too much branching). Many workable 
trees or bushes can be found growing along rivers and 
swamps; look for a simple, straight willow-like leaf, and 
an ease in peeling the bark. It is easiest for the children if you can find something in a thick 
bush form with straight shoots; otherwise, it’s often too hard for them to measure and cut it.

Children should measure their boughs using their bodies (this can come on either side of the 
introduction of measurement - if they have not yet met measurement, do the introduction here 
- but in this case it is only the magic of the body proportions on height we are focused on). To 
introduce body magic, have the child lie on the floor and make a mark at the top of the head 
and at his heels (with his feet flexed). Then have him turn to lie on his stomach across (perpen-
dicular to) the “head to heel line.” He should lie such that his arms reach along that line - it 
should be close to a match. Do this yourself and let the child measure. Do this with everyone in 
the family .

If you want to do linear measurement 
in full as part of the Rites mini-unit, see 
the Math Section of this guide. 

2) Then find an appropriate bough -  the 
straighter, the better. Too much curve 
makes it unwieldy for the children and 
does not provide enough snap back for 
shooting. 

The bough the child chooses needs to 
fit her and should be approximately her 
height/arm span in length, and should 
fit snugly through the circle made by 
putting the tip of HER index finger into 
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the upper joint on the thumb (this is too thick for an adult to use as a measure, but is right for a 
child). Using the body to measure is part of the magic of direct experience. 

3) Cut the bough with a saw; take off any scrubby little branches. Try to pick a bough with mini-
mal side branches; if side branches are of any size their connection spot will cause a weakness 
in the final bow. 

4) Peel it. The best boughs will be easy to peel with a scout knife. The children should saw and peel 
with minimal help but appropriate supervision; this is part of the direct experience. A bark 
handle can be left in the middle, or not, as they choose. (Working with the wood, including the 
choice of a strong, stable bow, brings the experience of earth.)

5) At this point, depending on time, you can either soak the bow now or notch and string it first, 
before soaking.  Soaking is critical; if the bough is not soaked it will dry out too quickly and 
lose too much suppleness and probably crack in drying or shooting. It can be soaked by anchor-
ing it in a river, putting it in a bath tub or wrapping it in soaked towels for at least two days DO 
A TEST ONE FIRST (too long a soak causes some 
brittleness). But if time is scarce it can be soaked at 
home after completing. Do not let it dry too fast; wrap 
in cloth or plastic to slow the process in a dry climate.

Notch around the top and bottom of the bow. To do 
this, using the scout knife saw, saw a line 2/3 of the 
way around, deep enough to hold the string, about 
an inch from either end. (Be sure you are making 
the groove on the side away from the inward bend, 
so pulling on the string will pull the string further 
into the groove.) Some children will be able to do this 
themselves. It takes about five minutes per bow for an 
adult, and longer for a child. 

6) Stringing is easy and the children can help - it’s a two 
person job. Get 100 pound test weight braided nylon 
or dacron fishing line (50 - 75 pound test weight 
will snap on some of the bows; this is not fun! We 
have never seen 100# snap). Tie a loop knot in one 
end. Measure the line to about six inches longer than 
the bough. Depending on the flexibility of the wood, 
make a second loop 4-6 inches shorter than the bough 
length. 

7) Have the child hold this loop, with the other loop 
already in the notch. You bend the bough using hands 
and feet, so that it is bending as evenly as possible and 
not just in one place. The child pulls the loop onto the 
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other notch (this is hard but satisfying). Voila - bough becomes bow!

8) When the wood is dry it should be sanded very smooth. Bows should be beautifully sanded and 
a pleasure to touch - with the softness of a rabbit or brushed leather. Unstring them each time 
you sand or it is too hard. Be sure not to leave them unstrung for any long periods or they will 
lose the give.

You can wrap a strip of leather around the center of the bow if you would like to have a clear 
holding spot, whether or not you have left bark there.. 

Arrows

1) These can be done at any point before the fire branding. If time is limited you can just make 
them as a gift to the children - but this deprives them of an important aspect. Some children 
have made them from hard wood boughs, some from dowels. Some have used commercial 
feathers, available at crafts, fishing or archery/hobby store (expensive), or they have gathered 
goose or pheasant feathers (hard to find) - geese molt in late June. Either way the feathers must 
be strong - not fluffy or downy; the arrows will not fly straight without the feathers. 

Use 1/4” diameter, 18 inch long dowels, (longer arrows require more skill than the children will 
have and encourage them to pull back too far, often cracking their bows). Notch one end of each 
dowel BEFORE you give it to the children. They cannot do this notching safely. To notch, use 
the scout knife saw and saw about 1/4 inch deep right across one end of the dowel. The string 
will fit in this for shooting. 

Have the children sharpen the other end with a scout knife. They should be set up so that there 
is no danger of hurting anyone - themselves or others (sitting facing a wall and quite close to it, 
legs far apart and firmly on the ground. Give basic instructions on cutting away from oneself 
and paying attention – and then allow some real independence to do this job. If they are casual 
with the knife or use it improperly, it should be taken away for that day immediately – second 
chances undermine the sense of empowerment/responsibility.)

2) Feathers: Together you can choose feathers with 4-6 inches of relatively strong quill in the 
center and firm feathers. Ahead of time, the adult should cut a section of feather that is 2 inches 
longer than the good part of the featheryness. Then clear about 
an inch off the feather part of each end of the feather’s quill, so 
you have a small, cleared  handle at both ends of the feather. 

Now cut the feather in half, down the middle lengthwise so that 
you have a flat side of the quill with featheryness in the middle 
section. 

With the feathers facing such that they are bending away from 
the pointy end, glue one feather on the arrow, starting about two inches below the notch -  reg-
ular wood glue works fine, this is only part of the hold. Once this is done, you glue two others 
on so that they are equi-distance apart. 

Once all are glued on, put a thin strip of heavy duct tape around the ends of the feathers - this 
prevents the end of the feather from cutting the children when they shoot and the feathers fly 
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quickly over their fists. The children are also hard on the arrows and the feathers come off too 
easily without the wrapping. Traditionally this was done with sinew, winding it round and 
round. You can do that or wind string instead. 

3) Last is the branding - the fire element. This should be done as the last step, the day before the 
Rite or as part of the Rite. Each child will need a parent working directly with him or her - it’s 
hot stuff, literally. In the classroom situation, you will need help at this last stage. 

Build a good size fire; let it burn till there are some coals. Put a 1/4 inch diameter, 3 ft long 
metal rod into the coals for about five minutes. Using a hot mitt, let the children take the hot 
skewer out and mark their bows. They can’t get too complicated because the rod cools rather 
quickly and they have to heat it again and again, but it is an intense fire experience and a “sear-
ing end.” Then you are left with a campfire to enjoy together (this can be a good place to begin 
or to finish the formal Rites story).
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Shooting

1) Before shooting the children must be told that these bows and arrows are not toys. Native Americans and others 
have used versions of this as a basic method of bow-making forever. These arrows have hit wood walls and gone far 
enough in to stick straight out. They would do real damage, or worse, to anything alive. 

2) Shooting MUST ALWAYS be supervised. These are real weapons, not toys; this is a real 
passage. 

3) It is best if the children can begin learning to shoot on the first day, after gathering their boughs, because it helps to 
keep them focused in the bow-making. They can use your sample bows for this. It is better to have more frequent, 
shorter practices, than it is to have fewer, long ones. This is because of the children’s attention/frustration level, but 
more importantly it is because they need to experience this new skill and then leave it to the sleep cycle. Repeating 
this “practice/settle in” cycle over and over makes use of the three fold learning process. 

Begin each shooting session with chanting the “Children’s Kyudo Chant” (below, following directions). This 
anchors the children in images to guide their shooting. Then one at a time, the children come forward. First, facing 
forward, they bow to the target - a bale of hay. Then turning 90 degrees to face the side with shoulder facing the 
target, they take their shooting posture. Posture is:

• feet about two and a half feet apart, making a stable triangle. 

• knees strong but NOT locked

• feet firm on the ground

• back straight and strong

If you  say something like the following, it will serve as a ritual anchor. 

“Earth beneath.” (Check that they have solid footing, feet apart, knees not locked)

“Sky above.”  (Check that they are firm but relaxed in their upper body, shoulders down.)

“Turn” (Front foot turns to the target.) 

“Earth in the bow,” (Lift the bow and feel its stability. This is the all important moment; if they don’t feel connected 
to the earth the bow will wobble and they will have no power or control. Be sure they are holding it at its balance 
point.) 

“Load the arrow.” (They hold the arrow pinched between thumb and fore-
finger knuckle with the knuckles parallel to the ground, as shown. You 
have to adapt the typical form to make it manageable for the children and 
to keep their attention on the balance of Heaven, Earth, and Man rather 
than on technique. They are usually too young to hold the arrow between two 
knuckled fingers.) 

“Pull back as vast as the sky.” (On the whole the children don’t pull far enough, but a few will lose the stability of 
the earth and pull too far. This cracks the bow eventually. We are after a balance of Heaven and Earth - that is 
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the all important experience here. At this point it is not uncommon for some children to get 
cartoonish and tough, pulling the arrow up close to their eye. Our focus is not on eye/head or 
on a sense of “aim,” but on the harmony of the three principles. This happens more fully if 
they pull back at shoulder/heart height and “see” with their heart. You can have them do it 
with eyes closed somewhere along the line, to experience the power of the harmony and see-
ing from this, and not the eyes.) 

Then “ Open or open heart,” (this is a full release; fingers release and the opening arm flies 
back fully, now free from the arrow. This opening of the arm is the balance to the arrow’s 
flight and part of the wind experience. For the arrow to fly, you have to really release, you 
can’t push it forward - this is the moment of feeling the harmony of Heaven, Earth, and Man 
because it is the stability of the stance/earth that allows a full release to flight. 

Many of the children will have difficulty with this balance and release – and the arrows will 
not fly. This is good news because the children must find the harmony themselves and the 
adult can – and should – let them discover on their own. If they push the arrow or don’t really 
release, it will not fly. If they lose the stability of the earth in the body and bow,  the arrow 
will wobble. It is best if you just return to repeating the directions and don’t analyze what 
happened - let them discover it on their own.

They bow again and Only when told to (for safety), and  go get their arrows. 

 Close with the chant.
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Children’s Kyudo Chant

This chant uses the imagery of the warrior to anchor the sense that this work – and any presence in 
life - requires courage. One can certainly change the term if it does not work for you, but it is a sense of 
strength and bravery (much as we use the term “peaceful warrior” to describe Martin Luther King, Jr.), 
that is what we want to bring the child. It is about rousing the courage to be present and gentle. 

The warrior’s way is fearless and gentle.

As the tree, he (or she) stands: rooted, strong and upright,

As the flower, he (or she) grows:  open, tender and proud,

As the sky, he (or she) stretches: vast and  clear and bright,

So  the warrior’s way is fearless and gentle.
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The Rite

The actual Rite or ceremony is an underlining of what is happening inside the child. It supports the 
child’s shift to a new stage of development – and the shifting of the whole family constellation to meet 
the child. In a group situation (extended family, school, or community) one can do the full ceremony 
described below. In a smaller family unit you will need to adapt the following to support the underly-
ing purpose and not worry about the form described (suggestions follow the basic description). 

Some families have brought in friends and relatives and worked with a version of the rite below. Oth-
ers have focused more on stories - working with letters from friends and relatives, each recounting 
a personal experience of an element (positive of challenging). Some have taken camping trips and 
worked directly with the elements in a “labyrinth treasure hunt” manner. The possibilities are endless 
- the goal is to give the child a sense of being brought into a ceremonial experience of the elements 
and his power to interact with these indepenently.

In any situation what we want to honor is the three step process of passage: 
1) separation experienced by giving away – parting with the old;
2) initiation experienced through the work with the elements and the ceremony, and 

through letters from relatives about their growing up; and
3) reentry in a new role, experienced in the celebration of the Rite and the new 

privileges and responsibilities that follow. 

The Ceremony

The ceremony itself goes through the three stages, and each family will have to find their way to make 
it work. 

1) Separation: In a group situation, the Rite opens with the children sitting with their parents. Then, 
after a basic welcoming by the leader, they come up one at a time, give an offering from early child-
hood, and receive a sash that is put on them. Then, having given the offering, the children go to sit 
with the other children, separate from their parents. This marks the separation. 

In the homeschool situation, you particularly want to create the separation because of the built in 
closeness between parent and child. However, it is a lot for an 8 year old to go sit alone - both in terms 
of exposure and self consciousness. Some people have built small Sukkot or Teepee/brush hut type 
shelters with an open side. This way the child has a clear place to go, but is protected and held. The 
opening can face forward so that they are just watching like everyone else. However you do it, there 
needs to be a giving of the ritual item and a separating.

As detailed later,  at this point it is also helpful to have the child give away something from his earlier 
years to mark this transition.  
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2) Initiation: Now the initiation begins -  

This can happen many ways. It will usually begin with some adult (preferably not the parent, but that 
may be unavoidable), welcoming everyone and then saying a little about this special moment. Some 
focus on their experience of the elements, emphasizing the sense of personal empowerment.  Some fo-
cus on the courage and compassion that are needed to be independent - again, keeping this to simple, 
personal stories. Some weave the two together. 

From there, we want to focus on the content of the direct and independent experience of the elements. 
One way is to have the children invite the “sacred clowns.” This invitation can be done by reciting a 
verse they learn ahead (see next page); we have found that working with an elements verse ahead of 
time and then using it in the Rite, gives the child a familiar way to enter this work and leaves him 
with something he can “take with him.” Then the children just watch the “Sacred Clowns” invoke 
each element – one at a time. Each parent can embody a couple of clowns, or you can get friends and 
relatives to help. They can also recite the poems as they work with the particular element in bow mak-
ing. 

If you are working with sacred clowns, whether in the classroom or community group or at home, 
“sacred clowns” each one comes up individually in response to the children’s chanting – it is best to 
wait until the children are really chanting the poem so the energy is roused. The clowns are dressed to 
invoke the quality of the element (flowing blue silks for water, solid deep brown for earth, and so on). 
They move and speak in such a way as to manifest the element itself as described in the next pages. 

If you are going to focus on story sharing, this is best done very formally. You might have a represen-
tative sample of each element (a heavy rock, a fire in a bowl, a fan, water in a bowl) which is ceremoni-
ally held while the speaker talks. It could be picked up by the speaker and held through his speaking, 
or handed to the child during his speaking. 

If you have access to a natural environment, you might build a labyrinth that has the child follow 
clues to get a sample of each element. During the seeking of the element, they or the group can recite 
that element’s verse. One possibility that has been used effectively is to have each element be part 
of preparing a bigger fire that is used to brand the bow. So the child follows the labyrinth to get an 
“earth offering” which is something that can hold fire (like a stick or bundle of sticks). They then go 
on the labyrinth to find a fan, and then to retrieve a bucket of water (if possible, going in the water). 
Finally, they arrive at a small pre-laid fire (they can light it then or you can light it ahead). They use 
this to light their earth stick, and use the water they have gathered to safely put this fire out. Now they 
carry their fire stick to the pre-laid big, branding fire, and light it (and throw the earth stick into the 
fire). They use the fan to get this fire roaring. Because of inherent safety issues, this takes real plan-
ning ahead and the child will need the special helper to walk behind him throughout so any needed 
safety help is available without major intrusion. 
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Sacred Clowns

Sacred clowns are found in many cultures. They appear at times when a teaching is to be given. They 
are not clowns in the typical sense of invoking laughter at the expense of all else, but they are clowns 
in that they are taking on a different form in a playful or light manner. 

The clowns’ job in this rite is to transmit the fundamental energies of the elements by invoking the 
textures and rhythms of each – the fluidness and regeneration of water, the stability of earth, and so 
on. We hold the rite at this time because the child has made an inner shift from having a base in his 
parents toward a base in the environment/natural world - what J.C. Pearce calls the shift to the Earth 
Matrix. The clowns address the environmental and unconditional aspect of this shift.

The job for the sacred clowns is to empower the child to trust in his own experience. They might tell a 
short story (3 minutes max) or recite a poem about that element. This can be a description not unlike 
the ones in the Rites Story. 

What we are doing in this Rite is reflecting back to the child, in playful celebration, changes he has 
already made and perceptions he has already had. The structure of the ceremony and the imple-
ments the child will be given are reflections of his new-found independence and individuality. It is 
the clowns’ job to reflect the elemental properties which are now absorbing the child’s focus. This is 
a transmission of the view that all aspects of life have fundamental energy that is unconditionally 
sacred. It is an empowerment of the child’s ability to see what is there.

Each element has a peaceful, a wrathful, and a purifying energy and a quality of motion. For example 
water flows, fire burns, air moves, and the earth is immovable. Water nourishes and floods and cleans, 
fire heats and destroys and purifies. Each property exists within the child’s own body as well i.e. water 
as the flowing blood and fluids; fire as the heart and body heat; air as the breath; and earth as the solid 
matter, the container. By the same token each has an emotional aspect and an interpersonal aspect, 
all of which are within the child’s own experience as well. The clown can touch his own experience of 
these unchangeable, fundamental properties and share that with the children in as improvised or as 
rehearsed a way as he is comfortable with. We look toward feeling a playful and honest communica-
tion with the children and a quality of invoking rather than performing or teaching.

The sacred clowns use costume, dance and imagery to actually invoke the energy of their particular 
element and invite the children to experience that. It is critical that the children be allowed to ex-
perience the elements in their own way. The clowns do not tell the children how to relate to them. 
For example, we don’t discuss pollution, but we embody properties and offer images of the clear 
unpolluted elemental properties of earth, water, fire and air and allow the child his own experi-
ence of that. From that connection to the natural and fundamental energy, the child will find his 
own road to compassionate and responsible care of the environment. Telling the child of the human 
destruction of the environment or how he “should” feel only distances him from his own experi-
ence and hampers a real, long-lasting connection.
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The clowns then offer gratitude for their element’s contribution to the bows and arrows.

At Home: The focus of the initiation section of this Rite is on the child’s ability to directly perceive 
and work with the elements. At home, the sacred clowns may be possible and positive, or they may be 
overkill, but with or without them, the verses can be used to focus in on each elemental nature. People 
have found many ways to do this. One family in New Zealand worked with it the following way: 

“From there we moved to the table, where I gave them a small present which was an 
opalite stone, shaped like an egg.  As all life begins with an egg. They were so wowed 
out by them, because when they held them up to the light, you could see different 
colours.  Savannah straight away said ‘I can see some blue like water, there is a red 
dot like the fire, it comes from the earth , and , oh, I can feel a breeze on my face .’”

Another part of the initiation that works well in the home is the reading of notes from relatives and 
family friends. You can ask friends and relatives to write a small vignette about a personal experience 
with one of the elements - preferably from childhood but any thing meaningful to them is great – 
maybe a mountain climbing experience, a camp fire when freezing, being in a storm, etc. If possible, 
they can send in a small representation of that element (a pendent or drawing, and so on). These are 
kept secret until the actual ceremony. 

You can read these in response to the children’s chanting of a given element.  Before hand the parent 
can make or buy some kind of hanging or wreath that these letters and trinkets will be tied to (an 
empty vine ring, a macramé or other loose weaving, and so on), or you can tie them to the mini shel-
ter. At the ceremony, after the ritual giving away already described, the children chant each verse and 
then you open and read each note and hang it on the wreath/hanging/shelter, again. 
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Element Poems: 

Earth: 
Boulders mighty, darkest caves 
Gnomes dig nightly, mighty and brave. 
Dark and deep, down deep down 
Jewels and crystals there abound. 

Mountains tall and pastures plenty  
Push forth plants, more and many 
Bringing tiny seeds to birth 
Death returns them to the earth.

Water:  
Murmuring water 
Rising in fountains 
Tumbling down mountains 
Out to the sea.

Home of the fishes 
Swimming like wishes 
Nourishing water 
Strengthening, free,

Air: 
Through the trees and the brush 
Comes the wind with a rush 
Swirling leaves with a flair  
Lifting birds in the air 
Slowing down to a hush.

Shaking fruit from the trees 
Raising waves on the seas 
Spreading seeds over land 
Bringing clouds to command 
And yet, just a breeze.
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Fire: 
Now fiery sparks awake the day 
O sun, burn bright to light our way 
Reach way down into shadowed earth 
And bring the sleeping seeds to birth.

Make way! Make way! For crackling fire. 
It sears and flares with fearsome ire. 
In glowing embers it departs 
Yet still within it warms our hearts.
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3) Reentry: Finally, when all the clowns and/or stories are finished, the children will go up to the 
leader/parent again, and this time they will receive a new (professionally made) arrow and a flower. 
They then go on and demonstrate their Kyudo to the assembled group – they can use the new arrow 
to do this but this would be the only occasion on which they use this arrow, after that it goes on a 
special table or shrine. . This can and should happen in the homeschool, as well. 

The children can also be given a copy of the story in fancy booklet form as part of the ceremony. This 
can include the story, the elements poems, a specific poem you have chosen for the child (should you 
choose to do that), and any work they have done (drawings, writing, photos of bows and arrows, etc.). 
You can also put in the notes that have been sent for this. This supports them in reliving it again and 
again for a long time to come, as they digest all that has happened.

The final step in the Rite is the receiving of gifts. The gifts 
should relate directly to the child’s new status and include 
the taking on of new responsibilities and privileges -  really 
this is more a tool for this new stage in life than a play gift. 
The more these can be very real and lasting, the better. For 
example, the child’s new status in the family may involve: 
taking on responsibility for cooking for the family one 
night a week (even if it means you eat a lot of eggs and 
pancakes!); having his own small garden plot; engaging in 
a real building project the family needs; taking on care of 
an animal, and so on. Each of these has opportunities for 
relevant gifts – cooking and gardening utensils and books, 
scout knives and other tools, and so on. We have found 
that the more real and important to the family these privi-
leges can be, the more empowering they are – even though 
there will be times of resistance and complaint (as there 
are for all of us holding real responsibility).

Following the gift-giving or as part of it, a special meal can offer a final celebratory closure to the 
event. 

Preparing the Children for the Ceremony

In preparation for the actual ceremony, we need to give the children a general picture of what is 
coming. Some description of what happens at the Rite is important so they can settle in and not feel 
anxious or lost. Something as simple as, “All over the world people know that turning eight is like 
opening a new door.  In different places this is celebrated differently, but in many places there are 
ceremonies. We are going to have a special ceremony here.” 

From there describe the actual Rite as much as you think necessary for the particular child(ren) – 
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don’t say much about how the bows and arrows fit in, or any other concepts; give the children room to 
live into the experience and make the connections themselves. Our focus is on giving them enough 
information to minimize confusion, but not so much that the experience is flattened or becomes 
an intellectual one. We try to create some anticipation by “planting seeds” but not “describing the 
plants or flowers.” For example, we might show them where they will be, or how their movement pat-
terns will flow, but we do not tell of the content or the sacred clowns. Rather, we tell them that they 
will need to watch carefully because they will see things that will be new; even if they have been to the 
Rite before, this time it will be new because they are now eight.”

As part of the initial separation that happens, the children will give away an item of their early child-
hood. This takes advance preparation. It will be important to lay a ground for the giving away of an 
old item so that it is in balance with their development. A simple statement that “this is opening a new 
door and the first step to walking through this new door is giving away something from their early 
childhood,” that is all they need. They should begin thinking about what they want to give, beginning 
now. It is important that this be something they DO care about, but NOT something that would make 
them want to cry if given away, otherwise some children will overdo this and get caught in fear or 
mourning. Don’t let the children get lost in this,  just let them work with ideas over time. When it is 
too big a deal, help them see that that particular item is something that should go with them through 
the door, and encourage them to look for something more appropriate. As always, it is the process 
that is important.  

When the Rite is over, it will be important to continue the Kyudo practice on a steady basis. This will 
re-anchor the children in the integrated balance, and reconnect them to the acknowledgement of the 
change that is taking place – and all without concept! 
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Daito and the Moon 
(Eight Year Old Rite of Passage Story)

- adapted by B.Sutton from story by M. 
DeRaimes

Chapter One

There was a land where the sun rarely shone; the days were gray and cold.  There was no laughter, 
there was no song, and no one played. Gray as it was, no rain fell and the soil itself was parched and 
hungry – so empty of life that little food grew. Cows scraped here and there, but even they could find 
little grass to eat. 

Still, the children often awoke ready to play. They popped from their beds eager to meet the day, but 
the thick gray skies floated in and rested heavily on their shoulders. The children wanted to sing and 
dance, but cold, damp air stifled all songs before they could leave their lips. They looked to their par-
ents, but their parents only shook their heads, and the children bent their heads low as the last of the 
sparkle left their eyes. 

Each year the sparkle faded more until it seemed there was only darkness. BUT ONE YEAR…as two 
of the children who had turned eight years old stood with heads bent low, they heard a new sound. 
It rumbled in their chests and made their arms and legs want to dance. The song beat so hard that 
the two children raised up their heads. Daito looked at Moon and shook the heavy gray from his 
shoulders. Moon lifted her head and looked at Daito. As their eyes met, a sparkle began to dance once 
again. 

The children took hands and headed out to play. Daito was a curious boy and as soon as the gray 
cloud-blanket slipped down, he started running everywhere. Before the grownups could lift a hand 
to stop him, Daito was up in a tree, climbing right to the sky.  As he heard the grownups call him 
down, Daito gave a shout and hopped from branch to branch, making his way down the tree. Just as 
his mother came out to stop him, Daito reached a low branch, took a big breath and leapt into the air. 
With a roll and a tumble he was on the ground. With a hop and a skip, he was back on his feet, jump-
ing onto carts and tiptoeing along the high wall that surrounded their village. His laughter rang out 
through the skies, and here and there the sun began to peek through. 

Moon watched as Daito chased about; she hopped up and down and giggled as he tumbled and slid. 
She hopped up next to him and leapt her way along the top of the wall with a leap and a twirl, a pirou-
ette and a pas de deux. With every turn it seemed the colors of dawn slipped through the gray clouds 
to dance with her. 

But the only sound was the laughter of the two children and the song that beat in their chests. All else 
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remained silent. Daito and Moon noticed that the other people had gathered around. The people held 
their hands up to stop the play, and they were not laughing. They shook their heads and angry red 
sneers peeked out from the grayness. 

Surrounded by the angry faces, Daito fell silent and Moon stopped her dance; they reached for one 
another and took hands again. In no time at all, the thick gray fog swirled round them; the two 
friends bent their heads low and walked silently to their homes. As the road forked, they let their 
hands slip apart and each walked on alone. 

But as they walked Daito felt the song still pounding hard in his chest. He went right to his father. 
“Father,” Daito said softly, “why do they look at me so? The sun came to play, the colors of dawn came 
to dance, but the people just shook their heads and anger flared out of their faces.” Daito’s father 
looked at him softly and remembered times when he had been like his son – balanced on walls high 
above the village, laughing and rolling and tumbling. But it was so long ago; the world had changed 
much since his youth. Now there was only the grayness. He had no answer for his son and his head 
bent heavily down. 

But Daito’s song only beat harder and he asked his father again and again, “Why, Father? Why?” 

Then Daito’s father remembered that at the far end of the village, out where no one journeyed any-
more, there was a small patch of moonlight that sifted softly over the house of an old woman.  She was 
known for her wisdom and great kindness  -  she was called the Grandmother.

Daito jumped up and down and squealed with excitement. “Yes,” said his father, “you are eight now. It 
is time.” Daito would go right away and find the wise woman who lived in the moonlight. Surely she 
would know what to do. He turned to run out the door to the edge of the village, but then he remem-
bered his best friend, Moon. She had heard the song, too. She had shaken the gray blanket from her 
shoulders and danced high on the wall. 

Daito sprang into a run and ran straight to Moon’s house. Seeing him coming, Moon sat up tall. Her 
eyes sparkled as he told her his plan. Moon jumped right up. “We can put on disguises and no one 
will know we have left this grayness.” Just the thought of putting on disguises set the two friends to 
giggling and in an instant Moon found some old clothes - hats of her grandfather’s, his old farming 
clothes, an old bonnet of her mother’s, and a beautiful scarf. Moon and Daito dressed eagerly. They 
looked at themselves in the mirror and laughed. Surely no one would recognize them now.

The two friends giggled as they began to walk towards the edge of the village, slipping past the dark 
houses and the silent bent heads. The houses began to thin out and soon there was only fog. The two 
friends could barely see through the thick gray fog, but Daito looked at Moon. Moon shivered. They 
held tightly to each other’s hands, and on they walked. 

Finally, the last of the houses faded away behind them and the fog began to thin, too. There, through 
the trees, they saw a small hut glowing in the moonlight. They walked quickly on. When they reached 
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the hut, Grandmother greeted them with a warm smile and a very quiet, “Hello, dears,” and they for-
got they had ever been afraid. Daito began chattering away, one question and then another. The room 
filled with the sound of “Why?”  Then Daito stopped and waited. At first, Grandmother did not say 
a thing. For a moment, both Daito and Moon thought there would be no answer.  Moon reached out 
and touched Daito’s hand. They, too, sat in silence. One moment passed, and then another. The silence 
seemed to stretch on forever. 

Then the grandmother remembered a story she had heard long ago. She began to speak slowly; her 
voice grew strong and she sat as tall as a young woman. Her eyes sparkled. 

“Long ago,” she began, “when people came to the earth, the bright sun pierced their eyes and the soft 
wind tickled their arms and legs. They did not know what the sun and wind might do so they fled 
to caves and dark places to hide. They lived in the thick gray, hardly able to see, bumping into one 
another and fighting over the little food they could scratch out. Life was famine, war, and diseases of 
all kinds.

“The people lived in thick grayness without laughter or song. Their shoulders drooped and their heads 
hung low, so low that they did not see that the wind had blown a seed in the cave door. They did not 
see that the sun had slipped in through a tiny crack and was searching through the grayness for the 
seed. The wind tiptoed in and out of the cracks in the cave, whispering its secret, but the people heard 
nothing. So the seed lay there in the grayness, still and quiet, and the people went about their days 
hungry and cold and angry – and no one even asked why.”

The Grandmother looked at Daito and Moon. Her voice fell to a whisper. She said,  “These stories are 
true. The seed lies waiting and the sun keeps seeking. And the wind whispers its secret still…all of 
them wondering when someone will ask ‘why.’” Her voice trailed off and her eyes gazed into the dis-
tance. Then the Grandmother pointed to the East. “It is there. Go toward the rising sun and you will 
find the answer to your questions.” She paused for a moment. “But you must remember: listen well. 
All you meet - even dreams -  are friends telling you the secrets of the world.”

Daito and Moon sat tall. The room filled with the sparkle of their eyes. The Grandmother packed 
some food for them to take along, and bade them goodbye. Moon and Daito began their journey, 
laughing and dreaming of what they would see and do.  They put the food in the large pockets of their 
clothes and the bulging pockets made them laugh even harder.

But as they walked on, their laughter slowly died away. Soon they were walking silently down a road 
they had never been on before. Daito shivered. Moon thought of the comfort of her home and family. 
For a moment the children forgot the gray blanket and the silent eyes of their village, and their hearts 
seems to pull them back home. But then Moon saw the thick gray blanket float over and begin to 
wrap itself around Daito and she jumped up and ran round Daito in circles. Suddenly, Daito remem-
bered the Grandmother’s words and all of a sudden, he spun around like a top, with his large shirt 
billowing in the wind and his bulging pockets bouncing off his body. Then Moon spun around, too 
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- like a kite in the wind. When they finally fell to the ground, they were both laughing again. The two 
friends stood up tall, joined hands, and the sparkle shone from their eyes as they walked bravely into 
the dark forest. It would be a hard journey, but they could make it.
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Chapter 2

The two friends stood up tall, joined hands, and the sparkle shone from their eyes as they walked 
bravely into the dark forest. It would be a hard journey, but they could make it.

For many a day they walked
Over dry, parched desert sands they walked
Fiery sun scorched their skin
Burning sand hurt their feet
Hot wind parched their mouths
But on they walked to nightfall; to rest

And no dreams came that night.

A new dawn rose
And on they walked
Through deep, slippery swamps they walked
Endless rain soaked their skin
Thick slime coated their feet
Putrid smells stung their noses
But on they walked to nightfall; to rest

And no dreams came that night.

A new dawn rose
And on they walked
Up harsh, jagged mountains they walked
Sharp stones bruised their legs
Narrow passes pressed against them
Steep cliffs squeezed their breath
But on they walked to nightfall; to rest

And no dreams came that night.

Now, high in the mountains
A new dawn rose
And on they walked
Against bitter, swirling winds they walked
Fierce blasts stung their eyes
Icy gales pierced their skin
Sudden gusts stole their breath
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 But on they walked to nightfall; to rest.

High above the world, they heard shrill bird cries and the sound of moaning and lamentations. The 
two friends stopped. They looked at each other and said, “We must go on, there is only one way to go 
now. But it is dark; let’s rest under that tree and go forward tomorrow.” 

Huddled together, they found warmth under outstretched boughs, in the soft bed of needles of the 
great fir tree. Daito and Moon ate some food and chattered about their journey. The dark forest was 
all around them and the night was quickly falling. Soon the forest took on many shapes. Daito and 
Moon wanted to run - but they stayed. As they settled down to sleep, the shrill wind settled to a soft 
hush and whispered its secret:  

“Earth, Water, Fire, and Air,
 Creatures of the field and stones of the earth,
The trees, and the greenery, and so forth, 
All these partake of the nature of eternal balance.”

Daito looked at Moon. Her forehead was wrinkled and her eyes scrunched up. Yes, she had heard the 
wind’s secret, too. They looked at each other and shrugged: they had heard, but they did not under-
stand. Huddling close together for warmth, Daito and Moon drifted off to sleep. 

This night a dream did come. As Moon and Daito drifted off to sleep, the same vivid dream came to 
them both:

In the dream, they walked along a dirt path through fields of grains on one side and vegetables on 
the other. The sun sparkled on the big, golden pumpkins that covered the land. They looked up across 
the field and saw the corn, tassels waving, ready for picking. Then the path stopped and a mountain 
loomed directly ahead. Suddenly, there was a thundering noise and the mountain was falling - a land-
slide - coming straight towards them. ... The next moment it all disappeared.

For a moment, the two slept on in dreamless silence. 

Then the dream came again.  Moon and Daito were by a beautiful, gentle creek. They drank the water 
- it soothed their throats. The clear water sparkled with the freshness of springtime. Suddenly, there 
was thunder and lightning and the rains poured and poured down. Daito and Moon were drenched. 
The gushing, torrential sound of water was everywhere and then an overwhelming flood-wave rushed 
down the valley toward them…The next moment it all disappeared.

For a moment, the two slept on in dreamless silence. 

And then they were in a wilderness at night, with a small fire near them. It was warm there. Daito was 
cooking some food and Moon was mending her shoe by the light of the fire. Then a spark crackled 
and popped out of the fire. It smoldered in the nearby grass. It turned into a blaze and the trees burst 
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into flames. The whole world seemed to be on fire - scorching…And then it all disappeared.

For a moment, the two slept on in dreamless silence.

And then they found themselves sitting on a hilltop, warm, soft breeze and the smells of the flowers 
and grasses danced around them. They could breathe more deeply and the two friends settled back 
to rest. Then the wind began to bellow through the valley - to twist and turn - blowing with such 
gusts that the flowers were torn from the earth and dust stung Moon’s eyes. Suddenly, she screamed 
and pulled Daito out from under a falling branch. Then the wind died down again and whispered: 
“Yes, all partake of the nature of eternal balance.” The next moment, it all disappeared and Daito and 
Moon lay again by each other’s side with the warmth of the dawning sun bathing them.

For a moment, the two slept on in dreamless silence.

Soon dawn had come and as they woke up Daito and Moon found the forest changed. The world that 
had been so frightful, now shone with greens and reds, blues and yellows, and golds beyond measure. 
And the trees were laden with fruits and flowers of all colors. There were colorful birds singing and 
flying through the air and soft animals scurrying about the ground. Moon and Daito plucked fruit 
and ate it as they walked past a singing brook. They stopped to have a drink and watch the sun dance 
on the water’s surface. As they stood there the water whispered its song: “Yes, the trees and the green-
ery and so forth – all partake of the nature of eternal balance.”

They listened and then they walked on towards the East. When the sun was halfway to its zenith, they 
came to a large palace. Light sparkled from the turrets and danced in the crystal windows. Daito and 
Moon went up to the enormous, mahogany door and knocked three times. All was silent  -  no one 
answered their knocks. Daito and Moon stood there in silence. They had come all this way, and no 
one answered their call. Tired and alone, they lowered their heads and grayness wrapped itself around 
their shoulders - “Now what?” they wondered silently. Had they come all this way for nothing?
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Chapter 3

Daito and Moon stood in silence, bending under the gray fog. They looked from one to the other 
and for a moment, they forgot why they had come. Then light sparkled off the turrets and pierced 
the grayness. The two friends looked up and it was sparkling everywhere – yes, this was the place 
they were seeking, of this they were now sure. They knocked again, but still no one answered, so they 
walked around to the back - hoping to find someone. 

In back they found a second building - its door was wide open. Carefully, they peeked in; slowly they 
stepped inside.  Their eyes opened wide – inside was a room filled to the ceiling with millions of small 
bits of something like sand or gravel. They had never seen anything quite like these before. Moon 
picked some up. Then Daito picked some up, too. They felt the smooth, rounded something. These 
were hard yet soft. They were dry, but full. They were silent, but Daito and Moon could feel life sing-
ing inside.  These were not pebbles or stones. Daito and Moon looked at each other, wondering what it 
was that lay still, but silently humming, in their hands. 

“Hello,” came a gentle voice. “Can I help you? I am the Keeper of the Seeds.” Before them stood a very 
simple woman. She looked very much like the Grandmother, but her clothes were handsome and 
she was very agile. She almost danced as she walked and her face glowed. Daito and Moon stared in 
silence for a long time.

Finally, Daito and Moon were able to speak. They told The Keeper of the Seeds about their land - 
about the hunger, the fear, and the anger. They told her about the Grandmother. The woman smiled 
softly and said, “Yes, I have heard of such places where people no longer know the earth, the water, 
the fire, and the air. Where the seeds have died and turned to dust while the people turn a blind 
eye.” Daito and Moon felt the small sandy bits in their hands; they felt the sleeping life inside them. 
“Seeds,” mumbled Moon. “Seeds,” Daito softly echoed back. 

The Keeper of the seeds looked at the children. She looked from head to toe. “Yes,” she said softly. 
“You have passed your eighth birthdays now; I can help you. But first you must prove yourselves. 
You must show me that each seed you are given will be nourished under your care.  We will do that 
tomorrow. First, you must eat and rest - you have had a long and trying journey.”

Then, the Keeper of the Seeds took Daito and Moon with her into the palace. They ate well in the 
warm home. Night fell and the Keeper of the Seeds tucked Daito and Moon into cozy feather beds. 
They drifted off to sleep feeling warm and safe. But the same dream came again:  Again the golden 
fields gave way to landslides; again the clear creek became a raging flood; again the warm fire turned 
into the world ablaze; and again the soft breeze grew into a raging gale. The two friends slept fitfully - 
tossing and turning all night.

Then the next thing Daito and Moon knew, the morning sun was warming their faces and they were 
waking up in the palace of the Keeper of the Seeds. They looked at each other.
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The Keeper of the Seeds was already up. She’d fixed them a fine breakfast of porridge, toast and jam, 
and sweet, honey tea. After breakfast she took Moon and Daito to the building behind her palace. She 
spoke slowly, “As the Keeper of the Seeds, it is my responsibility to care for all this life. Through the 
years, I have come to see that caring for the seeds is like having a large family, or like holding a baby 
rabbit, or being best friends.” 

The Keeper of the Seeds fell silent. Then she motioned for Daito and Moon to follow her.  The Hall of 
Seeds was vast. It had over 3,000 rooms, each containing mountains of every kind of seed imagin-
able. The Keeper of the Seeds explained how seeds became plants, that flowered and then bore fruits, 
grains, and vegetables, which contained more seeds for more plants. “Round and round,” she said, 
“round and round it must go. People and animals can eat the plants for nourishment - sometimes the 
roots, sometimes the leaves or flowers, sometimes the fruit. But always some seed must be kept back 
to be planted and nourished. It is the seeds that hold the greatest power,” said the woman. 

Daito began to jump up and down. “The seeds,” he cried out, “the seeds will bring sparkle back to our 
people!” And he reached out to pick up some more.  

“Before I give you seeds for your people, you must take these seeds in my hand and care for them, 
here, where I can watch you, you must care for them until they bear fruit.”  Then she gave Moon and 
Daito a small sack of seeds. She showed them the earth for their garden and wished them “bountiful 
harvest!”

Daito and Moon had stared at the parched, barren soil of their home since they were small children. 
But they had never really seen seeds before. They were not sure what to do next.

 But the earth lay before them, soft and rich
 Into the earth they placed the seeds
 And they waited
 But the seeds lay still
 No life sprouted.

 Then they heard the creek gurgle nearby, fresh and clear
 They felt their own thirst
 And from the creek they brought water to the seeds.
 Now the seeds began to sprout and reach tall for the sun.

But overhead the thick, leafy branches blocked the light. 
The sprouts grew thin and wobbly and the children poured on more water, 

and more water again, to try to help the seed. 
 But soon the sprouts stopped reaching for the sun at all 

and they lay there limp and lifeless.
 Now  Moon and Daito  remembered the dream of the rushing flood 
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 And they began again.

 Into soft rich earth, they placed the seeds
 From the creek they brought water, gentle and clear
 Now the seeds opened to sprouts
 The sprouts grew into thick shoots
 And the shoots reached up towards the sun
 They saw the shoots reach for the sun and meet only shade.
 This time they cut branches - only the branches that blocked the light,

And the shoots grew tall in the sun’s bright light,
And the tree smiled down on the growing shoots. 

 But soon the leaves hung wilted and lifeless
 Now Daito and Moon remembered the desert on their journey
 And the dream of the scorching fire.
 
Daito and Moon did not know what to do. They sat at the edge of their garden with their heads on 
their knees, not speaking a word. But as they sat there, a gentle wind danced round them. It whis-
pered as it passed, “Earth, Water, Fire, and Air…all these partake of the nature of eternal balance.” 

The thirst-quenching rains and the raging flood; the warmth of the sun and the scorching flames; the 
gentle singing breezes and the wild twisters; the soft, rich soil, and the raging avalanche – all these 
partake of the nature of eternal balance – all of them. Daito and Moon would have to find a way. They 
would need to begin once again. 

This time Daito and Moon remembered what it felt like to be hot, cold, dry, and wet. Softly they sang 
the to the seeds as they placed them in the rich soil, “Earth, Water, Fire, and Air…

 Now the seeds grew into sprouts
 And the sprouts to shoots
 And the shoots to seedlings.
 Daito and Moon shaded them from the hottest sun 
 And they watched the breezes cool them in the heat of day. 
 The seedlings grew into tall, strong plants
 Daito and Moon waited
 With earth and water and sun and wind they waited
 They watched each new leaf and each new blossom.
 They watched and they waited.
 Then, one day, the garden shone with color - 
 The harvest was ready.

Daito and Moon presented the Keeper of the Seeds with their harvest - baskets laden with golden 
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pumpkins, plump squash, dark green broccoli, spinach, and lettuce, orange carrots, dark red beets, 
crunchy green beans, hot peppers, and juicy red tomatoes. The shapes, colors and smells tickled their 
eyes and noses and made their mouths water. The Keeper of the Seeds smiled a broad, radiant smile. 

The Keeper of the Seeds saw that Daito and Moon had listened well; they had heard wind’s whis-
per and learned its secret. Now, they were ready to return to their country. The Keeper of the Seeds 
hugged Moon and Daito and handed them two plump bags of seeds. She told them, “I will always be 
in your hearts, as you will always be in mine. If you feel lost and alone, hopeless and gray, stop for a 
moment and listen to you world. Look around, and touch the earth. Stop, and feel the sun’s warmth. 
Drink the clear water. Listen to the wind – it will always sing of its secret.” Her eyes twinkled.

“Rest now, children; you have a long journey ahead of you and much to do when you return home.” 
Daito and Moon settled down on the soft, feather beds for a short nap. Before they knew it, Mourning 
Dove was cooing them awake.  They opened their eyes as the last of the soft moonlight faded away. 
They looked at one another. They looked around them. The sparkling palace was gone and all they 
could see in the first morning light was the walls of an old hut and two big bags of seeds. 

“Welcome back,” came a soft voice. Daito and Moon hopped up. “Grandmother,” they called out run-
ning over to the bags of seeds. 

“Look!” Daito and Moon wanted to tell Grandmother everything, but no word would come. 

Then Grandmother nodded, took one hand of each child and said, “We must eat now so you can 
hurry home with the sun and the wind and the earth and the rain - and, of course, with your seeds.” 
She smiled a smile as warm as the sun, and the children knew that she already knew of their journey. 

Soon they were waving farewell to Grandmother and walking through the trees, listening to the 
world around them. On a dirt road they knew well, they walked to the high stone wall that wrapped 
around their village. They were home in their own land once again! Moon looked at Daito, and Daito 
looked at Moon. Had they ever left? They looked down a moment, wondering - but there were two 
plump bags by their sides. There was so much to do – no time to wonder. Daito and Moon picked up 
the bags and hopped up on the stone wall. Behind them the sun followed, pushing aside the thick gray 
fog and calling the birds to fill the air with song. Yes, there was much to do. Holding the bags close, 
Daito and Moon jumped down from the wall and skipped right into the village.
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Humanities and  
Language Arts Skills
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Grade Three Humanities - Scope and Sequence

1) experience of the humanity in all people through:
• story (origination and practical life stories from diverse cultures)

• story recall (children recreate the new story images themselves)

• art work (depicting life in each culture in focus)

• world languages (use of world languages within the stories and activities – learning of one short 
text in the language of the culture in focus, e.g. Thanksgiving Address in Mohawk)

• celebrations and ceremonies (enacting major celebrations from the culture in focus)

• cultural unit studies (three months spent focused on each of three cultures)

2) study specific customs of daily life
• storytelling (practical life stories from three diverse cultures)

• story recall (children recreate the new story images themselves)

• art work (depicting life in each culture in focus and making the  food, clothing, and shelter from 
each)

• world languages (use of labels and idioms in the language of the culture in focus, within ongoing 
work)

• cultural arts (making crafts from culture in focus)

• celebrations and ceremonies (enacting major celebrations from the culture in focus)

3) experience of the universality of the human journey

• stories chosen to reflect the children’s own stage of development (origination and practical life 
stories)

• story recall (children work with their own developmental issues as expressed in other cultures)

• music and dance (children work with their own developmental movement issues as expressed in 
the music and dance of the culture in focus)

• practical life projects (making food, clothing, and shelter of culture in focus)

• cultural arts (making crafts from culture in focus)

• celebrations and ceremonies (enacting major celebrations from the culture in focus)
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4) experience of the diversity of cultural expression
• storytelling (origination and practical life story cycles from three  diverse cultures)

• story recall (children recreate the new story images in full cultural uniqueness)

• art work (depicting unique environment and cultural expression in different places focused on 
survival – food, clothing, shelter)

• world languages (use of world languages within the stories and practical activities)

• music and dance (children in diverse cultures as expressed in the music and dance of the culture 
in focus)

• practical life projects (making food, clothing, and shelter of culture in focus)

• cultural arts (making crafts from culture in focus)

• cultural unit studies (three months spent focused on each of three cultures)

• celebrations and ceremonies (enacting major celebrations from the culture in focus)

5) experience the effects of climate/natural environment on life in each culture worked with:
• story (experiencing different climates and the effect on culture and opportunity/challenge)

• story recall (children recreate the new climate and opportunities/challenges)

• art work (depicts climate and opportunities/challenges in different cultures – focused on food, 
clothing, and shelter)

• practical life projects (making food, clothing, and shelter of culture in focus)
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Humanities Overview

The main Humanities skill is not for the child but for the parent: choosing and coordinating the ma-
terial.  Any creation story cycle that fits the developmental mirror for the third grader could work and 
we provide detailed guidance for work with two in our package - the Torah and the Haudenosaunee. 
These both fit the criteria below, but the parent is free to choose others and create story and curricu-
lum for them. To deepen your understanding of our choices, we provide the following description of 
the criteria for cultural units for Grade Three.  The key principles all are: 

1) the stories are very general and do not emphasize personality so much as events.  This is be-
cause the children are only at the beginning of a consciousness of personality, one that we do 
not wish to prematurely awaken.  That will cause an uncomfortable self-consciousness, which is 
a disproportionate contraction - they will move into this in  its time, in Grade Four.

2) the stories contain a sense of the importance of the tribe or community.  This is because an 
overemphasis on the individual will be prematurely separating and contracting, and because 
the child’s natural focus is on the peer group or community at this time; therefore, she can only 
be properly mirrored with an emphasis on community.  This strong tribal focus in story is 
particularly important in the homeschool as it gives the children who have less peer oppor-
tunity a chance to live into the tribe through her imagination. 

3) the stories of dealing with the practical realities describe, in some way, each person’s  struggles 
to stay connected to three things:  
 - the sense of wholeness or connectedness;  
 - the very practical life on earth; and  
 - her own experience as a separate identity - all at the same time.    
 
This is key to our commitment to offering the children an experience of the inseparability of 
the sacred and mundane because  in order to stay healthy as they experience their individuality, 
they also need to experience their connectedness.6

4) choosing those stories that are about creation of/ and life on earth and not those that are pri-
marily trickster tales. Many of the collections of stories, particularly from the Native Ameri-
can traditions, include a great number of trickster tales.  These trickster tales are very useful for 
accompanying Native American sage stories in the second grade, and again for the wild fourth 
grader, but they do not properly mirror the third grader.  These trickster tales are usually in col-
lections where they are mixed in with the etiological or “how things came to be” stories and the 
practical “life on earth” stories, both of which are appropriate for the third grader. 

The other aspect of importance for parents is that they become familiar with the worldview or out-
look of the culture they are working with, as described in general in the Overview Section of each 

6  see HTG/Foundations/Book II/Philosophy and Goals/Ecosystem/warp
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Cultural Units Stories Book, and in specific in each story of the cultural epic. 

As far as the Humanities work is concerned, we will tell Creation Cycle and etiological (how things 
came to be) stories, and daily life stories. This gives the child an anchor point to make the journey 
into another world, and it mirrors her inner sense of journeying into a new part of her development 
and a new relationship to her world. Through this, and the daily participation in the arts, the child 
has a deep and personal experience of each culture.  So from the Enki perspective, the epic is the con-
tainer which is the story of the journey of a human being - this is our ground and is of central impor-
tance. As detailed in the Cultural Units Story Books (Torah and/or Haudenosaunee Worldview), we 
work with three different types of material.

1) culture and history - this is description of the day to day experience of survival and the cul-
ture’s particular ways to celebrate bounty and offer thanks. In this part of the stories, it is the 
literal engagement with the earthly activities that provides a mirror. This is a mirror for the 
developmental experience of separation and becoming an individual. The fact that this mirror 
comes to the children in distinctly different cultural clothing affirms for them that develop-
mental process is universal. It connects them to all humanity, and to the fact that the process of 
growth is not about good or bad or success or failure; it just is what it is to be human.

2) myth and symbol - these hold universal truths about human development, psychology, and 
spirituality, expressed specifically through symbols. These need to be heard as symbols, be-
cause, just as was true with Fairy Tales, heard literally they are moralistic tales of violence and 
betrayal. When heard symbolically, the symbols themselves offer the child a developmental 
mirror. So, for example, in the stories of The Fall or of Cain and Abel, it is not the personal 
journey but the symbols that offer the mirror of this stage of individuation.

3) myth-hero’s journey - these are stories of a human being’s life (such as Aionwahda or Moses) in 
which it is the actual journey or plot that is the central mirror. In these imagery and symbol are 
used to bring a certain experience more deeply, but it is the actual flow of events in the life that 
offer the child a developmental mirror. In contrast to Cain and Abel, in the story of Moses the 
actual plot is the central mirror of individuation.

In working with any set of Creation Cycle Stories in the third grade, we are not looking to teach the 
“Torah,” or the “Haudenosaunee cycle,” but rather to teach from them. This is true no matter what 
culture we are working with. There is no inherent reason to tell all the stories; you may feel it is best, 
or you may not. The point is to choose those that are most developmentally appropriate, hold sacred 
truths you connect with, build a logical story sequence,  AND cover core material for the culture from 
which they come. Having said this, there is also a warning: it is important not to teach from a “like 
or dislike” perspective, but to penetrate all the stories as far as you can and let your perception of 
the children, the culture, and reality (i.e. your wisdom) guide you.

Like and Dislike: all of us come to this work with our life experience and whatever biases that has 
created along the way - such is being human. Some of those biases are things we want to preserve, 
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things that now make up a value system we wish to keep. Others linger unexplored and may not be 
in alignment with our greater beliefs. Through teaching an Enki cultural unit, many of us have and 
many more will discover their own unrecognized biases along the way.  For the parent, the deep gift 
of teaching through full immersion is the opportunity to meet these personal biases and ques-
tion what you, today, want to preserve and what you want to release.  By reading through the Enki 
worldview information in the Story Books, each teacher will lay the groundwork for reflection. Later, 
in the midst of preparing to teach the Creation Cycle Stories, when a negative reaction pops up, you 
can go back to this groundwork and explore more deeply whether or not this is a bias you wish to 
keep.  

While these units are created to mirror the student’s developmental journey, they do also tend to have 
the teacher grappling with her own inner experience of the stories as well.  Though not easy, in the 
end it can be - and for many of us has been - a welcome development. It is best begun and explored 
before any teaching begins and happens as the teacher reads through the stories she will teach and 
finds her own truth.  Once this is well under way, the teacher can teach with her vision more clearly 
focused on the unfolding discovery process in the child.

--------------------

Beginning the Cultural Unit: We will begin each Cultural Unit with the Contemporary Container 
story so that the children are anchored in the culture in modern times. Then we immerse the children 
in a piece of “poetry,” spoken in the language of the people of that culture (demonstrated on your 
audio CD’s). We do this with no explanation or translation; simply reciting a piece connected to the 
creation, and we do related art work. Some people prefer to begin with the language and painting and 
then do the contemporary container story - wither way is fine as long as there is no explanation to the 
children.  

We emphasize this speech work because the language of a people always carries more than can 
be translated, and little carries the deeper rhythms of a people than its speech. So in hearing and 
learning this piece, which will be said regularly during the block, and in doing the art work express-
ing the meaning of the poetry - but NOT translating it - the children step into an experience of the 
people’s own reverential outlook and it will come directly from the source, without a middle man. 

The adult needs to learn this speech-piece well ahead of time. In order to stand as the carrier of re-
spect that lies beyond concept, the core teacher - at home or in the classroom - needs to be the first to 
bring this work. But, once she has brought this to the child herself for a while, because the child still 
hears sounds adults do not, the child should be exposed to it directly from a recording of a native 
speaker. 

The cultural arts, including music and movement, are an inseparable part of the Humanities curricu-
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lum.  There is little that brings the texture of a people’s outlook into one’s experience as deeply or as 
fully as the arts - that is why they are often called the “carriers of culture.” 

From Grade Three to Grade Eight, the child will experience this two to three times a year, each with a 
different culture in focus,  thus carrying within her the boundary-less nature of reverence. 

As described in the Overview section of this book, the major academic skills undertaken in third 
grade will all initially come out of the story curriculum, so humanities is a part of all subjects. There 
are many ways to do this, many choices, each with its own opportunities and challenges. Many are 
listed on the charts in the Cultural Units Activities Book, and with each story in the Story Books. 

In Grade Three, the child begins to become more aware of cultural differences and place and time. 
We are not looking to pretend there are none - that would be a violation of the diversity aspect 
of our curriculum. Rather, we are looking to hold both the unity and the diversity. To do this is the 
context of geography, we can begin working with maps.

When the child is ready to work with physical geography - and this may not happen until Grade Four 
- she will begin to ask more questions about “there” and “them” and “then.” We are not looking to 
pretend there is no there and them and then, only that this is not the deepest part of any of us. The 
overall approach to story and arts will take care of that. But how can we approach the differences in 
such a way as to not undermine the unity? One of the simple ways is to “build out” with a topographi-
cal globe. The vast majority of us have or have had family, and certainly friends, from several places.   
We will begin there and build out. 

We recommend using a large topographical globe or map, and not one that is arranged by country. 
We also recommend use of globes and, if possible, not maps as maps, which - by necessity of being flat 
- distort the country proportions or shape (even the Peter’s Projection). Work with mapping plants a 
deep image of shape, proportion, and direction in the child and we would like these first, and most 
long lasting, images to be as accurate as possible. 

We work with a topographical relief globe or map for two main reasons. First, the child just coming 
to earth is involved in the very physical aspects of survival and the land is #1 in that - topographi-
cal relief maps show this. Second, because, as described in the next section,  the topography of our 
land both creates and bridges cultural differences (it is worthwhile investment as you will use it right 
through Junior High School). 

Bridges to Difference: We want the children to experience both unity and diversity, that is an Enki 
Web thread and has a deep impact on developing a sense of the unconditional nature of our vitality 
and wisdom. One of the ways to accomplish this is to build out from “like and connected” to “new 
and unfamiliar.”  We have been doing this all along through our developmentally grounded, cultur-
ally diverse stories and activities. When the child is ready (which may not be until Grade Four), we 
can begin using a topographical globe to do  this on the physical plane. 
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Cultural Geography

Cultural Geography is inseparable from the Humanities curriculum and is taking place all year. 
However, in Grade Three we can begin to bring consciousness to the perception of being part of a vast 
world. This happens primarily through the science program and is detailed in that section. 

For example, the child living in the woodlands of eastern North America will assume a connection 
to Grandma, living out in dry San Diego. She will not even initially see the land differences. This 
connection is in her bones. We can start by making family flags (or generation or extended family 
and friends flags - as needed to get connections to different locations). These are small but have some 
symbol for each of the people you will track. Stick these on the globe or wall map. The child is already 
taking in the fact that there is something very different about where each person lives - let her bring 
this to consciousness at her own pace. 

Next, make a flag for each central PERSON in your studies. You are NOT making a flag for ancient 
Israel, but for Moses; not for the Haudenosaunee, but for Aionwahta. You can put in all your Grade 
Two sages too. This keeps the identity strong and undercuts “us and them” thinking. When they ask, 
you can trace the journey of the different people you have heard about in the stories. Since the “coun-
try lines” are always changing anyway, and since our interest is in how the land impacted life, there is 
no gain to country lines at this time - topographical is where we support ecosystemic thinking. This 
flag making can be done as you go, or looking back late in the year.

As you work with the science curriculum you can also make housing and food flags and put those 
on. You can do the same for relatives and friends. If you are lucky, you will know people who live in 
similar buildings in very different locations (the Southwestern US and Israel are both predominantly 
flat roofed adobe.  The North East and any other forest area will be predominantly wood with the 
same structural approach - if not the same shape, etc.). Over time the children will come to see the 
connections: e.g. originally the desert cultures had more in common with one another - even across 
the globe - than they did with a neighboring woodland culture. Walls come down and bridges are 
strengthened. Building out on a topographical globe over a period of years will bring this to light 
and will underscore the issues of living within an ecosystem, while at the same time anchoring the 
children in space.
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Language Arts Skills 
Grade Three Language Arts Skills -  Scope.

Comprehension – listening and reading

• Storytelling (builds auditory comprehension which supports reading comprehension)
• Recall (strengthens memory and sequencing critical to comprehension)
• Artistic depiction of stories (fosters exploration and expression of understanding in non-ver-

bal-written format)
• Movement verses (kinesthetic mapping of new vocabulary and known vocabulary in new con-

text)
• Creating and reading summaries in small and large groups and independently (applying and 

expanding comprehension)
• Reading in groups and independently
• Reading at home and doing artistic and written reports (practice, apply, and expand compre-

hension)

Speech

• Storytelling (modeling and absorption of expanded vocabulary, proper grammar, logical se-
quencing, and clear articulation)

• Recall and summarizing (use of and practice with expanded vocabulary, proper grammar, logi-
cal sequencing, and clear articulation)

• Poetry Recitation (modeling of and practice with expanded vocabulary, rhythmic speech, and 
clear articulation)

• Drama (active use of expanded vocabulary, proper grammar, logical sequencing, and clear 
articulation)

• Oral Presentations of cultural studies projects (active use of expanded vocabulary, proper 
grammar, logical sequencing, and clear articulation)

Fluency: Rhythm/Intonation 

• Poetry Recitation (builds fluid and rhythmic use of the spoken language)
• Storytelling (modeling of flow of  prose)
• Drama (all plays are in verse, giving the children an experience of the underlying rhythms of the 

language)
• Movement with Verse Recitation (kinesthetic experience of the fluid and rhythmic use of the 

spoken language)
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• Reading aloud  (modeling rhythm and intonation)
• Reading stories in verse to younger children (Dr. Seuss books and the like strengthen the flow 

of speech, and reading to little ones empowers struggling readers) 
• Oral Presentations of cultural studies projects (active use of expanded vocabulary, proper 

grammar, logical sequencing, and clear articulation)

Vocabulary 

We work with a vocabulary-rich, language-based curriculum so all activities in all subject areas ex-
pand and strengthen the children’s vocabulary)

• Hearing Stories (exposure to and absorption of rich and broad vocabulary in context)
• Creating summaries in small and large groups and independently (teacher expands and re-

fines children’s drafts with them, suggesting high quality vocabulary)
• Spelling practice and tests
• Poetry recitation and drama (exposure to and absorption of rich and broad vocabulary in 

context)

Grammar 

• Hearing Stories (modeling of correct grammar)
• Creating summaries in small groups, large group, and independently (working with correct 

grammar)
• Study basic parts of speech (focused identification of noun, verb, adverb, and adjective)
• Study basic sentence structure (elements and punctuation)
• Poetry recitation and drama
• Work with grammar games

Phonics-Spelling:

• Reading
• Spelling Worksheets focused on phonic patterns and spelling rules
• Spelling practice and tests (tested sentences focused on phonic patterns and spelling rules and 

Dolch 100 common words)
• Story (review of spelling rules and syllabication through story)
• Spelling Games and Activities
• Dictionary Skills

con’t next page
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Reading Strategies

1) Decoding 

• Syllabication Movement Activities
• Syllabication Activities with manipulatives
• Syllabication Worksheets

2) Context 

• Reading from board 
• Reading Groups
• Reading Independently 
• Journal, Summary, and Report Writing 

3) Rhythm/Intonation

• Movement with Verse and Poetry Recitation 
• Drama 
• Reading from board together 
• Reading Groups

4) Sight Words

• Reading summaries from board together
• Independent Reading 
• Dictionary Skills 
• Spelling Practice and Tests
• All Spelling Activities

 Handwriting: 

• Form Drawing (practice of cursive writing movements and strengthening eye hand coordination)
• Core Content Written Work (written work in all subjects)
• Handwriting Practice Sheets (cursive writing practice)

Creative Writing

• Hearing Stories (modeling language flow, sequence, use of imagery, sentence structure)
• Perspective Summaries (retelling stories from different characters’ perspectives)
• Drama (active engagement with language flow, sequence, use of imagery, sentence structure)
• Journals (Story and Friday Journals) 
• Independent Story Writing (work with narrative and descriptive writing)
• Independent Report Writing (work with expository and descriptive writing)
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The Process 

Story as the Bridge to Language Arts Skill Work 

As described in the Grade Three Guides, we now take the next steps in stabilizing the skills the 
children have been working with for years, including recall, story writing, reading, spelling, and syl-
labication. We will also bring consciousness to basic punctuation, introduce basic parts of speech, and 
look at word roots (prefixes and suffixes). As described in the preceding overview of a theme studies 
approach, all of these will be brought to the children initially through the cultural story curriculum. 
There are many ways to do this through each culture’s set of stories, and most of the skills would 
do well to be brought at least twice, and then practiced regularly. 

Reading is the ground on which spelling and punctuation are learned, and to try to do much with 
these if the child is not reading both fluidly and regularly will likely cause frustration with little gain. 
In the case of the slower reader, we still do the basic spelling games and practice, and an introduction 
to punctuation, but we do not do the comparative spelling sheets found on the Blackline Masters and 
we do not push the spelling tests. If the child is not reading quite well at this point, strengthening his 
reading is our focus, beginning with the remedial screening and eye function exam.7 

Recall, story writing, and reading will be expanded on this year, but these are not new learning and 
so need no introduction.  Spelling can simply be expanded, or awareness of it as a code can be empha-
sized through story connection, depending on what you feel the child needs. 

The remainder of the language arts skills work for third grade, including spelling, relates to under-
standing the code or structure that holds together our language, and thus our communication. There-
fore, any of the stories in which people have trouble communicating can serve as a springboard. 
The Tower of Babel from the Torah and Godasyio from the Haudenosaunee are specifically focused 
on the loss of the ability to communicate, and so offer a deep and direct anchor for much of this work. 
You will need to work with several stories to introduce and reawaken all the Language Arts skills: 
from handwriting, to word structure (prefixes and suffixes and syllabication), to sentence structure 
(punctuation), and to language structure with parts of speech. But these two stories offer a good place 
to begin consciously working with the issue of codes.

To work with these stories as the springboard for any of the language arts skills we want to first 
awaken the sense of misunderstanding and the importance of the code we use. For example, you can 
do a standard recall and then write up a simple opening sentence for the summary using a variety of 
languages all mixed together (e.g. a word from one language, then a few in English, then another in a 
foreign language, and so on - it is best to include some words from languages with a different writing 
system - Arabic, Chinese, Russian, etc.). You read the child the sentence out loud switching languages 
as you go - which sparks awe in itself as you have to learn to do this! (There are pronunciation as well 

7 see HTG/Foundations/Teacher’s Workbook/Remediation/screening sequence
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as translation programs on the internet that make this much easier.) If you have just enough words in 
English that the child recognizes it makes him want to figure out what is happening.   Let the child 
struggle as the people in the story do, and then through discussion help him see that a system is 
needed. This is the ground level activity to bring the importance of a consistent code to a concep-
tual level. From there you can focus on any part of the language structure. Ways to work with each 
of the Grade Three Language Arts skills are described in the following sections on each particular 
skill, but the principle is the same. 

On this ground you might use any story that implies a communication breakdown - any story about 
discord or warfare - to take these skills further or to bring in new aspects of our language code. To do 
this, simply add a line to the story you have chosen to use that says, “Whatever (the people in fo-
cus)  said, the others seemed not to understand. They tried again and again, and finally…(describe the 
trouble).” Each story you choose to use for this can reflect back to the original dismantling of lan-
guage. For example, in any story about fighting or warfare, you can simple add in a line saying, “Once 
again, as in the time of Godsayio (or Babel), the people seemed unable understand each other. The words 
were the same now, but they seemed to have little meaning and the people fought and fought.” For the 
children, this simple reference reconnects them with the whole sense of shared language and with the 
focus on codes. Then you can go off into another language skills study and have it remain life filled. 

Stabilizing Skills

Once any given skill is introduced in connection with the story, we do follow up work to support 
bringing this topic forward and then let it go to the sleep cycle. But when the sleep is complete we go 
fully into the skills reawakening and practice without worry about further connecting it to the epic 
stories unless there is a connection you want to make. As described earlier, once the introductory 
work connecting story to skill is done,  you continue telling the cultural epic stories as a “gift”while 
you work with the skill itself, much as you would in a Math or Science block. 

In the Third Grade children begin to be held accountable for their learning. This is part of meeting 
the developmental task of individuation. To support this, we encourage parents to lean more heav-
ily on the Brain Gym sequences for each skill area: reading, writing, spelling, memorization of 
math facts. These are detailed in each section and should be done for six week stretches, at minimum. 
We recommend, since these take only five minutes or less each time, that they be done at the start of 
the lesson in which that skill will be used.

These do not, however, replace remedial work when a real problem is occurring. The Third Grader 
should be moving right along in all the Language Arts skills, each at his own rate, but with steady 
and perceptible progress. If you are seeing a blockage, it is important to do a full screening8 at this 
time and not to wait for the child to outgrow the problem on his own - which is unlikely to happen by 
this age. At this time, a screening should certainly include work with a behavioral or developmental 

8 see HTG/Foundations/Teacher’s Workbook/Remedial Screening/sequence
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optometrist on eye function (not just vision), and review of both reflex and sensory integration. 
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Storytelling, Recall, Summaries, and Art Work

As is described in the Guide, the three fold process of story - sleep/art work - skills/concepts follows 
the same basic pattern it did in both first and second grade.9  The biggest change in this area at this 
point is that in keeping with the child’s development, it is time to have the child take more conscious 
responsibility with two major skills: 1) recall; and, 2) creative writing.  

Recall and Summaries: At this point if you have been working with recall for several years, the child 
knows the process well - even if he has been participating very little. He has also worked with helping 
to summarize. Now these two activities begin to become part of one whole, as described below. 

However, if this is the first time the children have worked with recall, it will be important to do that, 
in full. Doing recall in full means sinking into the story again - not quizzing or testing, but offering 
the children an opportunity to relive the story from within. To do this, the adult begins retelling the 
story just as she originally told it. As soon as the mood is set, she begins waiting at key points and ges-
turing to the children to contribute. If they do, they take the section as far as they can (within reason, 
timewise). If they children make a mistake in sequencing, the adult gently holds them there and says 
something to the effect of, Yes, and before that . . “ and waits to see if others join in. If not she puts in 
what is needed, but either way returns to that child when they arrive at the part of the story he was 
offering.  The adult carries the weight of the recalling and the sequencing, NO questioning or the like, 
but setting a mood and a rhythm into which the children flow.  

Different children will be in very different places with recall. Some will have been easily participating. 
Some will not have wanted to speak. Some will have felt it a burden to have to retell the story - and 
seemed irritated or bored. Also, children will be in very different places in their ability to take on dif-
ferent perspectives and to take the story apart in pieces. Only the adult in the situation can judge what 
is an opportunity to engage the child in a way that sparks integration - not hype and not analysis. 
And only the adult can judge what is adding developmentally inappropriate confusion and drain-
ing the child rather than stretching and nourishing him. Try different approaches, be creative, and 
remember the “Enki 20% goof” rule - as long as you don’t force something or blame the child if you 
are off the mark, you can go ahead and explore what will work. For example:

1) do a full recall OR

2) recall, but as you do make an outline of the story together. Review it together and  have the 
child decide if the list of four or five major points covers the sequence.  

3) using the same outline method, have him choose a part to tell from a given person’s perspective 
and you tell the rest from another person’s (or beings). Caution:  this is only appropriate for the 
‘daily life in the culture’ and the hero’s journey parts of the story. To do this with a symbolic 
aspect of the story would awaken the child’s  “literal ears,” undermining the experience.  

9  see HTG/Grade One/Subject Areas/Humanities and Language arts/language arts rhythms
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4) do a short summary of the cultural daily life introduction of the story, then write a poem to-
gether for the “Creation/symbolic  story” (samples follow)

5) have him interview you as though you were a given person in the story and he was a reporter - 
use that to make an outline and write a summary.  Again this is only appropriate for the ‘daily 
life in the culture’ and the hero’s journey parts of the story. 

6) interview him as though you were a reporter - then use that to make an outline and write a 
summary. Again this is only appropriate for the ‘daily life in the culture’ and the hero’s journey 
parts of the story.  

All of these are ideas to help the child engage in recall, outlining, and summarizing/creative writ-
ing more fully. But even if the child is participating well in each of these separately, we would still 
leave the straight recall as the main approach used. From there he can outline and summarize in 
different ways. It will be especially important to watch his energy and integration with this work and 
to have the adult do the summarizing in full when any of this becomes to heady - which may be a 
good deal of the time. 

The child may still not be at the same level with his handwriting as he is with his creative writing 
- don’t sacrifice the creative for the technical and don’t undermine the deep nourishment of the 
stories because the child is worrying about the burden of writing. As was true in second grade, if 
the handwriting is draining, the child should write just enough to stretch but not to strain him, and 
the adult can write the rest in his book or type it up to be pasted in. However, if this is the case, the 
handwriting issues need separate attention as described in that section.   

Art Work: Between third and fourth grade the children tend to get quite self critical and self con-
scious in their art work. Therefore, we want to lessen demand and offer more support as needed. It 
will not help to allow them to give up, but both support and space are called for. 

It may also help to have the child do more “project reporting” for the artistic digestion, take photos, 
and put them in the book. You may also do some small drawing on the same page as the writing to 
keep the drawing simple and quick on some pages. 

One unique aspect of the third grade is that the artwork and writing may well happen after the chil-
dren have worked extensively on a particular project, such as planting a garden or building a house.  
The project itself is part of the digestion process and may be spread over a much longer period of time. 

As the children recall the stories and do art work and projects connected with them, they may raise 
questions and get into discussions. As far as possible, the adult should just listen and let the chil-
dren find their own way to understanding. In a classroom, one child’s question or comment will 
usually be picked up by another and a discussion will ensue naturally. But an adult opinion tends to 
be too conceptual, and, regardless, has an imbalanced weight.  At home, it is a bit trickier to foster 
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a one-sided discussion, but responses such as “I wonder, too,”  “Wow, that’s interesting,” “I hadn’t 
thought of that,” and so on can act as fuel while still keeping an adult opinion or interpretation out of 
the mix. Occasionally  the children will express a technical misunderstanding or make an inappro-
priate assumption. Simple and factual correction is all that is needed. Mainly we want to leave story to 
its own power.
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Writing

Creative Writing: As described in the section on Summarizing, we expand the ways that the child 
works with recall, outlining, and summarizing to include other perspectives and other approaches to 
summarizing. 

The bulk of the written work will still be the standard summary. The two main new approaches we 
work with are perspective writing and poetry. As we have described, in the Third-Fourth Grade 
period the child is moving into a more separated awareness and an awareness of self and other. As 
described earlier (and detailed in each of the Cultural Units Story books), we mirror this in the Grade 
Three stories in three very different ways: daily life, symbolic/Creation stories, hero’s journey. This 
opens opportunities for different kinds of writing.  

1) We begin with the “daily life in the culture” stories, or lead ins to stories. These offer a good oppor-
tunity for perspectives writing. This is a simple matter of working in the first person as a given char-
acter. So when little Moses is going to Market with his mother, we can retell that part as the mother 
or as Moses. There are many places you can write as Miriam which can help balance the male/female 
leader issues. When Aionwahda is waiting for his father to return from the hunt, we can tell that part 
from Aionwahda’s perspective. A little at a time we can add having the child tell it from one point of 
view while we tell it from another as a way to model. This is well mirrored in writing by working from 
specific and varied perspectives. We limit this work to the cultural daily life sections and the hero’s 
journey, and do not use it for symbolic/Creation Cycle stories as these need to be heard symboli-
cally, and we keep this part quite short.

2) Then we come into the symbolic Creation Cycle stories. These can just be summarized as we have 
been doing, or you can work with poetry to set them apart and bring in a new skill. Working with 
poetry makes a full recall especially important. Poetry works mostly with image and symbol and so 
is a good tool to further activate this kind of listening. The child is new to this and still young, so you 
need to offer enough structure to support him, and think broadly of the term “poetry.”  Each story 
offers different opportunities, but by way of example: 

i) If the story is about a specific problem or conflict (such as the animals contest in the Lacrosse 
story) you can ask the child to name the struggling characters and the problem; then the idea 
for a solution; 2 most important events; how did it end?
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Winged ones, four leggeds, who was best?
A game to decide and amuse the Creator
The smallest ones, where would they go?
Sent away by the four leggeds, who will take them in?
Squirrel and Mouse became Flying Squirrel and Bat.
Who won the game
Flying Squirrel helped Bat score the winning goal!

ii) For a story without a specific problem, you can identify the core parts and name 
them, telling the child he has to choose 3 or 4 words to tell the most important 
things about each. 

• Sky World: magical; light-giving tree; everyone understood everyone
• Dreams: a world below the tree
• Falling uprooted, Sky Woman fell with strawberry, tobacco, and seeds
• World below: water everywhere, and animals of water and air
• Help: Heron caught her; turtle gave his back; Many dove for earth,  

                  only water rat got it. 
• The World: Sky Woman danced and beneath her grew Turtle Island

iii) Ask the child to name the characters with one describing word each. Then ask him 
to tell what happened in 3 or 4 words. Last what came of their actions 6 words. 

A favored son; jealous brothers
Tossed him in a pit.
Back home with his Coat of Many Colors
They brought their Father grief. 

3) Finally, we are fully in the hero’s journey where the symbolic and the daily life are interwoven. For 
these you will need to consider how you want the child to hear each and choose the writing method 
accordingly.  For example, Writing in the first person when Aionwahda’s family is being killed is 
probably too much for the child and makes it all too literal. But it may well be a good fit when he is 
wandering in sorrow or when he meets the peacemaker. It would not be a good way to go when the 
story uses symbols to show that the Peacemaker is a special being.  It would not be a good approach to 
the burning bush or parting the Red Sea, but could be to the struggles with Pharaoh. Each person will 
have to decide whether standard summarizing, perspectives writing, or poetry best brings forward 
the experience they want for the child. 

Journals: Somewhere in the Grade Three/Four period we need to set a requirement of both writing 
and illustrating stories and personal reports each week, but beyond holding that boundary, the jour-
nal writing time is fully independent. The child will probably also still need to have some options to 
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bounce off of from time to time.10 But for the most part this is very personal work, a chance to create 
her own world.

Journals are a place for the child to report on and explore her life and imagination freely - without the 
pressure of correction. At the same time we need to know that the child is doing the work, and where 
she needs support with her skills. Consider journals to be a source of information for you, but not 
a place to offer corrections and suggestions. The information you gather will need to be used in the 
spelling verses and games you provide, and in the way you work with summary writing. 

If the child is struggling with the handwriting itself, or with fear of incorrect spelling, we will first do 
targeted movement remediation, as detailed in the handwriting section. If this is not effective within 
a few months,  it is very important to do a full remedial screening.11

While the appropriate remediation is being identified and begun, it is important that we support the 
child’s ability to do her own summary and creative writing work. Consider having the child tell her 
stories into a voice recorder or dictate to you. And then type them up for her to illustrate. We don’t 
want to let challenges in one area hold the child back from excelling with other developmentally 
appropriate work. 

10   see Grade One/Instruction Manual II/ Language Arts Skills/language arts activities

11 see Foundation Guides/Teacher’s Workbook/Remediation/screening sequence 
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Reading

The integrated approach to the arts of listening, speaking, reading, and writing continues to be the 
central focus of the language arts curriculum throughout the school years. But at this point all the 
child’s reading skills need to come to a common base level, or she should be screened for learning 
challenges and worked with accordingly. A few 8-9 year olds will not read at all and yet will not have 
any learning issues. These children need only time - but this is, by far, the exception and we should 
not wait to screen them so that we see if this is the case. 

At this point, along with the ongoing reading together in our story work, to bring the children to a 
high, fluid, and meaningful level in their reading, we focus more strongly on additional methods of 
support. 

Independent Reading: 

We want the third grader to become comfortable reading a chapter book (for example, level 3 “I Can 
Read Books” such as “The Long Way Westward” or “Abigail Takes the Wheel,” at minimum, and 
books such as Charlotte’s Web, by year’s end). We also want them to be able to do some simple “re-
search” at the library, with help - basically to find books.  Some of the children will have progressed 
beyond this, some will be considerably behind.

As long as the child does not have a reading challenge, practice is the most important tool we have 
to work with, and the child should be assigned 15 minutes of reading time every day. If he is making 
progress but still struggling and resisting, early in the year you can read with him and alternate pages. 
But by mid year, if he still needs this kind of support, a screening is in order.   

To read fluidly requires that four separate brain functions each work well separately, and that they 
work together - that is a lot to manage! Brain Gym can be helpful to this process by preparing the 
child’s brain. We recommend that you take the five minutes needed to routinely prepare the child for 
reading practice. Do the sequence on the following page. At writing practice time he will do  Alpha-
bet 8’s to support his handwriting, but these will also help to improve his eye tracking, binocular 
vision, and to prepare his brain to cross the lateral midline effectively.  

Rhythmic Reading: 

As described in the Grade Three Guide, it is important that the children develop good rhythm to 
their reading. This affects their own comprehension as well as their pleasure and that of any listener. 
Some good practice books for those needing support with this are: McElligot’s Pool; Yertle the Turtle 
and other stories; To Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street; If I ran the Zoo; If I ran the Circus; 
Horton Hatches an Egg; Cat in the Hat. All of these are written in rhythmic verse which soon carries 
the reader - and they are fun. NOT recommended are the One Foot, Two Foot style that are really not 
stories but phonics practice where the rhythm is based on skills practice, not story, and therefore are 
not easily generalized (and the “stories” are stupid and beneath the child).  
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It will also be helpful to have the child learn poetry to recite with you. Poetry that has a subtle rhythm 
is particularly helpful to getting a feel for language rhythms. 

Book reports: However you do the practice, on a weekly basis the child should now be asked to write 
a short paragraph and/or draw a picture of one thing he has read (might be a whole book or some 
chapters). Take care that book reports do not become analytic or pedantic or weighty. The typical 
approach to book reports is to analyze them, and, worse yet, to do so with a fixed structure (plot, 
character, etc.). The result of this is that the children stop sinking into their reading and start reading 
to find these things. This is not what we want.

So for Enki book reports we want to ask a question or give an idea to spark the report - and we want 
to keep shifting what that idea is. So you might suggest they do a book review for an advertisement. 
Or you might ask that they draw their favorite scene, or the one that made them angriest, or the one 
they think Dad might like. Anything that starts them on recording their reading in a way that brings 
them further into - and not out of - the story, is great.

If the child is not reading well, or not writing easily, just adjust requirements. This is just an initial “get-
ting feet wet” in the  world of book reports. 
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Brain Gym Reading prep sequence: 

i) begin by doing the PACE movement sequence begun in Grades  One and Two. You 
can use either of those verses, or you can do it without a verse at this age. Because hydra-
tion is key to memory retrieval, we recommend replacing the plain water at this time 
with either coconut water, lemon water, or another non-sugar electrolyte drink.   
 

ii) do the lengthening activities sequence which takes under five minutes. To do these 
you will need to get The Brain Gym Activities chart, available from Braingym.com (in 
the store section). You can also find an introduction to doing these in Smart Moves by 
Carla Hannaford and in the Brain Gym Teacher’s Guide available at the same link.  
 
The sequence consists of: 1) Belly Breathing; 2) Brain Buttons; 3) Earth Buttons; 4) Space 
Buttons; 5) Balance Buttons; 6) Lazy 8’s; and 6) Neck Rolls.12 These are very short move-
ments and at this age one can do them either with or without a verse. It is NOT neces-
sary to do all these every time - 3-6 a day is fine.   
 
iii) The formal Brain Gym method works with conscious attention to intent, i.e. to one’s 
own challenges. Enki does not. We feel the direct attention to one’s problems and one’s 
intent is premature and sparks far too much SELF-consciousness at this age. But we 
do believe that the increased and directed focus on the issue at hand is important. 
Therefore, we recommend that you bring focus to the work - not the child. Simply 
referring to the whole activity sequence as the “Reading Rhythms Sequence” is likely to 
be enough. If you feel more is needed you can add small things such as, “Working with 
Words,” or “Speedy Sentences,” or “Smooth Syllables,” and the like. What we are looking 
to do is to bring the child’s focus to the actual challenge - so ask yourself where the child 
is getting caught. Use a “game name” to focus the child on that.

 
 

12 Neck rolls are tricky and you can get injured if you are “crunching” rather than releasing. The Grades One and Two 

Movement book describes the proper way to do these (Little Worm) and the DVD has a demonstration. 
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Phonics skills: 

As described in the Guide, the third graders will be ready for somewhat more analytic skill building. 
However, before going on to the language skills, two things are needed: 1) they must be reading quite 
well (I Can Read Books - level 3 as described earlier); and 2) they must have worked with the introduc-
tory phonics rules covered in the  Grade Two materials. If either of these is not in place, wait until 
both are rolling before getting more conceptual and dry with this work. 

Work with both phonics rules and syllabication should be a reawakening and not new work. There-
fore they can just be done in the extra, adult guided practice time without story connection. But if 
these have not been introduced before, then they need the full introductory cycle. You can use the 
Grade Two stories if you feel they are developmentally appropriate. However, these do not fit in the 
cultural context or mood, so we suggest that you deal with them separately. You could take one day a 
week for the first term that is “Spelling Day.” You would tell the spelling story the day before at a time 
OTHER THAN that usually used for the cultural epic, and the next day do recall and drawing from 
it - in a separate, journal sized book (can be the back of the child’s journal). Then you have a week 
to play that spelling game in circle and practice time, before the next comes in. You can also do this 
every other week - but there are about 10 stories to cover. 

You can also come in through any cultural story where communication breaks down. This can be as 
specific as the Tower of Babel or Godasyio, or just implied, as in any story about discord or warfare as 
described earlier (see section on Language Arts skills: the bridge from story to skills).  

Since you are working with specific phonics rules, during recall you can put up a confused sentence 
crisscrossing the phonetic spellings - particularly on words they know well. For example, “Hord as 
hea tryd, hei cuwd not make himself hurd.” They will know something is wrong. Let them struggle to 
figure it out - the fact that they can actually sound this out to make sense shows the children that the 
phonetic code does work, even when it is not used in the accepted manner.  But since they will also 
know that much of the sentence is not correct; let that raise the issue of the importance of having a 
system for the code of written language and move into spelling. 

From there - whether they start Grade Three with this under their belts or do introductory work in 
Grade Three - play the phonetic spelling and word building games to get these basic rules well estab-
lished and to get them familiar with the common spellings. 
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Spelling: 

At this point spelling and dictation are taken up as specific skills. In the Third Grade work we assume 
that the children have had the more connected experience of the Grade Two spelling stories, and 
activities to go with them. They may or may not have mastered this information, but the instructions 
below are based on the children having experienced the stories and activities from Grade Two - if 
they have not, refer back to the preceding section above on phonics. 

Phonics and spelling rules are really two faces of the same coin so if you have done the Grade Two 
work, you can also consider the introduction basically complete and just go on to skills work. 

Now we shift our attention to the particulars of spelling. Here we could write up the relevant sentence 
from this story, using incorrect, but phonetically accurate, spellings much as we do with phonics. 
Give the children time to struggle and actually figure out the words. Then lead a discussion about 
how the spelling rules help us understand each other - even when they are used incorrectly (phoneti-
cally). List all the spelling rules the children can think of from their Grade Two work. Play games in 
which they write you or each other messages employing these rules, but incorrectly for the language. 
Let them then try to decipher one another’s messages. At home this can be done with parents as play-
ers. 

Although they are applying the rules incorrectly, in order to do so they have to become more aware 
of the rules - after they have figured them out, have them correct the sentences based on what looks 
right. 

If the children are moving well through this, add contractions to this list (we’re, I’m, can’t, etc.) and 
let them figure out what is happening. Start with making a vertical list of ten or so contractions. Ask 
the children to read the list. Ask them to say what each means; write that on the opposite column. 
Then ask the children to find the rule. 

We will add work with spelling rules for conjugations, but will do so in the context of suffixes/conju-
gations. 

If they have not had the experience of the spelling stories AND they are not spelling efficiently, then 
we recommend that you take a step back and work with these principles as described in the preceding 
Phonics section. 

If you feel the stories are too young or will pull the child too far out of the cultural mood, then use the 
“misunderstood communication” guidance above and play games at a skills time, introducing each 
spelling rule as a rule in the game. However you do it, in some way the child needs experience with 
basic spelling patterns before moving into identifying the “correct” pattern for a given situation (i.e. 
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the word in context: here/hear).  

Spelling Tests: In order not to overwhelm the young child who is just beginning this work and to 
keep the work connected to life, we use seasonal verses for spelling tests in the Third Grade. Using the 
words the adult feels need spelling work, including ALL common words, and the repeated mistakes 
the child is making in his journal, the parent creates a two or three line rhythmic verse about the sea-
son. The children usually find little weather reports a lot of fun - especially those with a bit of humor 
to them.

The more you can use words that have a common spelling (word family) in one test, the better. For 
example, ”The snow does blow, so white and bright. Where does it go, in the dark of night?“ Sample 
spelling sentences can be found at the end of this section and you can use or adapt these to serve your 
situation. 

The child copies the weather sentence into his spelling book. That is a good moment to have him see 
what words in the sentence are outlaws and underline these. You can make “jail cars” for these words 
and any of that family for your  jail from Grade Two. So “learn, yearn, earn, etc.” all go on one jail 
card as they have the same issue. This allows you to strengthen the phonics awareness and also to get 
more out of each spelling test. Then, at a set time each day, he recopies the sentence three times in this 
book. The parent needs to check these as the child does them. If he makes a mistake in the copying 
the parent needs to assign him to copy the mistaken word five to ten more times each day. 

CAUTION: if a child has a memory or spelling block, recopying will only frustrate and disintegrate 
him. In this case, do the Brain Gym retrieval sequence (next page) and then rewrite it three times. If 
this does not get it set, then let it go. If you have a child with a real reading/spelling disability then 
countless copying of words will do no good, and will just discourage the child. Consult a reading 
specialist for ideas on modifying the spelling work for this child.

If the child needs more support - or just for fun and strengthening - it is good to add an auditory and 
kinesthetic dimension. Say the word family in use, then spell it out loud, reciting to a rhythm.  Add 
by saying each of the word family words and then spelling them. You can do it with clapping, drum-
ming, or dancing, too. Common words on which the child is stuck can benefit from this, too;  just 
don’t do more than one or two at a sitting. 

At the end of the week the parent will dictate the verse to the child and he will write it. However, 
because this is a retrieval skill, we recommend doing the Brain Gym retrieval sequence before the test 
for all (see next page). 

For the dictation, first the parent says the whole thing through once (even though the child knows it 
by heart; this establishes the form we will use in later grades). Then the parent says each phrase slowly 
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once, including punctuation, and waits. She repeats it and waits again. Then she goes on and does the 
same with the next phrase. Because the child knows the verse by heart, the element of panic is re-
moved. The parent can go slowly in her dictation and let the child catch up. 

This is a straight memorization exercise and the spelling patterns (word families) are simply a sup-
port. If you feel the child is not using this support, you can have him underline each word family in a 
different color when he does the practice work. 

A great deal of spelling correctly revolves around distinguishing the correct from incorrect look of 
the word - there are many phonetically correct options for each word, not to mention homonyms. 
Therefore, once the children have the basic spelling rules and word families down, and are reading 
efficiently (and thus have a lot of experience with seeing the correct spelling for words), work with 
proofreading sheets and games is very helpful. These can be approached as  “ spy “ or  “ sleuth “ games 
where their job is to find the “good guys,” (bought) and the “bad” (bawt, baught, balt). In this way 
the child can create and review different - phonetically correct - spellings and decide which is the one 
actually used (worksheets found on the Blackline Masters CD). 

There are some very common spelling challenges and we list the “hundred spelling demons” on the 
following page. Over the next 3 years, you want to be sure all of these are well covered. For now, keep 
an eye out for good places to work with them within the spelling verses context.
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The Hundred Spelling Demons:

• which • two • every
• their • too • they
• there • answer • half
• separate • ready • break
• don’t • forty • buy
• meant • hour • again
• business • trouble • very
• many • among • none
• friend • busy • week
• some • built • often
• been • color • whole
• since • making • won’t
• used • dear • cough
• always • guest • piece
• where • says • raise
• wear • having • ache
• women • just • read (both)
• done • doctor • said
• here • whether • hoarse
• hear • weather • shoes
• write • believe • tonight
• writing • knew • wrote
• heard • laid • truly
• does • tear (long A) • sugar
• once • choose • straight
• would • tired • surprise
• can’t • minute
• sure • any
• loose • much
• lose • beginning
• Tuesday • blue
• Wednesday • though
• country • through
• February • coming
• know • early
• could • instead
• seems • easy
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Brain Gym Sequence for Memory Retrieval 

1) i) begin by doing the PACE movement sequence begun in Grades  One and Two. You can use 
either of those verses, or you can do it without a verse at this age. Because hydration is key to 
memory retrieval, we recommend replacing the plain water at this time with either coconut 
water, lemon water, or another non-sugar electrolyte drink.   
 

ii) Next, do the lengthening activities sequence which takes under five minutes. To do these you 
will need to get The Brain Gym Activities chart, available from Braingym.com (in the store sec-
tion). You can also find an introduction to doing these in Smart Moves by Carla Hannaford and 
in the Brain Gym Teacher’s Guide available at the same link.  
 
The sequence consists of: 1) The Owl; 2) Arm Activation; 3) Foot Flex; 4) Gravity glider; 5) Calf 
Pump; and 6) Grounder. These are very short movements and at this age one can do them either 
with or without a verse. It is NOT necessary to do all these every time - 3-6 a day is fine.   
 
iii) The formal Brain Gym method works with conscious attention to intent, i.e. to one’s own 
challenges. Enki does not. We feel the direct attention to one’s problems and one’s intent is 
premature and sparks far too much SELF-consciousness at this age. But we do believe that 
the increased and directed focus on the issue at hand is important. Therefore, we recom-
mend that you bring focus to the work - not the child. Simply referring to the whole activity 
sequence as the “Spelling It Straight” sequence is likely to be enough. If you feel more is needed 
you can add small things such as, “Calling Back Words,” or “Seek and Find,” and the like. What 
we are looking to do is to bring the child’s focus to the actual challenge - so ask yourself if it is 
the retrieval or the original mapping, and so on. Use a “game name” to focus the child on that.   
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The child can also do spelling practice through games. For example, games like Jotto and Scrabble 
and UpWords can be modified to the skill level:

Jotto:

1) Each player chooses one word from a particular, and assigned, word family. Use complex ones 
such as  “ought.“ 

2) Each chooses an “ought” word and writes the word at the top of his own page and writes the 
alphabet along the bottom of the page.

3) Each player has a turn to ask the other questions to narrow down what letters the word might 
start with, thereby identifying it.  The child should use the open space between the word and 
the alphabet to write out all the words he thinks it could be (i.e. all words with this word fam-
ily). 

4) Each gets to ask one word at a time until he gets it. This seems simple, but the child will waste 
turns if he randomly asks with each consonant (tought, cought, etc.), so he winds up having to 
figure out ahead which is the correct spelling. 

5) Players alternate turns until one guesses the other’s word.

6) You can play this in a slightly more difficult form by having child A, the one answering, name 
only the number of correct letters in the “questioner’s word” that match his word. So if child A’s 
word is “brought” and the questioner says “bought,” the reply from child A would be “6,” but 
the questioner would not yet have the correct word. Now the questioner has to figure out why 
this word “bought,” with all correct letters, is not itself correct. He knows it is in the “ought” 
family, so what could be missing? 

Scrabble is always a spelling game, but if we structure it for word expansion, it can be both a spell-
ing game and a grammar game. The children will learn about prefixes and suffixes in their grammar 
work - described below. Once this is complete, you can play scrabble such that the adult puts down a 
word and then the child’s job is to see if he can put a prefix or a suffix on it. If he can, he not only gets 
those points, but he gets to try to put another word on that connects up in the usual scrabble man-
ner. If the child can do that the parent tries to put on a prefix or suffix - this way the child is figuring 
out prefixes and suffixes all along as they try to give the parent a word that cannot have one (and thus 
they lose a point). 

UpWords is a version of scrabble in which you build upwards. There are many ways to use this for 
spelling, but for our purposes we will work with complex word families. 

1) the parent puts on a complex word family word such as “bought,” 

2) the child will try to put on a letter that spells a real word such as “fought,” or “sought.” But if 
they try to make it into “tought (meaning taught),” the turn returns to the parent. 
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3) if neither person can build on the word, then each has a chance to build a different word family 
word that can connect up with the current one(s), and you take it from there.  
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Sample Weather Verses:

The sky’s so blue, in early Spring. 
The flowers bloom and the birds all sing.

The Autumn winds have blown so hard 
that leaves are filling up the yard.

The winds are blowing and outside it’s snowing. 
But inside the fire is gently glowing.

April showers rain down for hours, 
making way for countless flowers.

A thousand leaves fall from the trees 
and pile on high up to my knees.

Gold, orange, and red: Beneath our tread 
the leaves are spread in a colorful bed.

The north wind blows. 
How cold my toes are growing.

The buttercups are springing up. 
They push up hard to fill the yard.

In the month of May the sunny days 
are good for play - or so they say.

The summer days are so very warm 
that the thunderstorm will do no harm.

A field of snow under moonlight blows.
Now we’re cold as ice from head to toe.

From huge storm clouds a crash of thunder 
comes booming loud, blowing all asunder.

Winds whine and wail and a burst of hail 
clatters loud on the tall fence rails.

It’s a stormy day and we all say: 
rain, rain go away.

All the trees are coated in ice.
The squirrels and mice don’t find this nice.
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Under cloudy skies the snow piles high.
We start to shovel with a sigh.

Pitter patter comes the rain, bouncing off the window pane.
“Oh, no,” we call out, “not again!”

The sun burns down and all around 
the plants are wilting on the ground.

The sunshine beats down August heat.
Down, down, it’s burning head and feet.
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Syllabication: 

As described earlier, specific conceptual syllabication work is only done if a child is getting stuck on 
this and routinely feeling overwhelmed by more complex words. If she has had the kinesthetic syl-
labication experience in Grade Two, then we work with syllabication rules to strengthen word attack 
skills. If not, syllabication should first be worked with through movement, as described in the Grade 
Two materials. The actual rules for breaking words apart by syllables are fairly complex and con-
fusing and may well work against developing fluid reading skills.  This should be approached with 
a light touch and a careful eye to adding confusion or overwhelm - and ONLY if the child seems to 
be struggling with this.

Once the child has had an imaginative introduction, either through the Grade Two story or from a 
“misunderstanding” within the epic, as described in the “Language Arts Skills: bridge from story to 
skills,” and through the clapping and marching and writing games described there, approach this 
more conceptual work through discovery.  

1) have the child sit down with a series of words which shes does know how to break into syl-
lables because of the movement experience she has already had with them.  Be careful to choose 
words that all follow one particular rule.  For example, “follow,” “bottom,” and “velvet,” all 
follow the  “vowel-consonant/ consonant-vowel “ pattern of break up. Or ones like “poker,”  
“began,” and “report” all follow the  “vowel/consonant-vowel “ pattern. 

2) have her put slashes between the syllables, read them, and clap them out. 

3) ask her to look for which letters are vowels and which are consonants.  Then mark a C over each 
consonant and a V over each vowel.  

4) see if she can figure out the pattern for breaking up these particular words.  

5) give her a list with many more words which are not familiar but follow this same pattern. Have 
her break these up according to the rule she has discovered.  Because it was the child’s discov-
ery she is usually quite eager to do little bits of this work, but be careful not to push it too far.  

6) after working with one of these rules the same process should be repeated with a couple more.  
Approach this somewhat like a game of spies figuring out a code.  See if it is helping the child to 
feel she has a handle on word attacks skills.  

7) if the child is reading well, STOP HERE. If the child is overwhelmed by this work, STOP 
HERE. If the child seems to be connecting and it is helping with reading, continue on with 
more application of this and more conceptual understanding of the rules. 

8) on a separate occasion do this activity with another syllabic rule, and so on. 

Most importantly, remember the point is not for the child  to remember every syllabic breakup 
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rule - few of us know them all, if we know any. Going too far with this would only cause stilted, ana-
lytic reading which is disconnected from the rhythmic flow and the art of the language.  The point is 
to give the child an experience of working with syllables which can help her feel she has a helpful tool 
when she is overwhelmed by longer words.

Basic rules for breaking up syllables:

1) When two consonants come between two vowels in a word, divide syllables between the conso-
nants: “vowel-consonant/consonant-vowel” 

•  cof-fee

•  bor-der

•  plas-tic

•  jour-ney
2) When there are more than two consonants together in a word, divide the syllables keeping the 
blends together: “consonant/consonant blend or consonant blend/consonant” 

•  em-ploy

•  mon-ster

•  en-trance

•  bank-rupt
3) When there is one consonant between two vowels in a word, divide the syllables after the first 
vowel: “vowel/consonant-vowel” 

•  ca-jole

•  bo-nus

•  plu-ral

•  gla-cier
4) If following the previous rule doesn’t make a recognizable word, divide the syllables after the con-
sonant that comes between the vowels: “vowel-consonant/vowel” 

•  doz-en

•  meth-od

•  cour-age
5) When there are two vowels together that don’t represent a long vowel sound or a diphthong, divide 
the syllables between the vowels: “sounded vowel/wounded vowel” 

•  cli-ent

•  po-em

•  cha-os
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•  li-on

•  qui-et 

REMEMBER, like you, the child does not need to ever know these rules conceptually. We offer 
them here because reading specialists have found that syllabication is often a stumbling block for 
those struggling with reading. If the analysis and activity supports the child, wonderful. If it is stress-
ful or disintegrating, go back to clapping games and simple syllabication through hearing and feeling 
the breaks without concept. There are several Grade Three Torah Story songs that can work well with 
a syllabic beat which can be used to support this work - just be sure you clap the syllables and not the 
rhythm!. 
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Handwriting: 

As described in the Grade Three Guide,13 once the child is comfortable with crossing all the midlines 
both in movement work and on paper in form drawing (if he can do a form similar to a cursive “f” 
repeatedly crossing all midlines across the page as a form ),  
then he is ready to start writing in cursive.  However, even for the most “midline 
secure” we recommend doing the Brain Gym Handwriting sequence for three 
minutes before writing practice each day, and writing cursive letters on the Alphabet 8’s a few times a 
week. 

Cursive can be introduced through story, but less directly.  The Haudenosaunee used pictographs and 
Hebrew does not have a comparable cursive. However, you can begin the introduction by exploring 
pictographs or Hebrew writing in connection with any story. Then, once the written word has become 
an enlivened focus, create a funny vignette about people leaving a message in a hurry and having the 
reader go to the wrong place or do the wrong thing in response. For example, a mother is worried 
about her overtired child and leaves a note saying.  “to sleep is nice!” It is written very quickly and 
sloppily. The child comes home and reads, “Go slip on ice!” and does as he is told - and is injured and 
cold.  Or she writes, “Eat hummus and pita,” and he reads, “Cat harness and pet,” so he puts the cat in 
a harness and pets him before taking him out for a walk.  A few short, silly samples should be plenty. 

Then have the child write a short sentence as quickly as possible. Read it, making a mess of reading 
any messy word - with humor. Do this over and over until the writing is very sloppy and the reading 
very funny. Then introduce cursive as a tool for moving quickly, but neatly and legibly. 

You can also do this independently in the second Practice time as handwriting overall has been intro-
duced.  Here you might use a vignette to anchor the image of the flow of cursive. For example: 

Long ago, on a cold clear day, a little boy buttoned up his winter jacket, slipped on his thick mittens, and 
slung his ice skates over his shoulder. He opened the door and headed out into the woods, looking for 
a frozen lake. Between the low hanging, snow covered boughs, he walked. But he found no lake. Along 
the sleigh tracks, down twisting paths, he walked. But he found no lake.  Farther and farther he walked, 
deeper and deeper into the wood, but he saw nothing. 

Finally, in the distance, the boy saw a bright light dancing here and there. He picked up his pace and 
soon enough he was standing at the edge of a frozen lake. Sunlight glinted here and there, skipping and 
jumping across the smooth, glassy surface. The boy swung the skates off his shoulder, plopped down in 
the snow and unbuckled his boots as quickly as his mittened fingers could. Then he slipped off his mit-
tens and with cold, bare fingers, put on his skates and laced them bottom to top. As quickly as he could, 
he got his mittens back on, sat back, and gave a big sigh. 

13   see HTG/Foundations/Book II/Philosophy and Goals/Ecosystem/warp
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Then the boy took a big breath, hauled himself up, and toddled out onto the ice. A small push back with 
one foot, and he slid forward. Another push with the other foot, and he began to glide. One foot and 
then the other, left, right, left, right, and he was off - gliding around the lake, twirling and swirling and 
flying over the glassy ice. 

Hour after hour the boy flew across the ice, darting this way and that, hardly noticing the sun had 
climbed to the top of the sky and was now beginning its journey down. Suddenly from off in the dis-
tance, the long, low howl of a wolf was carried on the wind over the snow and out onto the ice. The boy 
stopped in his tracks. He looked up and saw that the sun was heading down. He raced to the edge of the 
lake and hurried off the ice to head home. 

Soon the boy was back among the trees, but there was no sign of his boots, and no tracks to show where 
he had walked - the wind had blown the snow smooth and there was no sign of a path. The boy realized 
he did not know the way home. He was lost.

As the boy stood in there in his skates in the snow, he heard a plane fly overhead. “A plane,” he whis-
pered to himself, “if I write a message in the snow maybe they will see it and come and help me.” As 
quickly as he could, the boy picked up a stick and worked to write his message in the snow. But moving 
through the snow in his skates was slow going and the plane was long gone before he could get the mes-
sage written. The boy stood a moment and hung his head. 

Then he had an idea. “Aha,” he muttered, “If I write my message now, then it will be finished before the 
next plane comes.” So the boy pulled and pushed and dragged his stick until he had written his message. 
Then he waited. He waited and watched while the sun slid further down the sky. Finally, another plane 
flew over. The boy jumped and hollered and pointed to his message, but the plane flew away. The boy 
looked up and saw that the snow covered boughs blocked his writing from view. 

Now the sun was getting very low. He must find another way. The boy looked out at the frozen lake. 
“Skating is faster than dragging a stick through the snow,” he called out as he toddled back to the ice. 
“And the lake is open to the sky, so when the next plane comes, someone will see my message!” The boy 
began to drag his stick across the ice. He could move faster now, but he had to keep stopping to end each 
letter, and jumping from the end of one letter to the beginning of the next usually landed him on his rear 
end. He did his best, but after a few tries and almost as many falls, he realized this would not work - he 
would never get his message written in time! 

Now, with night approaching, he heard another roaring headed his way. It roared a choppy roar, like the 
pounding of a drum. A helicopter! He must find a way to make this work. He looked down at the sharp 
blade on his skates. “I will have to use my blades to mark the ice, and there will be no time for stopping.” 
So the boy decided he would just have to let the letters string together and hope the pilot could under-
stand. As the sound of the helicopter grew louder, the boy took off across the ice. With a swoop and a 
swirl and a twist and a turn, he spelled out his message: Help me; please come!  High overhead, the pilot 
saw a small spot looping and swirling quickly across the ice so he circled around and swooped down. 
Now he could see the boy, but what caught his attention was the looping, swooping marks all over the 
ice. Sure enough, the pilot could read the message. The pilot circled again and lowered a rope. In no time 
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at all, the boy and his skates were flying back home. 

Soon the boy was home safe and sound again, but every day when he should have been doing his math 
and spelling work, all he could do was dream of skating on the frozen world in the middle of the woods. 
He longed to go back, but there was spelling practice to do. As he sat there daydreaming, his hand began 
to skate across the page, and where his spelling practice should have been, there was a page of loops and 
twirls and long, slow glides.  As his teacher came to check, the boy held his breath, fearing his punish-
ment for his dilly sallying. But the teacher smiled and said, “Oh goodness, you have learned a faster way 
to write and every single word is spelled correctly.” From that day on, spelling and writing were the boy’s 
favorite studies, because as his hand looped and twirled and glided, the boy felt the ice beneath him and 
the wind in his face. 

Now apply this by writing the child’s name and yours in cursive on the board and let him copy it. Any 
form of cursive is fine as long as the letters really join (not separated italic) - use one you are comfort-
able with and stick with it! Put up the cursive alphabet on the wall and move this to writing practice 
time as detailed on the following page. 

You can also begin right away at the year’s start, with starting each story summary with a cursive let-
ter for the first word - much like the fancy calligraphy of old. This gives you a logical way to introduce 
the upper case letters (which are often quite different).

From this point on, once the child has worked with the letters as detailed on the following page, you 
just start using them a little at a time. Begin with completing the entire first word of the summary, 
both upper and lower case as would normally be done. Go on to doing this at the start of each para-
graph. When he is ready, just switch to doing it all in cursive. No need to make a fuss over this, just 
shift. CAUTION: do not do this if it confuses the reading unduly. Only the teacher in the trenches 
can decide what is reasonable stretching and what is counterproductive, but remember: we are always 
serving overall integration before any particular skill mastery. This can, and must, include a move-
ment from disequilibrium to equilibrium,14 but when that is an appropriate stretch it is invigorating 
and not straining or draining. 

Cursive Writing Made Easy & Fun! (Grades 2-5), by Kama Einhorn is a helpful support if more sup-
port is needed (she uses slightly different movement pattern names and groups, so plan ahead).

14 see HTG/Foundations/Book III/Child Development/the learning process/Piaget
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Brain Gym Sequence for Handwriting: 

i) begin by doing the PACE movement sequence begun in Grades  One and Two. You 
can use either of those verses, or you can do it without a verse at this age. Because hydra-
tion is key to memory retrieval, we recommend replacing the plain water at this time 
with either coconut water, lemon water, or another non-sugar electrolyte drink.   
 

ii) do the lengthening activities sequence which takes under five minutes. To do these 
you will need to get The Brain Gym Activities chart, available from Braingym.com (in 
the store section). You can also find an introduction to doing these in Smart Moves by 
Carla Hannaford and in the Brain Gym Teacher’s Guide available at the same link.  
 
The sequence consists of: 1) Energy Yawn; 2) Arm Activation; 3) Double Doodle; 4) Al-
phabet 8’s; 5) The Energizer. These are very short movements and at this age one can do 
them either with or without a verse. It is NOT necessary to do all these every time - 3-6 
a day is fine.   
 
iii) The formal Brain Gym method works with conscious attention to intent, i.e. to one’s 
own challenges. Enki does not. We feel the direct attention to one’s problems and one’s 
intent is premature and sparks far too much SELF-consciousness at this age. But we 
do believe that the increased and directed focus on the issue at hand is important. 
Therefore, we recommend that you bring focus to the work - not the child. Simply 
referring to the whole activity sequence as the “Readily Writing Sequence” is likely to be 
enough. If you feel more is needed you can add small things such as, “Rolling Writing,” 
or “Smooth Signing,” or “Sliding Syllables,” and the like. What we are looking to do is to 
bring the child’s focus to the actual challenge - so ask yourself where the child is getting 
caught. Use a “game name” to focus the child on that.

If they are ready - i.e. there are no midline crossing problems - cursive writing usually is  quite easy 
for the children and is actually easier to use than print. Therefore, we begin teaching cursive in a 
straightforward manner. 

1) put the cursive alphabet up on the wall to stay for the year(s). 

2) choose a few lower case letters that can form a word and teach them all at once. Avoid the 
“oops” or “sommersault” letters as these are the hardest. These are the letters in which you go 
forward only to double back (“a,” “c,” “d,” “g,” “o,” and “q”).

3) it can help to group the letters by movement pattern needed to write them:  
i) the mountain climbers (b, t, l, i, h, k);  
ii) the wave surfers (u, w, v, r, s, e);  
iii) the roller coasters (n, m, x, z);  
iv) the changing minds (y, j, p, f); 
v) lastly the “oops” or “somersault” letters (a, c, d, g, o, q)

4) initially practice words as part of form drawing, but this time telling the children what the 
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letters are. Use words that have repetitive spelling.  Words like: mummy, baby, Bobby, daddy, 
bunny, happy, funny, fool, tool, feed, weed, and so on. You are looking to give them a way to 
practice linking letters without having to do too many different letters in any word. Silly sen-
tences like, “Bobby fools the bad baby” can work well.  

If a child is having undue difficulty with cursive writing he probably has mid-line issues. Some of 
these issues may be fairly localized and can be sufficiently strengthened through practice with track-
ing exercises such as  “Alphabet 8’s.15  Hopefully any child who is having trouble with proper pencil 
grip, hand writing posture, wrist flexibility, or endurance is already getting remedial help. The child is 
old enough that time is unlikely to right problems on its own. So if he is not getting help, a screening 
should be done immediately, including an eye function exam with a behavioral optometrist, as these 
difficulties can signal learning difficulties of some sort.16   

15   see Grade One Instruction Manual II/Language Arts Skills/handwriting/alphabet 8’s

16   see HTG/Grade One/Language Arts Curriculum/writing; and, Teacher’s Workbook/screening sequence,  

        and remediation
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Grammar and Punctuation  

Punctuation: We begin with the understanding that this is work the child already knows in his body 
- he has been using punctuation since he first spoke in sentences. He has been hearing it every day 
of his life. It is in his body and breath - we are just bringing it to consciousness. As with all things, 
this needs to be worked with actively before concepts are undertaken in any depth. You can use both 
movement and story to introduce the overall idea, but one way or the other, we want to use both to 
anchor this understanding. 

As described in the section on “Language Arts skills: bridge from story to skill,” use story to rouse the 
importance of a dependable code writing and  lead them into an exploration of the fact that our lan-
guage - whatever it may be - has rules that help us understand one another. Then shift your attention 
to the particulars of punctuation. 

For example, after a recall focused on misunderstanding, ask the children what things make it easier 
for us to understand one another. They will, no doubt, say that when we all use the same words we 
can understand each other. 

From here, just write up a sentence that can have different meanings with different punctuation (see 
Blackline CD for samples). Let them struggle again, and talk about how punctuation brings under-
standing. Then go on to work with punctuation rules in their own right, with the stories either “on 
hold” or fading into chapter book status. 

----------------- 

Punctuation activities: All children have some feel for punctuation: that is how we speak. We want to 
make use of this as a starting point, so we recommend playing movement games in which the chil-
dren experience the different types of punctuation - in action. 

For example, if a period is sitting down, a comma might be squatting, an exclamation mark could be 
a jump, and a question mark a curving torso. We don’t tell this to the child, we just lead a movement 
activity and let him follow. At first choose a verse the child knows well, or even a simple statement 
like, “No, I won’t do this!” You can be very silly and build a little at a time.

Say these sentences walking around in a circle. The adult leads the punctuation movements for several 
days. Once the child is used to a given sentence or verse, have the child lead. Then do a new verse or 
exclamation, but this time see how the children punctuate it, with the adult just punctuating in his 
speaking - not leading the movement. 

You can also have the child speak a sentence while the adult tries to punctuate through movement - 
they often find this funny. 
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Continue to work with this active approach until the child has a feel for how our spoken language 
contains rests, stops, hesitation/confusion, and jumps. Show or ask the child which punctuation 
marks go with which movements. Then put the verses from the Blackline Master CD on the board 
without punctuation. Have the child come to the board and write in the punctuation he has been 
actively using in movement - this is basically a puzzle style matching but he will quickly see that he 
knows all about punctuation already. 

Next,  you move to getting the names of the four basic punctuation marks down by reversing the 
process. To do this you can choose a sentence that could be punctuated many ways, and write it on 
the board with no punctuation. For example, “We’ll go to the store and shop” could work.  This could 
be a flat statement if spoken factually: “We’ll go to the store and shop.”  It could be said as a question, 
“We’ll go to the store and shop?” It could be said as an order or with excitement, “We’ll go to the store 
and shop!” The child looks at it and walks it with the punctuation he hears, and you say it accordingly 
- or, he says it and you walk it. The sentences get more and more complex as the children become 
more at ease with this. 

Finally, you can then give the child a sheet with the selection written several times without punctua-
tion and see how many ways the two of you can punctuate it. You can take a selection from a book 
and put it up without punctuation and see how many ways you can read it. 

Basically you want to find active and engaging ways to explore what the child already knows in his 
body and breath. If it gets too analytic he will not be able to draw on his innate knowledge, and punc-
tuation will become one of those childhood curses. At this point we are just looking to make this an 
active exploration; don’t worry too much about nailing it down as a concept for another year. 

Once the child has a basic handle on punctuation, the parent should stop telling him the punctuation 
when she dictates the spelling test. He has written it many times and now should be responsible to 
listen for and write it with punctuation, particularly since he has practiced these very sentences. The 
act of listening for punctuation is very strengthening for learning how to use it.
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Parts of Speech: . 

Work with grammar begins with identifying the basic parts of speech: verb, noun, adjective, adverb. 
Each of these is taught in terms of its function - doing words, naming words, and describing words 
(what and how). These descriptions mean something to the children in terms of what they experience; 
and what they experience is the heart of our study. They learn of the naming-nouns, the doing-verbs, 
the what-adjectives and the how-adverbs. This way the relationship between name and meaning is 
firmly joined. Even when the meaningful word is dropped in our work, when the children are older, 
the connection is still there and easily retrievable.

There are a couple of ways that the Grade Three curriculum naturally offers opportunities to explore 
parts of speech and to bring these to consciousness. But either way, you will begin by identifying 
nouns/naming words and verbs/doing words; nouns and verbs are the ground of grammar - as “be-
ing” and “doing” are the ground of our lives on earth

Nouns First: The creation stories provide us with a wonderful context to look at parts of speech as we 
hear of the emissaries of the creator naming all things; both of these Creation epics, and most others, 
include this event. You can simply make a list of creatures that got named (maybe ten or so). Assign 
the nouns a color and use that every time. Tell the children all of these are “naming words, or nouns.” 
Be sure to list those that live in the area you are working with. 

After you stabilize “names-nouns” as a category, these Creation Stories lend themselves to going on to 
discover the category called verbs. Ask the children to name one thing each creature does well. Assign 
the verbs a different color and use that every time (these colors will remain stable for many years to come, 
so choose with care. Try to choose with the quality of the term - for example green for verbs as it is a  “get up 
and go “ color). 

 
Naming Words/Nouns Doing Words/Verbs
elephant walks
giraffe stretches
bird flies
mouse squeaks
tortoise hides
bear growls

 
Play with this a while in different situations - have each child make a chart for the beings in her home. 
Do one for coops and clubs and the neighborhood. Basically, play with it. When the child has nouns 
and verbs set in her system, you can build on this, exploring adjectives and adverbs. Depending on 
how easily the child is moving into this categorization, this may be the time to do it, but different 
children will respond very differently and rushing helps no one. For some, a few lessons identify-
ing nouns and verbs will require a lot of focus and cause a significant contraction. For them, this 
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is enough and needs to be left to the sleep cycle. For others, the category is obvious and this is just 
about giving it a name; for these children, going on to learn the category for “what kind-adjectives” 
is a simple step. They benefit by using the list they have already made and adding a column for “what 
kind.”  Assign the adjectives a different color and use that every time. 

Kind-Adjective Naming Words-Noun Doing Words/Verbs
strong elephant walks
tall giraffe stretches
blue bird flies
quick mouse squeaks
slow tortoise hides
furry bear growls

Lastly you ask “How?” How did the being do what he did? Assign the adverbs a different color and use 
that every time. 

Kind-Adjective Naming Words-Noun Doing Words/Verbs How-Adverb
strong elephant walks firmly
tall giraffe stretches slowly
blue bird flies quickly
quick mouse squeaks loudly
slow tortoise hides quietly
furry bear growls fiercely

You can then expand this to describe family and neighborhood and local animals, as you did origi-
nally, and then apply the learning to any situation you can, using the established colors. For example, 
as shown on the color page at the start of this section, you can write in colors on a spelling test, or a 
report. You can go through a summary and underline one particular part of speech in its color, rotat-
ing through them, and so on. 

Once the child is at home with adjectives and adverbs, AND she has worked with suffixes and conju-
gations, you can make lists for each. Organize them by suffix-conjugation without saying anything, 
and let the child discover the patterns. You don’t want to teach her this at first because it will limit 
what she recognizes and  cause her to think about these in terms of patterns and not meaning. Using 
cards, try putting “ed” on all the words (you do have to go to the root word first - i.e. remove the “s”). 
Write it where it works. Try “ly” and  do the same. They will soon se the pattern, and so on. 

Kind-Adjective Naming Words-Noun Doing Words/Verbs How-Adverb
strongly elephant walked firmly
tall giraffe stretched slowly
blue bird flies quickly
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quickly mouse squeaked loudly
slowly tortoise hides quietly
furry bear growled fiercely
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Verbs First: Because we use a particularly active approach to the work you are doing in the humani-
ties, science and math blocks, you can also begin this study with a given activity, or do this activity to 
firm it up. For example, the many activities involved in building and farming work well. 

Have the child make a picture of the work she particularly enjoyed in a given project. If you can do this as mov-
ing picture, like we have in pop-up books (samples on the following page), it will be reinforcing of the differ-
ence between nouns and verbs - and will engage the child!  

1) The child will write a paragraph about what activity she chose to focus on, as demonstrated in 
the moving picture below (directions on the picture).

2) Then make a list of what all the activities involved in the overall project. If the child gives you 
just a verb, list just those. But usually children will give you both a verb and a noun, e.g. shov-
eled manure. Write these so the list brings out the difference, but don’t mention it as a concept: 
   shoveled   manure 
   dug    ditches 
   planted    corn 
   laid     bricks 

3) Ask the child to look at the lists of words. Can she describe what kind of words are in each list? 
Bring her round to the terms   “ naming” and  “ doing.” Give her the double name, naming-
nouns etc. Make a long list of verbs and nouns she can think of.  

4) Then have her go through the paragraphs and look for nouns and verbs which she underlines 
in two different colors (if she only identifies verbs in her listing, then do this once for verbs and 
return and ask either, “who?” or “what.” (Who dug? What did they dig?). Then list the nouns. 

5) Working with the same picture, on a different day, when nouns and verbs are pretty well 
grounded, repeat this process for adverbs and adjectives as described on the preceding page.  

6) After the child has worked with all four kinds of words - usually a few more days - write up 
a paragraph or verse about things she has  done or seen. Whenever the child comes to one of 
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these words she now knows it should be written in the color assigned to it. Continue on practic-
ing and applying as described earlier. 

This understanding of the basic parts of speech can then be incorporated into circle games, so the 
child maintains an active relationship with these words and their meaning. For example you can play 
adapted charades (called “Bossy Miss Flossy”):

1) write a set of adverbs on separate papers, folded in a basket. 

2) write a list of verbs that you can do (run, open the window, lie down, etc.) on separate papers 
and put them in a different basket. 

3) one person picks a paper from the verb basket and reads it out loud. That person leaves the 
room or turns her back. 

4) the other person picks from the adverb basket and does whatever the verb dictates, IN THE 
WAY that the adverb describes.

5) the guesser guesses what adverb was chosen. For example, if the verb person picks “closes,” and 
the adverb person picks “sloppily,” then when the verb person returns, the adjective person acts 
out closing different things “sloppily” and the verb person tries to guess the adverb.  

You can also do a circle verse just to memorize with the kinesthetic support: 

Verbs are very busy fellows (run in a line)
But nouns sit oh so still (plop down and sit)
Quickly, sloppily, adverbs now can move us as they will (move as per 
adverb - you can change adverbs and have them move accordingly)
And adjectives so beautiful, and sweet and good and kind (act as per 
adjective  - you can change adjectives and have them move accordingly
Will tell us how we look and feel, each and every time.

 
Play games, do exercises, but do not hammer either the written work or the games into the ground; 
this is just an introductory level. The child will work with these intensively in the fourth and fifth 
grades. 
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Adverb and Adjective Listings: 
Common Adjectives:

Proper Adjectives Condition Adjectives Time Adjectives Taste/Touch Adjectives
American alive ancient bitter
French better brief delicious
Japanese careful early fresh
Latino clever fast greasy
Lutheran dead late juicy
Jewish easy long hot
Appearance Adjectives famous old icy
adorable important old-fashioned prickly
beautiful mushy quick rainy
clean odd rapid rotten
elegant powerful Size Adjectives Touch Adjectives
fancy rich big boiling
handsome shy fat broken
long tender gigantic bumpy
old-fashioned wrong. great chilly
plain Feelings Adjectives huge cold
ugliest angry large cool
Shape Adjectives bewildered massive creepy
broad clumsy puny crooked
chubby defeated scrawny cuddly
crooked embarrassed short curly
curved fierce small dusty
deep grumpy tall filthy
flat helpless teeny flaky
high jealous tiny fluffy
hollow lazy Sound Adjectives freezing

low nervous deafening hot
round obnoxious faint Quantity Adjectives
shallow panicky hissing empty
Color Adjectives repulsive loud few
red scary noisy full

orange worried quiet heavy
yellow brave screeching light
green calm thundering many
blue delightful whispering numerous
taupe eager squeaky sparse
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Common Adverbs
Adverbs of Manner Adverbs of frequency boldly innocently
carefully always bravely inquisitively
correctly every briefly instantly
eagerly never certainly intensely
easily often cheerfully joyfully
fast rarely clearly joyously
loudly seldom cleverly jovially
patiently sometimes closely jubilantly
quickly usually. coaxingly kissingly
quietly deceivingly knavishly
well. Adverbs of time delightfully knottily

after deeply knowingly
Adverbs of Place already defiantly lazily
abroad during deliberately less
anywhere finally delightfully lightly
downstairs just easily likely

here last elegantly limply
home later energetically monthly
in next enormously more
nowhere now enthusiastically mortally
out recently evenly mostly 
outside soon ar never
somewhere then fast nicely
there tomorrow fatally noisily
underground when ferociously not 
upstairs while fervently often

yesterday fiercely only
Adverbs of purpose fondly openly
so Common Adverbs - al-

phabetically listed
foolishly properly

so that fortunately punctually
to abnormally gladly quicker
in order to absentmindedly gleefully quickly
because accidentally gracefully quietly
since acidly gratefully rigidly
accidentally actually heavily roughly
intentionally adventurously helpfully rudely 
purposely afterwards helplessly tomorrow

almost highly too 
bitterly honestly very
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bleakly hopelessly well

Prefixes and Suffixes and Conjugations

Prefixes and suffixes are another piece of the “code” of our language. Simply put,  these are ways that 
we can change words and all still know what we are saying. You can approach them from any story 
about communication breaking down, as described in the Language Arts Skills: bridge from story to 
skills,” or you can use a story from the Torah about “begatting” (Noah or any story about sons) where 
the people go through generations and we look at names meaning “son of” or “from the family of,”* 
as described below. (We are not aware of this practice in the Haudenosaunee so there we would use 
miscommunication as the doorway.) 

If you are going right from a story of broken communication - Babel, Godasyio, or any with warfare 
or disagreement -  into something like prefixes and suffixes, after recall you might write it all up in 
English, but this time use incorrect and varied prefixes and suffixes to do so (rather than words from 
different languages). From Babel, “Post-building, the people deunderstood each other. They strong-
ably worked to rehear the meaning intertained in the words.” From Godasyio, “Post fighting, the 
people deunderstood each other. They strongfully worked to rehear the meaning intertained in the 
words.”  Let the children experience their discomfort - that is the connection and the ground for 
getting why this matters. Don’t get stuck in making everything line up just so. Then see if they can 
change it to sound right. From there, the rules of prefixes and suffixes make sense - and are a relief.  

The heart of prefixes, suffixes, and conjugations (sometimes considered suffixes), lies in the fact that 
we have word roots. So in using any of these we are primarily adding to the front or back of a word 
root to efficiently change its meaning (though conjugating sometimes changes the word itself - ran 
instead of runned).  You can write up lists of words that work with a given prefix, suffix, or conjuga-
tions and let the children figure out a definition for that part of speech. First you will together define 
each word; then give them a prefix and let them suggest just what the prefix or suffix means.

For example: re (return, replay, relearn, redo, review, recall);  dis (distrust, disembark, disrespect, dis-
ease, disprove, disintegrate, disable, disarm); sub (submarine, subway, sub-human, substandard).  

On this base you can give them a sentence to make more efficient. For example: The man wanted to 
make a change in direction to go back home. He was in the process of changing direction when he 
had to take his car alarm apart so it wouldn’t honk. Then he could ride on the underground train to 
get home.  (The man wanted to return home. He was turning around when he had to disable his car 
alarm. Then he could ride the subway home.) 

Here, as in much discovery learning, we then let the children struggle to find the meaning and then 
correct it; through this, we mirror their internal processes in a constructive way, and we lead them to 
discover the principle. On that base you can build out to other rules. Stick with basic rules choosing 
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ONE of these three aspects to focus on. When the children have the principle down well, you can expand 
to the others without fanfare): 

• basic prefixes: re, pre, post, sub, un, dis, ex, super, con, mis; 

• basic suffixes: ness, less, hood, ily, ly, ful, fully, ment, ible; er, est, 

• basic conjugation: ed, ing, s. 
If the children find this work easy, you can move on to understanding more specifics. To do this ask 
the child what prefixes tell us about - mostly about time and placement. Ask what suffixes tell us 
about - mostly the how and what (let him see on his own that suffixes also make nouns and verbs into 
adjectives and adverbs, or make verbs into nouns). If the child is not putting this together AND he 
has a sold grasp on the separate parts, after a time, guide him through use of color and questioning. 
This can well wait to Grade Four.

If you are to do this now, you can work with lists. Post the lists of one type of word. Have the child 
restate the prefix in words (re = again). Make a list of those words with “re.” Do another list with an-
other prefix, and another and another. Do enough that the child begins to see a pattern. Then ask him 
if there is any similarity in what these prefixes are doing. Build around to the fact that they tell us the 
when and where. 

Take the same approach with suffixes. When the child gets the underlying job of suffixes, work with 
him to make a list of the root words in one column and the  suffixes in another. Then ask that he color 
according to the parts of speech (clearly this part of the work needs to come after that work, though 
it can be when you are reawakening suffixes). Hopefully he will see on his own what is happening, 
but you can use questions and descriptions to bring him along and clarify. Again, this requires solid 
ground with parts of speech and so may well wait until Grade Four.

Conjugations: these always tell us when, but let the children figure this out through the same kinds 
of listing activities described above. 

When they have the basic principle of conjugation down, we turn our attention to the spelling issues. 
There are specific spelling rules that apply to conjugating and this is the time to bring these in and do 
activities to cement them. Basically, these rules revolve around whether we have a long or short vowel 
sound in the word. If we want to have a short vowel sound, then we double the ending letter (hit - hit-
ting - hitter). If we want the long vowel sound, then we do not double (hoped, hoping versus hopped, 
hopping). On the base of the Grade Two work, it is easy to bring a connection: the children are used 
to the idea that the “e” at the end makes a long sound. We now say that when conjugating, the “e-elf” 
(or his stand in “i” - and we already know these help each other so this makes sense to them), it will 
do “double duty,” reaching back to protect the true sound and making the ending, BUT he can only 
reach over one letter to do this. So the true sound is lost if the letter is doubled - i.e. it becomes a short 
sound. Then use a list of words that can be written either way to explore this: 
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• hoped hopped

• caped capped

• pined pinned

• taped tapped 

You can do the same with “ing” and “s” - basically use the words you used for the helpful elf in Grade 
Two. 

It is important to play games with this principle. You might draw a “conjugation box” (or time ma-
chine) and have the children apply this learning to many words. Begin with only one type of word go-
ing in (simple short or long vowel sounds). Then mix it up. You give them the words to work with and 
the ending you want them to use. As always, there are common exceptions (such as “opening, doing, 
walked”) and you will want to keep your Grade Two Jail handy!

After they are clear on this, if you have the option to hang out with preschoolers or go to a playground 
nearby, have the children go and list the words they little ones are conjugating incorrectly. They will 
hear words like “runned” and “hitted.” Let them realize that the principle is correct, and sit with the 
incredible fact that conjugation patterns  are natural and children apply them without modeling (as 
adults don’t say these words). Help them see that children, i.e. they, know these rules without any-
one teaching them. The goal here is just to bring awareness to conjugation and wonder at the human 
mind.  

--------------------- 

All of this grammar work is just an introduction and should not be belabored. The goal is to intro-
duce the children to seeing words as made up of parts, and that those parts have a pattern or rule to 
them. We are NOT looking to have the children understand the rules or commit them to memory, 
only to get a feel for the language as having dynamic patterns that allow us to navigate, and to spark a 
sense of awe at this part of being human. We will build on this in the years ahead. 

* If you want to work with family names to bring this from the Torah stories, 
simply focus on the generations on either side of the person in focus (Noah 
or others) when you do the recall. Make a standard family tree (lineage is 
shown at right, detailed in Torah History book). Ask how people tell what 
family you are in today (last names). This was also true then, but by a sim-
ple addition to the name: ben at the front of the parent’s name, or son at the 
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end. They may well realize that they know someone or themselves have a name like this (e.g. Abramson). 
Give the first few descendants names like this (Noah ben-Lamech, or Noah Lamechson), and then let 
the children play with their own family tree and what the names might be. You can venture out a mo-
ment and look at how other languages/cultures do the same thing (son of: prefix “bin-” in arabic,  “ben” 
or “bat” in Hebrew, “Mac” in Scottish, “witz” is the eastern European. The suffix “-son” in English and 
later Israelites and the prefix names. You can come back to this at the end of the story and reaffirm the 
principle all the way down. 
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Language Arts Blackline Masters

Most of the Language Arts skills activities relate directly to what is happening in your world (e.g. 
weather spelling verses, perspective writing), or to what the children are doing (e.g. parts of speech, 
punctuation), or to spelling games we have worked with in earlier years. . However, there are a few 
activities for which it is helpful to have the support of worksheets. These are primarily memorized 
spelling choices for long vowels, and punctuation options. Therefore, on the Blackline Masters CD for 
Math and Language Arts we include worksheets on both of these. 

One set gives the child options for spelling a given word. She must look at see which option looks 
right. In doing this she works with both the basic rules and then with sight recognition in her final 
choosing. 

Sound out the word written in each row according to the spelling rules. Then use the alternative spelling 
of the long A sound to write the same word in each column. Look at these and choose the one you think 
is accurate - cross out the others.  

a_e ai ay eigh
pale

pleigh
skait

saym
wate

trayn
frait freight

The child fills in the form:

a_e ai ay eigh
pale pail payl peighl
play plai play pleigh
skate skait skayt skeight
same saim saym seighm
wate wait wayt weight
trane train trayn treighn
frate frait frayt freight

This is only appropriate for children who are reading quite well and quite a lot, as they - and all of 
us - are only able to discriminate the correct choice among many phonetically correct options because 
we have seen it a lot; there is no inherent reason for following one rule and not another. 
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This does open the door to discussion of homonyms and homographs. If you feel the child is ready, 
exploring these can work well, but take care not to overwhelm - we will come back to this in Grades 
Four and Five. 

Punctuation sheets: There are also punctuation sheets, which are simply long sentences that could 
be punctuated different ways. Once the children are at home with the movement-punctuation work, 
which may not be until Grade Four, they can practice with these sheets. 

Punctuate the sentence below as many ways as you can, and explain how it means different things 
when punctuated differently. At this age this should be done as a light game you do together. Take 
care to read it to the children in a complete monotone (not an easy thing to do - sheets found in the 
Blackline Masters).

“After we left Grandma Mommy and I went to the park.” 

Could be : “After we left Grandma, Mommy and I went to the park.”

Or could be: “After we left, Grandma, Mommy, and I went to the park.”

“Hunters please use caution when hunting pedestrians using walking trails.”

Could be: Hunters, please use caution when hunting pedestrians using walking trails.

OR could be: Hunters please use caution when hunting; pedestrians using walking trails.
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Mathematics
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Grade Three Math - Scope and Sequence

Each of the skills below is taught in a series of blocks. After the introductory block, all skills are 
practiced on an ongoing basis and integrated into the next area of study at ever higher levels. 

 
1) Number Patterns and Relationships: review and expand

Odd/Even
• worksheets and activities

• patterned answer four-process worksheets

Greater/Less
• worksheets and activities

• patterned answer four-process worksheets

Fact Families to Twenty 
• games (active practice of fact families)

• worksheets (written exploration and identification of fact families)

• patterned answer four-process worksheets

Multiplication Tables to 12
• movement activities (children practice recitation of all 11 tables with hand clap-

ping in sets)

• written practice

• practice Games

• mastery Tests

• patterned answer four-process worksheets

2) Geometry with digits to 12 

• form drawing (visual-kinesthetic experience of geometry)

• visual pattern games

• worksheets (practice with of geometric shapes & their relationship to sets)
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4) Place Value

Nested Sets – Tribes and Tens principle to trillions
• story (drawn from cultural stories of tribal or governing structure)

• recall (focused on structures for order)

• artistic representation (focused on principle and visual layout of place value 
“tribes” – ones, thousands, millions, etc.)

• drama (play of the tribal or governmental structures )

• grid worksheets (active bridge to written work with place value tribes to decil-
lions)

• patterned answer worksheets sheets (application of the place value and rote facts).

• oral word problems (application of understanding)

Complex Addition with Place Value 
• story (imaginative picture of the movement from chaos to order in nested groups 

– place value)

• recall (focused on importance of place value to orderly computing)

• artistic representation (focused on principle and visual layout of regrouping and 
carrying)

• manipulatives (active exploration of regrouping and carrying)

• grid worksheets (active bridge to written work with regrouping and carrying)

• patterned answer worksheets (application of the place value and rote facts)

Complex Subtraction with Borrowing
• story (imaginative picture of the movement from chaos to order in nested groups 

– place value regrouping and borrowing)

• recall (focused on importance of place value to orderly computing)

• artistic representation (focused on principle and visual layout of regrouping and 
borrowing)

• manipulatives and games (active exploration of regrouping and borrowing)

• grid worksheets (active bridge to written work with regrouping and borrowing)

• patterned answer worksheets (application of the place value and rote facts)
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Complex Multiplication with Carrying
• manipulatives and games (active exploration of regrouping and borrowing)

• grid worksheets (active bridge to written work with regrouping and borrowing)

• patterned answer worksheets

Long Division
• story (imaginative picture of long division process sequence )

• recall (focused on importance of stable process sequence)

• artistic representation (focused on principle and visual layout of sequence)

• movement (verse and movement to memorize steps in process sequence)

• manipulatives and games (active exploration of long division with base ten 
blocks)

• grid worksheets (active bridge to written work with regrouping in division)

• patterned answer worksheets 

4 Measurement: Time, Linear, Volume, Weight, and Money

• stories (drawn from cultural stories of measurement, e.g. trading of Wampum 
to begin study of money, paces to make a Longhouse to begin linear measure, 
time for Moses to cross the desert to begin calendars and clocks)

• recall (focused need for the specific type of measurement in focus)
• artistic representation (focused on principle of the specific kind of 

measurement)
• movement verses (kinesthetic-auditory rote learning of measurement 

relationship facts – 2 pints in a quart, 60 minutes in an hour, etc.).
• drama (inclusion of measurement focus in play culture in focus )
• games and activities (practice with measurement relationship facts – 2 pints in 

a quart, 60 minutes in an hour, etc.).
• practical application and practice (building, cooking, time keeping, making 

calendars, etc.)
• graphing (comparisons of weather phenomenon, size, etc, making calendars)
• grid worksheets (active bridge to written work with measurement)
• patterned answer worksheets sheets (application of the measurement systems 

and rote learning of relationship facts – 2 pints in a quart, 60 minutes in an 
hour, etc.).

• oral word problems (application of principles)
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Mathematics: overview

In the Enki program we use a “Foundations Approach” to math which is quite different 
from the current trend of using incremental math. In a foundations approach, we work with 
developmentally appropriate concepts in a deep and broad manner, laying a solid founda-
tion for the next steps. We do not bring conscious awareness to more than one foundation 
stone at a time, although the children are always involved in work with the mathematics of 
life. 

For example, we do not formally work with money until Grade Three when our focus shifts 
to the practicalities of life on earth. A topic like fractions is not brought into conscious work 
until Grade Four when the children have both the developmental interest and the needed 
mathematical foundations to work with fractions in a meaningful manner. Yet the children 
are always absorbing the principles of money in the course of living and have been actively 
working with parts and wholes since preschool, when sharing treats became a central issue. 
We both expect and depend on the natural absorption of a great deal through experience, 
long before we bring it to consciousness. This is because the children need a long time to 
absorb and digest these principles before they can work with them conceptually. As well, 
in mathematics - in some ways more than any other area - brain development is critically 
linked to just what the children can understand. We are careful to stay in harmony with that 
development, as well as with the deep developmental issues or longings of a given age. 1 

Once the learning has been through the three fold cycle, a tremendous amount of practice 
and application are needed before another new topic is brought in. That occurs through the 
six aspects of mathematical learning2 Therefore, while there are generally only three Math 
Blocks in the course of the year, math practice and application are happening all year. 

As well, there is a great deal of mathematical information which is best learned in a kines-
thetic/auditory, rote manner so that it enters “automatic pilot” and can be easily drawn on 
and applied as needed. For example, if the children do not know their computation facts  
and add, subtract, multiply, and divide on auto-pilot, then work with fractions and deci-
mals - let alone algebra - becomes very difficult. In these higher level skills the children must 
think in many directions at once. If they have to stop and think about or figure out what 7 
X 8 is, they will lose track of the complex flow of information needed for the higher skill. 
Therefore, we DO include a great deal of kinesthetic, rote practice in all the grades, espe-
cially the first three. However, this is active enlivening rote work - which enlists the body’s 
biochemical and kinesthetic support in learning .3  Even this follows the three-fold cycle and 
is always weaving along in a  rhythmic pattern.

This rote practice should have been done as an activity without worry about understanding 
- that will be taken up in its own time. As a result, activities involving “counting by,” addi-
tion and subtraction facts, and multiplication tables were begun long before the actual work 

1 see Teaching Guide: Foundations/Child Development

2 see Teaching Guide: Grade One/Mathematics/mathematical thinking

3 see Teaching Guides: Foundations/Integrating Body, Heart, and Mind/body/working with our biochemistry
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with those concepts begins. Math activities are included in virtually every circle (whether 
that is a formal circle or activities tacked onto a walk or playtime), beginning very early in 
the year. We list the kinds of things to include with an eye towards the three fold learning 
process. This does not mean that every circle should include ALL of these, only that in the 
course of a block they would all be touched on. Practicing two or three in any given circle 
is plenty - the focus of movement work is first and foremost on rhythmic integration and 
second on mastering material!

At the same time, we have been careful to leave this in the kinesthetic/auditory realm, in an 
unconscious state, until it has moved to auto-pilot in the recitation. Because the visual un-
dercuts the kinesthetic/auditory learning we have not bought in cards and charts until now, 
but - assuming the children have a base in the kinesthetic work, it is now time. 

Throughout the year on a daily and weekly basis we work with geometry through Form 
Drawing. While we are not teaching geometric formulae, we are looking for the children to 
be able to walk, draw, and name the basic shapes (circle, triangle, square, rectangle, star/
pentagon). The important learning here is the spatial geometric orientation. At this level this 
is a kinesthetic and artistic learning and not a conceptual one. Conceptual information at 
this point would undermine the deeper kinesthetic and spatial learning on which they will 
base a real grasp of geometry in later years. They will also work with geometry on a regular 
basis through play with pattern blocks. 

Over the course of Grade Three you will review and expand the children’s understanding 
of and skills with the principle of place value; place value in addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division; and with mastering the multiplication tables. We will also 
begin to bring awareness to the use of strategies - something they have been doing all their 
lives. The expansions that are undertaken in Grade Three are big ones and lay the ground 
for the complex work that lies ahead - it is important that the children get a stable base with 
this work. 

The new work for Grade Three will be exploration of measurement. This includes linear, 
volume, weight, time (both clock and calendar), money, and mapping. At this level it is an 
active introduction and, over the years, these skills will be employed time and again - prac-
tice is the only way that measurement equivalents become automatic knowledge. 

Each of these topics will be taken up initially in the living context of the culture in focus, 
through story and activity. Each section of the Cultural Units Book offers specific sugges-
tions for stories that are particularly suitable to use as a springboard for a specific math-
ematics focus. These will range from stories that themselves deal with such things as tribal 
organization, building structures, or plotting out gardens, to those that simply contain the 
sense of multiplying (plenty or bounty) and division (sharing). Each story will serve as a 
springboard for the more focused academic work, and doing recall and full art work will 
remain important as that is what provides both the core nourishment and the ground of 
connection and meaning for the concept and skills work. It is on that ground that you take 
off into the math specifics, trusting that on the base we have built, this work will remain 
connected to the cultural experience. Some children will need or benefit from an additional 
story or vignette to focus on the concepts and techniques more directly. Samples are includ-
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ed with each topic and, since this is a bridge year where the children will fluctuate in their 
maturity,  you can simplify them and add more humor for those children on the older side, 
or add more description and detail for those on the younger end.   

Depending on what one is taking up in a given cultural unit, blocks will be three or four 
weeks long, in keeping with both the flow of stories within the epic and according to the de-
mands of a given academic topic. Choices must be made as to which topic is done in which 
cultural section and, generally, working with more three week blocks is more effective 
because in the course of this year we take up a number of smaller topics in both the review 
and new work.

In Grade Three both topics (Place Value organization and application, and Measurement) fit 
well with both cultures and it is possible to take up both math topics in the first culture and 
then to reawaken each in the second cultural unit. Or each topic can be begun in either of 
the cultural units; how we do it will be somewhat different in each, but mostly it is simply a 
matter of choosing what you think will appeal to your child(ren).  See the sample schedules 
at the start of each Cultural Unit Activities Book for a list of some of the ways one might ap-
proach this, including stories to use as a jumping off point.  
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Reawakening Blocks
Reawaken: Review, Practice, and Expansion:

Any topics that are being reawakened and expanded have already been through the first 
two stages of the three fold learning process and we are now at the mastery stage. This 
means that there is no need for the open intake (story and the like), and the digestion aspect 
will mix with mastery in focused games and activities, followed by worksheets and full 
mastery. 

However, there will be times when this reawakening work happens in Morning Lesson in a 
Math block for things such as grounding place value and long multiplication and division. 
These can benefit  from a story or vignette introduction. But on the whole, the reawakening 
and firming up will need to happen largely in the new additional Practice Period. 
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Problem Solving Strategies

Problem Solving Strategy work BEGINS consciously in Grade Three  - though the act of 
working with strategies has been happening since early childhood and was brought into ac-
tive focus in Grades One and Two with activities and games working around ten’s. This will 
now be part of all work being reawakened and expanded but bringing this to full conscious-
ness is only beginning now and should be done with a light touch.  “Begins” is emphasized 
because this is a place where temptation is to move too quickly. The child’s taking hold of 
the process consciously can open doors; but, when done too quickly, this closes doors and 
shrinks the ground of possibility. And premature consciousness - of anything - brings the 
child too far into his thinking and short-circuits the open intake and digestion process as he 
begins looking for a strategy before he is out of the gate. 

Because we are now bringing strategizing to a conscious level, it can help to begin with a 
vignette about chaos and order, stressing the fact that there are options in using strategies. 
One such story can be found at the end of this section on strategizing. 

As we move into conscious strategic thinking, we will begin asking the child how he worked 
with the problem - i.e. what his strategy for solving it was. Depending on the child, this may 
or may not have been done with a light touch in Grade Two, but now it becomes a routine 
part of the work. The placement of this questioning is very important because above, all 
else, we want to support the healthy learning process. So, in the case of new work, after 
the child has done the open intake and artistic digestion, AND worked with the active - less 
conscious - attempts to solve the problem, then, whether or not he has successfully solved 
the problem, we ask him how he is working on the issue at hand. We ask him to show us 
with manipulatives and/or description. If the work is at a reawakening or practice level, 
then you can move into the questioning sooner, but do so with manipulatives and with care 
that it remains grounded. 

If the child is not finding his way, as always, we support discovery learning by giving him 
time and building blocks (clues), but try not to give answers or algorithms prematurely. This 
requires the adult first honoring her OWN discovery process because she must step into the 
unknown of the child’s mind and figure out how he is thinking and where he has taken a 
mistaken path. That is modeling discovery learning. 

Then with this knowledge - which may take a while to bloom - she will know what building 
blocks to offer. For example, if the child is trying to do complex addition and, after several 
days, is not thinking to group the elements into sets of ten, rather than suggesting that he 
group in tens, we look for the smallest clue that will move him in that direction. In ascend-
ing order:  it might be as small as subtly humming the tune of the tens grouping song he 
knows in the background. Or maybe doing some tens groupings with your own set of ma-
nipulatives, without comment. It might be that you need to ask if he sees any ways to make 
this easier, or if there are any groups he can make. If he still doesn’t see, as the last resort, 
you might ask if he can make groups of tens.  

Because we are cementing the importance of place value at this point, it is good to point 
out when the child has used regrouping around tens as a central part of his strategy. But 
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bringing awareness to each step is slow, and step by step assistance that is done in service of 
strengthening discovery is needed. Each step deserves time so the child’s own light can go 
on - AND each deserves time because he may find a different, but viable, strategy. 

For example, a child who is at home with the notion that adding 9 is the same as adding 10 
less one, may apply that thinking to subtracting 9. So he may say 34 minus 9 is 23 (he took 
away 10 and then took away one more because 9 is one less than 10).  No, this is not correct, 
but what matters is that he was trying to find the strategy, so we affirm what is correct and 
then do the problem with manipulatives and let  him discover that subtracting works the 
other way round. Then articulate the newly discovered strategy with him.

The big job  - and the great fun in teaching - is to really see how the child is thinking and cre-
ate clues based on this. Then, once the discovery is in place, we can look back with the child 
at the strategies he used.  We want to give him labels for any strategies he did use and can 
articulate (successful or not), in order to help him clarify this kind of thinking - all with 
a light touch and with an eye for where we may be closing doors, rather than opening 
them.  

It is not uncommon for children who are gifted in math or struggling with it to get frus-
trated with manipulatives.  The underlying reasons for this are actually similar: they don’t 
really get what is happening. 

For the gifted child of this age, math usually comes to them as if from thin air. They have a 
natural ability to get an answer without a sense of what they are doing. Slowing down to 
struggle through understanding feels demeaning. We need to honor what they do “know” 
and also keep giving opportunities to experience a more practical and meaningful under-
standing. BUT we do not want to squelch their natural joy and pride in having this gift. So 
look for ways to bring them back to work with manipulatives that are playful. For example, 
have each of you do a page of problems. You intentionally make one or two mistakes in the 
process (not the simple calculations). Likely the child will make at least one too, but if not, 
that is fine. Trade papers and check each other. Any that he got wrong you have to take him 
through doing correctly with manipulatives and any that you got wrong he has to take you 
through with manipulatives. You can also look for places where the job is for one of you 
to write something out  in full, and the other is to do it with manipulatives, side by side. 
He will usually choose to write it, but will quickly see it is fast to have your job and ask to 
switch. 

The child who is struggling to work with manipulatives and not finding another way is 
often in need of the support of mechanics to gain the security to explore for meaning. For 
these children, after the more holistic entry through story and manipulatives, we work the 
mechanics till they are secure and then go back to manipulatives to offer the chance to con-
nect meaning and activity.

In all cases, you do want to bring them back again and again to work with manipulatives, 
but you want to do it with a light touch so it is not demeaning and does not cause loss of 
confidence. As described in the Foundation Guides, in math particularly, there are several 
doors to understanding and we need to honor the one the child is naturally using, without 
losing sight of the fact that in the end he needs to be adept with and pull together under-
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standing through all of them. However, the pulling together of understanding may not hap-
pen until the brain development of pre-adolescence kicks in. The goal here is to give him 
the experience to draw from so all he needs will be there when he is ready, and for the 
adult not to mistake giftedness or ability with algorithms for real understanding.

-------------------

By the end of Grade Three, we want the child to be at home with the strategies organized 
around ten for addition and subtraction that were introduced through story and activity in 
Grade Two, and around tens-ness in multiplication (division comes later with decimals):

1) grouping two or more digits into sets that total ten

2) adding 7, 8, or 9 to any number by adding ten and then subtracting 3, 2, or 1; 
(26 + 8 = (26+10) - 2)

3) adding when the addends go over the nearest multiple of ten (10, 20, 40 etc), 
by figuring out what you need to get to the nearest ten, and then adding the 
remainder to the total (26 + 7 = (26 + 4)  + 3 =)

4) subtracting 7, 8, or 9 from any number by subtracting ten and adding  back 
in 3, 2, or 1; (26 - 8 = (26- 10) + 2)

5) subtracting when the numbers go below the nearest multiple of ten (10, 20, 
40 etc), by figuring out what you need to subtract to get to the nearest ten, 
and then subtracting the remainder from the total (26 - 9 = (26 - 6)  - 3 =)

6) if they are at home with these, the same basics can be applied to adding and 
subtracting around 5.

Movement activities for these strategies are found in the  
Movement Section of this book. We also want to keep the 
child’s simple addition and subtraction moving quickly and 
easily as a ground for work with place value. Simple activi-
ties like the one shown at right can help with this (but using 
different colors for the different symbols to avoid confu-
sion). This activity also strengthens the sense of inverse 
processes. Samples in the Blackline Masters. 
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Sample Strategizing Story:

Mother and Father had been out in the orchards and berry fields for days now; the fruit was ripe and 
they had to get it in and preserved quickly or it would go bad. Father worked as quickly as he could 
gathering the cherries from high in the trees and filling basket after basket. Then on to the peaches and 
the pears. Bushel basket after bushel basket overflowed with the ripe fruits and the air was sweet. As 
Father looked over his full baskets and the empty trees he stopped a moment to glance over at Mother. 
Mother’s fingers moved so quickly he could hardly see them go, but at her feet the baskets filled with 
colored berried,  red and black and blue. 

Father walked over to help, but by the time he got there the bushes were empty and basket after basket 
of brightly colored berries sparkled in the sunshine. “Quickly,” said Mother, “we must get the fruits 
home and get them canned before they go bad.” Mother and  Father hoisted their baskets into the 
wagon, climbed on and clicked for the horses to hurry home. 

As Mother and Father passed the fields where the little children played while the bigger ones tended 
the plants, they called out, “Quickly children, all hands to the kitchen, there are berries to can.” Sud-
denly the earth shook with the quick running feet of all the children and by the time Mother and Fa-
ther were home, the wagon was a sea of busy hands as basket after basket was unloaded. Mother was 
ready to call out the orders to get the canning started, but as she carried the last one into the kitchen, 
she stopped to look around at her crew. Red juices and black, blue juices and clear ran down all the 
faces and over every set of hands. Mother burst out laughing and had to signal with her hands for the 
children to clean up and ready for work - and this was work they all could help with. 

The children hurried to clean up and soon all hands were loading pots and scooping sugar and clean-
ing jars. The hands moved like waves on the sea, knowing just when to roll in and when to pull out. 
The kitchen was a buzz with activity and jar after jar was filled with jam - big and small were filled 
with raspberry and blueberry and blackberry and peach. Pear and cherry were jellied and canned, car-
ried to the pantry,  and set on the shelf to firm up.

Finally, the sun began to sink in the sky and the kitchen grew too dark to work. Mother ushered the 
family to the dining room and, with sticky fingers being licked clean, everyone walked to dinner. 
Bread and cheese and carrots had been set out earlier and everyone was too tired - and too filled with 
sticky juices - to eat much. It was a quick and quiet meal, but soon enough Father spoke up. “Off to 
bed with the lot of you! Tomorrow is another busy day; the baskets are still more than half full and the 
fruits rot quickly.” 

The next day began with the pounding of feet rushing back to the kitchen. Mother and Father were 
already there with jars cleaned fruits bubbling away. “Today,” said Mother, “we will boil the jams 
further and make fruit butters. Ready the jars now, the big and the small. Hour after hour mother 
scooped the think fruit butters into the jars and small hands tightened them and set them in the can-
ner. Hour after hour they boiled there until the lids had sealed. Then little hands put on mitts and jar 
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after jar was set to cool on the pantry shelves. At the end of the day, Mother looked at the baskets that 
covered the kitchen floor. She smiled. Father went from one to the next checking. “Yup,” he called out 
laughing, “every last one is gone.” 

For a moment, everyone breathed deeply and leaned back to rest and admire the wall of colored jars. 
Then, as though they were one wave, all the children jumped up and cried out, “But the pies, Mother! 
We forgot to save some fruit for pies.” For a moment Mother looked panicked. Tears ran down small 
faces and Mother wrung her hands together. But Father couldn’t hold on longer and in a moment the 
kitchen rang out with his booming laugh. Father pointed to a row of jars. In each was a stack of sliced 
fruit ready for baking into a pie. Each was carefully canned with a tight seal to keep them fresh all 
winter. “I have been quietly slicing and layering and packing for pie while all of you got covered with 
jam!” There would be lots of pie! 

Then, just as the little faces began to brighten up, Mother opened the door of the oven and the room 
filled with the smells of pear tarts and cherry pie. A great cheer went up and everyone rushed to the 
table to have a piece of pie - everyone but Father. Father went to the cooler and pulled out a big tub of 
vanilla ice cream and soon he was scooping it onto hot pie and watching cherry juice and ice cream 
run down silent smiles. 

The next day Mother was ready to do more baking and the children were ready to do more eating. 
“Let’s make some Linzer tarts with the raspberry jam in the middle. Those are my favorite.” A cheer 
went up from the children and Mother pointed for someone to go and get the jar of raspberry jam. “Be 
sure to get a small one,” she added, “We don’t want to open more than we can use in the cookies.” 
Small feet raced to the pantry. Clink clank, mother could hear the jars being moved around as the chil-
dren searched. Clink clank, jar after jar gently knocked about until it sounded like a symphony - but 
no one returned with a jar of raspberries to fill the cookies. Finally, Mother signalled to Father and he 
headed off to help. 

The clinking and clanking grew louder, but still no one returned with a jar of jam for the cookies. no 
Mother stood alone, surrounded only by frantic clinking and clanking. Finally she walked to the pan-
try. There on the shelves was a mountain of jars, big and small, red and blue and black and clear, jam 
and jelly, butters and pie slices, all piled together in one big mess. “Oh my goodness!” said Mother. 
“We will never know what we have or where to find it.” She dropped her hands in despair. “Well,” 
she continued, “until we have this pantry sorted, and every jar counted and recorded, we will not be 
making cookies and pies!” With that Mother walked outside to enjoy the summer sun, with Father 
close behind. 

In the pantry puzzled faces looked at one another. “Well, said the oldest brother, “we have to do 
something, because I am not spending a year without cookies and pies!” He pointed to the two eldest 
sisters and told them to figure this mess out. Then the oldest brother led the little ones out to play. 
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While the others threw the ball and chased one another about, the biggest girls began to sort the jars 
and set them on the shelves. They lined up the biggest jars on the bottom shelf, the middle sized jars 
on the next and the smallest on the top. They stepped back and admired the clean pantry and then 
called to the others to come and find the small jar of raspberry jam. 

For a moment big smiles spread across all the faces and the children could almost taste the cookies. 
Then, clink, clank, the pantry was a sea of busy hands searched the top shelf for raspberry jam. In no 
time at all, the pantry was a big mess of red and blue and clear and black, big and small, once again.  
This would not do. 

Suddenly there was a great pounding and the floor of the pantry shook. There stood Father with a big 
staff in his hand. In silence, he pointed to the oldest sister and the oldest brother. “You figure this out, 
and don’t come out until you do. I want my cookies.” With that he led the little ones out to play. 

“Let’s put all the red ones on this shelf,” said the biggest brother. And they did. But now big and 
small berry and cherry were all mixed together. 

“Let’s try putting a blueberry next to each raspberry so we can tell them from the cherry,” said the 
biggest sister. And they did and now they had a pretty pattern of reds and blues, but big and little 
were all mixed together with jam and fruit butter and pie fillings and they would never be able to 
count what they had. 

“How can we do this?” they said to one another. Then hour after hour they moved the jars into dif-
ferent groupings, reds and blues, blacks and clears, big and middle and little, jam and butter and pie, 
until at last they had tried every combination and settled on one. They called Mother in to check. 
Mother walked in hesitantly. But when she saw the neat pantry, she began to smile. A small smile, 
but a smile. Then she stood tall. “How will I tell the jams apart? Black and blue are almost the same 
and raspberry and cherry are both red. Which are the jams and which for the pies?”  

Big sister showed Mother how the jars were lined up alphabetically from “b” to “r” and the higher 
the shelf the smaller the jar - and the thicker the fillings. Mother looked around: butters on top, jams 
in the middle, and then the pie filling with its big pieces of fruit. Row after row, she could tell the 
fruits apart at a glance and she could see just what they should be used for. She smiled, but just as she 
reached for a small jar of raspberry jam, she stopped. “But how will I know how much we have so I 
can be sure we have treats right through the winter?”

Big brother pointed to the rows on the shelves, but he said nothing. Mother looked a minute and then 
the room filled with her ringing laugh. “Threes” she chuckled, “you have lined them up in threes like 
musketeers heading off to battle. In no time at all I can see exactly what we have. Well, hurry then, 
get me the raspberry jam and let’s make a cookie feast!”
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The children got down one small jar of jam and headed out of the pantry. Just before they closed the 
door, they looked back and the sparkling shelves of neatly sorted reds and blues and blacks and clear. 
“Three, six, nine, twelve,” they muttered under their breath. 
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Bringing Strategizing to an Understanding

The following is a list of basic strategies we want to bring to consciousness in Grade Three - all 
revolve around the magic of tens. The Addition and Subtraction strategies should be things they 
have worked with that are just being brought to consciousness. There are movement games to 
support this in the movement section.

Ten’s Magic in Addition
1) plus ten hop: anytime you add ten to a number, you hop one digit in the 

ten’s column (7 becomes 17, 18 becomes 28, etc.)

2) plus ten help: to use ten to help add another digit, you go up ten (as above) 
and drop back as needed (for 9, drop back 1; for 8 drop back 2; for 7 drop 
back 3). For example, 25 + 8, can be done as 25 + 10 = (35; 35 - 2 = 33). 

3) nearest ten: you can go to the nearest ten (20, 30, 40, etc.) and then add in 
however many more you need (e.g. 25 + 8 = nearest 10 (30), plus 3 = 33.

4) ten groupings: looking at lists of addends, group by tens. For example, 7 +8 + 
6 +2 + 2 +3 = 10 (i.e. 7 + 3) + 10 (i.e. 6 + 2+ 2) + 8 = 28. (this they should have 
practiced via the Blackline Master worksheets)

5) carrying with place value: using Base Ten groupings to add large numbers.

Ten’s Magic in Subtraction:
1) minus ten drop: anytime you subtract ten from a number, you drop one digit 

in the ten’s column (17 becomes 1, 28 becomes 18, etc.)

2) minus ten help: to use ten to help subtract another digit, you fall back ten (as 
above) and hop forward as needed (for 9, hop forward 1; for 8 hop forward 
2; for 7 hop forward 3). For example, 25 - 8, can be done as 25 - 10 = (15; 15 + 
2 = 17). 

3) nearest ten: you can fall back to the nearest ten (40, 30, 20, etc.) and then 
fall back however many more you need to give (e.g. 25 - 8 = nearest 10 (20), 
minus 3 = 17.

4) borrowing with place value: using Base Ten groupings to subtract large num-
bers.

You can also guide the children to see that for all of these they are using their fact families to 
navigate around ten.
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Ten’s Magic in Multiplication:

Now you bring in a new one: multiplication. Chances are that the children already know 
this principle, but not with clarity. As always, we start with what they do know. 

1) make a large place value columns chart that goes at least to a million. Leave 
room on the left side to write out the problem; the answer will be in the 
boxes that follow. 

2) give the child one digit card

3) the child holds the card as the digit(s) in the correct columns, and literally 
“bumps” them over with each multiple of ten., saying “times 10, time 100, 
times 1000 etc. till you arrive at your destination.

4) begin with “any single digit X 10.” The children know these by heart and it 
will get them in the flow. 

5) write out each problem and answer on the board as you go

6) now do “any digit X 100.” Still easy for them. 

7) jump to a million, go back to ten thousand - still keeping to one digit.

8) now move to a double digit they know (12 X 10) repeat this process, leaving 
time for them to connect what is happening. 

9) if they are really getting it the first day, go ahead and write up something like 
“when we multiply by any multiple of ten (10, 100, 1000 etc.) we must bump 
the numbers over by that many places, and leave zeros to keep them in place: 

- for X 10 we leave one zero

- for X 100 we leave two zeros

- for X 1,000 we leave three zero

- for X 10,000,000 we leave seven zeros . . . . .  and so on

The next day, do a different sheet with the same sequence as above, this time in their books. 
This extra time with it both records it for later, and, more importantly, gives them the extra 
practice to enable a full “taking hold” of both concept and mechanics.   

Ten’s Magic in Division:

This is just the opposite of multiplication, and it is fine to work lightly with this, but since 
we will not do division in which it is relevant until Grade Four, most of the conceptual un-
derstanding of this should wait for Grade Four. 
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Multiplication Tables and Number Facts

It is now time for the children to move from soaking in the kinesthetic-auditory experience 
of Grade Two to actually taking hold of the tables in sequence. They worked with the mean-
ing of multiplication Grade One and practice in Grade Two so we are now at the mastery 
level and there is no need for any kind of story or introductory work. Because mastering the 
tables takes a lot of practice and because different children find different avenues more and 
less helpful, we will work with new ways to digest the tables themselves, simply to support 
engagement. This will happen through visual and analytic games and activities that now 
join the ongoing kinesthetic-auditory diet. Therefore, regardless of how well the children 
seem to know the tables - or how little -  as long as you have provided the kinesthetic-audi-
tory experience of each table in Grade Two, it is now time to make two additions: 

1) precede work with memorization and retrieval with the specific Brain Gym 
sequence targeting retrieval;

2) use visual and analytic games and drills to support memorization, as well. 

The initial memorizing work has been and continues to be done simply as an activity, with-
out any particular context, basically in circle and practice time. The “meaning of multiplica-
tion” and the rote skip counting have been worked with for two years now and should be 
well in their systems and a non-issue. However, it is good to review meaning lightly using 
manipulatives for some problems.   

 
1) Games and Activities: 

We continue to work with the kinesthetic-auditory games all the way through the years, but 
we now add in the visual work with flash cards and charts. We also begin more analytic/
problem solving as part of memorization.  Work with looking for patterns in charts and the 
like comes in to further support both memorization and introduce strategizing through pat-
terns. 

2) Kinesthetic-Auditory Support: 

We continue the kinesthetic and auditory recitation of the tables on a regular, though less 
intensive, basis. If the child(ren) need strong reinforcement (i.e they are not yet remembering 
the sequences), then shift to the Brain Gym kinesthetics for strengthening memorization and 
retrieval (see back of page for details). 

If they are strong or moving along, just do the clapping rhythms or bean bag tossing to prac-
tice. 
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a) Brain Gym Sequence: 

i) begin by doing the PACE movement sequence begun in Grades  One and Two. You can use 
either of those verses, or you can do it without a verse at this age. Because hydration is key to 
memory retrieval, we recommend replacing the plain water at this time with either coconut 
water, lemon water, or another non-sugar electrolyte drink.  

ii) Next, do the lengthening activities sequence which takes under five minutes. To do these you 
will need to get The Brain Gym Activities chart, available from Braingym.com (http://www.
braingym.com/index.php?option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=15) 
 
The sequence consists of: 1) The Owl; 2) Arm Activation; 3) Foot Flex; 4) Gravity glider; 5) Calf 
Pump; and 6) Grounder. These are very short movements and at this age one can do them either 
with or without a verse. It is NOT necessary to do all these every time - 3-6 a day is fine.   
 
The formal Brain Gym method works with conscious attention to intent, i.e. to own’s own 
challenges. Enki does not. We feel the direct attention to one’s problems and one’s intent is 
premature and sparks far too much SELF-consciousness at this age. But we do believe that the 
increased and directed focus on the issue at hand is important. Therefore, we recommend that 
you bring focus to the work - not the child. Simply referring to the whole activity sequence as 
the “Math Memory” sequence is likely to be enough. If you feel more is needed you can add 
small things such as, “Calling back the 4’s table,” or “Hide and Seek 7’s,” and the like. What we 
are looking to do is to bring the child’s focus to the actual challenge - so ask yourself if it is the 
retrieval or the original mapping, and so on. Use a “game name” to focus the child on that.   

iii) Base Sense Support can be helpful: 
 
You can gain tactile support by using a sand tray (cookie sheet) and having the children write 
answers to the multiplication tables as you toss out questions.  

iv)  You can gain proprioceptive support through games of “weighted catch.” For example, if you 
are in a Native American block, there were many games played using sand bags with feathers or 
string tails.  These are tossed back and forth - and can be caught as an answer is given.  Or you 
can have the children recite the multiplication question while they’re lightly bouncing the bag 
in their hands, and then on the answer hit it hard to a neighbor. bicycle-crunches while reciting 
in sequence are also said to cement the facts and strengthen retrieval. To do these the child lies 
on her back and brings her knees up on her chest. Then she can either put her hands behind her 
head, elbows forward, or she can just reach forward. Then she bicycles her legs - kicking one 
foot out and then the other, so one leg is bent and one extended and then you switch them in a 
rhythmic bicycling motion. At the same time she brings her head up and one elbow to the bent 
knee - right elbow to left knee and vice versa. All the while the adult and child are reciting the 
table in focus. 
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3) Visual Support

With the kinesthetic-auditory connection deep in the children’s bones, regardless of how 
well they know the tables, we now add in visual support. This is often the piece that causes 
the more physical work to take hold. 

a) Flash Cards: We now work intensively with flash card 
games. These games should always begin with running 
through the stack of cards with the full number sentence 
showing (i.e. 6 x 8 = 48), including the answer;. We run 
through these  IN SEQUENCE until this is mastered thor-
oughly (usually right through Grade Three). 

b) We strongly recommend making your own flash cards, color coded to go with the original sto-
ries (gold for multiplication - the same color you used for Max Multiply in the First or Second 
Grade to reinforce the connection to the story and, thereby, the meaning of the process.). Make 
these out of 1/8 inch cardboard which you sponge paint to get a mottled color; this will allow 
the children to be nourished and supported by the aesthetic color experience as well as the 
visual numbers and bring the visual sense on board more full - we are looking for its support! 
The heavy mat board will allow for a lot of handling over the years - and you will use these 
another 4-5 years. 

c) Then write on them with a black or very dark blue Magic Marker for visual clarity. One side of 
the card gets the full equation including the answer, written vertically. The other side has just 
the question (as shown above). Later on you will need a set of division cards too. These should 
also be color-coded to match Dominick Divide (red). 

d) You can also use the “Triangle Cards” shown at right. These have the 
advantage of implicitly connecting the children to the fact that these are 
inverse processes. To use them for these games, you initially let the child 
see all the numbers on the card, and point to guide them through the 
recitation (3 X 8 is 24), and when you play the games, you will hold the 
card such that you cover the “24.” 

e) To use either type of card, you simply run through a set of cards (one multiplication table), IN 
ORDER, showing the child the full equation including the answer. She reads them off together 
with you. That is bringing in visual support for memorizations.  
 
ii) Then begin the game: show the child the other side of the card that has the equation but no 
answer; continue keeping them in sequence. The child(ren)’s job is to say BOTH the question 
and the answer. This repetition of both question and answer further cements the oral and visual 
memory of the tables. You can use the answer to play multiplication baseball or any other board 
or running game in which you need a correct answer to move. The more different ways you can 
work with this challenge, the better. 
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ALWAYS begin by reading through the question and answer sides together. Until the children 
have passed their “independent tables test” (later in the third grade), they should not begin us-
ing the cards out of order. Even if they think they are ready, working out of sequence prema-

turely will undercut the really deep learning. This work needs to be so deeply in the autopilot 
system that in years to come it can be pulled up totally without thought as they find their way 
through complex fractions or algebra. At that time the logic of the problems will need 100% of 
the child’s attention; she will not be able to spare any part of her thinking to find a multiplica-
tion fact! This is a place where slow and deep will be an important investment. 

4) Imaginative Support 

a) Picture Cards. There is also a program that works with story and image to stabilize the tables. 
Their work is quite complex and thus inefficient for helping most children, but if you have a 
visual-imaginative learner who is not being helped by the suggestions here, we recommend try-
ing the method found at http://www.multiplication.com/how_it_works.htm

b)  Geo-Boards. You can have the children interact with the skip counting (multiplication) 
sequences through geometry using a geo-board and string. These are boards with pegs set 
around a circle. Usually the circle has 12 “stop spots” (as shown), but you can play with making 
different circles. In fifth grade when we work with factoring, the number of “stop spots” will 
matter - for now it is all about playing with the tables and seeing the neat patterns. You start by 
tying yarn on the zero peg. Then go to the next number in the table and wind around that peg. 
Continue on. As you get to number with two digits, go to the digit in the ones place (so for 12 
you go to the 2). You get neat patterns; at this point it is just a tool to engage in practicing the 
recitation as the discovery of factoring is too advanced. This complication would work against 
the rote memorization - the repeated practice supports it. As well, the children will begin to see 
the repeated digit patterns in the tables and that will be worked with conceptually as described 
in the following pages.
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5) Analytic/Conceptual Support

Perception of patterns become a tool to explore the tables from a more conceptual perspec-
tive, though still primarily as a way to engage with them to support memorization. There 
are many ways to do this and many activities listed below. The goal is to do those you feel 
will help your child engage with the tables and see meaningful patterns that support rote 
learning. 

a) Multiplication Charts: Build these together and ask 
the child(ren) to look for patterns in them. This is not new 
and the children have been looking at number charts to 
find patterns since the days of Todd and Evan in Grade 
One. Now we will focus this work in on multiplication 
tables.  
 
We will begin the work by simply looking for patterns  - 
giving the children more ways to interact with the 
multiplication tables. But what is different now is that 
once patterns are identified, we are going to ask the 
children to ponder ways that these patterns can help them 
remember the tables.   
 
First they will just interact with the tables in new and open ended ways as they build their 
charts. You can guide this exploration to facilitate discovery. For example, the children can fill 
in a traditional multiplication chart with the numbers forming the left vertical and top horizon-
tal bars first (in sequence:1, 2, 3, etc.). Tell them where to put the internal 4 and the upper 6 and 
the lower one (see right). From there, we can go several different ways, we offer two below: 

i) we can begin slowly and build the chart one question at a time. In this case, begin by asking 
where the answer to 2 X 2 is. Most children will immediately see the 4. 
Then ask where the question is. Give them time to see how this kind of 
graphing works - let them figure out that where the horizontal and vertical 
lines that originate at the 2’s meet, we find the 4.  Now ask where they see 
“4-ness”show itself (i.e. 4 squares within those lines).  
 
Now ask where the answer to 2 X 3 should be. They will see that this question is answered 
twice. Now ask that they find the question - twice, i.e show where the “6-ness” is (the two rows 
of 3 or three rows of 2).

ii) Then ask questions such as, “Where would the answer to 4 X 2 go on this chart?” (remember 
this is fairly complex graphing which is new to them, so give this time). They know that answer 
so they can fill it in - look at the two sets of 4 squares. Go on to ask where 5 X 2 should go - they 
know 5 X 2 is 10, so they can fill that in. Stick with moving in one direction and let the children 
slowly build the bulk of chart in that direction, seeing both the intersection points and the 
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squares. 
 
As they tire of this kind of building, let them look at the chart for patterns until they realize 
they could have gotten here skip counting. This relationship between multiplication and skip 
counting is likely something they figured out long ago, but bringing it to consciousness is 
important.  
 
Now have them fill in the rest of the chart by skip counting, and then go back through it all and 
see if the questions and the answers fit correctly. Give them time to see that you can skip count 
in either direction. Have them show the squares that “make up” the answer, and do so several 
times in random places.  
 

OR

iii) You can also go at this the opposite way around. Tell the 
children to use skip counting to fill in each column. Now ask them 
to find where the answer to  
2 X 2 is. Where is 3 X 2. Then have the children look for patterns – 
hopefully they will see that skip counting in one direction quickly 
gives this answer. Give a minute - and/or a question to help them 

find it in the other direction, as needed. 
 
Go back through, as before,  seeing the “#-ness” (square box value) of the answers.

d) Pattern Search: Whichever way you build your chart, now: 

i) Now ask about any patterns the children can find; basically explore all vertical, horizontal, and 
diagonal patterns. You can xerox their charts and color them according to the pattern found. 
The pattern on the sample above helps the children see the commutative (mirror image 5 X 6 = 
6 X 5) nature of multiplication - the diagonal line is the mirror. This lays the ground for them to 
realize that they only need to learn half the table to have all the answers - we will come back to 
it later.  

ii) Go on to work with more directed pattern seeking. For example, give each child two strips of 
blank cardstock (any color). Each should be wide enough to cover 10 rows or columns on the 
multiplication chart and as long as the full chart. Ask the child to line one up alongside the 
vertical 3’s column and the other under the horizontal 5’s column. Now ask that they count the 
number of squares inside the space that is not covered. They will get 15, and find the written 
15 in the final box. Hopefully, they will pretty quickly click with the fact that 3 X 5 is 15 - and 
again they will see the commutative property (5 X 3 is also 15). If they do not see these things, 
ask questions that lead them here. Let them explore how this works for other numbers but do 
not go to square numbers. Give them time to sit with the wonder of these relationships - re-
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member that until they see these, this is just a random listing of numbers. 

iii) You can also play “mirror bingo” with these charts. Initially, just call out the problem and have 
the children find the answer as often as they can on the internal board (not the vertical and 
horizontal banners). Make random shapes with the chosen answers. Do this enough that the 
children begin to see the diagonal mirror.  
 
Now you can either just make a random mirror design, or choose numbers such that they 
reveal a picture (like a bottle, or a swan with refection, and so on). You simply call out problems 
and the children put chips on the number for the answer in each place they find it. Or if you 
make it a race, they will be pushed to see the relationship between the halves on either side of 
the diagonal.  

iv)  Working with “dot charts”  -  let the children 
explore the commutative principle (5X3=3X5). 
They will see that whether you have groups of 
five and pick them up 7 times or you have groups 
of 7 and pick them up 5 times,  you still have 35 
items. Since the language can be used to mean 
either thing no matter which way around the numbers appear, this is particularly important. 
This can also be done with Cuisenaire rods. 

v) Another game one can use to increase interaction with the multiplication facts, and to map 
them visually, is an “intersecting lines” activity. To do this, choose a problem, e.g 4 X 6. Ask the 
children to draw 4, evenly spaced, vertical lines  on a piece of paper. When they have this down, 
ask them to draw 6 evenly spaced, horizontal lines across the 4 vertical ones.  
 
Have the children put circles or dots over the 
places the lines cross (intersect) and then to count 
the dots. Compare this to the multiplication chart. 
Both the above activities work with area, but we 
will not bring this fully to consciousness until 
Grade Five, so for now it is just a magical game. 

vi)  Depending on the child’s ease with this work, at this point you can do the above activity work-
ing with square numbers, mapping out the fact that they make a literal square and that they 
create the diagonal mirror on the charts they have made - or you can leave this for grade four. 
 
Do many different games and exercises with these, and other, charts. All the while the child is 
working with the tables and with pattern recognition. 
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g) Digit Patterns There are many repeating patterns found in the digits in the table sequences. 
Exploring these is another way to engage and the patterns can help with memorization. Help 
the children discover these by writing the numbers up in lists that help make each pattern obvi-
ous. Ask questions as needed; begin pointing out sequences as needed

i) Explore the pattern made by the end numbers of any given table. 
Some of these will be very helpful, and some will not be - do not 
attempt to have them learn the difficult ones; that would add to the 
problem. Rather, have them identify those that are useful right off 
the bat. For example: 2 table is 2, 4, 6, 8, 0 - easy enough, give them a 
minute to see these are the even numbers. Stop a minute for them to 
see that when you double anything there is automatically a partner for 
each. 
 
5’s are 5, 0, 5, 0 etc. Another easy one. But to try to get the 3’s pattern 3, 
6, 9, 2, 5, 8, 1 is not likely to offer much support.  
 
Six works well: 6, 2, 8, 4, 0. Eight works well: 8, 6, 4, 2, 4. If this is help-
ful to memorizing, great - if not, it is fun and strengthening to explore, 
but not something to belabor. These ending cues serve as a support to 
clicking into the overall pattern - they do not substitute for memoriz-
ing the table.  
 
Ten and eleven have clear overall patterns and are usually no trouble 
to learn, but it is useful for the children to explore the pattern con-
sciously at this point. 
 
ii) Clearest in this context is the nine’s pattern, which has several inter-
esting patterns. In sequence we begin with nine and from there count 
UP a digit at a time in the tens place, and DOWN one digit at a time in 
the ones place (09, 18, 27, 36, etc.- so 9,8,7,6 ect in the ones place and 0, 
1, 2, 3, 4 . . . in the tens place) up through 10 X 9. This a helpful pattern 
and fun to explore - and by writing lists of the numbers, you can lead 
them through this discovery with careful questions about what they 
are seeing. 

Second, the adding of digits in the nine’s table equals nine. This works 
directly up to 9 X 10. After that the “digits add to nine” continues to 
work, though less directly. How? 99 = 18 (9+9), but 1+8= 9 it is quite 
magical and works indefinitely if you keep adding till you get to the 
single digit - always “9.” 
 
The children can also discover that the answer to each problem has 
a built in pattern: The first number of the answer is one less than the 
multiplier (second factor), and the sum or the two digits in the answer 
always add to 9. So: 
• 9 X 8  = 72  
• first digit 7 (one less than 8) - the multiplier  
• second digit must make a total of 9 when added to the first (7+2 =9) 

This is something they can use quite quickly to figure out the table as 
the answer the answer is within the question.    
 
Some wonderful nine’s magic was discovered by Dorothy Harrer, a 
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long time Waldorf teacher, is an unusual application of the above - and 
adds in a bit of mystery to it all. The secret is that your fingers hold the 
answer - in a most unusual way. To see this, hold your hands open, 
fingers pointing up, palms facing you. Say, “9 X 1,” and as you do, put 
your left thumb down. What’s left up? 9 - the answer. Easy enough. 
Now open again and this time when you say 9 X  2, put down your 
second finger (i.e. the second finger for 2). Read your hand much as 
you would on paper - there is 1 finger to the left of the multiplier, and 
8 to the right of it - i.e. your fingers are saying 18. Keep going with the 
next finger going down (third) and read the number to the left (2) and 
to the right (7) of the multiplier  finger. 27. Keep going  - it works all 
the way to 9 X 10 (and then we are out of fingers!). 

iii) The three table also has some addition magic. The table sequence 
is 3, 6, 9. From that point on if you add the digits, you get 3, (1+2), 6 
(1+5), 9 (1+8) over and over again, however high you go. 

iv) With the 6 table, adding the digits, you get 6, 3, 9 over and over 
again. 

v) 12 is a bit more complex, but rather enjoyable. Look at the relation-
ship between the first digit and the second.  12, 24, 36, 48 - so far, the 
second digit is twice the first.  This does not continue, but if we articu-
late it as the first digit counts up by 1’s and the second by 2’s (or even 
numbers), the pattern continues starting back at zero: 60, 72, 84, 96, 
108, 120, 132, 144. Notice that 11 is not included. Let the children find 
this - just that noticing helps cement the pattern. Name this fact in an 
interesting way - like that 11 has so much trickery in his table that he is 
sitting this one out, or any other memory aide. 

Using the addition of digits trick for 12’s we get 3, 6, 9, repeatedly. as 
long as we keep adding down to one digit. We can also return to the 
“add the digits” trick for the 3 times table, with the 3, 6, 9 sequence as 
long as we keep adding down to a single digit. 

vi) You can also look at the natural patterns that the written tables 
make - these call on seeing patterns 
in reversals and in odds/evens and 
the like, so they are mostly a way to 
engage with the tables again and spark 
awe -  some children will find this 
pattern support to memorization, and 
others will just have fun and benefit 
from the extra engagement  with the 
skip counting sequences. For example, 
to the right are the 9’s and the 7’s. You 
might give the child one set and then 
let him explore other tables and other 
possible patterns, and let him see how 
doubling and tripling fit in. 

These are fun patterns to explore and this can support rote memorization, but it does not replace 
the need for learning the rote facts.
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6) Strategies in Multiplication: 

Once the children have sought out and discovered patterns with an open ended outlook, we 
bring in the more conceptual. Now we explore how these patterns can help us commit the 
tables to memory. It is important to realize that some things eventually need to be learned 
by rote, such as the multiplication tables and number facts. Therefore,  we are looking for 
strategies that help us remember patterns, and not strategies that help us figure out the 
answer.  So while it will be helpful to the understanding of multiplication to realize that            
5 X 6 is the same as “5 X 5 + one more group of 5,” it is not a way to speed up the rote learn-
ing, specifically because the child stops to take it apart. This is a good strategy to discover 
and to know to work with much larger numbers, and good practice with use of strategies or 
for forgetful moments. But for the rote learning, we are looking for patterns that easily trig-
ger the memory, not the reasoning. 

We can begin by asking, “How can we use the patterns we have discovered to help us 
remember the tables?” (i.e. what strategies are available to us here?) Always give time for 
the child to discover ways, and also to come up with ideas you haven’t thought of.  Just the 
process of exploring from this vantage point strengthens the memorizations. Here are some 
suggestions: 

i) ask how many different numbers they can find on the chart. Compare this to how 
many squares there are. Lead the children to see that there are just over half as many 
answers as their are squares (78 out of 144). Ask if they see why. Hopefully they will 
soon come up with the commutative property (5X6 = 6X5) which you have already 
worked with, but give them time - don’t take this for granted. Then they will see that 
they need only learn half the tables. Have them make a chart that shows only that 
half (either side of the diagonal line). 
 
ii) Have them list the answer to all of the X 2 problems. Be sure not to use the word 
“doubles.” See if they recognize these as an extension of the doubles they have been 
working with for years. 

As we have discovered, there are may patterns made by the answers and by the digits in the 
answers. Discuss which they feel would be helpful and which not. Basically, look back and 
let the children see what will help them memorize the rote facts. .

There are teachers and scientists who feel this is not true and that we do not learn anything 
complex by rote, but only take apart the complex so quickly that we think it is rote. Having 
watched many young children - children too young to have either the information or the 
experience to strategize the answers - learn to skip count and to recite the tables, we do not 
agree with this assertion. While we believe the strategizing is important for other reasons 
and in other situations, here we are looking for strategies in the form of patterns that 
spark memory and retrieval. We have been using the kinesthetic and auditory rhythms to 
this end for years; now we are looking for conceptual ways to support this.

* Children who are memorizing and retrieving well, may not need to do much with the focused 
strategy step, but it is still a good way to work with pattern perception, which is the ground of 
strategizing. However, we don’t want to confuse the children and cause trouble with their memo-
rization, so use this step only as much as it is helpful.* 
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Division Facts: Once the children have the multiplication facts down, they should begin 
working with division facts. As it happens, this is not new work; they already know these 
because of the multiplication work,  but now we bring this to consciousness and mastery. 4

It will be helpful to introduce (or re-introduce) this through discovery, putting up multipli-
cation charts an division charts side by side, and then giving the child a chance to spot the 
pattern  (the inverse property which she already has worked with in full in first and second 
grade). Some will also see that this is much like working with  fact families, as these are mul-
tiplication and division families. 

In the course of working with multiplication strategies we want to bring the children to see 
that multiplication and division are inverse processes just as addition and subtraction are. 
We can bring this notion in any culture as gathering and sharing are part of life. You can 
develop a relevant vignette about all the families in the village. For example: Long ago in the 
village of ___ the people raised all their food together, working the fields and hunting and preserving 
the animals for all. All 8 families of the village brought all they had grown and hunted to the center of 
the village to see what they had for the winter. Each arrived with three bundles of vegetables and three 
of meat (6 total). 

Soon, they had  all food in one bunch (6 X 8 = 48).  Now they had to find a way to divide the foods 
fairly. First each family went in to the center and chose what they wanted. But by the time at all,  all 
the food was gone, but some families had a great deal and some had none. This would not do so all the 
goods were put back into the center. Now they went in one family at a time and chose the least they 
could live with. At the end most of the food was still in the center and would soon rot. 

Finally the chief stepped forward. “Pile it all here once again and I will share it fairly.”  The people 
quickly piled everything in the middle and the center and the chief began dividing it up. “Two, four, 
six,” he went around from north to south, muttering until all the food was divided up. When all was 
out of the center and in the hands of each family, the 8 families picked up their goods and readied to 
go. 

“Wait, said one father, “this cant be right. I have counted my bundles and I have 6. Six is good. six is 
fine. But six is what we came with! That can’t be right!”   Quickly each family counted their bundles 
- two, four, six, it was the same for all. 

“Bring them back then,” said the chief. “We will make sure this is fair to all.” Soon all the bundles 
were piled together and the chief began to count the whole pile. Two, four,” he counted all the way 
to 48. He counted up and he counted down, and it was the same. So he started dividing it up again. 
This time he went from the south end to the north. The people watched and waited eagerly. When, at 
last, all was divided up fairly, the people counted their piles. “Two, four, six,” they muttered one after 
another. Just as they had come in. Back into the pile it went. Again the chief counted. Over and over 
until the sun had begun to set, but nothing changed. 

4 in the Waldorf approach the tables are learned form the whole to the parts (12 = 3X4) so the children already know 

their division facts. Although we agree with the principle, our experience is that the method confuses the children and 

they do not fully take hold of the multiplication. 
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Finally, the chief stepped forward and everyone grew quiet. “It is true that each family came with six 
and returns with six. Such must be the will of the Creator (God). The sun heads to rest and you must 
each go back to your home.  

They each took their six bundles, gave their thanks, and headed home, never knowing why nothing 
had changed.   

The basics are usually easy for the children and is all you need to affirm the notion of in-
verse process and the multiplication and division families. Do the problems a few times 
with cuisenaire rods. We recommend using the rods so that things remain in bundles. 

Now bring this principle to consciousness. Write up what happened:

8 X 6 = 48

48 ÷ 8 = 6

Do this with the cuisenaire rods and with many problems until it is clear to the children 
AND they can articulate in some way that these are inverse processes. You then give them 
the term. 

But this is only half the issue: we also need to affirm that division is itself a kind of inverse 
process. Where multiplication, like addition, is commutative (the factors can be in either 
order and the result is the same - e.g. 6X8 is the same as 8X6), in division, like subtraction 
it matters enormously what the order is. However, the numbers remain in a “family.” To 
understand this, first the child must understand that the multiplication is a commutative 
process, which, theoretically, they discovered in their work with multiplication. Be sure this 
is a conscious understanding at this point and they are at ease with it. 

To discover the inverse nature of division itself, you can present the two possibilities on the 
board without any symbols; the child’s job is to put in the correct symbols. Or you can put 
in the symbols and no answers and let him complete it. 

48    8     6 48 ÷ 8 = 
48    6     8 48 ÷ 6 = 

Ask him to set this up with manipulatives. Let him sit with the discomfort of knowing 
something is going on. 

Bring him to see that division itself works in the inverse, and see the parallel to Subtraction. 
Then he can easily see the parallel  of multiplication and division families to Addition/Sub-
traction Fact Families.

  3 6 18
18 6   3
18 3   6
  6 3 18
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In this way, the children soon come to see that they already know the division facts for any 
multiplication table they know by heart, i.e they are inverse processes. And they see that 
knowing half the division fact is knowing all of them as long as they know the multiplica-
tion/division families. This is a good moment to reaffirm that the same is true of addition 
and subtraction. 

Sample for this work using color to reinforce is on youtube: http://youtu.be/NHGQZFIv-
Lr4). On this base, you can now help the children realize that they already know the division 
facts. This, in turn, strengthens the multiplication tables.*

Division Facts: There are many ways to work with this. You might 
begin by exploring the inverse nature of these processes using 
triangle cards and manipulatives. These cards make the relation-
ship obvious. For the first activity, you are working with discovery 
of this again, but as a whole table. First you build the cards. This is 
a long process, but one with a big pay off (and you end up with the 
manipulatives. Expect to do a little at a time over a week or two.

Make yellow (for multiplication) oak tag triangular cards as shown. You want these to be 
taller than wide (not equilateral) to emphasize subliminally, that one of the numbers on 
them is “the whole.” The child will write the numbers on these lightly, using red for the top 
(whole number that will be divided) and orange or blue for the other two (orange works 
with the Max Multiply, but may be too close to the red).  You will go over the child’s num-
bers when all is done, using magic marker and correcting the writing, but we want him to 
do the initial work. 

First build the 2’s and line them up hori-
zontally. Then go to the 3’s, but have them 
check to see if there are any you already 
have. If you had them, move them to the 
new row  
(so 2 X 3 = 6 will move to the 3’s and now 
it is read as 3 X 2 = 6). Watch the spatial 
patterns as this whole thing unfolds - 
quite revealing and magical. 

At some point the child realizes that they 
have the numbers up to what they have 
already done (so at the 6 table, they have 
all the cards through 6 X 5). At some point 
they will notice the geometric pattern of 
what is happening. At some point they 
will realize the tables can also be found 
vertically, too. 

Periodically within this process, have the child do all 4 equations for any (NOT every!) card 
with stones so he experiences the inverse quality. Usually twice per row is about right. 
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Now they can start working with division facts in “table sequence” using the cards first. On 
the whole the children will find these come easily.  

Now look for any ways you can interact with them to keep practicing the tables in and out 
of sequence, but with the division facts too. In any game you would take a stack of about 15 
cards and run through them with all numbers showing first, saying all equations. So on the 
sample card above, you might cover the “24.” The child says all 4 equations (3 X 8 = 24,  
8 X 3 =24; 24 ÷ 3 = 8; 24 ÷ 8 = 3). When moving to working out of sequence, it usually works 
best to work one table at a time at first.  So you would go through all of the 7’s table in order, 
working both  division and multiplication, or one at a time. Then do that table out of order 
for the games. Eventually you will mix up tables, but they will likely not be until Grade 
Four. 

Games: Baseball in movement and on a board works (as in your books - just cover any of the 
numbers on the card and the child names that within the equation stated both ways. Bean 
bag exchange where you through each other the bean bags in clever ways (under the leg, 
behind the back, etc.) with the adult stating the question and the child answering it. 
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7) Independent Mastery: 

A relatively short way into the school year, the children will have had a lot of kinesthetic, 
oral,  and aural, and some visual and analytic experience with the tables.  Side by side with 
this, it is time for them to move toward taking independent hold of this work.  This begins in 
the first math block in the fall (assuming they have had the full Grade Two experience and a 
month or two with the visual and analytic games).

Within the first half of the year we hope the children will be able to recite all eleven tables 
independently (tables 2 through 12).  Initially we support this learning through the body 
memory, i.e. by the act of writing the tables together.  One way is to combine the form 
drawing work with multiplication table writing work.  This also brings the element of 
spatial perception into the learning of the tables etc. and may be a helpful doorway for some 
children.  

a)  determine the geometric form which represents the 
multiple of the table you’re using.  For example, two 
might well be parallel lines, three a triangle, four a 
square and so on.  Depending on the child, you might 
just present this directly or you might have her figure out 
what geometric forms are representative of the particular 
multiple.  Many will have done this with skip counting 
sequences in Grade Two. This time the children are old 
enough to bring in the names of each shapes. If you take 
this moment to look at the many kinds of triangles, for 
example, you will be affirming the three-ness, and so on.

However you do it, you will walk the form during circle, as is true with any 
form drawing, and then draw it as you would any other form. But this time, 
draw it in the math book.

b) The drawing might take place during a form drawing session.  Or you 
might restructure and devote skill building time to this work so that you can 
cover the tables in a period of two or three weeks. Do the drawing on the left 
page of the book, and then during the next Extra Practice session, write out 
the full multiplication table in grid form on the facing page. 

This, in and of itself, is a very grounding practice.  As well, you have created 
a study sheet for the child.  She can now use this to study each table, know-
ing that somewhere in the course of the year she will be tested to be sure that 
she knows the tables in sequence, by heart.

Bringing the tables to auto-pilot is a long process and it will be important to continue all 
support work for many years. Therefore, throughout the third grade the children also need 
to continue the same pattern of practicing two or so tables in Morning Lesson circles using 
the clapping or other movement games, just as they did in Grade Two. Also, use of ongoing 
games with flash cards is very important. 
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The final step for bringing the tables in sequence to automatic pilot lies in holding the 
child accountable for memorizing them - this requires testing or performing. At this point 
we are taking the child from the open intake of Grade Two, through the digestion work of 
early Grade Three, and into mastery - it is here she brings her will to bear on the task. 

It is usually best to allow the child to volunteer to come to you and be tested on a particular 
table when she is ready. You may decide it is best to hold her responsible to recite two tables 
every month but the child can choose which ones and when. Or you may feel you need to 
choose one - this is the art of teaching. 

Children usually enjoy having some kind of tangible affirmation that they have indeed 
passed the tests.  For example, if each table is represented by a particular tool - either real 
tools in the homeschool, or ones made out of oak tag/cardboard in the classroom - then the 
child can be given a hammer when she  finishes the three table, a saw when she finishes the 
sixes, and so on.  These tools should be kept in some kind of special container, otherwise 
they will just be lost and the actual point will be undermined. 

If a child is not making good enough progress with their tables, it is time to ask her to focus 
in, and to set boundaries or consequences if she does not. Of course, if you feel the child 
has a learning or memory retrieval block, then she should not be pushed, but  should be 
screened to discover why, and the underlying challenge should be addressed.  It is impor-
tant not to let this go, but to address any underlying issues now. 

The Independent Facts - tables out of sequence:

Until late in the year or the following year, third graders are usually not developmentally 
ready to be working on the tables out of sequence. For example, when they begin the three 
times table, they must start with three times one and progress in sequential order up to three 
times twelve. Up to now the tables have been learned with the body awareness and this 
learning depends on things staying in their ritualized context.5 However, each table has been 
learned as a complete and independent entity, so there is no need to practice them going 
from the two table, to the three, and so on. As a matter of fact, this is counterproductive. 

The children will stand in a more complete individuality in fourth grade, so at that time 
working with multiplication and division facts out of sequence is much more appropriately 
linked to their internal experience. However, after they have passed their “in sequence” 
tests, if you feel that they are ready to dip their toes into this water, go ahead and start play-
ing with taking the simple tables out of order (2, 3, 5, and 10). Just play the same games with 
a ball, bean bag, and flash cards you have been playing all along, but choose the questions 
randomly. Begin by working with only one table per day; recite it in order; and then work 
with it out of order. 

Take care that they are not getting confused or you will undermine the building of a strong 
foundation - time is on your side!

5  see HTG/Foundations Book II/Mirroring Child Development/heightened body awareness
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Number Patterns

Facts Families: we hope the child(ren) have the number facts (addition and subtraction) to 
20 on automatic pilot by now, but we continue to work with number fact games. However, 
if they do not, it can help to give a small story image and accompanying movements to the 
memorization - activities in the movement section. As well, charts with the number facts 
on them can add a visual dimension to the process and if they can remind the children of 
the story image, all the better. Fact families can also be part of patterned answer sheets for 
any other work. By midyear, the children should be tested on these, much as they are on the 
multiplication tables. Working with the facts to 10, the doubles, the 9+ trick, the fact families 
from 11 to 15, and “ten plus anything,” the children have all groups through to 20. 

It is also time to expand our “grouping by tens” work done in Grade Two, to all other com-
binations of digits.  If the children know their doubles, then group around doubles (e.g. 7 + 
9 is the same as 7 doubled plus 2;  they should know all “plus 1 and plus 2 facts” by now).  
At this point we are working to bring consciousness to the many strategies we can use break 
the unknown into the known - and make it manageable. 

Cuisenaire rods offer many ways to work with equivalents in a tangible form. For example, 
lay out a problem such as 7 + 9 in Cuisenaire Rods (one blue and one black rod). Let the chil-
dren play with the rods to make equivalents that allow them to do the total in their heads 
(grouping around doubles, ten, or five). In truth, they have been doing this since Grade One. 
What is different now is the conscious use of trading as a strategy. 

However, as is true with the multiplication facts, knowing something by heart - on auto 
pilot - and having fast strategies to figure out the answer are not the same thing. We want 
to work with the strategies for regrouping for addition and subtraction both to strengthen 
the child’s ease with strategizing and to give him one more way to anchor the rote facts. 
We do need to remember, though, that his ability to navigate higher math (long multiplica-
tion and division, fractions, decimals, algebra, etc.) is greatly supported by having the basic 
math facts on auto pilot. So use any method that works to do practice this, but don’t mistake 
quick figuring for rote memory - in this case our goal is rote memory. 

Comparisons (Odd/Even, Greater /Less) will need continued practice, but we look for 
ways to practice these within the other math work. For example, the patterned answer 
sheets can easily contain odd/even sequences. With their new consciousness and skill with 
division, we can take them through a series of division questions to lead them to realize that 
anything that can be divided in half is an even number (it has a partner).  

Greater /less also need to be practiced. As the children become quite at home with see-
ing the patterns, you can do a pattern that in just repeated rhythms of greater and less (e.g. 
greater-less-less, greater-less-less, greater-less-less . . ). The first time you give one of these, 
the children will need guidance to discover the pattern, but after that, they will look to the 
greater/less symbols to make a pattern, whether it is there or not. They can translate that 
into visual patterns (such as _ . . / _ . .) or a numeric one (2, 1, 1/ 2, 1, 1 . .)
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Because the child will need to look to all patterns to find sequences he knows, he will always 
be practicing greater/less, odd/even, fact families, and skip counting sequences on every 
sheet, as he has to consider all those possibilities even though only one will be the answer. 
So a lot of practice of each is happening.   

The bulk of the pattern recognition work will now be happening within the context of find-
ing strategies to do the multiplication tables and the long multiplication and division.

8) Word Problems 

The third grader’s developmental growth make it possible to do far more complex word 
problems, and it is now important to challenge him to use his thinking this way. In earlier 
years we were using very simple, one and two tiered problems to prepare a base for this 
kind of thinking. Now we can jump into deep water.  

It is best to keep word problems very, very down-to-earth and immediate, involving some-
thing you are working on.  The child should be able to handle multi-tiered word problems. 
That means that each question can have multiple implied questions within it - he should 
now be able to keep track of all of these, and able to manipulate the internal computations 
with them, to get the overall answer. We recommend that early on the child have the prob-
lem written down, and paper and pencil to figure it out. Watch as he does. See how much he 
is able to do mentally without paper and pen tracking, and how much he needs the writing 
to be able to do it. Tailor your oral and written word problems accordingly.  

The example below assumes the children have the multiplication tables down, and that they 
are comfortable splitting something in half. Make sure that they are at home with the actual 
processes and numbers you are using in any given problem. 

For example, we might say, “The pigs need feeding and we have to drive an hour to get their food 
so we will get enough for the week. Each pig eats 8 pounds of feed in a day (use real information for 
this - 8 pounds is accurate). We have 10 pigs on our farm. How much shall we buy?” 

To do this the children have to deal with the 7 days in the week, the 10 pigs, and the 8 
pounds. That is many steps.  Because there are many steps, we used 10 pigs so that they can 
do that multiplication in their heads. This is a place where you can explore strategy. Ask the 
children what will be the easiest multiplication to do in this problem - they will know it is 
the  10 X. Ask if they think it best to do the hardest first or the easiest. Let them try each way. 

When they are ready - and it may be another year before they are - you can make it more 
complicated by starting with the end information, or they may be ready to do this in written 
form but not yet in oral: “We have $250 for pig food. Feed costs 50 cents a pound. We have to drive 
an hour to get the feed so we will get enough for the week. Each pig eats 8 pounds of feed in a day. We 
have 10 pigs on our farm. Do we have enough money to get what we need?” 

Now we have to figure out the first question above, AND  either divide the pounds in half 
to get a dollar figure, or multiply the $250 by 2 to see the total number of pounds we could 
afford to get - before they see what we need. That is a lot of steps; be sure they are ready.  
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Be careful not to get too complex and always move to the next level of complexity in written 
form so the child has support and does not shut down.  Watch for complexity which is caus-
ing the child to back off word problems.  If anything, the very practical third grader should 
be only the more eager to engage with and relate with the world through this kind of prob-
lem solving. Keep the questions simple enough that this remains true.  

Word problems should continue to be worked with almost on a daily basis. Be playful and 
fun, but whenever possible, do them in relation to an actual event or need.
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Place Value Tribes 

Review, Expand, and Apply -  this is one of the major review topics in the third grade.  As 
has been described, place value is an extremely difficult concept to really understand. It af-
fects all else from multiplication to fractions and measurement,6 and is central to the decimal 
system, so care at this time will have long term benefits. Because it is so important and far 
reaching, we review it again and again -  this time as a new topic (or angle) coming from the 
cultural unit. 

Whenever we are working with new learning the first thing we ask ourselves is what the 
essential energy of this particular learning is (see the Essential Energy thread on the Enki 
Web).  In this case we see that Place Value organization follows a very dependable sequence 
of infinitely repeating groups of units, tens, and hundreds - so the essential energy is bring-
ing chaos to order through repeating and dependable structures. Because of the third grad-
er’s developmental focus, we are calling these repeating sequences, “number tribes (or clans 
or families, as fits the story you use).“ 

Each tribe has three basic members: the unit, the tens, and the hundreds. The first tribe is the 
one’s tribe and one’s are the unit - so we have ones, groups of tens, and groups of hundreds. 
The second tribe is the thousands tribe, and thousands are the unit - thousands, groups of 
ten thousands, and groups of hundred thousands. The third tribe is the millions and mil-
lions are the unit, etc.  So whether you are starting with ones as the unit or trillions as the 
unit, you will always progress from that unit, to tens of that unit, to hundreds of that unit. 

Teaching Place Value Tribes: 

The children already have the information and the tools to figure out the place value tribes 
pattern themselves, if given a few carefully chosen questions, once we give them the living 
context. In each section of the Cultural Units Book you will find suggestions for stories to 
bring this aspect of place value out of that culture. During the cultural unit in which you 
choose to bring this, you will begin with a story that emphasizes the importance of “tribe-
ness (clan-ness).” Sometimes this will be a focus on strife between tribes or clans, sometimes 
between people, and sometimes it will be the promise of leading a tribe. Whatever the con-
nection, we will focus on the organization of people into tribes or clans.

After doing the full story cycle with an emphasis on tribe as the harmonious organization 
of people, we can go one of two ways. One is to simply tell the children that numbers also 
work in tribes (or clans, as relevant to the story you choose) to keep themselves in order and 
make it possible for us to recognize them no matter how big they are. The other is to tell a 
short vignette to set the stage (samples for each culture found at the end of this section). 

Once the stage is set, to guide the discovery of Place Value Tribes (organization), invite the 
child(ren) to see if they can find the number tribes in the sequences you have written up 
(shown below). If you work with one of these vignettes, as you move into the organization 

6  see HTG/Grade Two/subject Areas/Math/place value
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of number  you can let the children name the number families according to the 12 tribes of 
Israel or the 8 clans (or 5 tribes) of the Haudenosaunee. So before we look at thousands and 
millions as the family names, we have the Bear, the Turtle,, or Benjamin’s, and Ruben’s, etc. 

To do this set up a chart as below as though counting for the clans, leaving the number 
family names out (i.e. millions, billions, etc.) - you will come back and fill them in in step 3, 
below. 

DEER CLAN TURTLE CLAN BEAR CLAN

fathers mothers children fathers mothers children fathers mothers children

100,000,000 10,000,000 1,000,000 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1

Wether you start with a story or not, from here we  begin the discovery work.

1) Begin with the most open ended questions possible, and focus in as needed: 
 

a)   If you are working with story, have the child(ren) read the chart out loud,  
       from right to left (smallest to biggest, a few times). If you are just nam- 
       ing these as number tribes, use the chart below. Ask what patterns the  
       child(ren) already perceive in the numbers, whether or not mathemati 
       cally correct, look to affirm what they are perceiving - that is what gets  
       them to look further: 
 

100,000,000 10,000,000 1,000,000 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1

  
      b)  If they need more clues to see the three mathematical  fold pattern, first  
                         read it aloud yourself so they can just listen. Then, ask the children to clap  
                         each time they hear a new term and to squat every time they hear the word  
                         ten and to jump when they hear thousand. This sets a rhythmic pattern to  
                         spark and  anchor recognition of the pattern. 
 
       c) next, to reenforce the above, whether they get it yet or not,  put up (or fill  
                        in) the next part to get the below. Read right to left from the tribe names (if  
                        relevant) to the number tribe names, to the numbers..Again listen to and  
                        support what they are perceiving whether or not it is correct:  
 

DEER CLAN TURTLE CLAN BEAR CLAN

fathers mothers children fathers mothers children fathers mothers children

One Hun-
dred

 
Ten

 
One 

One  
Hundred

 
Ten

 
One

One  
Hundred

 
Ten

 
One

million million million thousand thousand thousand

100,000,000 10,000,000 1,000,000 100,000 10,000 1,000 100 10 1
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       d) If they are not yet seeing the pattern and need more clues, put up the  
                        colored chart found on the following page and give them time to discover  
                        the pattern. If they ARE already seeing the pattern, put the pattern  
                        shown on the following page to affirm what they are seeing
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: 

The preceding is usually all the children need to enliven the math study and to take the 
math study further on its own, without additional focus on how it connects to the structure 
of society or other core developmental issues. At this point we take care not to belabor or 
force connections as that would add a weightiness and, in the end, serve to disconnect the 
children. So once this initial ground is laid, we then go full steam into the math practice and 
expansion work and simply continue telling the story epic as a “gift.” 

For practice with Place Value Tribes from this point on it is important to do activities to keep 
this understanding active. For example, you can write up huge numbers on the board or a 
roll of paper - go way up through billion, trillion, quadrillion, quintillion, sextillion, septil-
lion, octillion, nonillion, decillion (4, 354, 723, 984, 543, 779 etc). Do put up a list of the names 
of each family, as many will be new to the child(ren) (and you). Then have the children copy 
down the number and use a series of high-lighters or colored pencils to color each tribe, then 
put the name under each. 
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Or they can mark each “member of the tribe” by color and write the “tribe” name above: :

Using these charts, read the number out loud. Write it down in words. All this affirms the 
meaning and structure of place value, lays the ground for work with decimals,  and is fun 
for the child. 

Place Value Vignette: 

Torah  

1) To lead in from God’s Promise to Abraham: (although storywise we do not yet know the 
names of the sons of Abraham (great grandsons, really, we use the real names as a foreshadowing):  
The promise of a nation had been made; God’s promise. There would be 12 tribes, 12 tribes of the sons 
of Abraham.  Abraham smiled, Sarah smiled. The time would come when the children of Abraham 
would cover the earth. Abraham closed his eyes and pictured his people, fathers and mothers and sons 
and daughters covering the earth like dust that spread east to west and north to south. He pictured 
the fields that spread before them and the tents that housed them. He pictured them working together, 
numbers beyond measure. 

Beyond measure? No, Abraham would be the father of a nation; he must make sure his people were 
counted. He must set an order so the people could be counted and stores of food and clothing gath-
ered to meet the needs of every tribe. But lost in his vision of his people, he found only chaos when 
he tried to count them. Abraham stopped a moment and then stood tall. He would set a plan in place 
that his people would be safe long after his time on this earth: the head of each tribe would divide his 
own people, separating children from mothers, and mothers from fathers. Then the head of each tribe 
could count each group. And each would be called according to the names of its leader: the children 
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of the Levi tribe, the mothers of Levi, the fathers of Levi; the children of the Ruben tribe, the mothers 
of Ruben, the fathers of Ruben; the children of the Simeon tribe, the mothers of Simeon, the fathers of 
Simeon - and so on through all the sons that would one day lead the 12 tribes of Israel. 

Each tribe would line its people: children, mothers, fathers. Row upon row they would stand and be 
counted. And when Levi’s tribe was counted, on to Ruben’s, and when Ruben’s was counted on to 
Simeon’s and on through the 12 tribes God had promised, the people would be counted and the goods 
gathered and shared so that the tribes of Israel would be cared for through rainy season and dry, 
through good times and bad. 

2) To lead in from Jacob’s Ladder: as above, but replace the name “Abraham” with “Jacob,” and 
leave “Sarah” out. 

3) To lead in from Rachel and Leah - if your other work dictates that you start Place Value 
Tribes a little later, you can use the same lead in #1, but replace Abraham with Jacob, AND replace 
the first paragraph with the following: Jacob saw before him that God’s promise was coming to pass. 
The promise of a nation had been made; God’s promise. There would be 12 tribes, of the 12  sons of 
Jacob.  Jacob smiled. The time would come when the children of Jacob would cover the earth. Jacob 
watched his sons playing in the fields and pictured his people, fathers and mothers and sons and 
daughters covering the earth like dust that spread east to west and north to south. He pictured the 
fields that spread before them and the tents that housed them. He pictured them working together, 
numbers beyond measure. (continue as in #1 replacing “Abraham” with “Jacob”)

4) To lead in from Jacob and Esau: as in #3, but now you want to change the children’s names to 
include Joseph and Benjamin (instead of Levi and Simeon).

5) To lead in from Joseph’s Family in Egypt: The Hebrews in the land of Goshen grew rich and 
multiplied many times over. Each of Jacob’s twelve sons became the father of a tribe of Israel, and 
all the tribes but one were named after Joseph and his brothers. Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, 
Naphtali, Gad, Asher, Issachar, Zebulun, and Benjamin. God’s promise to Jacob and to Abraham be-
fore him had been fulfuilled. Fathers and mothers and sons and daughters covering the earth like dust 
that spread east to west and north to south. Joseph pictured the Israelites working in the fields that 
spread before them and on the bricks that housed them. He pictured them working together, numbers 
beyond measure. 

Beyond measure? No, Joseph knew they must, indeed be measured so that all could be cared for. He 
must set an order so the people could be counted and stores of food and clothing gathered to meet 
the needs of every tribe. But looking over the people spread before him, he found only chaos when he 
tried to count them. Joseph stopped a moment and then stood tall. He would set a plan in place that 
his people would be safe long after his time on this earth: the head of each tribe would divide his own 
people, separating children from mothers, and mothers from fathers. Then the head of each tribe could 
count each group. And each would be called according to the names of its leader: the children of the 
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Levi tribe, the mothers of Levi, the fathers of Levi; the children of the Ruben tribe, the mothers of Ru-
ben, the fathers of Ruben; the children of the Benjamin tribe, the mothers of Benjamin, the fathers of 
Benjamin - and so on through all the sons that would one day lead the 12 tribes of Israel. 

Each tribe would line up its people: children, mothers, fathers. Row upon row they would stand and 
be counted. And when Levi’s tribe was counted, on to Ruben’s, and when Ruben’s was counted on to 
Benjamin’s and on through the 12 tribes of Israel, the people would be counted and the goods gathered 
and shared so that the tribes of Israel would be cared for through rainy season and dry, through good 
times and bad. 

If you are wanting to end the work with Place Value Tribes here and reenforce the idea, you can sim-
ply end the story itself, or the last day of study with: Joseph saw that God’s promise to his father and 
his father’s father and his father’s father’s father had come true. The brothers were one family again, 
the family of Jacob, the 12 tribes of Israel. So it was and so it would always be; 12 tribes, each made 
up of fathers, and mothers, and children. They prospered now and soon, he knew, they would be as 
plentiful as the dust covering the earth form north to south and east to west. 

6) Reawakening or continuing Place value tribes with any of the Moses story cycle, we can just 
reference the above:  Moses saw his people before him: the sons of the sons of the sons of  Jacob (or of 
Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Dan, Naphtali, Gad, Asher, Issachar, Zebulun, Joseph, and Benjamin). 
Each headed a tribe of fathers and mothers and children, numberless as the dust on the earth. Moses 
must ensure that the 12 Tribes of Israel remained safe.

Haudenosaunee: 

1) To lead in from the Clan System (Tribes)

He-Who-Has-Great-Ideas looked to the plants that grow on his earth and said, “I see the Creator has 
made many different plants. The Creator made the birds like this, too. The rivers, the animals - all fol-
low the same traditions, but each one has its own way of living and its own name. 

“And now we, too, are like the others, all following the same traditions, but each with its own way of 
living and its own Clan.“ He-Who-Has-Great-Ideas looked around at the people. Each was busy now 
with the doings of life - the children threw balls and clacked their sticks, “chit-chit” the hoes sang out, 
shht-shht the axes girdled the trees, and softly the mothers’ singing quieted the little ones riding in 
their cradleboards. Bear, Deer, Snipe, all the same, and all different. 

But as he looked around he realized that in all the struggle they had lost count of the people. He looked 
from one Grandmother to the next: they no longer knew how many houses were needed, how big 
the houses should be, how much land they would need for the houses, or how much food they would 
need to gather for the winter. They did not know what would be needed for the coming festivals. One 
Grandmother looked to another and shook her head. They looked out at their people scurrying about 
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to ready for the winter, and they shook their heads. They would need to know how many were in their 
clan and how many they were altogether. The people would need to be counted if they were to be ready 
for the winter. 

The Grandmothers looked to He-Who-Has-Great-Ideas and he nodded to them, stood as tall as he 
could and he began to count. One, two, three . . . twenty five, twenty six . . . fifty three, fifty four. 
“Wait!” called out one Grandmother. “Wait just a moment, I am sure you counted more people than 
are in the Turtle Clan; they are running back and forth gathering the corn and you are counting them 
on both ends of the field. The children chase the sticks and you count them as they race about, once, 
twice three times and more.” Soon all the Grandmothers were all looking for ways to count the people 
of each clan to be sure they had enough for the people for the winter. 

It was true, the people were moving about so quickly; there was much work to be done. Had he 
counted each once or twice or ten times? Who had they missed? Each Grandmother sighed, praying 
for guidance. One, two, three . . . twenty five, twenty six . . . fifty three, fifty four. This was not going 
to work, children darted here and there and mothers and fathers moved quickly from field to field. It 
was true; the people would need to be counted, but there were so many, moving so quickly, how could 
they count them? One Grandmother looked to the next, but now no one spoke. 

Finally, He-Who-Has-Great-Ideas stood tall again and spoke up. “Let us each count all the children, 
then all the mothers, and then all the fathers each of her own clan. Then we will add them altogether 
and we will know just what we need for the winter.” All the Grandmothers nodded in agreement. 
Each called her people to her and lined them up in groups: children to the right, then mothers, then 
fathers. 

Hour after hour the Grandmothers organized their clan and counted. By nightfall it was done. He-
Who-Has-Great-Ideas walked among the Grandmothers and soon all the people were counted. Now, 
he said, let us gather food for all our people and we shall celebrate the Harvest. 

2) To lead in from Vision of Peace

The cries seemed to fade away but all around the village lay in ruins. Aionwahta breathed deeply  - 
he had an idea. When finally the hoes of the field spoke to the earth of seed and sprout, the women 
chattered about Aionwahta’s plan. When the axes spoke to the elm of longhouse and canoe, the men 
mumbled about Aionwahta’s plan. When the fires crackled and children gathered to hear of the old 
ways, grandmothers spoke of Aionwahta’s  plan. And when the chiefs of each clan gathered to guide 
the village, they talked of the plan, a plan of peace for all the tribes  to live together,  in the way of the  
longhouse, in the way of the clans, in the way of the village.  

Aionwahta thought only of his plan. He watched the families of the longhouse and the clans of the vil-
lage to see exactly how the plan would work. The people went on with their lives. They did their work 
in the fields and made homes and villages as they needed. All was set. 
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But as he looked around Aionwahta realized with all the warfare they had lost count of their people. 
They no longer knew how many houses were needed, how big the houses should be, how much land 
they would need for the houses, or how much food they would need to gather to feed the people 
through the winter. They did not know what would be needed for the coming festivals and ceremo-
nies. Aionwahta looked to the Grandmothers. The Grandmothers looked to one another and shook 
their heads. They looked out at the people scurrying about to ready for the winter, and they shook 
their heads. They would need to know how many were in the tribe; the people would need to be 
counted if they were to be ready for the winter. 

The Grandmothers nodded to one another, stood as tall as they could and began to count the people 
in their clans. One, two, three . . . twenty five, twenty six . . . fifty three, fifty four. “Wait!” called out 
one Grandmother, “Wait just a moment, I am sure you counted more people than are in your clan; 
they are running back and forth gathering the corn and you are counting them on both ends of their 
journey. The children chase the sticks and you count them as they race about, once, twice three times 
and more.” Soon all the Grandmothers were trying to figure out how to count the people. . 

It was true, the people were moving about so quickly; there was much work to be done. Had they 
counted each once or twice or ten times? Who had they missed? Each Grandmother sighed in frustra-
tion and tried again. One, two, three . . . twenty five, twenty six . . . fifty three, fifty four. This was 
not going to work, children darted here and there and mothers and fathers moved quickly from field 
to field. It was true; the people would need to be counted, but there were so many, moving so quickly, 
how could they count them? One Grandmother looked to the next, but no one spoke. 

Finally, Aionwahta stood tall. He looked at the people and knew he must find a way to make this 
work,  and he spoke. “You must each count all the children, then all the mothers, and then all the 
fathers each of our own clan. Then we will add them altogether and we will know just what is needed 
to keep the people safe for the winter.” All the Grandmothers nodded in agreement. Each called her 
people to her and lined them up in groups: children to the right, then mothers, then fathers. 

Hour after hour the Grandmothers counted. Aionwahta watched closely, for just as the Grandmothers   
gathered their clans to be sure they had what they needed, so too he would guide the tribes towards 
the Great Peace. 

3) To reawaken or close study from the Great League of Peace:

Now, “Tkaie:ri,” it was done.  The Great Peace was complete. Aionwahta wove the last of the wam-
pum belt and put it back in his pouch. Then the Peacemaker called all of the Sachems of the Mohawk 
and all of the Sachems of the Oneida, and all of the Sachems of the Seneca and Cayuga to join hands 
in a circle with the Onondaga. “Now,” he said, “we are one, one made of many, and from now on we 
shall be known as the Haudenosaunee - the people of the Longhouse.” 

The peace was made but now Aionwahta would have to guide the building of council. Each tribe 
would have leaders on the council and the people would need to be counted so that everyone had a oice 
in the great peace and everyone helped carry the great peace. Aionwahta (insert whichever situation 
you stared the study with:  “. . . thought back to He-Who-Has-Great-Ideas lining up the children and 
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fathers and mothers of the clan”; OR “ . . . thought back to the Grandmothers’ gathering their clans 
and counting to be sure that there was food for all.”) . Yes, he had watched closely, now he woud build 
the council just the same way: he would have the chief of each tribe count his people, then they would 
know just how many from each tribe should be on the council. And so it was the children lined up 
and then the mothers, and then the fathers. From each tribe, leaders joined and like the 5 sticks held 
together, the tribes gathered at the Haudenosaunee council could not be broken. 
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Applying Place Value: Carrying and Borrowing:  

The work with Place Value Tribes needs to precede all other work with place value in Grade 
Three, as long as you have done the basic Place Value work in Grade Two. This will be your 
ground and your cultural tie in to give this work a lively and relevant context. If you have 
not already done the Tricky Mischief sequence, you can start with the cultural Place Value 
Tribes grounding for all place value work, OR you can do a mini-block that is just this Tricky 
Mischief Place Value work for about 2 weeks before you begin the epic. Either way, you may 
want to use the additional Tricky Mischief borrowing story within the cultural unit (story at 
end of section). If you have done carrying and the children are VERY confident with it, you 
can just touch in lightly and go to the borrowing section. 

We assume the children have at minimum a basic sense of the principles of Place Value. 
Whether or not they have done carrying already, you will likely do well to reawaken that 
through the activities that follow - if the children are clear about this process, simply do a 
briefer version of the below to firm it up before you move into borrowing - borrowing is far 
more confusing than carrying so it is CRITICAL that carrying is already on autopilot before 
you begin. 

 
Place Value Addition, no carrying

We are wanting to see the proverbial light bulb go on in relation to the basic principle of 
place value before we begin even simple addition. The light bulb may go on at any time and 
then the work speeds up. But, if it is going slowly now, rushing ahead can only hurt, so take 
as long as you need to - this is time well invested.

Once the child(ren) are solid with the place value relationship of numbers to “boxes and 
jewels,” as in the Grade Two stories, or with the Base Ten Blocks (ones to tens to hundreds),  
we can have them do the simple addition on a grid sheet made for addition and subtraction. 

We begin with addition. Addition is a natural impulse in children, it is the walking forward 
of computation. Once they can walk forward, walking backwards is a delight – starting 
backwards is just frightening and confusing. We begin addition WITH NO CARRYING. 

Before doing addition on paper, we do it with the Base Ten Blocks and words only. We actu-
ally line them up in the same way as they will appear on the sheet. This actually can be done 
on a large grid sheet, or by keeping the places clear. We should be sure to use a paper zero 
for the empty places.

If they are working with the Grade Two stories, the children often do well if the problem is 
stated in terms of Tricky Mischief’s work – “Tricky Mischief had been sorting the jewels of the 
kingdom all night. In one pile he had ----. In another he had -----. Before the sun lit up the sky, he 
would have to know how many he had altogether.” When naming the number, we do it slowly 
and let them line up the blocks they need for that number one “column” at a time, begin-
ning with the largest: as shown on the following page.
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1) Line up Three Hundred (3 hundred flats)  

Line up Twenty (2 ten rods)

Line up Six (6 one cubes)
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2) We have the children look at the blocks and “read” each number back to us. 

3) We go on and do the second addend, laying it out on the grid sheet one step 
at a time.

4) We add or group them together as we would in any written addition, begin-
ning with ones, and pulling them all down into the answer row. Although it 
seems obvious to the adult, the whole notion of lining up numbers to add 
them together is new for the children. We recommend actually stacking the 
blocks on the grid sheet so that they maintain a connection to the counting 
boxes and have the blocks lined up for adding. If they cannot do this on such 
small sheets, or the group does not have enough blocks for each to do this, 
we make a big grid sheet to work with on the floor. This process is just to 
plant a seed and no problem should involve carrying or any writing yet. 
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5) Now we have them look at the blocks and “read” the sum back. 
 
We do several of these problems, going on for as long as the children 
are engaged.  

 
Written Addition Problems using Place Value:

6) When we feel the child(ren) are ready to go on to the next level, we 
do a problem this way again but this time, at each step, actually draw 
the blocks on the board or on a large sheet of paper, as shown in the 
diagrams above. 
 
This should go quite quickly, as the adult does the drawing – no need 
to be too detailed, just boxes and lines. .

7) Next to that, we put up another “board grid sheet” with the light 
zeros in all but the thousands columns (as done in the earlier stages). 
Now we ask if the child(ren) can write the same thing in numbers, or 
digits.  

This should be quite straightforward, as they have been writing 
“block numbers” on these grids already – but the element of having 
two numbers right on top of each other will throw some of them.  As 
many prompts as needed should be given to help them over this 
bridge. It may be necessary to do it with them for a column or two. 
Try to remember to help them discover their own mistakes. This is 
trickier than one might think, because the numbers being added don’t 
go anywhere, but just appear in a new place – although they have 
done that in grade one, working it through in columns is another leap. 
This is full symbolism and they need support to link the activity with 
the blocks to this arbitrary way of marking it on paper. If prompted 
through so it is their discovery, this is an exciting moment.
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8) Then have the children move the blocks to add them, and do the same on the 
paper:

If, or when, the children are working with drawings of the blocks on paper, we still keep this 
as literal as possible, and bring it to full written form: 

When this connection between the blocks and the writing is clear, we will go on to written 
problems as described below. 

9) The teacher will return to stating a problem orally, saying the whole number 
and then each part, and the child(ren) putting the digits in the right place 
– we do this just as we have already been doing when we just wrote out 
numbers. We move through this quickly – they have already done a lot of it. 
There should still be NO CARRYING.

10) Then the child(ren) add the columns up, just as they did with the 
blocks, moving from right to left, one column at a time - even though 
there is no carrying at this point. Finally, they read out the answer.
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11) Once the children are very at home with this, we can start giving them 
the full written problems. The problems must always be written 
horizontally and without any grid marks, or we have done the work 
for them! There are many sheets of  “patterned answer” problems.  
These give the child(ren) a trickster or playful dimension to work 
with, while getting in a lot of place value practice, and also practice 
with firming up number comparisons and sequences.

As the children get solid with this, the teacher can do a problem with them that is greater 
than thousands, of course with no carrying yet. She might use the whole board, or a huge 
sheet of paper, and have the children do the adding with her. It is great fun for them to see 
that they can work with huge numbers – those “gazillions” they have talked of throughout 
childhood – and it is no different than adding ones. This helps them not get frozen on the 
notion of thousands as the end of their ability. If, or when the addition is relatively solid, 
whether in this first Place Value block or not, we can move into subtraction. 
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Level 3 - Subtraction with Place Value, no borrowing:

For those choosing to end the first block with addition and then go into a second block with 
subtraction, we recommend beginning the second block by making up another adventure 
for Tricky Mischief and re-sorting the jewels, or the like. This can happen quite quickly as 
there is no need to redraw any part, but the story and activity re-anchor the children in the 
process. Then one can go back fairly quickly through the entire process of writing the num-
bers on grid sheets, and then through the process with addition, as described earlier. If the 
child(ren) needed to stop the last block before subtraction, they will need this review before 
going on, particularly the stabilizing of addition. Going on before this is anchored will only 
confuse the work with subtraction.  Then it is time to go on to do subtraction. 

For subtraction, we use the same process as we did with addition EXCEPT that which is 
being subtracted must be represented with a number symbol (digit card), or else we are 
actually adding – manipulatives are worse than useless if they are not doing the “real” job. 
Because subtraction is more complex, we recommend spending quite a while doing it with 
the blocks before attempting the written form. WE DO NOT INCLUDE ANY EQUATIONS 
REQUIRING BORROWING YET.

1) We set out the base ten blocks as we would a number, on the place value 
grid. 

2) We use digit cards (a cut out of the digits to be subtracted) underneath that 
– not blocks, as this is not a “something” but a request for something.

3) We lead the children through placing the number of blocks to be subtracted 
right on top of the digit cards.
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4) Then we take them through bringing the blocks that are left in the top row 
down to the answer line. This is far less intuitive than addition, which is just 
a grouping together, so it is taken slowly with many repetitions before any 
attempt to do it in a purely written form. 

5) At each step the teacher should draw what the child(ren) are doing on the 
board, or on a big grid. As shown in the steps above. 

6) When the children are at home with this, we redo it in written form with 
them. This is begun by doing a problem exactly as was done before with the 
blocks. Next to it on a grid, we write out the problem in numbers only, just as 
we have been doing.

7) We let them try to do the math, and see what happens. We ask questions to 
lead them to discover answers where they are confused. If necessary we have 
them do it with the blocks and then write it down. 

8) When this process is clear to them, we begin with just the written equation. 
They should be sufficiently adept at changing from horizontal to vertical 
layout, that there is no need to go through the oral number calling; rather, we 
just give them the problem on the grid, and let them subtract. 

9) Once they are at home with written subtraction, we do a huge problem on 
the board as was done with addition. Then we move on to practice with the 
patterned answer sheets found in the blackline masters
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Level 4 - Carrying:

With basic addition and subtraction firmed up, we prepare for carrying. It is important that 
the addition and subtraction have a full sleep cycle before moving into carrying - it is a lot 
more complex.

Reawakening steps: 

1) The reawakening of basic place value needs to happen fully before you jump 
into carrying.

a) Tell a story in which the Place Value counting is done again or just   work with the Base 
Ten blocks.  Sample story at end of this section. 

b) Recall and let them do a free drawing of the story.

(Unless we  have already done a second sorting activity, we redo a full sorting and counting of “jew-
els,” in the context of this story. This should go very quickly since the children have done it before, 
but we may need a creative way to re-engage them. For example, one can make a few large jars with 
different numbers of beans or the like. The child(ren) guess the number in each. Then one group (or 
child) sorts out one, and another (which can be the parent) sorts the other. The children then “read” 
the sorted beans. Or it may be necessary to make it a race or contest to keep them engaged, but it is 
worth being creative so that they do the activity fully again. As they do the activity this time, we use 
the word “carry” as often as possible. For example, “Did you carry the ones to the tens box?” “Who 
is carrying the tens to the hundreds box?” and the like.  This is used to lay a very literal ground.) 

2) The writing of numbers is redone on grids, in full as above - but quite 
quickly unless you see a problem. 

3) Addition and subtraction are redone as above  - but quite quickly unless you 
see a problem. . 

4) Start giving problems horizontally and have the children shift these to the 
grid and do the calculations. Move quite quickly through each stage, as 
long as the children are with you. 

Now we evaluate where the children’s understanding and ease is with this process. If they 
are at all confused, it is time to slow back down and just keep working at these problems 
with manipulatives. There is nothing to be gained and much to be lost, long term, by trying 
to push this understanding. Rather, we keep building the ground for the children to come to 
the understanding themselves, thus empowering and not demeaning them. 

In a classroom setting, there will probably be some children ready to move on and others 
not. That is fine. Since they can all participate in the story, drawing, and sorting activity, this 
can be done as a class. Then different worksheets are given out; we leave those not ready 
to go on with the “non-carrying addition and subtraction sheets” for as long as necessary. 
Then we go on with the following carrying activities with those that are ready. In the Enki 
curriculum, skills are reawakened several times in different blocks, in the context of the new 
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grade’s core focus. Therefore, the children who are not ready yet will have other opportuni-
ties to move into carrying when they are more able. By Grade Three, however, we hope that 
it is not long before all have carrying on autopilot. 

Simply using the sheets that require the writing in place value columns, is building the 
knowledge they will need through experience. 

We go on with the others into full carrying – NOT BORROWING (it is much more difficult). 

1) The story, in which the Kings need to add their piles of jewels together, has 
set the stage for this work. There are many ways to go at this. One can begin 
with step 2 below, or can start with this step, which sets the children up with 
a challenge. Since they have been adding on paper and will assume they can 
do it, hopefully they will get caught and have to do some problem solving. 
Either way, the problem is framed in terms of the Kings combining their 
jewels: “Tricky Mischief had counted 6947 jewels in the King of Jewel’s 
kingdom. The King of Other had brought 2434 jewels with him. How many 
did they have altogether?” We give them the problem in written form, 
horizontally. It should involve some carrying, but not in adjacent places: 6947 
+ 2434= 
 
We let the children work at it. Hopefully, at least some will come out with the 
incorrect answer below, or at least feel quite confused: 

2) The child(ren) should be allowed to struggle a while; the confusion gets their 
will aligned with the task. Then the teacher can ask them to do this in “jew-
els” (base ten blocks) - and let them struggle with what to do.  
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3) The children should be given time to discover carrying. (While the terms 
“carrying” and borrowing” have gone out of favor for now, we continue to 
feel that they are more accurate descriptions of what we are doing than the 
popular terms “trading and regrouping.” We do trade, and call it trading, 
but in working with computation, we trade so that we can carry to or borrow 
from the next column - in a usable form. Just trading would do nothing for 
us.) It may be necessary to ask questions about what they did when they had 
too many jewels for a given type of box. Try not to tell them what to do but to 
give small guiding questions that take them one step further under their own 
steam. For example, start with just the 7 + 4. They can count out that it is 11, 
if they don’t know this by heart (which we would hope). Ask them to write 
11 in an empty grid. If the light still doesn’t go on, ask them to do it with the 
blocks. Ask what they did when there were more than 9 stones  (buttons, etc.) 
in the sorting. Hopefully they actually had to physically carry them to the 
next place. 

4) We try to elicit the word “carry”; this helps them find a literal ground for this 
work. They should already have sufficient experience with the Base Ten 
Block trading games that the solution is obvious, but it still is empowering 
for it to be their solution. 
 
It may seem best to give the children easier problems that they can figure out 
mentally, so that they can easily see the errors of not carrying. They will write 
down the problem and do the addition: 
 
They will know very quickly that something is wrong. They can use the base 
ten blocks or the stones to figure out what it is. Then they can go on with the 
longer problems. 
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5) As soon as they have the gist of this, we need to bring in the “marking down 
of that which is being carried.” We recommend having the children put a 
dashed-line in above the digits in the top, digit column, in a light color. There 
will only be a small space so the writing of the carried digits will naturally be 
smaller. We do not include this line on the grids as we feel that the act of 
making the dashes will help remind the children to watch for what is being 
carried. It is best if they make the dashes on each grid before they start 
putting any numbers in. This gets them into the habit of looking for “that 
which is being carried” at all times. 
 
It can be very helpful to show the 
children that the number they found in 
adding (in this case 11) is still there 
when you carry, it just has a vertical 
component. You can ask if they can still 
see the 11 and give them a chance at 
discovery. If they don’t, you show how 
to read left to right diagonally, so the 
one in the tens place (above the carrying 
line) moves down and right to make the 
11. Some children are greatly helped by 
this; others are confused. Let it go for 
those who are confused. 

6) When they are working with multi-
column carrying they will need to make 
rows of “dashes carrying  lines” one 
over the other - just be sure to leave them room for this. 

As they get this, they will do most of the problems just on paper, but we always check at 
least one problem a day with manipulatives. When they seem ready, we start using the 
sheets that do not have grids on them - this may not be until third grade - there is no need 
to hurry. The grids keep the connection to what is happening. In a classroom, different small 
groups of children can check different problems by doing them with manipulatives, and 
then this can be used to check as a whole class. Again, pattern answers are enlivening and 
can help reinforce such things as “counting by” or multiplication tables, odd and even, and 
the like.

When the children seem to need a bit of “spicing up” to their practice, they can do a huge 
number on the board, including periodic carrying, not in adjacent columns. 

We recommend holding off on subtraction that requires borrowing until Grade Three. We 
have found that a really strong grounding in addition with carrying, and with trading 
games, makes the process of borrowing make sense. Although it appears to be a natural 
progression from carrying, in truth it requires far more in the way of mental gymnastics and 
reversible thinking. If the ground under the reversing is strong, all will go well. If it is not 
strong, it will wreak havoc with all that has been learned. If you decide to go on, instructions 
follow the Bridges and Practice Section.
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Level 5 - Bridges and Practice:

Place value is an extremely tricky concept, as we have said. As described earlier,7  math-
ematical understanding may arise through one or more of five avenues.  At this point the 
children will have worked with all five possibilities: imaginative; active or applied (manipu-
latives); mechanics or technique; discovery; and concept or understanding.  Some of the chil-
dren will actually have related to all these and have an understanding of what is happening.  
Some will not have the vaguest idea. Most will be somewhere in between. Although the 
relationship between the different boxes, cartons, bags, beans and sticks may be obvious to 
an adult, it actually requires a tremendous amount of mental gymnastics to put this concept 
together with the activity, and that depends more on neurological development than on 
experience, practice or explanation. .  

Some children, those for whom the understanding is not coming together, will need to learn 
how to work with place value as a simple mechanical process, and let this experience form 
the ground from which understanding will one day bloom.  Somewhere down the road their 
ease with this process and their familiarity with it, and their work with manipulatives and 
imaginative aspects, will all come together into a real understanding.  But if we try to force 
understanding on children who learn through repeated experience, we will only block 
actual understanding and create a sense of failure.  Therefore, it is important that, having 
grounded them in the story and activity, we now give them a way to practice that does not 
require understanding. BUT it is also very important that we not mistake adeptness with 
mechanics for understanding. We need to keep coming back to the blocks and grid sheets 
periodically, to see where the understanding is, and to offer another chance to walk through 
this door. 

Many, many children, including the intuitively gifted and those that only get the mechan-
ics, will appear to have the understanding, but in fact will not. If we are fooled and thus do 
not continue to build the deeper ground, they will not have the thinking or understanding 
skills they need to apply this work to ALL higher math. Place Value is the foundation of our 
system – great attention needs to be given to this work. 

For the children who need to come in through the “practice or mechanics door” in particu-
lar, we recommend working intensely at the mechanical, skill building end.  This practice 
work should be supported by Base Ten Block games, so the activity to support understand-
ing is an ongoing part of their work.  

For the practice work we recommend staying with the written placement of the numbers on 
a grid (level one), and with the simple addition and subtraction (levels two & three). At this 
point, one should support a very mechanical approach to doing the work, if they need it. We 
give them the basic techniques and let them go to town with them.

If the children have not done this in Grade Two, to take the understanding further in small 
increments, and to add some variety to the practice, we can work with stories and work in 
a game format with the grid sheets. The “Disappearing Zero “ work in Form Drawing is 

7 see Teaching Guides/Grade One/Subject Areas. Mathematics/mathematical thinking
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intended to give a context to “filling in that which holds a meaningful space” and give the 
children a way to hold onto this fact. At this point, emphasis on the Form Drawing experi-
ence may prove helpful. 

For all the children, the most common problem to have is not understanding that an empty 
column actually means a zero, i.e. a multiplying by ten. We might start out simply, orally 
giving the same digits in a sequence. So they write out 62, 620, 6200.  We don’t tell them 
anything about the relationship, but just let them play with it. Later we might add in 602, 
6002, and 6020. 

As they work with this, they can be given 2 or 3 digits and asked to make as many different 
numbers on the grid sheet as they can using only those digits. Have them read back all the 
answers. This is engaging and educational for the gifted, the quick to understand, and those 
still struggling. 

-------------------

At the same time as we do not want to panic the math phobic child, we do not want to 
starve the child who is seeing the world in these kinds of mathematical patterns. This 
would be just as crippling. In the Enki approach in the classroom, we feel that math needs to 
be taught at many different levels within each group. The class can make the first three steps 
together - imaginative and artistic/manipulatives/and simple, mechanical written work. 
But from this point on the teacher will probably need to make different sets of questions for 
different children. No matter what level their understanding of the math is at, the children 
are in the trickster stage in their inner development, so the patterned answer sheets are use-
ful for all of them. 
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Level 6 - Borrowing:

As soon as the child is confident in this work through carrying, it is time to move on to bor-
rowing (if he has already done borrowing, repeat the process in full but moving at a faster 
pace). Contrary to what one might expect, borrowing requires far more complex thinking so 
it is important to be sure that the child is fully comfortable with carrying before moving on. 

You can bring borrowing out from any story about the people in focus needing something 
they don’t have. Because you have just done a significant link up for Place Value Tribes that 
focused on needing to know number so there will be “enough” for all, you can just build 
on this. Simply insert a line about borrowing whatever is needed from another tribe - let it be a 
simple connection to the notion of borrowing. You can then work with the new Tricky Mis-
chief story found in the following pages, if you feel it will be helpful

If you are starting with borrowing for the first time, initially do simple subtraction to get 
the child into the habit until he is in the subtraction  “mind set. “ Then begin on borrowing 
by giving the child a math question that requires borrowing, let him struggle with it using 
base ten blocks,  and then take him through the discovery process as described below. From 
there, work with the arts based method described on the pages that follow. 

Do not rush through this work - take whatever time the child needs at each step. Place 
Value is the ground of all that will come, you cannot skip any part of it without paying a 
high price down the road. When the decision is made to go on with borrowing, it may be 
helpful to create some kind of a story about borrowing to lay the groundwork for this 
process, still working with the images of Tricky Mischief’s world.  Or you may feel that 
some work with activities with manipulatives is enough.  The child who is ready to go on at 
this point is one who has a deep grasp of place value so story and manipulatives will not be 
as necessary. If a child is at all insecure with carrying, borrowing is likely to blow his circuits 
and confuse all the rest. 

1) On the whole, a good place to start is by giv-
ing the children a simple problem, in which 
borrowing is required but which they can 
easily figure out mentally. For example, one 
could ask them what 10 minus 6 is. They 
should long since know the answer by heart;

2) Now they are asked to write it out on a grid 
sheet;

3) They are walked through this verbally. For 
example, “So zero minus six is four?” They are 
allowed to struggle and try to find a way to 
say what they actually did; 
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4) When they are frustrated enough, the teacher asks them to show her what 
they did with the Base Ten Blocks. From this point on for a while, this work 
will be done only in base ten blocks, no written form. The child(ren) will 
actually lay out the situation on the grid sheet. We must remember to use a 
number symbol for the 6, as the 6 is just a request for 6 blocks and 
NOT the blocks themselves, or we have an addition problem. We ask 
how the children are going to get the 6 ones out of the rod. They should be 
familiar enough with the trading games that it is second nature to trade the 
ten-rod for ten ones cubes;

5) This is where the whole notion of borrowing 
comes in. The two steps are kept separate. First is 
trading with the bank so that we have separate cubes. 
But as soon as they are traded they can no longer go 
in the tens column – they are the wrong group. This is 
trickier than one might think because we have just 
spent all this time firming up the idea that you never 
have more than 9 in any column – the tenth automati-
cally brings it to the new column. So now we have to 
call on their secretive, tricky nature: “For just one 
minute, while no one is looking, you are going to 
have more than nine in the ones column. BUT you 
need to give away what has been asked for before 
anyone catches you. So quickly, give the 6 away“;

6) They lay the number of blocks being subtracted 
on the digit card, just as they did for non-bor-
rowing subtraction;

7) Then they bring the remaining ones to the 
answer line, just as they did before. It should 
be recalled that this is just convention; it has no 
real rhyme or reason – we could just as easily 
have set the system up to remove the sub-
tracted amount and just leave the answer in the 
top line. They should be given time to get this 
convention onto auto pilot; 
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8) We do a large number of problems just working with the blocks. It can be 
helpful to do it as a game. For this we need a people-sized grid sheet on the 
floor. Four people are needed to “man the columns” and we need a banker. 
In the homeschool the parent can be banker and stuffed animals and the like 
can be temporary “column manners,” while the child plays out all roles us-
ing the base ten blocks. This will be set up just like a non-borrowing subtrac-
tion problem. We give the child(ren) a large number to represent in Base Ten 
Blocks.

a) Each “column manner” will set up his column with blocks.

b) We put “digits cards” for that which is being subtracted. 

c) Each child will try to subtract correctly from his own column, beginning 
with the ones. As soon as they have to borrow to do it, they must actually ask 
their “next door neighbor” to borrow what they need. 

d) Since the neighbor has no way to do this, he will have to ask the banker to 
trade for the correct currency. We whisper and act secretively as the “extra” 
blocks go into the lesser column for their “illegal moment.” 

e) Finally each of the “column manners” brings the remaining amount to the 
answer line. Then the class or the child will read the answer. 

9) When they are at home with this - and it may well not be until the next block in Grade 
Three - we can go on to writing it up on the grid sheets. This is not as easy as one might 
think; in this case, writing it out in images will probably just confuse the child(ren). We 
recommend that teacher and child(ren) do many problems together, first in blocks and 
then on the grid sheets, so that the actual doing and the written mechanics are next to each 
other. This is more difficult than one might think because you have to change the numbers 
when you borrow. We go slowly through this one step at a time:
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10) When this is established with easy numbers, we begin on the harder ones. Depending 
on how the child(ren) are doing, you can do these with or without the base ten blocks: 

a. We put the dashed line above the 
numbers place in the top box, as was 
done for carrying; 

b. We do the borrowing with the ones 
blocks and then ask the children how 
many ten rods we needed to bor-
row – we do not tell them that it is 
always just one; we let that be their 
discovery over time;

c. We show them by putting a 
number 1 above and just to the left of 
the number in the ones column. 
We borrowed one rod, but when it 
comes into this column, that 1 rod is 
worth 10 cubes. They should be given a minute to see that the number 1, written 
in this place, read diagonally downward, gives them the total they have. So if there 
were 3 ones cubes in the ones column, and you put the small one on the left hand 
edge above the three, as shown, you have 13 cubes in this box. We have them count 
to see if that is true. One of the beautiful things about the Base Ten Blocks is that 
they bridge this technique with reality – they borrowed one tens rod and that is 
what we have written. We can also do this writing as a 10, but that adds another 
step of having to add the ten and the number already in the column. We would 
certainly do this if the Base Ten Blocks did not give the child(ren) a direct way to 
see what the #1 they have written means. Since the blocks do offer this, it is usually 
less confusing to write it this way from the beginning. 

However, this has an inherent difficulty in that the single hundreds flat when car-
ried appears to make one group of ten (i.e. in each column you subtract a single 
digit from X-teen, even though it may really be hundreds or thousands, and so on).  
This is a tricky concept that the children actually understand in the activity, but the 
saying/theory may be overwhelming. For most children we recommend letting 
them get very secure with the mechanics at this level and then asking them leading 
questions to help them discover what they have been doing. 

For quite some time, we will NOT use numbers that will require borrow-
ing in adjacent columns, but skip one or two so the child(ren) can get their 
bearings. 

d. Now we need to lead the child(ren) back to the tens column from which they 
borrowed and ask how many they have there. How many TEN-RODS did they let 
the ones borrow? How many TEN-RODS are left? Here, again, using the Base Ten 
Block makes this much more direct, as we don’t have to explain why you go down 
by one number even though you took out ten pieces. Although this is clear to us it 
is very confusing to a child new to this thinking in sets. The Base Ten Blocks actu-
ally hold their thinking in sets. We have them cross out the number and write the 
correct one above it:
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11) We continue on through the columns.

12) Finally, they can do it on their own. One can try just giving them the problem as one 
would any other subtraction problem, and let them go at it. If they are having trouble, 
they do a few with the blocks again. Then we try just the written form again. It is impor-
tant to remember that this leap is far bigger than adults realize. And it is very difficult to 
do it just as a mechanical undertaking. This is why we strongly encourage teachers and 
parents to wait until the child(ren) are solid with the other forms of place value addition 
and subtraction. 
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Level 7- Reawakening Borrowing: 

In working with borrowing in writing, at this point, adding the artistic element to help an-
chor the process for the children is useful.  In this format they are working with the regroup-
ing strategy to get to numbers they can readily use. You are giving them the problem on the 
left panel of the house below, and they are breaking it into a meaningful and handleable 
form on the right. 

One new aspect of doing this in Grade Three is that we bring the strategies the children need 
to use to consciousness - as always, we do this through discovery. HOWEVER, it is impor-
tant to enter this work as an exploratory adventure, and not let it become a burden. Some 
children will be greatly helped by this and the light bulb will go on. Others will explore 
with you, have no awakening, and need to go on to practice with the mechanics till they are 
secure. At that point, bring them through this again and see if the connection awakens.  We 
want to return again and again to both a real meaning and to the process of discovery - these 
are where the “learning muscle” is exercised. But children may come to that from many 
doorways, as described in the Teaching Guides. 

The previous activities will take you through the  
process of helping the children discover the need to 
regroup in order to subtract efficiently. In Grade Three 
we ask the children identify or name what they are 
doing. In the drawing at right you can see how this can 
be fully brought to consciousness within the third 
grader’s developmental level. We recommend making 
this house with a cover panel over the side to “hide” 
what is really happening.

First, the problem is given in the left panel - front of the house. The children attempt to do 
this as simple subtraction (as they have just been practicing this). They find that they can’t 
subtract this way. Do the problem with Base Ten blocks. Map out the borrowing process 
with the blocks, and see if they see how that translates to written form as shown “hidden” 
inside the house (we move from having 7 tens rods and 2 ones cubes, to having 6 tens rods 
and 12 ones cubes. Lead them to the write up shown in the house diagram. 

The children will have come to see that the 
“tens rooms” always have multiples of ten, 
and can only have up to 9 in each column in 
Grade Two. But now we are going over the 
10’s allowed in the units column . Uh-oh. 
This can be confusing and they need to get 
anchored in the fact that this is only true for 
a moment during the process, not in the answer. 

This is what is so tricky about borrowing: 
you have just spent a long time emphasizing 
that we do not go over 9 in the units column 
and 99 in the tens, etc. That is the principle 
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of place value. But now we are breaking our own rule for a short time in the process of 
working this out. That is part of why the term “borrow” is a good one - i.e. this is a tempo-
rary state. This “borrowing” seems obvious to adults, but it is not;  it will take the children 
time and patience to see this and learn to articulate it as a strategy of “borrowing for a short 
time,” from a wealthier roommate or neighbor. 

Do several of these, but do not do a full drawing again, only a sketch of the house.  We are 
anchoring the idea that we show this one way in writing, but hidden behind it, they can see 
what is really happening - first with the Base Ten blocks and then in writing). When you feel 
the child is ready, do many problems without the house, but with the break down in paren-
theses as shown above the  house on the preceding page. 

Finally,  do a problem again with the Base Ten blocks, carefully laying it 
out as you would a written problem. Write each step as you go, so they 
can see the 70 become 60, and the 2 become 12. From there, move to 
the standard written form and do some problems together. If they are 
ready, let them do many on their own.

-------------------

At different times, the processes of borrowing and carrying have been called by different 
names. Some approaches now use the words  “trading “ or  “re-grouping. “  Either of these 
terms may accurately describe part of the process, more so than the term borrowing (and 
you do want to be sure that the words you use are actually describing the activities that you 
do with the manipulatives).  So when you are regrouping or trading within the process, 
those are appropriate words to describe it.  

However, when it comes to the actual  “giving of a group of ten or a group of one hundred, 
etc., to increase the amount in the smaller unit, “ things become more difficult. You are not 
actually borrowing as you never give them back; you are certainly not just trading as that 
would not allow you to move units; so what are you doing? In actuality the higher tribe is  
“giving “ from its surplus. You can certainly use the word giving, but the children tend to 
have trouble with it because they will be identified with the one receiving, not the one giv-
ing (their focus is on having enough to subtract from). So for this action, we have found no 
better word than borrowing - therefore, though not fully accurate, that is the word we use. 

If this is the first time the children have worked with borrowing, then it is important that 
you leave the process to sleep for a month, and only after that bring it back again through 
the whole reawakening cycle before you enter into ongoing practice.  
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The King of Other’s New Ship (borrowing)

by Shelley Wurst and Beth Sutton

(Part 1)

The King of Jewel and the King of Other sat in the throne room, at the top of the long stairs, the tall-
est men in the highest seats, in the greatest Kingdom, far up above the sea.  Together they looked out 
upon the Kingdom of Jewel and the brilliant blue sea. 

Many years ago the King of Other had left the land of Jewel as a prince. But years had passed and 
once again he had earned the trust of the people and he had been made King.  And once again he had 
returned once again to the Kingdom of Jewel, but this time he came in peace, offering his services to 
the King of Jewel, hoping only for the opportunity to study and learn how he ruled his Kingdom.  The 
King of Jewel gladly granted his request, and years passed as the King of Jewel taught the King of 
Other all of the secrets and success of the Kingdom.  As the years passed, The King of Jewel and the 
King of Other became great friends, and ruled over the Kingdom of Jewel together.  

One day, as they were sitting side-by-side, watching the waves break against the rocky cliffs, the King 
of Other sighed and turned away from the view.  The King of Jewel looked at his friend, and he saw a 
big, salty tear trickle down the King of Other’s cheek.

“My friend,” said the King of Jewel, “What is it that saddens you?  The day is bright and sunny, the 
Kingdom is peaceful, and our people are happy and healthy.  What could possibly be troubling you?”

The King of Other sighed again, wiped the tear from his cheek with his hand, and said, “I have 
enjoyed living here and ruling with you, lo these many years.  You have shown me every courtesy, 
shared your Kingdom and your people with me, and I have come to love you as if you were my own 
brother.   But as much as I have enjoyed living here with you, I miss my own Land of Other.  I wish 
to go home.”

“That is easily remedied,” replied the King of Jewel.  “Your ship is still anchored in our harbor.  
Gather your men and raise your sails, and set sail for home.”

“Alas,” the King of Other sighed, “It is not as simple as that.  My ship has been anchored in the har-
bor for many years, and those years have not been kind to her.  The waves have battered her against 
the rocks, punching holes in her hull.  The rains have rusted her wheel so that it cannot turn.  The 
winds have torn her sails, and the mice have chewed through her rigging.  My ship is no longer able 
to take me home.”
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The King of Jewel nodded his head and placed a hand on his friend’s shoulder, doing his best to com-
fort him.  As the days passed, however, the King of Other became less and less interested in sitting on 
his throne and looking out upon the Kingdom of Jewel and the brilliant blue sea.  He spent more time 
sighing, and the King of Jewel noticed more tears trickling down his cheek

One day the King of Other didn’t even bother getting out of bed.  The King of Jewel summoned the 
Kingdom’s best shipbuilder.  The shipbuilder came up the steep staircase, down the red velvet corri-
dor, and up the golden steps to the throne room.  When he at last came before his King, he bowed low 
and awaited the King of Jewel’s royal orders.

“My friend, the King of Other, wishes to return home to his Kingdom of Other,” explained the King 
of Jewel to the shipbuilder, “but his ship is unable to sail. I want you to go to his ship, evaluate the 
damage, and fix her so that he might sail her home.”

The shipbuilder bowed low again and, before departing, said “Of course, your majesty, at your com-
mand.”  

The King of Jewel smiled as he sat on his thrown and looked out across the Kingdom of Jewel and the 
brilliant blue sea.  He knew that the shipbuilder was the best in the Kingdom of Jewel, and if anyone 
could fix the King of Other’s ship, it would be he. 

However, just a few hours later, the shipbuilder was again at the door to the throne room, bowing 
low.  The King of Jewel frowned at him.

“I beg your pardon, your majesty,” the shipbuilder said.  “As you commanded, I examined the King 
of Other’s ship.  She has been anchored in the harbor for many years, and those years have not been 
kind to her.  The waves have battered her against the rocks, punching holes in her hull.  The rains 
have rusted her wheel so that it can not turn.  The winds have torn her sails, and the mice have 
chewed through her rigging.”  The shipbuilder paused and swallowed hard, then continued with his 
head bowed, “I am the best shipbuilder in the Kingdom of Jewel, but I fear that even I can not fix her.”

The King of Jewel sent the shipbuilder away.  He spent the rest of the day looking out upon the King-
dom of Jewel and the brilliant blue sea, but he didn’t see any of it.  He was too busy trying to think of 
a way to solve his friend’s problem.  He thought all through the afternoon.  He thought all through 
the evening.  He thought all through the next day, and the day after that.

On the third day, as he sat upon his throne thinking, he heard bells jingling in the hall, and soon saw 
Tricky Mischief bouncing by the throne room’s door.  Tired of thinking so long and so hard, the King 
called Tricky to join him in his throne room.  Tricky cart-wheeled through the door, leapt over a low 
stool, and did a high flip, landing right on the foot of the King’s throne.  She smiled up at the King 
and awaited his applause.
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The King only sighed, and explained the situation to Tricky Mischief.  “My friend,” he said, “the 
King of Other, wishes to return home to his Kingdom of Other.  But his ship has been anchored in 
the harbor for many years, and those years have not been kind to her.  The waves have battered her 
against the rocks, punching holes in her hull.  The rains have rusted her wheel so that it can not turn.  
The winds have torn her sails, and the mice have chewed through her rigging.  It can not carry him 
home.”

Tricky listened to all the King had to say, then cocked her head to the side and sang, “Call the ship-
builder!”

 

The King of Jewel just sighed.  “I already did that, the shipbuilder said the ship can not be repaired.”

Tricky Mischief did a back flip away from the throne, then stood on her head, still smiling up at the 
King.  “Call the shipbuilder,” she sang again, “Not to fix the ship, but to build a new one.”

The King of Jewel burst to his feet.  “Brilliant!” he cried, so loud that Tricky Mischief lost her balance 
and tumbled into a heap on the floor.  “Tricky, bring me the shipbuilder!”

Soon the shipbuilder stood again at the door to the throne room, bowing low as the King ordered him 
to build new ship for the King of Other.  The shipbuilder straightened up and said, “Gladly, your 
majesty, I will gladly build you a ship for your friend.  However, ships are expensive to build.  I will 
need 287 jewels to complete my work.”

The King of Jewel nodded and said, “That you shall have, as soon as the ship is completed.”  Then he 
dismissed the shipbuilder, who hurried off to begin building the new ship.

The King of Jewel turned to Tricky Mischief.  “Tricky, I need you to visit every house in the Kingdom 
of Jewel and collect all of the Jewels in our Kingdom for counting.  We will then take the 287 jewels 
we need for the shipbuilder, and redistribute the remaining jewels back to the people.

Tricky Mischief hopped and skipped down the golden steps, down the red velvet corridor, down the 
steep staircase and out of the castle, through the fields to the town. She stopped at the very first house 
that she came to and began collecting the jewels.  

Wherever she went, her antics entertained the children, charmed the parents, and made the grandpar-
ents giggle.  When she explained her mission, each family happily handed over their jewels to help the 
King of Jewel build a new ship for the King of Other.
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When Tricky Mischief had collected all of the jewels, she returned at once to the castle and set to work 
in her counting room.  She sang her counting song as she worked: 

Long  short-short Chin-a to
Jewels   in - to Chin-a to
Jewels   in - to Silver so fine
Long  short-short  Long Fill up the 
Jewels   in – to   wood. Sil-ver and

Watch it shine!
Long   short-short
Fill    it - up Sil-ver to
Once  be-cause Sil-ver to
Long  short-short  Long Gold will fit;
Jewels  are  so    good! We’ won

The con-test
Wit for wit.

She merrily filled wooden, then china, then silver, then gold boxes.  All night she counted and by 
morning she had 9 gold boxes, 1 silver box, 4 china boxes, and 6 jewels in the wooden box.

Tricky Mischief tumbled and flipped into the throne room with a big smile on her face.  “Your maj-
esty,” she sang, the bells on her feet accompanying her.  “I have your royal count!  9,146 jewels have 
we in our Kingdom!”

“Excellent,” said the King.  “Now all you need to do is take the 287 jewels for the shipbuilder from 
this bundle of  9,146, and then we will be all set.”

“Right away sire!” Tricky called as she bounced and hopped back to her counting room.  “This will be 
easy,” she thought.  “All I need is 2 silver boxes, 8 china boxes, and 7 jewels from the wooden box!”

Tricky cart-wheeled over to the wooden box and reached inside for the 7 jewels she needed.  But she 
only found 6 jewels in the wooden box!  She looked around the room to see if there were any more 
jewels, but they had all been counted into boxes.

Tricky scratched her head, and tapped her foot, but she didn’t know what to do.  “That’s OK,” she 
thought, “I’ll worry about the wooden box later.”  Then she moved over to the china boxes.

She saw that there were only 4 china boxes.  She needed 8!  “I will fix the  china later.” With a knot in 
her belly, she moved to the silver boxes, and realized that there was just 1 silver box, and she needed 
2.
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“Oh no!” Tricky Mischief groaned, and she sank down the floor.  “What ever will I do?”

 (Part 2)

Tricky Mischief dragged her feet as she shuffled into the throne room.  Her clothes were wrinkled, and 
her hat was droopy, and she looked as though she might burst into tears at any moment.

The King of Jewel said “Why Tricky, you look just awful.  Are you ill?”

“No, your majesty, I feel fine,” sniffed Tricky.  “I just have bad news.”  She hesitated and shuffled her 
feet.

Well, get on with it,” said the King solemnly, “Putting off telling me will only make it harder.”

Tricky Mischief looked up at the King with tear-filled eyes and whispered, “We don’t have enough 
jewels to pay the shipbuilder.”

The King chuckled.  “Don’t be silly, Tricky,” he said.  “You counted the jewels yourself and found 
there to be 9,146.  That sounds like plenty to me! More than the 287 we need to pay the shipbuilder.”

“I thought so, too,” said Tricky.  “But when I went to the boxes count out the 287 jewels, I found that 
there were not enough jewels in the wooden box.  Worse yet, I found that there were not enough china 
boxes.  And worst of all, I found that there were not enough silver boxes.  Whatever will we do?” she 
cried.

The King just chuckled again. “Well, we know they are there somewhere,” said the King. “There are 
plenty of jewels. Go find the 287 we need – we need them quickly; the ship is almost finished.” 

Tricky Mischief looked at the King with a puzzled expression on her face, but the King just shooed 
her away.  “Next time I see you, bring me those 287 jewels,” the King of Jewel called after her as she 
walked out of the room.

Tricky stood at the top of the golden steps, trying to decide what to do.  “They are there somewhere,” 
the King had said.
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“Ok,” said Tricky in a low voice, and she headed back down the golden steps. “They are there some-
where here!”

Tricky Mischief  went back to the counting room and she counted again. There were only 6 in the 
wood box. There were only 4 in the china. How would he get enough? “They are here somewhere!” 
She called out and she began running about the room looking under the carpets and in the corners 
and even clearing away the cob webs in case they were hiding there. But they were no where. 

“Well,” muttered Tricky mischief to herself bright voice, “they must have found their way back to 
the people,” and she skipped out of the room, down the red velvet corridor, down the steep staircase 
and out of the castle, through the fields to the town, and all the way to the nearest house.  She rapped 
lightly on the door, and when the old woman who lived there answered, she said brightly, “The King 
has sent me to find the missing jewels. Can you please return them to me?”

The old woman looked at her with a puzzled expression.  “Tricky, you already took all of our jewels,” 
she said.  “I have none to return.”

“Oh,” said Tricky, frowning for a moment.  Then she perked up, “that’s OK,” she said, “can I BOR-
ROW some?” 

The old woman looked at her with a wrinkled brow. “Tricky,” she said softly, “I already gave them to 
you; I have nothing for you to borrow.” 

Tricky pondered that a moment. Her head hung down and she looked at her feet. Then suddenly she 
stoop tall and called out, “That’s okay too; I’ll just borrow jewels from someone else!”  And she bid 
the old woman farewell as she skipped off to the next house.

Tricky Mischief  rapped on the door of each house in the village. Wherever she went, her antics 
entertained the children, charmed the parents, and made the grandparents giggle. Then she asked the 
same question, with the same big smile, but every answer was the same, “Tricky, you already have all 
of our jewels - there is not a one left in the village we have none we can give you and none for you to 
borrow.” When Tricky left the very last home, she still hadn’t collected a single jewel.

Tricky walked very slowly back to the castle, scuffing her feet and scratching her head.  “I hunted and 
I searched, I begged and I asked to borrow. But there are no jewels left in the village. They are all in 
the castle - where, oh, where are they?” 

Tricky Mischief walked into the castle. As she climbed the high steps, she rubbed her head.  9,146 
jewels; where are 287 of them?!.  Suddenly, her eyes got wide and her mouth hung open.  “They’re in 
boxes!” she yelled, and down the red velvet corridor, up the golden steps, she ran. She stepped before 
the Kin of Jewel and called out, “They are in the boxes!” The king laughed. Tricky Mischief turned 
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and dashed back to her counting room.  She ran right to the boxes of jewels and smiled.  “They’re all 
in the boxes,” she sang to herself once more, then she cart-wheeled and flipped and danced around the 
room.

Tricky opened the wood box and took out all six. Then she rapped on the china box and giggled, she 
knew there were plenty here. “May I borrow some from you?” She took only what she needed, and 
on down to the silver she went. Rap, rap, “May I borrow some from you?” She took only what she 
needed. There in her hands she held 287 jewels. Carefully, she poured them into a velvet bag and  
hopped to her feet. Down the red velvet staircase, down the steep steps, down the rocky cliffs, She 
skipped and jumped and twirled across the meadows and fields, all the way to the where a small crowd 
was gathered to admire the new ship anchored in the harbor.  Tricky arrived at the cliffs just in time 
to see the King of Other embrace his friend the King of Jewel.  

“It’s a beautiful ship, and a generous gift,” beamed the King of Other to the King of Jewel.  “Thank 
you, my friend, now I can return to my home in the Land of Other.”

“You have been a good friend to me,” replied the King of Jewel, “I want you to travel safely back to 
your home, but I cannot let you leave yet, for the ship is not mine - I have not yet been able to pay for 
the repairs.” The King of Other hung his head. The King of Jewel hung his head. For a moment, not 
one person in the kingdom took a breath and clouds covered the sun. 

Then Tricky Mischief pushed through the crowd, “Excuse me, excuse me,” she said, and, moving as 
quickly as she could, she bounced up to the King of Jewel and tugged on his royal sleeve.  When he 
saw her smiling up at him. She held up the bag of jewels, everyone sighed, and the sun shone again. 

The King beckoned to the shipbuilder.“You have served me well, and build a fine ship for my friend,” 
the King of Jewel said as the shipbuilder bowed low.  “Tricky, pay the man what we owe him.”

Tricky smiled and handed the velvet bag to the shipbuilder.  “287 jewels, as promised,” said Tricky, 
and the shipbuilder nodded his thanks before returning to his workshop.

The King of Jewel turned to the King of Other and gestured to the ship. The King of other boarded 
with his guards and sailors following behind. From the bow of the ship, the King waved his good byes. 

The King of Jewel waved back, and, with a big smile on his face, he watched the ship head out to sea. 
Then he turned and walked back up the steep cliffs, across the meadow, through the village, and up 
the steep stairs, with Tricky Mischief bouncing at his side. In no time at all, the King was back on his 
throne and Tricky Mischief was cart-wheeling through the village, busily returning all the remaining 
jewels to the people.  As the sun began to set, with her sack empty, Tricky Mischief returned at to the 
top of the cliffs and waved to the last spot of the ship disappearing over the horizon. Far out at sea, the 
King of Other waved back his thanks.
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Level 8 - Complex Multiplication and Division - Overview

The children know what multiplication and division are already, and they have a lot of expe-
rience with the tables. However, the expansion to long form written work is a big expansion 
- possibly a leap. If you have chosen to do more frequent smaller math blocks, it can work 
well to introduce long multiplication in one and long division in another. If you feel the 
child is sufficiently grounded in this work to do this only in practice periods, that is fine too. 

Either way, this can be coordinated such that it is undertaken in the context of the humani-
ties work - a story that deals with plenty and bounty, or division of wealth, or sharing in 
scarcity or the tribal natural of place value - that is wonderful, and there are many sugges-
tions for such stories in the Cultural Units books.  All creation stories have some version 
of this and all peoples have some point at which they are working with sharing a state of 
plenty - or with dividing in poverty. If you are able to coordinate this, it will also help to 
add detail to the story - put in a specific number of whatever the goods or properties there 
are, and numbers for the people or tribes involved. The more these can be large enough to 
require long division or multiplication, the better (as long as it makes sense in the story!).

Then using the standard story progression, after the recall, guide the drawing and short 
writing to focus on either the multiplication of goods creating bounty, or the division of 
goods or creating order (Place Value). The next day, take the numbers from the story and tell 
a little word problem. Write the problem up on the board in prose (the people each planted 
4 or 5 corn seeds. Each grew into a plant and each plant produced 2 ears of corn), and in a 
number sentence (4 x 2 = ). From here, use the progression below to move to the long form; 
this is enough of a connection to the epic. 

This connection is both grounding and enlivening for the children: however, it is not necessary. 
There is no need to force this if it is not readily there when you need to do the math because 
this work is mainly an expansion of the multiplication principles they already know, though 
they do need to have a block on Place Value Tribes under their belts.  Both of these are in 
some ways new work and in some ways practice of the known in a new and expanded form. 
We will have emphasized the practice aspect of simple multiplication and division since the 
start of the year - and for years before that. On this base, the new or expanded work with 
division and multiplication is taken up late in the fall, or in the winter skills block,  or in the 
spring math block; then it need not be handled as new work if that is not working within the 
flow of the epic.  

It is very important that both long multiplication and long division come after the Place 
Value Tribes work because a firm sense of place value is what keeps both long multiplication 
and long division from becoming overwhelming.  

Basically, in the third grade we are just trying to get the child used to the written process 
of this work. She already has a real understanding of what multiplication and division 
are. For division, real connection of that understanding to the work with complex prob-
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lems will happen in fourth grade, and for some this is true for multiplication as well. For 
now, if she can get a firm base with the simple mechanics and the basic meaning of these, it 
will help next year’s new learning move more readily. 

We will be moving in small steps from the known to the unknown. The approach we use 
will likely seem complex and harder than simply giving the child the mechanics and let-
ting her understand later. However, this approach is structured to maximize both discovery 
and understanding. Because most of us were taught this as a meaningless mechanical pro-
cess, it may seem complex when taken as a whole. But if you take it one step at a time, and 
hold focus on discovery learning, then it is neither hard or complex for the child. Rather 
it is empowering, and it is laying the ground for real understanding down the line. 

The main trick for doing this is to empty your own mind of what you know about it (the 
mechanics and the meaning of Place Value). We see 143 X 24 = and immediately see it in 
terms of place value and, hopefully, understand why we are bumping our answers over for 
each multiple of ten (column). The children don’t. It is Greek to them at first. We want to 
give them the building blocks needed to focus in their discovery, and the time to put it all 
together, with guidance as needed. Try to go through each step with the mind of a child and 
see what opens up. Remember that you are teaching them how to tackle the unknown with 
enthusiasm and that is a lot more important than the math they are learning!

That said, not all children learn the same way. If you find your child seems to be getting lost 
in the discovery of meaning here, but is at home in the mechanics, then you can come in the 
other way round and start with simple discovery of the technique, practicing that until he is 
ready to work towards understanding the process. If that is the case, after you go through 
step 3, just go back to the mechanics he has discovered. HOWEVER, it is important not to 
mistake ease with the mechanics for understanding that can be applied. So while you 
may back up after step 3, these are two parts of a whole and both are needed in the end - 
which may not come for a year or two, but you should try again each year until it does. 
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A) Complex Multiplication: 

Before you start in on other work with place value in multiplication, it is very helpful to 
stabilize the children’s understanding of what it is to multiply by any multiple of ten. If you 
have not already done so, this can be a good moment to make a list of the ten’s magic they 
already know - the magic is basically any way you can work with ten to support figuring 
out an equation. These should have been worked with through activity and manipulatives 
before they are brought to concept (see Bringing Strategizing to Understanding earlier in 
this section - activities are found in the Movement section of this book). 

As always, we work at this by building the experience needed for discovery learning 
at every step. Empowerment comes first. That said, it is important to remember that the 
adult’s discovery learning is step one. It is your job  - and privilege - to watch how the 
child is taking in the experiences and see where any confusion is arising. Then it is up to 
you to figure out what additional activities or information will build the bridge needed for 
the child’s own discovery. The point is to give the child both the time and all the experi-
ential building blocks he needs to discover solutions himself; the point  is not to leave him 
floundering in the name of discovery learning. There will be times when we give too much 
information in hopes of building a bridge - and then it turns out the child could have done 
it on his own. And, there will be times when we give too little and the child is too frustrated 
and loses heart. Such is the art of teaching! But as long as the adult’s focus is on building a 
road for the child to walk on, and not on walking it for him, we will find our way enough of 
the time to spark empowered learning. That struggle to find the balance, in and of itself, is a 
great modeling of discovery learning  - and of belief in the child.  

Step 1: 

a) We begin by writing out problems that the child can already answer by rote, but we do so in 
the form that will be used for long multiplication (it is best to do this with vertical lines/
columns to clarify the place value aspect, as that is what we are now working with). Connect 
this to the Place Value Tribes understanding. Since we are looking to differentiate between 
the multiplier and the multiplicand (number being multiplied), it is helpful to use a different 
color for each (blue multiplicands and gold multipliers - because Max has been gold since 
Grade One). The yellow being different gives a chance to reaffirm that the multiplier is an 
activity, not a commodity or material. Look for an opportunity to support this understand-
ing - it may come out from the child when he starts looking for patterns. 

Because all of these equations are answered from rote memorization, it is a good idea to in-
clude some that would include carrying in the highest place if the child were actually figur-
ing out the answers, as shown below. Remember that skip counting is a form of knowing the 
tables by rote. However,  should the child not have either 
skip counting or the tables solidly down, you can put up 
a chart for use with this introduction (what matters at 
this point is that he is working with questions he already 
knows, or can easily find the answer to):
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b) Let the child do many, of these for at least a day and maybe a couple, until he feels  com-
fortable with multiplication in this form. Do at least 6 problems together on the board, and 
have him do them there and then copy these in his book. This copying is to give him extra 
time and space to interact with the problems to allow unconscious processing of patterns. 
Then ask him if he sees any patterns. If he does, great. If not, you can ask if there are any 
place value tribe patterns and see if that is enough of a tip for him to see the vertical rela-
tionships (e.g. 3 X 2 = 6). Look to see where he is stuck and offer experiences and questions 
accordingly. There is a tricky aspect here: initially you want the child to see the multipli-
cation in the one’s column and the ten’s column WITHOUT carrying, use several 10 X ?:         
11 X ?; and 12  X  ? , but be sure you do not go over ten with the multiplication in the ones 
column (so 12 X 4 is fine, but 12 X 5 is too high). So begin pattern hunting with only these. 
Then you might: 

1) cover the tens column with a strip of paper and ask what the answer to this 
question is. If he is not with you, you can ask what 3 times 2 is, pointing to 
where the question is written. Then uncover the tens and give him a minute 
to connect. Remember that he will only see the multiplier in the units place, 
but they get the whole answer - give them time and don’t explain; we will 
clarify in the next step.

2) if he doesn’t see the pattern yet, you might draw a loop around the 3 X 2, and 
then ask what question the 3 (of the 36) answers. If he sees it, have him draw 
a loop around that question (the loop will overlap the other on the 3 - that is 
a tip about it being the multiplier). If not, try the next support:

3) draw a loop around the 3 and the 1. Ask where the answer to this question 
is. This he will get, in all likeliness - if not, at this point he will be frustrated 
and you can walk him through it: “What is 3 X 1? Where do we see that on 
this page? Look, this diagonal loop asks a question and here is where it is 
answered. 

c) Once he has realized that you can multiply each of the upper digits by the multiplier and 
get the answer (e.g. 3 X 2 = 6 and 3 X 1 = 3), draw loops around the two questions. Then run 
through the whole set he has done, describing it this way verbally and then drawing the 
loops. Then give him more problems to do with this technique - and you have begun long 
multiplication!  Whether he seems at home with this or not, do many that he knows by heart 
this way, and draw the loops. The clarity he develops here will be his ground for discover-
ing what this all means.  

One new aspect of doing this in Grade Three is that we bring the strategies the children need 
to use to consciousness - as always, we do this through discovery. HOWEVER, it is impor-
tant to enter this work as an exploratory adventure, and not let it become a burden. Some 
children will be greatly helped by this and the light bulb will go on. Others will explore 
with you, have no awakening, and need to go on to practice with the mechanics till they are 
secure. At that point, bring them through this again and see if the connection awakens.  We 
want to return again and again to both real understanding, and to the process of discovery 
- these are where the “learning muscle” is exercised. But children may come to that from 
many doorway, as described in the Teaching Guides.
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Step 2: 

Now move into exploring what this equation means with a simple question: with the equa-
tion they know well on the front of the house, as shown below, ask what this means. See 
what they do with that. You can ask them to talk you through the steps of multiplying this 
and see what they do - you are just awakening the issues.

Then,  no matter how much of this is clicking, lead him through to understanding what is 
actually happening. Below is one way to do this.  Some children will find it helpful to do 
this in a more artistic way, as detailed below. Do this with a light touch so that those con-
fused by it are not overwhelmed. Either way be sure to go through the multiplication pro-
cess using manipulatives (Base Ten blocks). 

a) Make a drawing of a house (make it 
whichever style of house is in the Unit 
in which you are doing this (adobe or 
longhouse). Cut a piece of paper the 
shape of the side of the house and tape 
it over the side, such that it can be lifted 
up. At right, we show the paper hang-
ing down. You would draw whatever 
siding goes with your house, all over 
this (adobe bricks or bark).

b) Write the equation on the front of the 
house (12 X 3 = 36).  Help the child articulate this as a strategy.

c) Tell him that this is what we see when we do written multiplication. But what is really 
happening? That is hidden inside the house; let’s figure it out. 

d) Do this question using Base Ten blocks, and a Digit Card for the multiplier. Give the child 
a chance to struggle to figure out the meaning and lead him with questions as needed.   

Have him line up the Base Ten blocks to match the process,  
as shown..

Have him state the problem. 

Ask him what to do now.  
 
It can be helpful to put digit cards under the 
blocks in the question row, so that the question 
remains after the blocks are moved. 
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He should see that he needs to move the first set of blocks into the answer row, and make 
two more of these sets of blocks, ending up with three sets for the each column, as shown. 
Remember this is not symbolic, but literal and be sure to bring the “12 blocks” from the 
question, down into the answer. 

*It is a little tricky that the 12 of the question is also part of the answer, but he is used to 
working with this set up since the Grade One Grid Sheets. Clarify as needed, but he needs to 
see move from one place to the other for the break down “inside the house” to make sense. 

Now go back to the “house” and lift the 
paper (tack it to stay up). Draw the lines 
to make the spaces shown, as needed). 
See if the child can talk through doing 
the Base Ten blocks process in writing as 
shown in the “house” picture. Be sure to 
draw the bag or box around the 10 and 
the 30 set up as shown, to reaffirm that 
we never have more than 9 in a given 
column, but that 9, or any digit, can be 9 
bags, or boxes. of multiples of ten. 

Some children benefit from having a pale zero drawn around the digit in the one’s column 
on the front of the house, so they can see that the 1 is “one, ten’s rod. “ Don’t take this un-
derstanding for granted. This is just grounding the child in the process, which includes the 
verbalization. This way, when the numbers become more difficult and also when the process 
involves carrying and he doesn’t have the security of knowing the answer, he at least has the 
security of the process. 

Do several of these problems with multiplication he knows  that does not involve carry-
ing - after the first time there is no need to draw bags and you want to get to just numbers 
as soon as it is clear that he gets what is happening. You do want to keep doing them with a 
sketched house (not a full drawing, just an outline) for a while.  If he is having trouble with 
that, go back to the Base Ten blocks; go back to hiding what is in the house. Be sure this is 
solid before you make the next step. Solid in this case means solid in being able to group 
the multiplicand into ones and tens, and do the multiplication with known problems - it 
does not mean being solid in a deeper or more general understanding that he could apply to 
multi-digit multipliers. 

Articulating what they are doing is part of anchoring the understanding, so at this point 
look back at the whole. You can push the child a bit with questions like, “Well, okay, then we 
had 12 X 3 and you multiplied 3 times two (6), and also 3 times one, and put them together: 
6 and 3 is 9. So I guess 3 X 12 is 9.”  

Remember, every child has had a lot of experience with place value at this point; draw on it. 
If they have not, don’t undertake this but go back to work with Place Value.  The goal with 
this step is that he take hold of the principle of what he is actually doing, more firmly. Giv-
ing him something to push against, such as something he knows is wrong, can help this take 
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root. Let him struggle with knowing that is wrong but not knowing why, and then guiding 
with questions as needed so the confusion does not become frustration, but strengthens tak-
ing hold. 

Give the child time with this, but do not beat him over the head with it. When you feel he 
has taken in what he can, let it go and come in from the mechanical. 

Step 4: 

c) When ready we go to unknown equations, e.g.  23 X 3 and see if the child can apply what 
he has learned with the known equations, to the unknown. This is a moment he will gain a 
lot by realizing himself that he has all the tools he needs to answer this.

Outline another house. Walk through it and see what he can do. If he cannot break this into 
23 = (20 +3) and take it from there, then go right to doing it with the Base Ten blocks. You 
want to get it to the basic written format. When he is ready, go on to doing it with 3 digit 
multiplicands.

As soon as possible, start working without the house:

 2  3 = (2 0                     +        3)
 X 3   X 3                     +    X 3)
    6 0                      +       9    =  69

Do many unknown equations with two digit multiplicands, but stick to single multipliers 
and DO NOT involve carrying yet - so all multiplication within the problem must have a 
product of less that 10 (or 100 in the hundreds column). If he can’t do this, lead him through 
a few without pressure for him to get it, and then go back to do some simply with the me-
chanics he can do. 

b) Then, when this is firmly established, lead him back to the short cut you used to begin 
with (3 X 3 = 9;  2 X 2 = 6) and apply the technique to the unknown ones:

 23  211  511  312  101   24 
 
 X3   x4   X6    x3   X7  X2

 
Let the child fill in the answers with all the steps (use a sheet with place value columns). 
Give him time to connect to this with these unknown problems. 

c) With each problem, have the child describe the above in terms of the mechanics (3 times 
3 is 9; 3 times 2 is 6 = 36);  and then the meaning (3 times 3 is 9; 3 times 20 is 60;  60  plus 9 is 
69).  Do some of these with the Base Ten blocks.

This takes longer than a simple teaching of the mechanics because you are not only teach-
ing him mathematical techniques or tricks, you are also teaching him how to face the 
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unknown, use what he already knows, and find his way to understanding – and at this 
point you are bringing those strategies to consciousness. You are nurturing confidence based 
on the child’s own ability to work with information and experience - it is of far more value 
and, therefore, is bound to take more time. Don’t hurry and keep the steps simple - they are 
young children and this is just an introduction. If he doesn’t seem to be getting it, look to 
discover where he is stuck - what is he hearing vs what are you intending him to hear? Look 
for small things you could point out to help him discover, but wait at least twice as long as you 
think you should. He is discovering his own power and that takes time.
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Carrying in multiplication: 

Step 1: 

This next step may be done right after the last one, or you may feel the child needs to wait 
and solidify the work with long multiplication without carrying. This is a significant leap as 
it requires both multiplying and adding and keeping straight which is which! If you want 
to wait, try to connect this step to a story of plenty, bringing in the harvest, birth of many, or 
the like, would be a good connection. Review Place Value Tribes briefly. Do as much as the 
child needs because if this isn’t clear to her and solidly established, multiplication with car-
rying will be a nightmare for her.  

a) Move on to doing ones with carrying, using the same process as you did originally. Start 
with problems they know the answer to, and let them fill in the answer.  Then see what they 
can do with it on their own. Bring them around to seeing the following: 

 

b) Put loops around each part of the question just as you did before. When you do the loops, 
the carried number will be in both loops. Do this with a light touch - you are mostly awak-
ening the issue, which you will work through with the Base Ten blocks.

c) Now do this with the Base Ten blocks, as you did when multiplying without carrying.  
Remember that this requires keeping track of several things at once (multiplying, carry-
ing, and adding). That is a big leap; give it time. Rushing here will result in a knot later. 

Do a lot of problems this way and with the Base Ten blocks followed by or preceding each 
problem. Do quite a few without the blocks. 

d) Lastly, together do some more problems he already knows, with the “house” system you 
used before, though this time you must have the dashed carrying line so the number to be 
carried is separate from those being multiplied. This is more complex and if they are con-
fused, just do a couple together and let it go. Come back to it when they are solid with the 
mechanics.
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Step 2

a) Now move to problems they don’t know:

     3   6
     X  7

They now know that the first question to ask is what is 6 X 7?  He has been doing these for a 
while so they should feel straight forward. But when the child gets the answer of 42 he may 
well be a bit confused, even though he has just done this process with equations he knows 
by heart. Let him sit with it, just as we did with carrying in addition problems. If necessary, 
again prompt him - ask what he would do if it were addition, etc. Work with him to uncover 
the system - do this on large graph or column-lined paper so the place value columns sup-
port the child and don’t confuse him.

b) do the problem with the Base Ten Blocks as we did with the multiplication without carry-
ing.

c) Eventually you will get to: 

If he needs it broken down more, you can ask:

1) what is seven times six ?  As with addition, the 2 can go in the units column. But 
what shall we do with the 4 ?; 

2) carry the four to the tens column – we put a dotted line above so that it is clear what 
is being carried and what is being multiplied (this is trickier than one might think). 
Stop a minute and draw on the child’s knowledge of place value to help him see that 
the “4” being carried is worth “40.”  

3) Next 7 times 3 is 21 (you can stop here and take this apart to be seven times 30;
4) What needs to be added/has been carried from the last column? 4 (later you can stop 

and revisit that it is 40). Add (21 + 4 = 25). This is also trickier than it looks because 
we never write down the 21 - we have to hold that in our minds until the 4 that we 
have written is added in. It begins to become clear why it is so important to learn 
the multiplication tables by heart. However, at this point the children will probably 
not be fully at ease with the tables and may not have begun to take them 
out of sequence. Therefore, it is fine to use a written chart of the tables 
during this process. You don’t want them to lose the flow of the process 
to get the multiplication answer. 

c) Now test it out using the “house.” Use the old system we learned in the last round,:

  (3 0) +   (6) =   
  X 7   + X 7 
  210  +   42 =  252.   Voila, it worked! 
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Again, do this with a light touch; give it a chance to make sense; and let it go as best sup-
ports discovery and grounding.

d) Then go to using just the short technique. Be sure to put a dashed line and a plus sign un-
der the addition line, as below, AND to insist on crossing out each number after it has been 
added in..

The support of the dashed line and the crossing out can make a huge difference. When the 
child moves into double and triple digit multipliers in Grade Four, it will make all the differ-
ence in the world.  Establish the habit now to support the more difficult work ahead.  

. Do many, many problems this way, periodically checking answers with the Base Ten 
blocks, and occasionally with the house. The goal is to stabilize the process at a simple level 
- this will be the child’s long term ground for this work. 

----------------

If the child is very secure with this process of long multiplication, can do 
it with 3 or 4 digit multiplicands, AND is comfortable with the effect of 
multiplying by tens, you can go on to problems with double digit multipli-
ers. For most this will not happen until Grade Four.

If you choose to do it, just go through all of the same process again, with 
each multiplier. This is a big leap so take it slowly.

Remember that, as shown below,  this requires a visual-spatial leap as well as a conceptual 
one - it is not as simple as applying the same thinking to another level. 

Take the child back through all the steps you just did, skipping the 
house as it is confusing with all that is going on - but do this with the 
double digit multiplier. For this you certainly want to use paper that 
shows place value (grid sheets found in the Blackline masters) to help 
him navigate the visual discrepancies.  The grid sheets in the Blackline 
Masters also differentiate rows of addition from rows of multiplication. 
If the child is not ready to do this work until Grade Four, that is fine; 
the goal for Grade Three is to get the basic process fully stable. 
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B) Complex Division:  

Once the child has a good grasp on the basics of long multiplication - and after a sleep cycle 
- we move into the simple form of long division. Our goal in Grade Three is just to get the 
children familiar with the written process for work she has already been doing, in order 
to lay the ground for complex long division in the Fourth Grade. If at all possible, it is best 
that the child know the multiplication facts by heart before beginning this work, and that 
you have worked with the relationship of multiplication and division and had some practice 
with division facts. Therefore, it is not begun until late in the year - if she still does not know 
the multiplication facts, use a chart for this work, while continuing to have her practice the 
tables in another situation. It will confuse and not help her if she has to step out of the pro-
cess to figure out the multiplication - actually it will undermine learning the mechanics of 
division, which is the point here.  

This work is very much an introduction. You may want to begin long beforehand by 
learning the bean bag division song so that the naming of the process and the kinesthetic 
mapping are already there to support the child. You want to get the process words (divide, 
multiply, subtract, bring down) and the movements hooked up so that when you bring it to 
paper, it is anchored in the body. The Donovan tune for Happiness runs works well (avail-
able on the web-iTunes). Sing: “Happiness runs in a circular motion; life is like a little boat 
upon the sea. Everything we have can be shared so evenly; Divide Multiply, Subtract Bring 
Down.”  The children do the basic movements with a bean bag as you sing:

1) During the three standard prose sections just pass the bag quickly around the 
body as with “running squirrels,” or throwing between you in a lemniscate.

2) At the end of the prose lines (when you go into the math mechanics), with 
the bag in one hand, make fists holding hands side by side, knuckles facing 
up. Sing the next part more slowly to allow the bean bag work.

3) On “Divide” pull the fists apart.

4) On “Multiply” toss it hand to hand quickly

5) On “Subtract,” toss it to a partner.

6) On “Bring down” drop it down and squat quickly to catch it.

7) bounce back up quickly.

8) start in again at the “Everything we have . . “ line and go round and round 
this and the math process line many times. End with the whole thing again.

You can also get the “handshake” (the multiplication being done) hooked up with multiply-
ing in an active game, best if it connects to the vignette (on following pages). For example,  
skip around the room (or circle) saying the following verse. When you meet the child calls 
out a number between 2 and 12, and you call out one as you reach to shake the child’s hand. 
During the shake, he gives the answer. Repeat. It does not matter if he keeps picking 2 or 3 
or 10 to keep simple, because the goal is the hooking of the multiplication to the handshake, 
not learning the tables. 
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Verse:

Skipping down the forest trail
Hoping that my quest won’t fail
Wond-er-ing just what’s in store
When handshakes open every door.

When you meet and shake, the child says “4” and you say, “7”  - he has to say the “28.” 
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Division Process: 

The first step of beginning conscious division work is connecting it to the epic. This is a light 
connection about sharing and so can be connected to almost any story. 

After the standard work with this, you can also create a long division vignette which helps 
the child see the process as a living one (sample below). With this do the full story cycle, 
leading a drawing that emphasizes the sharing.  

The children have already been through extensive discovery work with the principle of 
division, starting in Grade One. But the actual meaning of the mechanics of long division is 
very difficult to grasp and should be left to be introduced with manipulatives in the fourth 
grade. Unlike virtually anything else we do in Enki, long division will be introduced as 
a technique first, and later brought through a discovery process. We will give ample time 
for children to see their own way into the mechanics, but we have found that, in this one 
case, the mechanics themselves serve as a building block to allow real discovery at a more 
complex level in Grade Four. The initial discovery of what it means to divide was made long 
ago with King Dominick, and there will be more discovery down the road to connect this 
with the mechanics. For now we are focused on getting the building blocks needed for that 
discovery in place.

A small story that gives the children a feeling for the movement of the technique can be use-
ful - this is not about the meaning of division which they already know. It is about giving 
them images to map the movement of the process. Something that includes the “roof“ (the 
answer); someone knocking at the  “door“ (the divisor);  and the ones in the  “house “ (that 
being divided); this is all you need - at this point we are just using the story and visual com-
ponents to further establish the movement pattern for the problem solving. For example, 
you can work from the following vignette: 

Long ago a young man awoke from a dream. He sat up and looked around the dark room thinking 
about his dream. It was hard to remember the dream but he knew he had seen something deep in 
the forest, something he must find. So, at the first light of dawn, the young man set off down the 
trail through the woods.

Behind the young man, the sky grew lighter and lighter, but overhead the trees grew thicker and 
thicker and around him all grew dark. Still, on he walked seeking, seeking -  he did not know 
what. The woods were dark and deep and the birds called their stories overhead. But around him 
he saw nothing and no one.  Still on he walked, right through the day and on into evening, his 
quest his only guide. 

Soon the young man stopped and looked around - behind, in front, on all sides, it was the same. 
He did not know where to turn so he sat down while the last of the day light faded around him. 
Suddenly he saw a small light flicker in the distance. He got up and worked his way toward the 
light, pushing branches aside and stepping over fallen logs, until finally he made his way to the 
clearing. 
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The young man stood stone still staring at the bright light shining out from a small cottage. Was 
this where his quest had led him? What lay inside the cottage?  Would he find treasure? Fame? 
fortune? Slowly he walked to the door. Carefully he knocked on the door. 

“Who dares knock on our cottage door? called back an angry voice. “Why are you here and what 
do you seek?”

The young man did not know, but he felt sure his quest had led him here. “I would like to come 
in. I am following my dream and it has brought me here.” 

Inside, the voice chuckled wickedly. “No one enters this door without the secret code,” it said. 

The young man had no idea what to do so he stood there silently watching the light shine out. 
Into the silence came a voice. A soft hush, a small whisper.  He looked around - right, left, down, 
and then he looked up. The voice whispered from the edge of the roof, “Here” it said, “shake my 
hand.” The young man did not understand, but he reached up and shook the hand of the fellow 
on the roof.  Beside him a flag popped up, and “Creak,” the door before the young man the door 
opened a crack and light streamed out. The young man walked into the house and pulled the door 
shut behind him.  

Inside, the room sparkled so brightly that the young man had to cover his eyes. Slowly he looked 
around. Jewels everywhere. The young man knew his quest had led him here. He filled his pockets 
with jewels ,and then before him he saw another door. Again he knocked. The harsh voice came 
again: “No one enters this door without the secret code.” The young man felt his full pockets and 
shook his head. He turned to go back, away from the harsh voice, but the door was gone, behind 
him was only a wall. He turned back to the new door. “No one enters this door without the secret 
code.”

The young man stood in the silence and looked around. Into the silence came a voice. A soft 
hush, a small whisper. Now the young man knew what to do. He reached up and shook the hand 
extended to him. Again, a door opened. Again, a flag rose on the roof. Again, light sparked about, 
but this time the young man saw only a few jewels. He picked up what he saw, and he turned 
back to head out. But behind him was only a solid wall; the door was gone. The young man looked 
around, but with the sparkling jewels deep down in his pockets, he saw only darkness. 

The young man sat down. Tired from his long journey, he drifted off the sleep. As he slept the 
dream came again. “Forward, son, forward only and your quest will be fulfilled.” The young man 
awoke. Slowly, the sky before him began to lighten. He looked around one last time. Behind was a 
solid wall. Left, right, solid walls. But before him the way was open. The young man reached into 
his pockets and felt the jewels. He rose up and walked out. As he headed into the woods he turned 
and looked back. There stood a simple cottage with flags flying high on the roof. They seemed to 
be bidding him goodbye. He reached into his pockets, felt the jewels and smiled. He knew he had 
fulfilled his quest and he skipped home in the rising sun. 
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(These images will have to be changed for those using the European system of long division 
- but the principle is the same). 

The goal at this level is just to give the child an active image of the need to go to the door, 
get help from the roof, and then go in. It is the mapping of the basic movements we are after 
and if you get too literal at this point, it is easy to lose the child. So it is important this time 
to do the full recall and drawing. The drawing needs to be led so that it maps the mechanics. 
The images of the house and the handshake are what we are after.  This part is rote memori-
zation of a technique, but it gives the child support when he gets criss-crossed about what to 
do next. That support can be just what he needs to gain the experience necessary to under-
standing the process the following year.

With this first set of work with the long division set up, say it all in the way that he already 
knows: “33 divided by 3 is,” and NOT “3 into 33” is. That will come very soon, but first con-
nect to what he knows. 

With this map under the child’s belt, next you put a series of empty “houses” on the board 
and then fill them with a very simple problem  (using the numbers from your story and 
referring back to the story as you do); be sure the problem is one the child can answer from 
rote knowledge (A). You state the problem and put in the handshake (x). He says the answer 
and, as in B, you put it in the right place,  naming  “ roof “ etc. Have him do several where 
he knows the answer and the only thing he is doing is saying it as you put each step in the 
right place. 

Here we can bring in a bit of discovery. For the child at this stage, this is just a new way to 
write the division equation. Ask what patterns he sees. Maybe he will see the relationship 
of multiplication and the handshake; maybe not. If he does not, you can refer him back to 
the handshake from the story and activity just by pointing to the product (the total in the 
house), and asking if he sees the question for which this is the answer, i.e. “Do we have two 
numbers that can work together to make this?” He should be able to answer this - even if he 
has to look at a chart. Then point to the multiplication sign at the corner of the ”house.” (B) 

Give the child time to make any connections he can.  First he will connect the multiplication 
of the whole number on the roof (12) by the “knocker” (4) to the one in the house (48). Have 
him check all the problems to be sure this is true.

Now give him time to connected the individual digits to the multiplication (4 X 1 = 4, and 
4 X 2 = 8). Ask him leading questions, beginning with the most general: “do you see any 
other patterns in these numbers?” Give time. If needed, ask “What if we look at the digits 
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separately?” and so on. This should not be difficult, but we want him in the habit of check-
ing, and we want him to experience the inverse nature of multiplication and division. Check 
every time.  

Next we move into languaging. The language of division is NOT straight forward. In 
switching to this way of working with division we move from the question of, “How many 
groups of 3 can 24 be divided into,” to “How many times does 3 ‘fit into’ 24.” That is not a 
small leap and it is worth taking some time with manipulatives to help the children see that 
these are the same question spoken in different ways. 

Typically we talk about “3 going into 33.” But what does that mean? It could mean that 
we have an egg carton (or other such divided container) and we want to know how many 
groups of 3 we can fit into it. However, that is not often what we are really asking when 
working with whole numbers (though it is when working with fractions). With whole num-
bers, we  are really asking: “If I divide 33 among 3 people (or into 3 piles), how many will 
each have?”

However, to do long division efficiently and relating to the visual, we need to switch the 
languaging  to 3 goes into 33 how may times. We could also say: “How many piles of three 
can we make from this number (33), and then put the answer above, but it is more confus-
ing.  The basic language switch to “How many times does 3 go into 33” will be an impor-
tant ground for Grade Five division of fractions. Worth taking real time to shift consciously 
at this point, but watch for confusion. This is a point at which the shift in languaging and 
perspective needed to do this may be too complex for a third grader to really understand. So 
for this introduction, after letting him explore the language issues, we take him through the 
technique.

Go through the process with the children with equations they know by heart - hopefully he 
has already learned to sing this with bean bags:

Now just lead the child through the process: 

1) how many times can 3  go into 3? (or how many piles of 3 can we make from 
3)? One.  Write it on the roof; 

2) now point to the handshake and multiply, 3 x 1 = 3, write it underneath and 
in the first room; 

3) subtract and write the answer;
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4) bring down whatever is in the next column. Be sure at this point we are not 
working with remainders and that you have vertically lined paper to keep 
sections clear. We want to get the child solid with the basic mechanics. 

It is helpful to have place value columns for this work marking the “rooms,” but it is trickier 
because the horizontal division lines needs to be very clear. We recommend using a paper 
with light blue, vertical place value lines, and darker horizontal lines. You can use large 
lined paper turned sideways or the Division Grid sheets included on the Blackline Masters 
CD.

Have the child do many, many of these where he knows the answer but must show the pro-
cess, as in the example. At first do not have any of the division answers be 0. This is too hard 
for most children to grasp at this point. Once they have a handle on the whole process you 
can bring this in. 

If that is all they can take in, in a breathing manner, that’s fine. If it is going very smoothly 
and multiplication is going well, you might go onto the next step -  problems for which he 
doesn’t know the answer from rote memorization. The big issue is: don’t rush him! If he 
is not ready, just stay on the simple problems and let the process go onto auto pilot. If you 
scare him off now it is very hard to re-secure him. Patterned answer problems are included 
in the Blackline Master CD. All told, work with long division at this time is just setting a 
secure stage for diving in deeply in Grade Four. 

Once the child is at home with this (possibly not until Grade Four), you can follow with a 
more pointed story or activity in which  each room has its own name and a special hand-
shake. So the first could be the Throne of Thousands, and require a quadruple shake (being 
in the fourth place value column), the third the then Hall of Hundreds with a triple shake; 
the second, the Tomb of Tens with a double shake; and the first the Wall of Ones requiring a 
single shake. You don’t want to start here as it adds too much detail and we want to secure 
the process first.

Take care at this point. You are only looking to lay the sequencing of steps  - more is likely to 
cause confusion. So if you want to lay further ground with the naming of rooms and differ-
entiating handshakes, think of it as laying ground that you will harvest next year as discov-
ery - don’t go into place value yet.

To check this bigger kind of problem the child will have to use the new approach to multi-
plication that he has only recently learned - this is a good way to practice that, but not until 
he has it securely learned. 

Having worked with the very tangible discovery process usually used in Enki, the tempta-
tion to do division with manipulatives may be great. Our experience has been that this is 
one of the rare times when the manipulatives are quite complex - because one is suddenly 
moving left to right in calculating (beginning with the higher number), and because the lan-
guaging is so tricky. Therefore, we build this skill using the mechanics as an anchor for the 
rough seas of division manipulatives - and discovery- in Grade Four, rather than the other 
way round. 
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Core New Math Material:  
Measurement  

There are many, many stories from which measurement can be introduced, because mea-
surement is an actual part of living on the earth. We recommend that your first measure-
ment activities come from a story that naturally deals with linear measurement as an exten-
sion of the body, or as an extension of immediate experience.
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Linear Measurement: 

Materials for this block:

• foot long ruler with clear markings of inches, half, and quarter inch markings

• yard stick with clear foot  and inch markings

• metric ruler if  - and only if - you live in an area using metric measurement

• 300 ft long clothesline

In the Torah stories this is clearly present in the story of Noah’s Ark; in the Haudenosaunee, 
any story with a strong focus on the building or care of the Longhouse can work (chapters 
11a and 18 are structured specifically for this).  At this point we are not actually building a 
structure, though any of these can also be used as wonderful building projects. Right now 
we are using them to bring a living sense of measurement and to give the child an experi-
ence of the need for standardization of measures. 

Read or tell the story and take it through the full artistic digestions process. 

For Noah’s Ark:

1) Then head out to measure out the Ark or the Long House in cubits (finger tip 
to elbow). In a family setting, some preparation will be needed to measure 
the ark because it is much too big for a handful of people to measure. Tell the 
child what a cubit is.  Have each family member who will be involved in the 
ark project measure his or her cubit with a piece of different colored yarn - 
cut that, and keep it as your “personal standard.” 

2) Each person takes a ball of yarn of his or her color and, using the “personal 
standard” piece, he measures out 50 lengths so that you each now have one 
continuous “50 cubit measure (they will not be the same, but do not bring 
attention to that yet - it is an important part of the discovery process and will 
happen later. If the child mentions it, the dependable Enki “Hmmm . . .” will 
have to do. 

3) Now take these measures out to a very large open space like a park - the ark 
is humongous (no back yard is likely to fit it)! Begin by setting a marker at 
the starting point. Then lay out the 50 cubit pieces and have the child add 
them up to get to 300 cubits long (about 150 yards). You will have to use each 
string several times. Mark the end point with a big stone.

4) Now use one string to measure the width  - 50 cubits wide, Mark the space 
and marvel at how long and narrow the ark was! 

If you have a group of 10 or so, it has more impact if done this with a “human chain”:
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1) Do step 1 as above, but now use the “personal standard” to measure arm 
span. Each person will be  about 4 cubits across, finger tip to finger tip (again, 
don’t point out the relation of human body parts or the difference from per-
son to person, just “Hmmm . . .”  will do).

2) Go out to a big field or the like and make a human cubits chain - hook 
middle fingers or hold hands. Mark the starting point. Ask the children the 
total length of the human cubit chain (they can either skip count by fours or 
pull from the multiplication tables). 

3) Without letting go, have them rotate around the last person in line to add 
the next length of chain. Keep going until they have measured out 300 cubits 
long and 50 wide. Mark the space and marvel at how long and narrow the 
ark was!  

4) To complete the measurement learning process, go to the follow up after the 
Longhouse measurement introduction. 

For the Longhouse Story:

You can refer back to the number of aunts and great aunts living in the Longhouse with 
Aionwahta to get your length.

1) To help the children enter the matrilineal experience, begin by exploring how 
many families will need to live in this long house. You can work with the 
number of families in Aionwahta’s extended family and/or the child’s own 
family. To figure out the child’s own extended family, start with the oldest 
living female on the mother’s side. From this person down, all grown female 
children and all their grown female children will share this house with one 
space for each family. The heaths run up the middle of the house, so you 
need one for every two families. The family below would need 5 hearths (this 
is about half as many as the average Haudenosaunee clan).
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2) Head out to a big open space and show the child(ren) what a pace is (one 
hearty step - bigger than your norm, but walkable - about 3 feet for an adult 
male). 

3) Tell them that the Longhouse is 7 paces wide (20-22 ft.) - pace it out and mark 
the spot. However, 7 of the child’s strides will only be about 17 ft wide. For 
now, let that go.  

4) Each family had a space about 7 paces long running down their side of the 
aisle. Measure out your Longhouse based on how many families will be in it 
and mark the ends. 

5) Finally we have height - the height was virtually always the same as the 
width - 7 paces (20-22 ft.)  Using a downed sapling or the like, measure this 
to 7 paces too, cut it and hold it up so they can imagine height. 

The Haudenosaunee did not describe their houses in terms of paces once they were built, 
but rather in terms of fires. A house would be or 5 or even 10 fires long. This told how many 
families lived in the house - two families shared each fire, one living on either side of the 
aisle, so there were twice as many families as fires in each Longhouse.

With the direct connection to the story established, now, whether introducing measurement 
in the Torah or Haudenosaunee unit, we want to turn our focus to bringing the children into 
an exploration of the wondrous relationships of measure within their bodies. (If you have 
done this in the Rites of Passage unit, just refer back to the parts done there, and continue 
with the more detailed aspects described here.) This connection to self through body magic 
is why we begin with feet and inches (digits) regardless of the system we will finally use. 

1) Take a piece of yarn the length of the cubit or the pace (depending on the 
unit you are in), and ask the children to see how many times it fits from fin-
ger tip to finger tip (across their wingspan). 

2) Ask that they compare this to their height. Voila! About the same. 

3) Then ask that they lie on the floor. Put a marker at their head and their heels. 
Then have them lie on their stomachs such that their heart is at the level of 
the line from the “head to heel markers.” Check the comparison. The should 
fit quite exactly. 

4) Now let them do this head to wing span activity to measure you and any one 
else you can involve in this adventure - they are generally quite excited about 
body measure magic. 

5) Set the children loose exploring these relationships - make a cut out map of 
the foot and measure all over the body with it. Make a chart of these relation-
ships - and there are many. 

• the length of the lower arm - approximately one personal foot;

• measure from the center of the collar bone to the wrist - approxi-
mately three personal feet or one personal yard;

• measure from the inside of the knee to the ankle - approximately 
one personal foot.
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6) Compare each person’s chart and see what is the same and what different. 
But DO NOT call these “personal feet” - just call them “feet.” The move from 
personal to standard is the heart of this work and the child needs the imbal-
ance of working his through for it to have lasting meaning. Even if he already 
gets that everyone is the same because it is their own foot, just use the “Enki, 
I wonder, hmmm . . .” Right now we are just focused on relationships. 

7) Now make cut outs of the finger digit (try the thumb, index, and pinky). 
See how these fit into the foot (remember not to be too fussy and remember 
that children grow at different rates - always let them check adults too and 
remember that none of us is perfectly proportioned).  

Up to this point we have only worked with each child’s own body relationships. Now it is 
time to start standardizing them. 

1) Choose some things to measure - length of a room, a table, a swing set, etc. 
Let the child measure with his foot; at least one parent (preferably two other 
people, too)  should measure the same things with their own. If one is a 
smaller child, help him measure with his. 

2) Write up the answers but do your best not to get into a discussion on this - let 
the child live with the discomfort. 

3) Now have him mark his height/wingspan on the floor, and measure it with 
his foot. Adults and little ones do this too, and write them up (everyone will 
be about 6 of their own feet) - again, leave the child with this discomfort. 

4) Have the child look at the information and tell of any patterns he sees. 
Although it will be obvious to you, and in many ways to the child, push 
him with confusion until he is able to articulate the situation with force. For 
example, have the child stand next to his father and look at the measurement 
chart. Say, “Great, all my family is the same size. Yup, I see it now. That’s 
what makes us a family. It will be easier to share pants too, now that we 
are all the same size.”  This heightening of confusion through play is 
what will let the child clarify the situation and discover the need for 
standardized measurement. That is the all important point of this. 

Once the child sees the need for standardized measure from his own physical experience (or 
is sufficiently uncomfortable and know s something is wrong), we can further strengthen 
this understanding through a simple - and humorous - vignette. There are many possibilities 
for this; one follows: 
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The King’s Foot

Once there was a king who ruled over a peaceful kingdom at the edge of a great meadow. The 
kind had been married for many, many years, and the queen had given him many, many children. 
Now the children were grown and the king wanted to give his Queen a very special present for 
her birthday. He thought and thought about what would make her happy. Jewels? No, she had 
more jewels than anyone could ever want. Gowns? No, she had the finest gowns in all the land. 
Fancy hats? No, no, no, the queen work a jeweled crown; a hat would not do! 

What would a queen who had mothered many, many children want most?  “Ah ha!” said the 
King, “I know, I know. The queen wants a good night sleep. I will have the finest bed in all the 
world made for her.“ And so it was decided, and the king went to work to find the finest bed 
maker. 

The king put out a call to the finest carpenters in the world. He swore them to secrecy for this 
must be a surprise for the Queen’s birthday. All the carpenters in the land gathered together. 
They listened closely to the kings idea, and then each and every one of them hung his head low 
and shook it slowly back and forth. “No,” they said, “this we cannot do.” 

“Why?” roared the king. “I am your chief and your commander! you must do as I command!”

“But your majesty,” they answered in unison, “we don’t know how big to make the bed. You 
must tell us how tall the queen is or not one of us can do it.” 

“Ah,” laughed the king, “then I shall go and measure the queen. Meet me here tomorrow and I 
will choose just who is best to make the bed.” 

That night when the queen slept, the king rose up and, as quietly as he could, he paced along side 
the queen and counted each step. Up and across he paced Yes, 7 steps up and 4 across. Just to be 
sure he paced it out again. Yes, 7 up and 4 across. Then he, silently, he crawled back into the bed 
and went back to sleep. 

The next day he called for all the carpenters again. They were very excited to hear that the king 
had measured so carefully and they all did their best to be chosen to make the queen’s bed. The 
king interviewed each and every one, asking just what they had built and what they knew of 
building a royal bed. It seemed to him they were all the same, each as good as the next. So the 
king decided he would  choose the biggest of the carpenters, surely he could move fastest and 
carry the biggest pieces of wood. The king looked over the gathering of carpenters, up and down 
the rows until he saw a man who stood  above all the others as tall as a giant. He called him to his 
side. This giant twice more than as tall as the king himself. Yes, this was the one. 
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The Giant went right to work. Quick as a wink he gathered the wood, paced off 7 feet one way 
and 4 feet the other. He cut and he hammered and he sawed and he sanded until he had built the 
best bed in all the kingdom. He carried it in his big arms, right to the king. The king walked out 
the castle doors, right to the carpenter. “Come,” he said, “bring the bed into the castle and we 
will set it in place before the queen returns.”  

The carpenter picked up the bed and walked to the door. Bang! The bed hit the door frame. He 
stepped back and tried again. Boom! the bed would not go through. The Giant carpenter, biggest 
in all the land turned the bed this way and that, but no matter what he did, the bed would not go 
through the door. 

“What!” shouted the king, “did you not do as I told you? Did you not measure 7 feet long and 4 
feet across? Did you not listen to your king.” 

“But sire,” replied the giant bowing low, “look.” And the biggest carpenter in all the land paced 
out the bed - and yes, it was exactly 7 feet long and 4 feet wide. 

The king counted with him and then scratched his head. “Well,” he said, “then pick it up again; 
I know a bed for the queen will easily fit through the door. The giant carpenter in all the land 
tired again . .  and again . . .  and again. And Boom! Bonk! Bang! the bed would not go through. 
“What are you not strong enough to get it through?!” But the giant could see that no amount of 
strength would ever get this bed through the door so he just hung his head. “Then to the dungeon 
with you!” the king shouted, and the biggest carpenter in all the land was taken to the dungeon 
with his head hanging low. 

The king called the remaining carpenters to him. This time he did not worry about size; he looked 
around for a carpenter strong enough to get a bed through the door. So it was that the strongest 
carpenter in all the kingdom hammered and sawed and sanded until he had built the very best 
bed in all the kingdom. Proudly he marched it right up to the castle door. The king walked out 
and looked at the bed. “Did you measure well?” he asked. The strongest carpenter in all the world 
paced out the bed he had built. 4, 5, 6, 7. Yes, it was 7 feet long. 2, 3, 4. Yes, it was 4 feet wide. 
“Then bring it in!” commanded the king, and the strongest carpenter in all the kingdom car-
ried the bed right to the door and Bang! Boom! Bong! Once again, the bed would not fit through. 
“Ah,” said the king, “I am not fooled this time. I can see that your bed is too big, but I have cho-
sen the strongest man in all the land, this time. Push it right through!. 

The strongest carpenter in all the kingdom looked at the bed and looked at the door, and he 
scratched his head. “But . .” he tried to say, but the king hushed him. “Sire . . “ he tried to ex-
plain but the king silenced him. “Your majes . . “ he tried to say but the king ordered him to push 
the bed through the door, and so he did. Crash, boom, crack, squeak, and tumble. Now a pile of 
broken boards lay just inside the castle door - and another carpenter walked down to the dungeon.
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The king called the remaining carpenters to him. This time he knew that being big was no help 
and being strong was just no good, so he looked around for the smallest carpenter, for surely his 
bed would fit through the door! So it was that the smallest carpenter in all the kingdom ham-
mered and sawed and sanded until he had built the very best bed in all the kingdom. Proudly 
he marched it right up to the castle door. The king walked out and looked at the bed. “Did you 
measure well?” he asked. The smallest carpenter in all the world paced out the bed he had built. 
4, 5, 6, 7. Yes, it was 7 feet long. 2, 3, 4. Yes, it was 4 feet wide. “Then bring it in!” commanded 
the king, and the smallest carpenter in all the kingdom carried the bed right through the doors 
and up into the queen’s bedroom. 

All was set now. The king put a great bow on the bed and went out to wait for the queen to re-
turn. the king watched the sun begin its journey down the sky and listened excitedly for the clip-
clop of the queen’s horses. Finally, he heard them and he hurried down to meet her. Excitedly, he 
ushered her to her new bed. 

The queen smiled broadly as she looked at the fancy carving and the fine carpentry of the sturdy 
bed.  She sat down on the feathered mattress and felt the spongy softness. “Ah,” she said, “my 
love, I will surely sleep well tonight on this soft bed. Thank you for this thoughtful gift.” With 
that, the queen turned and lay back to rest on her new bed. Crack! “Ouch!” she cried out rub-
bing her head. She turned again and tried out putting her head down first with great care. Then 
she lifted her feet and tried to set them in the bed. But when her feet were in the bed, her knees 
knocked into her chin. “Ohhh,” she whimpered. 

The king looked at his queen. His ears grew red. His cheeks grew red. He squeezed his fists and  
clenched his jaw. “Why,” he yelled. “Why can no one build a bed for my queen? Why, oh why?! 
Can no one build a bed properly?!”  With that the king went down to the dungeon and gathered 
all the carpenters. He ordered that the boards they used be brought to him. “Watch,” he shouted, 
and he  paced out each board: 7 king’s feet for the left, and 7 king’s feet for the right. 4 king’s feet 
for the head, and 4 king’s feet for the feet. Now, work together men, together build my queen a 
bed. And so it was done, and from that day on, only the king’s foot would measure anything to be 
built in HIS kingdom. 

Recall the story, and allow spontaneous discussion, but before analyzing the story, take 
a little time now to re-measure many of the different things you had done with personal 
measure - this time using the standard measure of your country.  Use the central common 
measurements (inches, feet, yard or millimeter, centimeter, meter) - this is where we switch 
to the country specific system. Compare the figures with what you had before. When you 
measure the heights of everyone in the family, you will all give a sigh of relief - at least inter-
nally, as the child may be mad not to be as tall as dad!

Put up a chart of linear measurement relationships (inches, feet, yard, etc. or a list of metric 
linear measurements). Read through these equivalents and post for the children to stew on 
unconsciously. This is enough for the introduction of linear measure. We will be coming 
back to it after a sleep cycle and will apply this learning to many cultural and science proj-
ects. 
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** If you are doing this block before or at the same time as the building of a Sukkot in a Torah 
Unit, you will do well to use standardized measurement as a simple experience of applying what 
has been learned. However, it is NOT the time to do a lot of exchanging of scales (feet to yards, 
etc.), as a sleep cycle is needed to cement the basics before we embark on a lot of complex exchang-
es. 
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Weight: 

Materials for this block: 

• a balance scale; 

• some 1 ounce and 1 pound standard 
weights - or the equivalent in grams; 

• 4 or 5 different grains or seeds, and a 
series of 10 or so cups.

 
Now we begin to work with measurement of 
weight. We will follow a similar progression, 
moving from “personal weight” to standard-
ized measure. But, because we have gone through a very full process of exploring this issue 
with linear measure, it will happen quite quickly with weight and volume. Because you will 
now be simply moving along in the cultural story epic, there is no need to tie this study to a 
story. If a story has an element relevant to measuring weight, great. If not, don’t worry about 
it. 

Basically measurement of weight is a matter of bringing about balance - the clearest example 
of this is use of a balance scale, so that is where we start. You can make a scale like the one 
shown above, or you can make a simple “mini see-saw” with small light plates at each end. 
Bring this to a perfect balance before you begin. 

This exploration can be begun with a simple vignette: 

It has been a good summer and the farmers had gathered their crops and joined together at the 
market. As they carried their goods to market, the children skipped around happily eating fruits 
and berries. The farmers each wanted something that someone else had grown, and since each 
farmer had grown an ample amount, this was no problem. The farmers set out to trade their 
goods and get everyone what he needed. They tried many ways to trade fairly. First they thought 
numbers would be the fairest way. So they counted out pieces of fruit: one, two, three. Each one 
counted. One counted raspberries, and one apples. One counted blueberries and one peaches, 
12 each. Surely this was as fair as fair. Yes, one farmer went off with a tiny bowl of raspberries 
and the other with a big bag of apples, and their children followed closely behind. As the farmers 
walked they shook their heads and muttered. 

Soon enough the merchants stepped forward to trade their goods. They had watched the farmers, 
some leaving with not even enough raspberries and blueberries to make a pie, and others with 
enough for apples and peaches for the winter.  They would not share by counting! They would 
find a fair way. So they took out matching baskets and filled them with the new goods. As fairly 
as they could, they took the feathers they had brought and filled one basket. And they took the 
sand they had brought and filled another.  As the merchants bent over to get their baskets, they 
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took one last look around to be sure that all the baskets were equally full. And, sure all was fair, 
they took hold of the handles and set out to lift their baskets. But the ones who had come to get 
sand could not even pick up their baskets; they called their children to help and working hard 
they hauled the sand home. The ones with feathers could lift their baskets with one hand. They 
were so light that they had no need of a basket and they packed them all into a small bag and had 
the children carry them home without help. This was not a fair trade, either, and the merchants 
looked at the baskets - they knew they had measure correctly - and they shook their heads in con-
fusion.

None of the farmers and merchants knew what to do now - nothing they did seemed fair to all. So 
they took the children off to the playground to play while they pondered the situation. There must 
be a fair way to trade. All along the park bench farmers and merchants sat and pondered. As they 
sat they watched the children play. 

They saw them swing up high and wondered if they could fix the problem with swing - could 
they swing the products till they went equally high? No they would just fall. 

They watched the children slide down the slide and thought they could send their products slid-
ing and see which was fastest. No, everything would just be squashed and broken as it hit the 
ground. 

They watched the children climb on the see-saw and glide up and down through the air. Up and 
down they went, pushing and kicking and bending and pumping until at last they grew tired. 
Then the children sat stone still, on either end of the see-saw, they sat stone still and rested. They 
just sat there until finally the see-saw sat still too, perfectly even, perfectly balanced. 

“Yes,” thought the farmer. “Yes,” thought the merchant. “Yes,” “Yes,”  “Yes,” everyone called 
out. This will work. And the farmers and the merchants and the builders and the craftsman 
headed back to town to build a “traders’ see-saw.” 

Just leave the story hanging there and go to the activity. The introduction to weight can also 
be done without the story, just as a simple and light hearted activity, as shown below:

1) Show the child a bowl of candy or some other relatively heavy treasures - 
polished rocks or the like. 

2) Put a blindfold on him and tell him his job is to get an equal amount in each 
hand without looking or counting. This basically makes him into a “proprio-
ceptive balance scale.” 

3) See how he does. Let him try a few times with different materials - heavier 
is better (counting stones and the like) - and then bring him round to the 
need for a balance scale and use it to measure the candy. Count and see how 
counting works vs weighing. 
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4) Try this with candies of very different sizes. Does he want to share based on 
number or weight?

5) If you used the story, now recall it and draw a see-saw and a balance scale at 
the farmer’s market so the child gets the connection affirmed. 

Now we need to bring forward the fact that this is still subjective, or undependable measure. 
To do this, we will have the child do a series of measurement grains. 

6) Begin by having the child put the same amount of the same grain on each 
side of the scale - adjust number to get it balanced, but we are hoping for 
both number and weight to match. 

7)  Scoop one of these piles into a cup on the side.

8) Now put a different grain onto the emptied scale (choose grain with a dif-
ferent size or weight), fiddling with the amount until it balances with the 
original pile. 

9) Scoop the original pile into a cup and put it on the side. Mark this cup #1. 

10) Do this same process, scooping off one side, rebalancing, and then scooping 
the other, several times with different grains - each time you scoop, empty 
the new grain into a new cup. In the course of this, the weight will shift 
some - it will not be an exact or stable match - that is what we are hoping will 
happen 

11) When you feel the weight has likely gotten reasonably off, pour cup #1 back 
on the scale, and let the children see that it is no longer the same. Try differ-
ent combinations of cups - do any still match perfectly? 

12) This brings us to see the need for a more stable method: in come the standard 
weights. Let the children play with these, measuring all the grains now in 
cups against the standard.

13) Then test out whether or not the children can get an exact measure for the 
10 cups of different grains. To do this have the children measure each of the 
ten cups of grain against the standard weights. Get them perfectly balanced. 
Now check each cup against each of the others. See how they are doing.  

Let the children play with all kinds of balancing; the goal is to engage them with weight as a 
measure. 

Now that you have established the need for standard weight measure and also the system 
used where you live, let the children play with the balance scale to find weight equiva-
lents (ounces to pounds etc. or metric). For example, put a standard weight of a bigger unit 
(pound, kilogram etc.) on one side of the scale. Using their smaller unit cups of grains, see 
how many it takes to balance the scale. This will likely not be exact, and again we affirm the 
need for standard measure - but all the while we are empowering the child to find meaning 
in these equivalents.  

So when the children have the basic equivalents figured out in “cups of grain,” put up a 
chart of these. Then put up a chart of weight measurement relationships (ounces, pounds, 
tons; or grams, kilograms, etc.), and have the children compare their findings with the stan-
dard. They should be quite close; this makes the work their own. 
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Read through these equivalents and post for the children to stew on unconsciously for the 
next while. This is enough for the introduction of weight measure. We will be coming back 
to it after a sleep cycle and will apply this learning to many cultural and science projects.
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Volume Measurement: 

This is the last type of measurement we will work with in this first block. Since we have just 
taken the children through discovery of the need for standardized measure twice, we will 
do this section with a light touch - otherwise the children will lose heart rather than being 
enlivened. 

One of the tricky things in presenting measurement of volume is that there is very little that 
cannot be measured using either weight or volume, as long as you use a solid container to 
do it. Many things, like grains, flours, and produce - even fluids at times -  are done both 
ways depending on their use. For example, flour is sold by the pound, but cooked with by 
the cup. If you are transporting it, chances are that the weight is what matters to you. If you 
are measuring to cook, you can use weight, but it is far more cumbersome. 

But there is another, more important reason for volume - volume measure space. Volume 
tells us the size of the container we need for a given material. That will be our first focus, 
because it is here we see the real issue of volume: measurement of space. 

Start with a simple story that just brings out the fact that weight is not a useful measure-
ment for all things. Before telling this vignette, gather several things that will not be well 
measured by weight (liquids, flour, jellies and the like), several containers of different sizes, 
several different measuring cups, and the flat surface balance scale:

It was apple harvest time and the farmer had learned his lesson - no trading by numbers; no 
trading baskets. No, this time he was carefully weighing and busily packaging 5 pound boxes of 
apples. Over and over, he weighed out 5 pound batches of apples and piled them like small houses 
lined up on a village road.  Finally, just as he was measuring the last of the apples, two bakers 
ran in the door chattering as quickly as they could. “Pie time!” they called. “It’s time to start 
baking those apples into pies.” And the bakers pulled out the flour and the jug of apple juice they 
needed to make their pies.  

“How many pies will you be making this year?” asked the farmer. “And how many apples are 
needed for each pie?”

Suddenly the bakers were not chattering, and they were not whispering, and they were not even 
talking! The bakers looked one to the other. The bakers looked at the farmer. The bakers looked at 
the apples, and the bakers had nothing to say. 

“Well,” said the farmer, “how will I know how many apples you need if you don’t know how 
much flour and juice you need for each pie? I will just send these on and when you figure it out, 
we will see if there are any left.” 
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“Oh, no, no,” cried the bakers together, “we will figure this out. Here, I will use your scale and 
we will figure this out.” With that, he took a handful of flour and piled it on one side of the scale. 
“There,” he said looking at it proudly. “I know what it takes to make a crust.” But before the 
farmer could even balance out the flour to measure for the next batch, a great wind blew down 
the hillside, past the bakers, and across the scale. Whoosh, a tornado of flour swirled around 
the farmer until the bakers couldn’t see him anymore and by the time the wind had passed, the 
farmer looked more like a baker covered with his cakes. 

“This will not do,” sputtered the farmer as he cleared his throat and wiped the flour off his face. 

“Let’s measure the juice for the pie filling; that won’t blow away!” said one of the bakers. The 
other nodded eagerly in agreement and lifted the jug of apple juice. 

“I know just how much we will need. I can tell at one glance; never make a mistake. Not me!” 
With that he opened the jug and began to pour. Drip, drop, splish splash, he poured the juice onto 
the scale - soon they were all standing in a sticky mess and trying to lift their feet from the floor. 
This would not do! Unable to lift their shoes from the sticky floor and covered with flour, the 
farmer and the bakers gave up hope. 

Just then, a little boy skipped in the door finishing the last of his cup of water. Seeing the three 
grown ups covered in flour and stuck to the floor, he burst out laughing. He laughed so hard that 
he dropped his cup and it rolled along the floor straight to the feet of the farmer. 

“Ah ha!” said the farmer, “here is our answer.” With that he picked up the cup, set it on the 
counter and began filling it with flour. When he had just the right amount, the bakers both 
clapped. He looked at the cup, saw just how full it was. He marked just how full it needed to be 
and dumped it in a bowl. Then he filled cup after cup just to the line, and he put each in its own 
bowl. 

“Now,” he said, “how much juice does each one need?” He set the cup on the counter and ges-
tured to the bakers to pour what they needed for one pie. They poured slowly until the cup had 
just the right amount. The farmer looked closely. Then he made a line right in that place. 

“That’s it,” he muttered. Then he took the jug of juice and poured cup after cup of juice, pouring 
each measured cup into a different bowl. Hour after hour he poured and the bakers, with their feet 
still stuck to the floor, watched. When he was finished, he looked from one baker to the next and 
said “Each is ready to become a pie now. I will push the bowls to you so you can bake for us while 
you are stuck on the floor.” And hour after hour, the two bakers prepared their pies and gave 
them to the little boy to walk to the oven. By the time the last of the pies was ready, the bakers 
shoes had dried, they were free, and they were ready to take the pies out and serve them up. 
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As the bakers bid the farmer good bye, he whispered to them, “Two cups flour, one cup juice and 
you will have the best pies in all the land!”

Now play with it.

1) Start by measuring weight-volume equivalents. Measure out 1 cup of flour. 
Pour this out onto the scale and see what it weighs using the standard 
weights. Write this up. Now do the same with the water. 

2) Now have the children race each other (or you) measuring out different 
weights and volumes. A single child can also do this against a clock.  They 
will very quickly see that it is much faster to measure by volume, and neater 
for certain items. 

3) Have the children play with equivalents within volume, figuring out the rela-
tionships of cup to pint to quart to gallon (or the metric equivalents).  

Then put up a chart of standard volume measurement relationships (ounces, cups, pints, 
quarts, gallons - or the metric equivalent). Play with this - such things as weighing the same 
things you have measured by volume, and make a chart to see how these relate. Compare 
the two. Read through these equivalents and post for the children to stew on unconsciously 
for the next while. 

Do some baking using both weight and volume to measure, and use the new multiplication 
skills to move between sizes in a given measure (weight or volume).

This is enough for the introduction of volume measure. We will be coming back to it after a 
sleep cycle and will apply this learning to many cultural and science projects. And there are 
circle activities to help cement the principles and the equivalents. 
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Measurement Reawaken Block 

After the measurement stories and activities have been left to the sleep cycle, we reawak-
en this understanding - this is best done in a guided practice period. Mostly this is done 
through activities - and activities using these will be done year in and year out throughout 
the children’s schooling. This is because the only way to truly learn measurement is to use it, 
over and over again.  And so the fun begins.  

First of all we will review the charts of equivalents of each type of measurement we have 
already done. Then expand on each ares; there are many additional interesting origins for 
the different measurements. Taking a few minutes to look at each will reawaken the sense 
of the magical proportions in the body and in life - all measuring standards began with the 
personal. For example:

Linear Measure:

• Ten Sleep Lake (how long to paddle across or around it)

• Furlong was how far a man with an oxen could plough a furrow in one day 
(furrow-long)

• The Rod was the width of the 4 oxen abreast  (the rod referred to the piece 
holding the teams together. 

Weight:

• grains were the original measure - see how many there are in an ounce. 

• people’s weight  was once measured in stones and in some places still is - 
how many stones might a child be?  

Volume:

• barrel and bushel were made first for carrying and second as a measure. 

These connections are brought out to spark the children’s interest. Then we look at the stan-
dard equivalence charts. If you live in a “metric system” country,  it is very easy to remem-
ber equivalents and it is well worth including the sequence of names in a verse on each type 
of measurement. It is also worth connecting this to place value tribes - as that is what we are 
looking at. 

In the U.S. system, it is not easy to remember equivalents; work with movement verses and 
images that cement the progression from smallest to largest can be very helpful (found in 
movement section of this book). If the progression is relatively repetitive or straightforward 
it is worth including the actual relationships. So something like  2 tablespoons to an ounce, 
8 ounces in a cup, 2 cups to a pint, 2 pints to a quart, 4 quarts to a gallon, could be a useful 
addition to a verse on volume. But 16 ounces to a pound and 2000 pounds to a ton doesn’t 
have much of a rhythm. Certainly 12 inches to a foot, 3 feet to a yard, 2760 yards to a mile 
will likely not add to a verse. Work at memorization is important and helpful, but unlike the 
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memorization of the multiplication tables, memorization of measurement equivalents is a 
far less effective method than repeatedly using the information - and in the end, most of us 
have to look up the tricky ones when we need to use them!

Therefore, at this point we use the measurements as often as possible. Parents will need to 
develop all kinds of projects that require the children to use the different kinds of measure-
ment. All building projects and sewing projects, making of grids for calendars and other 
projects, and many, many others of all kinds will involve linear measurement. All cooking 
will require use of volume and can also use weight.  Animal care can involve hauling quarts 
or gallons of water and the like.  You can have the children weigh out pieces of beeswax to 
recondition them in even amounts; you can weigh out clay for modeling, and so on. 

If it feels appropriate to the overall talent and mood of the family, you can combine this 
quite fully with projects relating to the culture and to the science program.  For example, 
you might spend quite a bit of time cooking from the culture you are studying.  Initially 
-  and this may take all of grade three - you just want to use the different measurement units 
so the children become familiar with them.

During this reawaken block, you begin with a “sit down” review taking just a couple of 
days. From there, begin on a major project of some sort - this can be a building project, large 
or small. You can use your morning lesson time for a week or two to get this rolling, and 
then move it to the projects time while you focus in on Time and Money in Morning Lesson. 
The grounding and structure of a major project needs the morning focus to get a ground. 
The cooking and crafts projects can remain in your crafts time right through all the blocks of 
the unit, but all should now include measurement.  

When the children are quite solid with the basic units, we can increase the challenge. For 
example, in measuring volume one day you might put out only single cups - so everything 
will have to be measured in terms of its relationship to the cup.  On the board you will have 
to have a chart of equivalents.  For that day, the child will be turning everything into cups.  
Your recipe should include as many pints, quarts, and gallons as possible.  The child will 
have to continually work with the relationships.  The next time you cook bring in only the 
quart measure, and have your recipe include as many cups, pints, and gallons as possible, 
and so on. The same thing can be done with weight and linear measure. 

As you go through this project-based learning it is good to stop periodically - as the rhyth-
mic cycle demands - and write up an equivalents chart in the children’s books.  At the same 
time, or at another, they can work with word problems which require use of equivalents on 
the charts, and always with the movement activities that reinforce the story and bring the 
equivalents to a rote level. .
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Connecting Measurement with House-building Project:

We have used either the Ark or the Longhouse to connect the child with the principles of 
linear measure; now we can apply this learning and cement the linear measurement process-
es. If building the large (playhouse sized) tent or longhouse fits into your plan, you can use 
measure to guide your building. 

House-building is important for the third grader both because it is part of survival on 
the earth and because as she moves away from her parents as “home,” she is reassured 
by having her own safe structure - you will see third graders all over pulling branches and 
debris together, and covering chairs and beds to make their own private spaces. Doing more 
than one major house-building project is too much for the child - and the parent! How-
ever, you can use your measurement skills with models as well.

Whether you do the house-building as part of math or science, when you build you will use 
the measurement skills we have been working on. If you have chosen to build either the 
big house or a model now, the first thing you have to do is go back to the cubit or pace and 
translate its dimensions into the standard measure of your country. Write this in their books 
as a starting point, and to refer back to. 

If the child has done the long division block, you can use long division to figure out the scale 
(the parent needs to figure all this out ahead of time so that his questions to the child will 
guide him effectively). 

1) Outside, wherever you have walked out and marked the basic shape already, 
together choose a basic size for the building you will build. 

2) Ask the child to approximate the size relationship between the real and the 
model. Is it twice as big? Could we fit 4 inside it? 10? And so on.

3) Once she has chosen a basic scale, use your long division to adapt the origi-
nal measurements (help with the math and logic as needed). 

4) Now, using the traditional units of measure to the scale you have deter-
mined, mark out your plot. 

Build! 
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Time:

Time can be studied before or after the linear measurement block as it is significantly differ-
ent - however, if you have not done linear measure first, you cannot use it in these projects. 
In part, we are working with time in Grade Three to teach the children to read the analogue 
(non digital) clock, but this could be done with little emphasis and time. More importantly, 
we are looking for the children to get a real sense of how time is passing in their lives and to 
get an early sense of themselves in the past, present, and future. Developmentally, they are 
just at the beginning of really getting a feel for this sense of self in relation to time, so we are 
just working with experience of this kind of time. 

We also want to give them a sense that the measurement of time is a description of the 
movement of the sun and moon - in other words, we want to work with the skill at hand to 
connect the children more deeply to their own world.   

This is new work so we begin the study of time coming out of a story in which time is a key 
factor. In the Torah that might be the 40 years spent crossing the desert. In the  Haudeno-
saunee, it might be the years of Aionwahta’s absence from his people - the Onondaga (his 
leaving through to taming Atotahrho). Or it may be with a story such as Thirteen Moon’s 
on turtle’s back - or any story that emphasizes the passage of Moons. Based on your story 
choice, after taking the child through the story and artistic digestion, you begin with a 
simple  - verbal - anchoring of the movement of time. From there, we move into the child’s 
own connection with time, i.e. the timeline of his life. 

Child’s Timeline: 

Here we are talking about giving the child a sense of measuring time - hours, days, weeks, 
months, years - all getting a ground in the awe of time. This will move into the mechanics of 
reading the clock. 

Tracking time is a demanding project detailed on the following pages, so review it in full 
and tailor to your child’s abilities and the time you have. There are many pot holes so read 
with care.

It provides an opportunity to put her linear measurement skills to work, and to use her mul-
tiplication skills, so there is good reason to take it slowly and get through the whole activity 
- give help as needed to stay in rhythmic balance. 

If you are doing this as a full Morning Lesson study, then you can do the project in full and 
all the detailed work of measuring, dividing into section after section, and multiplying 
repeatedly to measure his age all different ways. But if you are doing it as a shorter applica-
tion, look at what parts you can set up for him to make it engaging and not overwhelming. 
For example, if you want to simplify, you can make a chart that is already divided into 12ths 
or 13ths and let the child work with weeks and days.  As always, we are working for the bal-
ance that sparks integration.
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If you are doing this within a Haudenosaunee Unit you will have to decide whether to work 
with Moons or Suns or both. Keep track of the demands as you review the project. 
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Left Page - 

1) You will do best to use graph paper; in books that are 11 X 14 inches, you can use 
graph paper with 1.4 inch squares (52 squares will take 13 of the 14 horizontal 
inches you have). The graph paper will mean the child can measure and mark on 
the lines, but have the support. Use multiplication as the child is able. 

2) Figure out how far apart to put the horizontal lines that will make up each 
year - remember that you need the full number of years plus one for any par-
tial year he has lived. You want to leave enough room above to label seasons, 
months, and (if you are doing the Haudenosaunee unit,  moons, above the 
chart. And you will need room to list the number of years, months, (Moons), 
and weeks the child has lived over the chart. 

3) Under that, you make parallel lines the same length for as many years as the 
child is old (8 or 9), WITH an extra line for any months over an even year (so 
unless they are just having a birthday you need an extra line).  

4) Up near the top of the page, on the left, write “In my life there have been.” 
But be sure to write it small enough or on two lines such that it doesn’t cross 
over 1/3 of the way. In the middle, write the word years, and the total num-
ber of years in his life, as shown. - it is best to put the fraction of a year in 
so it adds up with the months and weeks you will figure (just give him this 
information).

5) Now you are going to begin the vertical charting with weeks as these are the 
even and reliable measure. You can figure out how many weeks there are in a 
year by looking at moons (in a Haudenosaunee Unit), or by counting weeks 
plus left over days in each month of the year. Write the equation you used for 
your total in parentheses next to each computation, as shown. 
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6) Once you arrive at 52,  let the child explore the paper and suggest ways to 
mark weeks. 

7) Choose a color and mark where the lines will be (soon he will see that it is 
every exiting vertical line and be ready to roll without measuring - great). 
Mark the lines. CAUTION: it is quite contracting for a child to start and stop 
each line. To remedy this you can tape strips of paper between the “year 
rows”; this will make it so that the child can draw top to bottom , but don’t 
then remove the strips yet; later you will and you will have the broken lines 
needed. 

8) Figure out how many weeks the child has lived and write it up above.

9) Do Months (or Moons in a Haudenosaunee Unit) next. Ask the child how 
many there are in a year (she should know this - if not, go back to the kin-
dergarten song for the months or the story reference for Moons). In a differ-
ent color, divide the top line into 12ths  or 13ths, using the week lines.  Then 
mark the bottom and use the ruler to make the dividing lines.  

10) Write the name of the month or the moon about an inch above the line but 
with room above that for the season names, and at the end of the line write 
the total number of months or moons in the year (12 or 13), as shown. 

11) Figure out and write the number of months or moons in the child’s life on 
the chart (multiply this out using long multiplication to get your 12 or 13’s)

12) At this point divide each line into seasons by discussing when the seasons 
change IN YOUR AREA - mid month or mid moon is fine, connect with your 
area.  Put the number of seasons in one year at the end of the top line, and 
write season names above the month or moon names. .

13) Ask the child how many seasons she has lived. Write the word Seasons un-
der the word Years. Write in the number of seasons the child has lived.

14) At this point you should have Years, Seasons, Months or Moons, and Weeks. 
Take a moment and look at this and how incredibly old the child is!

Right (facing) Page - 

15) On the facing page, on another sheet of graph paper, set on the left margin,  
make a line about 4 inches from the top. This time make the 1/4 inch graph 
squares each measure a day (so you need 28 squares in your top “Month” 
row). 

16) Divide and mark as with the others, but into marking weeks and days in a 
month..

17) On the right side of the RIGHT hand page, over the blank space, write “In a 
Month,” as shown. And figure out the days in a month and write that with 
the equation, and in a year with the equation , as shown. 

18) Make the middle line with a full length for a day, i.e. break that as to fit 24 
hours (24 squares). Mark and multiply as will all other units. 
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19) The upper line is an hour - break that as above into 60 minutes. Now we 
will have to subdivide the squares. Half will mean you need a 7.5 inch line. 
Multiply together, and mark accordingly. Be sure to show your equation on 
all lines.

20) As shown, write the list of times in the child’s life (8 years, 32 seasons, 96 

months, and so on down to minutes). 
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Culture Timelines:

Then we go to the focused study of time in the place of the unit in a generalized way.  We want 
to map out a basic flow of events, whether working with sun time or moon time. We have to 
think ahead to the way the different timelines will relate as we will use this through Grade 
8 and have the child’s life on it with the Torah and back even to ancient Sumer. Exclusive of 
Creation, we would have to have a span of about 6500 years! This is unrealistic if using one 
scale for all, so we have to make choices about handling this - but for any of these we will do 
well to have a full wall to work with. 

You can make a base timeline that is very long and narrow (at least 6 ft X 8 inches). On this 
we map out the overview: Creation at the start with no time to it (all stories of Creation will 
go here, outside of time), followed by about 2200 BC with the birth of Abraham. Then assign 
18 inches to each thousand years, up to today. 

As the children work with time in any culture, including their own personal timeline, we 
mark where it lies on this overall timeline and draw a small picture at that point (like a flag). 
Below that we put an arrow to an enlargement of the time covered in the story. On that 
timeline we put in far more detail (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, etc. AND bullrushes, home with 
mother, haroash’s court, etc.). You can do their own life first or last, but let them choose what 
special events and experiences they want to include from their own life (see next page). 

You can also just do each timeline fully separately and put them up on the wall with a gen-
eral sense of time, but nothing specific, but that will be less useful over the years.
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All this is done with each culture, but it is always done with a light touch for the children 
to have an open intake experience of time in relation to their world. Don’t let this become 
overwhelming or separating or we will feed the “us and them” again. Think of it as you 
do all cultural studies: learning more about family - albeit the family of “man.” 

In Fourth Grade, in connection with the focus on connecting the child to himself in place 
and time, we will bring in the family tree and that can go on this wall with this. 

Now the child is ready to move on to working with  
the clock. Ask questions about how we know when a 
year has passed, a season, a month, a week, a day, an 
hour. Let that take you to making a sun dial. This can be 
a full and portable sun dial or a stick in the ground in a 
sunny spot. Technically, you want the upright pole that 
casts a shadow, to be at an angle equal to that of the 
latitude you are at. It is worth finding out your latitude 
and approximating this without worrying too much. It 
works well to put a stick in the ground in a sunny spot 
and draw a circle around it. Each day go out at several 
key times and mark what is happening on the ground. 

You can tell a small story vignette to anchor what is happening, and to use in later move-
ment activities (see Academic Movement Games in this Manual):

One sunny day a farmer and his son set out to turn their fields and ready them for planting.  The 
sky was clear, without a cloud to be seen and the sun beat down hard. The farmer worked hard, 
wiping his brow now and then to cool himself. At his side, his son worked hard too. But it wasn’t 
too long before the son wanted a break. He asked his father if he might take a moments rest for the 
hot sun was tiring him out. The farmer looked up at the cloudless sky and said, “As soon as the 
sunlight stops falling on you, you can take a break.” 

The son looked up at the sky. He looked from east to west and north to south - not a cloud in 
sight. He licked his finger and held it up. Not a breeze to be found - no clouds would be blowing 
in today. The son hung his head low and thought he might just faint in all this heat. He lifted his 
head and asked again if he might not have just a few minutes to cool off 

The farmer looked around and the open field. “There is no where to cool off; not a cloud in the 
sky.” The boy looked around, and for a moment his shoulders slumped and a tear fell from his 
eye. Then, at the edge of the field he saw one tall thin tree standing alone. It was a poplar and its 
leaves were too high and thin to give much shade, but at its feet the shadow of the tall trunk made 
the line of shade just wide enough for the boy. The boy asked to lie in the shade of the tree trunk 
where the sunlight was not falling. He looked hopefully to his father and wiped the sweat from his 
face.
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Appreciating his son’s cleverness and knowing the sun would move soon, the farmer agreed, “Set 
your feet against the tree, and lie in the shade. But as soon as the light falls on you, you must set 
to work again.”  

The son went to lie down in the long line of shade. But it was true, the sun seemed to almost race 
across the sky and in no time at all, the shade was not falling on the boy. But, when he saw the 
sun pushing the shadow around, the boy had an idea. With his feet held tight against the tree as 
his father had instructed, the boy rolled with the shadow. Hour after hour, he rolled around the 
tree trunk following the shadow, never removing his feet from its trunk. 

Time and again the farmer looked over to see if the sun was touching the boy, and time and again, 
his feet were tight to the tree and the boy was covered in a line of shade. The farmer scratched his 
head and set back to working harder still. Soon the whole day was gone, and the whole field had 
been turned. The farmer was tired, but the work was done. He called to his son. “The sun has 
begun to set; it is cool now and the work is done. You kept your word and rested only while the 
tree shaded you so come now, let’s go home and eat.”

The boy popped to his feet and walked out from the shade. As he turned to bid the tree farewell he 
looked down and the ground where he had laid. There in the dirt the boy had left a mark from his 
feet to his head just where the shadow had traveled. “A clock,” he said, “a clock in the dirt.” The 
boy smiled and ran to catch up with his father, refreshed from his day of hard work!  

Recall and draw the story to map the sun dial and anchor the movement of sun and shadow 
as the issue. 

While doing this, you can be building a more precise 
sun dial out of clay - for this clock, keep the angle of 
the “shadow caster” relatively accurate. Do not tell the 
children why as this is beyond this age and this work.  

After making the sundial and charting the movements 
of the sun, the child will be ready to play a variety of 
games in which family members are the hands of the 
clock.  Digital clocks and watches have made it quite 
difficult for children to get enough practice in reading 
time, so it will probably be necessary to play time-
telling games on an ongoing basis for quite some time.

As always, it is best to start with movement games (samples in the Movement section of this 
book). These can then be brought to a table version and played for as long as needed to get 
reading analogue time to an automated level. 
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Money:

This work with “symbolic bartering” can be brought out through either story; what matters 
is that we help the children connect with the nature of “symbolic barter or agreement.” That is 
the, so often forgotten, heart of “money.”

For example, in the Torah, the sale of Joseph by his brothers can be a money study spring- 
board, or Abraham’s bartering and sales of goods. The Haudenosaunee unit is particularly 
fitting for the study of money as the formalization of symbolic agreements using Wampum 
(beads) is part of the culture. (note: there is disagreement as to whether wampum was used as 
currency. But it was definitely used as symbolic record keeping and commitment insurance. In this 
way, it is a symbolic exchange which is the heart of what money is about - in and of itself not valuable 
material but used to represent goods or commitment). So, since the point is to begin the children with 
a sense of money as symbolic for commitment/agreement, the stories of the Wampum strings provide 
a good springboard for the study. As well, after a significant search we have found that at least some 
Haudenosaunee groups do feel Wampum was used as currency , so we feel it is reasonable to go this 
way. HOWEVER, this does not come in until close to the end of the Unit and so if this is your second 
unit, it may not be timely for initial study; certainly it can be a great reawakening springboard. 

You can take a bit of time to explore equivalents 
(how much corn is an arrow head worth? How 
much barley for a plow, and so on? To do this, 
let the children compare the effort to make the 
items, and their respective value in usage. Have 
them apply this to the things in their own lives 
(making dinner, gardening, cleaning, etc.).

You can then have the children assign a series 
of values based on the real currency (corn, 
plows, barley as priced in a store), to strings of 
wampum beads (Haudenosaunee) or shekels (Torah). Assuming the children have made 
wampum belts, and planted or harvested, they will have some sense of the work involved 
and they can, at least, attempt to assign a meaningful value. Then they can translate that to 
wampum or shekels - it is here that money connects with value. 

From that point on, you can give word problems using these. For example, “Aionwahta 
needed corn. He had four strings of wampum beads,” (you will already have assigned each 
a value). How much corn can he get if he trades them all?  You can get more complex, but 
don’t go too far as the point is for the child to really step into the barter mentality; complex 
questions can cloud that. 

It is important that you take the children through the process of figuring out why money 
is used. A fairly simple game can be played where the members of the family each have a 
different treat - be sure the 8-year old does NOT have his favorite one - rather, a parent does. 
The parent is not interested in trading treats with the child, but wants someone else’s treat. 
That person wants someone else’s. The third Grader has to make all the trades needed to get 
what he wants. If this is difficult enough - as in requiring many trades to get what he wants 
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- the child will see that this is not efficient. Give him the option to trade his treat to the bank 
for money and go to purchase the treat. He will soon see that you don’t want money unless 
what you do want can and needs to be purchased. So he will have to negotiate getting every-
one to trade their treats in for money.  Work this through with him so that he keeps moving 
through, but also feels the discomfort of making it work. 

Play again but this time value your treat at a higher value (don’t tell him ahead, just do it as 
he asked for your treat. He will need to add different goods or services he has to get the treat 
he wants (increase the payment and trade with different people). Again, he will experience 
that money makes for an easier playing field. 

If you don’t have enough people to play this game you can assign treats to toys, and put 
a note on each that says what it wants. The child will have to figure out how to get those 
trades to work to wind up with what he wants. Think it through and make it hard (much 
like any of the nesting stories such as the Fox Who Loses his Tail or Cluck Cluck and Little 
Tuppen).  

Now the child has established that money is a form of barter. From here, we do a light and 
practical study of the equivalencies in money. Work with the system where you live, but 
don’t worry about decimals and the like, just about getting the hang of the trading of dif-
ferent units and the consistency of value - that is the skills goal of this part of the study. The 
child can be given a pile of different coins while you, the banker, have some candies or toys 
he wants. He comes to buy these. You give a price, BUT you also tell him that today you will 
only take dimes and you will give change as needed, or you only take quarters and nickels, 
and so on.  
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Graphing:

If you feel the child is ready, measurement can be applied to introducing the notion of 
graphing.  Graphing is somewhat like a combination of measurement and mapping, both of 
which he is learning in third grade.  By late in the year these should come quite easily and 
make intuitive sense.  

You might begin with something like making a bar graph of the progress on one of the 
longterm projects. It is always best if the early graphs can actually be seen in the activity.  
For example, if they graph their progress in building an adobe oven or a model house up 
from the ground, they will see the relationship between the bars on the graph getting higher 
and higher, and the building project itself getting higher and higher.  The same is true if they 
chart the growth of plants.  

The more literal and direct the relationship between the bar graphs and the event the child 
is graphing, the more sense it will make and the deeper the notion of the basic principle of 
graphing will be go.

Once the child is comfortable with bar graphs, the shift to line graphs is simple and direct. 
These are the only kinds of graphing we do in Grade Three and for most of Grade Four so 
that the child is thoroughly grounded in the principles before we have him leap into far 
more symbolic and conceptual graphing such as pie charts. 
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Mapping: 

The final aspect of measurement introduced in Grade Three is mapping. Mapping requires 
a real stepping back to look from above, and it requires linear measurement skills, and so is 
the last measurement topic undertaken. 

You can begin with mapping out something from the story: a corn field; the journey across 
the desert; and so on. Or you can begin with something you are working on: a garden; a 
longhouse, and so on. This will just be led by the adult to ground the story/activity link up. 
Then, for real understanding, as with all else, we begin close to home. The child will make a 
map of her room, then her house and land, then her neighborhood. The goal in Grade Three 
is to lay the foundation of orienting to the bird’s eye view. We want to keep that very per-
sonal. 

If the child is not easily able to picture her room from above, have her stand on a high stool 
and look. Draw it out. Do not worry about anything but general placement and propor-
tion. So if on the map a hamper fills the room and the bed is a dot, that is telling us that the 
child does not see this scene from above. Help by asking questions. See if she can stand on 
the stool and direct you doing the drawing. As she tells you to put “the bed at the top of the 
page,” you can ask her how big to make the bed. How much of the room does it take up? 
Is it as big as the hamper? Is it longer than the windows? etc. But you don’t want to get her 
into a knot over this - this is just supposed to be a beginning. Take a high ladder into the 
garden and do the same. 

Hand in hand with this, the child is ready to meet the compass. Begin with the sun, and 
move to a playful and practical use of the compass to help with mapping. Directional-
ity connects deeply to the Haudenosaunee world view, with many events beginning with 
thanking the four directions, so we do well to hold this conscious work until that time. 

Remember that the notion that direction is a fixed matter externally and a relative matter in 
terms of relationship is not such an easy concept. So east is east regardless of  where you are 
standing and where you are facing, i.e. the direction of the sun gives us east. BUT where you 
head to move eastward is completely relative to where you are standing. This can confuse 
the children. 

Playing games is a big help with this. Initially, play games with them acting as the center of 
a compass:

1)  Standing in any one, preferably meaningful, spot (center of the garden, 
entrance to the garden, end of the block, etc.), locate the sun and name that 
as East. Ask the child to find an identifying item in the distance that is in the 
east (a tree, a pole, a house). Do this for each direction. Check it against the 
compass and adjust your markers accordingly.
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2) Make a large imaginary or chalk circle. Have the child stand in the center 
and name the directions using his arms as compass points. Have him walk to 
each compass point on the outer ring and mark it (with a stone or the like). 
This time you can bring in the 4 additional, half point directions (Southeast, 
etc.). You call out different ones and he runs to each. This is to help him make 
himself an internal compass that he carries with him. 

3) Have the child go to different places, locate the sun (do this early enough in 
the morning that east is obvious), and set their arms in each pair of directions 
(East and North; East and West; East and South; West and South; West and 
North; North and South). Check it against a compass. With this we are bring-
ing in the “relative aspect” so give the child time to be confused and reorient.

4) Now the hard part for which you need a big field. First notice where the sun 
is and reaffirm what that tells us about the 4 cardinal directions. Now the 
child runs to different places you name (this tree, that trash can, etc.). At each 
you name something else and the child’s job is to tell you what direction that 
is from him (what direction he would have to run to get to it. To do this he 
has to reset his compass and work with the relative relationship (i.e. the tree 
that he had to run south to get to a minute ago is now west of him). Not easy. 
This pushes on the child’s ability to find an inner, separated or independent 
self when the world around him is shifting. Very much the task the third 
grader is beginning on.

5) Now go orient his room with the compass and mark it accordingly. 

If she is connecting well to mapping, then we go on to find a nearby place with a high van-
tage point or a look out from which she can get an aerial view. Now she can look at a com-
mercial map (preferably topographical) of that area and compare it to what she sees with her 
own eyes. From this point, drawing or painting topographical or land maps of the land of 
the culture in focus can be a positive addition to connecting to this other world. 

-----------------

All told, each aspect of the Measurement blocks is focused first and foremost on helping 
the child feel empowered as she enters a much more wakeful and practical part of her 
development. That begins with exploring the direct and physical connection to the process 
of measuring - this is the awesome nature of our world and we want to emphasize this con-
nection  - the practical will follow. The skills are part of that connecting, but should always 
be taught and practiced in service of helping the child come to earth with a sense of her own 
ability to relate directly and to navigate her path. 
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Math Blackline Masters: Answer Sheet

The accompanying CD has a set of blackline masters for practicing place value addition 
and subtraction with borrowing, and simple long multiplication and division. The answers 
on each sheet form a numeric pattern and the child should identify this after answering 
the problems. This gives the routine practice a  bit of play, and also offers the child ongoing 
practice with pattern recognition: odd/even; skip-counting sequences (times tables); and 
number fact families - all in the context of a playful puzzle. 

Although the basic patterns are the same for all types of problems, there are enough sheets 
that the child will not remember the answers just by the sheet name, so you can freely use 
sheets over and over for the different kinds of computation, and over the course of the year.  
Just print them out as needed. 

The patterned answers are given on the following sheet - there are often two sets of prob-
lems with the same patterned answers. 

There are also grid sheets which can be used to support exploration of long multiplication 
and division. 
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Patterned Answers

Used on all addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division sheets 

Comparing and sequencing/times tables
• 1 Stepping Off: Counting up by odd numbers

• 2 Even Steven: Counting up in even numbers or by 2’s

• 3 Hop Scotch: Odds and evens alternating as they hop up

• 4 Oddly’s Ups and Downs:  counting up and down by odd numbers

• 5 Ladders Up: Counting Forwards by even numbers, or by 2’s

• 6 Hop Down: Counting Backwards by even numbers, or by 2’s

• 7 Roller Coasters: Counting up and down by even numbers

• 8 Leap Frog: Counting up and down by odd numbers

• 9 Oddly Upright: counting up by odds, beginning each new series with the 
center digit

• 10 Triple Hops: Counting by 3’s

• 11 Four Square: Counting by 4’s

• 12 Starshine: Counting by 5’s

• 13 Secret Tricks: Counting by 6’s

• 14 Home Free: Counting by 10’s

• 15 Rewind: Counting Backwards by 3’s

• 16 Rolling Cubes: Counting backwards by 4’s

• 17 Setting Stars: Counting Backwards by 5’s

• 18 Trick Secrets: Counting Backwards by 6’s
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Fact Families
• Many Tricks:   246

• Home Sweet Home 246

• Where is Heaven 357

• Fun Time:  369

• Never Late:   358

• Nearly Heaven:   347

• Happy and Free:   123

• Rise and Shine:   459

• Don’t be Late:   268

• Stayin’ Alive:   325

• Straight to Heaven:   6511

• Suit Yourselves:   7512

• Dwarves and Elves:   8412

• Never Seen:   8513

• Long and Lean:   7815

• Gold and Green:  8614

• InBetween:   5914
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Science
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Grade Three Science - Scope and Sequence

The Grade Three science focus is on opportunities and challenges for practical life, present-
ed by the climate and natural environment (with particular focus on the soil and plants), i.e 
the “what,” “why,” and “how” of food, clothing, and shelter in different cultures.   

1) stabilizing ground in the scientific process: observe/notice, record, and compare

• story (emphasizing climate and natural world of culture in focus)
• recall (focused on effect of climate and natural world of culture in focus – opportunity 

and challenge)
• recording climate, natural environment, and culture’s response (written and 

artistic representation of what has been studied) 
• compare the above to other cultures studied and the home culture

 
2) exploring impact of ecosystems on culture

• story (emphasizing climate and natural world of culture in focus)
• recall (focused on effect of climate and natural world of culture in focus – opportunity 

and challenge)
• practical life projects (gardening, making food, clothing, and shelter of culture in 

focus and exploring the environmental “whys” of each – e.g. Hopi plant corn 2 feet 
deep, but the Iroquois plant in 3-sister mounds)

• cultural arts (making crafts from culture in focus and exploring the environmental 
“whys” of each)

• music,  dance, ceremony (including exploring the environmental “whys” of each, 
e.g. rain dances, and volcano dances)

• recording climate and natural environment impact on practical life and arts 
(written and artistic representation of what has been studied) 

• compare the above to other cultures studied and the home culture
 
3) fostering appreciation of the natural world

• story (emphasizing climate and natural world of culture in focus and the opportunities 
it presents)

• recall (focused on opportunities of climate and natural world of culture in focus – 
natural world as provider)

 
4) environmental stewardship – is born of all of the above so we list only those things specific to 
this area

• Enki Community School gardening program (application of the principles of 
interdependence)

• Community Care Crews (care for the natural world in school and the neighborhood)
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Major Topics explored through above approaches in Grade Three:

• soil: effects on vegetation and thus food, clothing, and shelter of sand,  loam, 
clay, and humus.

• water: effects on vegetation and thus food and housing of type of water, abun-
dance or lack thereof, and its form (snow, monsoon, etc.)

• heat: effects on vegetation and thus food and housing, type of heat or lack 
thereof, and its form (fire, sun, lightning)
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photo sheet: science
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Science: core principles

Grade Three Science is primarily focused on an exploration of ecosystems. Therefore, the sci-
ence in each unit has many details specific to that culture’s location, climate, soil, and culture. 
These separate details are found in the Cultural Units Activities books. In the following pages 
we describe the ground of the program that applies to all Grade Three Science units, independent 
of location. The materials are set up this way so that you can get an overview of the program 
altogether in this Manual, before going to cultural specifics in other books. ** We strongly rec-
ommend that once you choose which Unit you are doing first, you move this section to the 
science section of that Cultural Unit Activities Book so that you have easy access to the 
underlying principles as you explore details.**

In Grade Three we have ONE Science topic that will be explored once in EACH cultural 
unit. That topic is the dependence of daily life survival activities (food, clothing, and 
shelter) on the environment. We work with this “science of ecosystems” by exploring the 
needs and opportunities in a given area. This could certainly happen through exploration of 
house building, planting, harvesting, cooking, or clothing, but for practical reasons we work 
with house building (both models and playhouses). Through house building we experiment 
and explore to see both what is needed and what is possible in a given environment. This 
forms the ground to engage with the science of planting, harvesting, cooking, and clothing 
in an eco-connected manner, outside the science blocks. 

A block  becomes a “science block” when you set it up for the children to discover, through 
experimentation, how the ecosystem influences the culture’s choices - in this case, the 
type of housing used. When you engage with food and clothing WITHOUT this experi-
mentation - which you should do - it will be done as a project within a humanities or math 
block. The activity of discovering the principle at hand (that we are part of an ecosystem) 
and taking hold of this conceptually is what makes a block a “Science Block” and distin-
guishes it from any other science-rich project within Humanities or Math.

Core Principles: In third grade our science curriculum takes on a quality and approach sig-
nificantly different from that of the earlier years: through discovery learning, we are bring-
ing the conscious understanding that we all live within an interdependent system (ecosys-
temic awareness). The “taking hold” that happens through discovery is the third grader’s 
developmental task. 

However, as much as the child now needs more concept to stay integrated, we must take 
care not to be so conceptual that we pull the child out of his natural connection to the 
wonder of nature - and thus out of his own integration.  Striving to serve this integration is 
the heart of Enki - integration is his internal ecosystem!  First, last, and always, we adapt the 
curriculum to serve the child’s deepest integration - that is not new. However, the balance 
of concept and experience needed to do this is undergoing a major shift as the third grader 
takes this big step in individuation - the very leap we mark with the Rite of Passage. 
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In the same vein, it is also very important not to become too technical.  We must remem-
ber that the third grader seeks our help with connecting the very practical earthly realities 
with the essential energies that make them inseparable from the magic of life.  This, in 
turn, helps him touch the vastness of the phenomenal world which is his deep goal.  We 
must offer enough technical information that the child feels the separateness of his stage of 
development (his  “standing-back-from “)  mirrored and empowered, and yet not offer so 
much that he loses touch with the magic around him by going too far into analysis. 

The Indigenous outlook on science also lies at the heart of the Enki view, and is especially 
relevant as we experience traditional cultures. Indigenous science begins with an apprecia-
tion of the “whole.” Then - only with care and awareness - there is a reaching of tentative 
conclusions about any particular aspect. This requires a profound immersion in and aware-
ness of the whole ecosystem - which is the reason we approach the First and Second Graders 
only through immersion and experience, without analyzing and seeking to hold and ma-
nipulate the parts. 

In Grade Three, as the children both seek and create more explanations for what they see 
and experience, it is our job to be sure that this discovery happens in the context of the 
whole. Since our Grade Three focus is on the ecosystem, this should be straightforward. 
However, it is still worth taking care that, in our enthusiasm for the child’s realizations, we 
do not lose sight of the integrated world within and around us. Keep in mind that specifics 
of soil, climate, and the like only matter in as much as they give the children a sense of the 
interdependence of the natural world - including us. That is all we are looking for the chil-
dren to take hold of at this point, so don’t get lost in details. Providing enough concept and 
technical information to nurture integration through understanding, as well as nurturing a 
sense of the magic of life - this is the art of teaching. It, as always, includes the mandatory 
20% falling - or missing the mark - that is part of this living process!   

Supporting Connected Concepts:

As always, we begin in the living context - in this case, the stories of the culture. Each Cul-
tural Unit Story Book offers specific suggestions for stories that are particularly suitable to 
use as a springboard for a specific science focus, and this comes after the children are quite 
deeply identified with the characters in the story. Most of these springboard stories will be 
ones that themselves deal with house-building in specific. 

This is the basic way we work with all subject areas. This is particularly important in rela-
tion to science because, in the modern world, looking conceptually or analytically at our 
world usually means we disconnect from its living and interdependent nature. Therefore, 
we encourage you to develop some kind of opening and closing ritual for the Science Block 
as this can be helpful to anchoring the sense of the inherent magic of the ecosystem. You 
might follow the story with drawing a large, mini-mural style picture from the story, but this 
time keep it vague and leave out the actual project to be built. For example, if you are doing 
a longhouse building project, working together you might:
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1) draw the scene of Aionwahta being brought to the field where the others are 
clearing the land, and where the house will go. There will be elm trees and 
an Eastern woodland field around the edges, but the center will be just sky 
and ground.

2) from there, you just jump into the project as described in the Cultural Units 
Activities books, taking photos of the building all along the way. 

3) when the house and related science exploration is complete, do some kind 
of ritual in it, such as an offering in the six directions (N, S, E, W, earth below 
and sky above). Whatever ritual you develop, try to include a giving of 
thanks for each part of the ecosystem that contributed to the house (sugges-
tions found in the Cultural Units Activities Books).

4) finally, after the house-building is finished, you come back to the drawing 
and fill in the house, “building it” in drawing just as you did in life, and 
describing in literal terms the connections within the ecosystem as you draw. 
Stop the drawing at a stage in construction where you can still see the house 
in process. 

5) put all the “in process” building photos in the Morning Lesson Book. 

6) put the mini-mural drawing photo on its own page and write up the steps in 
the building process on the opposite page, including some description of the 
house-completion blessing or ritual. 

The detailed directions found in each Cultural Units Activities book describe the outer limit 
of using discovery to awaken conscious understanding for the third grader. Just how far 
towards this destination is right for any given child or group, and thus how far into the dis-
covery process we take the child, only the adult in the trenches can judge. But as a principle, 
we want to guide the child through conscious discovery of the interrelationships in nature 
that determine the kinds of shelter of a particular culture (soil, vegetation, and climate). All 
the discovery work we do is geared to one end: perceiving and standing in awe at the inter-
dependence between nature and culture. 

However thoroughly you do or do not work with discovering concepts, your main discov-
ery work about soil, climate, and plant life will happen in the context of significant building 
projects; that understanding will be applied to other activities such as planting, harvesting, 
and making clothing, in a more casual manner. This exploration is also laying the ground 
outlook (one of interconnection) that will be the base for all science exploration in the years 
to come.
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The Science Block Structure: 

As described in the Grade Three Teaching Guide, the focused science work happens in two 
ways that together make up a science block:

1) engagement with science activities (house-building, etc);

2) focused experimental work with ecosystems.

Although at first this seems straightforward, it is a little more subtle than it looks. Why? 
Because you will do many science activities within your Humanities and Math blocks, too.  
You will work with farming and food, with clothing and ceremony, all in the non-science 
blocks. So what makes a particular study a “Science block”?

A given study  becomes a “Grade Three Science Block” when it is structured for the chil-
dren to discover -  through experimentation - how the natural ecosystem influences choices 
in the type of housing, food, and clothing needed and used. We feel this is most readily ac-
cessible through work with house-building so our focus is there, but it could be done in any 
of the basic survival areas. What can seem confusing is this: during each cultural unit you 
will do BOTH farming and house-building, but NOT as a science discovery process. 

Other projects may be big or small,  and could include house building, but they won’t in-
clude an indepth discovery process and the ecosystem issues will just be touched on ver-
bally and artistically – not through experimentation. Your year might look like any of those 
found in the Cultural Unit Activities Books or quite different, but by way of example:

1) Autumn Torah Science Block: Adobe oven or model house building; do har-
vest and storage as part of humanities or math work (no explicit discovery 
process).

2) Spring Haudenosaunee Science Block: building the longhouse playhouse; do 
planting as part of humanities or math focus (no explicit discovery process).

Whatever you choose to do for your full science discovery block, it will be important to do 
work with food production and storage, and clothing, in BOTH Cultural Units - this is 
how people survive on earth and that is central to the child’s developmental focus at this 
time.  

The science work can also address one part of the major developmental work for this year: 
house building. It is important to try to do one housing project that allows the child to feel 
he has made his own enclosure - one that can house him. The developmental purpose, as de-
scribed below, is to give the third grader a chance to experience both his power and protec-
tion/safety. To meet this goal, if at all possible, it is important to build a house that children 
can actually go inside. For those in apartments, this may mean making the nomad tent or a 
free standing longhouse over the child’s bed. 

The need for shelter is an issue close to the heart of the third grader and he should be given 
both time and experience to go deeply into this. One reason is the importance of feeling 
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competent to participate in creating his own shelter as he moves into a conscious sense of 
his aloneness on the earth;  the other is the simple experience of being in this shelter and 
feeling protected.8 Part of experiencing the 8 year old’s step in individuation and indepen-
dence is a feeling of being unprotected. Building a house into which he can go and feel 
enclosed/protected - even at a play level - will contribute strongly to a sense of security 
and empowerment as two parts of a whole - something the third grader very much needs.  
This need can be met through house building in a science, math, or humanities project. So 
where you might work with adobe for the science exploration, you can still build a nomad 
tent, minus the experimentation, as a project in a Humanities  or Math block, and a great 
deal of science information and ecosystemic perspective will be part of the adventure - but 
not through indepth discovery work.

For example, maybe you have decided to make the major building project a longhouse and 
to do this building in the Spring Science block in the Haudenosaunee Unit. This does not 
mean that you can’t  build a Sukkah shelter at harvest time in the Torah block or a small no-
mad tent. It only means that these will not be a project involving a lot of discovery or focus 
on the building materials and their origins and interdependence (ecosystem). Rather, it will 
be a simple constructing - almost like work with Lincoln Logs.  Focus will be more on the 
celebrations, and possibly on the grains being harvested than on the ecosystem. By the same 
token, building the longhouse in the Spring does not mean you don’t also plant - you cer-
tainly should. It only means that this is done with a lighter touch and will not focus on the 
science discovery concepts, and it might well happen in Projects, and not Morning Lesson 
time. 

As well, because we are working to bring the child the experience of the interrelatedness 
of food (farming), clothing, shelter, soil, and climate, we recommend building a model 
house with each unit and doing some work with food (planting or harvest, and cook-
ing) and clothing.  Model houses can be made by adapting the instructions on the full play 
houses found in the Cultural Units Activities Book.

What matters in the science blocks is that you look for the opportunities for your child to 
discover that the type of soil in a given area, the weather, and the resulting plant life not 
only present certain opportunities and needs, but also limit the choices. Together, these 
determine what we need and what we can use to get it. This is how the children begin to 
recognize that their lives are intertwined with the environment - the heart of ecosystemic 
thinking and an important experience in today’s disconnected world.  The directions in 
Cultural Units Activities books are very detailed to support the parent in guiding both the 
science discovery learning and “life on earth” projects for other blocks. 

8 see HTG/Grade Three/the Third Grader
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Making Choices:

With the above understanding guiding the parent’s decisions, the first job is to choose which 
block will include the major house building project. Consider both the challenges and the 
opportunities of where you live and the realities of your life (physical space, family de-
mands, when you can get support from another family member, and so on). There are a va-
riety of sample schedules at the start of the Cultural Units Activities books; looking through 
these will help you see the many ways one can go about planning a theme studies program 
and how each decision impacts all you will do. There is no right or wrong; choose what you 
think will best meet your child and support your family, adapt it to your situation, and jump 
in! 

House building is a big undertaking so you do not want to do over challenge the child - or 
yourself. Basically, for purely practical reasons, this will have to be a nomad tent or a long-
house (either of these can be done inside in an apartment as well as out in a yard). The other 
housing project for the other Cultural Unit will be “model size” and a lot less demanding. 

To confuse matters, if you choose to do the nomad tent, it does not go in a science block: 
**you will do the nomad tent within humanities or math (it can fit in either), as it does not lend itself 
easily to the science discovery process.**  You will do adobe construction (oven or model house) 
for one science block, and a Haudenosaunee longhouse as your other. The real planning 
question is not about science but about house building: will you build a model longhouse or 
a play longhouse? 

If you build a play longhouse, you will build an adobe model or an adobe oven in the other 
science block. If you choose to build a nomad tent, your other building will be a model long-
house in the science block. 

Preparation: 

Before you determine which major project you want to focus on in which culture and in 
which part of the year, it will help to ask yourself the following questions:

3) What is the climate in which the culture exists and how does that impact the 
type of housing,?

1) What is the climate, vegetation, and soil type where you live? Is that like or 
unlike the soil, climate, and vegetation of the culture in focus? 

 
Read through the different options suggested and then, based on the answers to the above 
questions, make your choices and plan discovery opportunities. It is easiest to discover 
the impact of climate and soil on culture when those of your area are distinctly different 
from those of the area in focus. To help a child explore these issues, we can set the child up 
for “failure” early on so that he becomes consciously attuned to the importance of soil and 
climate in all the projects that follow. 
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Possible Choices for the two science block, meeting the child’s need for house building:

1) Block A: adobe oven or model adobe house; Block B: play longhouse

2) Block A model longhouse; Block B model adobe house or adobe oven; play 
nomad tent in a different block

In a nutshell: if you are building the play longhouse, you do not need to make the play no-
mad tent. If you are making the nomad tent, both of the other houses can be model houses. 

In the house-building science unit, somewhere early on, you will be leading the child into  
“failure” so that he comes to see that soil and vegetation determine our choices in housing. 
He will discover that not every soil can make adobe bricks and not every tree can provide 
the poles or bark needed for a Longhouse. This “failure” is what opens the child’s eyes to 
the relationship of soil to house-building.  Since the soils and climate of the Hebrew and 
Haudenosaunee people are dramatically different, everyone should be able to orchestrate at 
least one failure (here seen as a success!).

CAUTION: this is a very easy moment for this to become an experience of “them, over there” 
and not an experience of the universal human journey. Keep coming back to the sense that every-
one everywhere has to work with the land and material they have available. Most of all, when you 
return to the Humanities focus to close out your block be sure to let the comparisons needed for 
science learning go completely. Let the child return back to the full identification with Moses and 
the people of Israel, or Aionwahta and the Haudenosaunee.

 
Soil: the big issue

What you are looking to have the child discover is the fact that housing, food, and cloth-
ing always developed in response to climate and soil (opportunity and challenge). That’s 
it. Most of the discovery activities involve noticing differences in soil properties or vegeta-
tion. The following list will be helpful to the adult in guiding the child through this process. 

• Sand is the largest particle in the soil. When you rub it, it feels rough. This is 
because it has sharp edges. Sand doesn’t hold many nutrients.

• Silt is a soil particle whose size is between sand and clay. Silt feels smooth 
and powdery. When wet it feels smooth but not sticky.

• Clay is the smallest of particles. Clay is smooth when dry and sticky when 
wet. Soils high in clay content are called heavy soils. Clay also can hold a lot 
of nutrients, but doesn’t let air and water through it well.

• To better understand how big these three soil particles are, think of them like 
this: if a particle of sand were the size of a basketball, then silt would be the 
size of a baseball, and clay would be the size of a golf ball. Line them all up, 
and you can see how these particles compare in size.
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• The amount of rainfall in a given area profoundly impacts the housing 
needed and the plants that will grow. But of equal importance is the make 
up of the soil. Particle size profoundly impacts a soil’s drainage and nutrient 
holding capacity, which in turn affects what will grow. As you do the differ-
ent discovery activities, play with adding water to each soil and see which 
drains best, which holds most tightly, and so on. 

Useful as this, and other information is in the discovery process, we are NOT looking for 
the child to amass a bunch of scientific facts or to become an analyst at this age. At the 
same time, the discovery process itself can become overwhelming and too thick, and the 
child may need information to move it along.  The discovery process described below must 
always be tempered with the straightforward giving of information when that will better 
integrate the child.
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Housing Overview: The Actual Building

House-building takes a lot of time, lots. You will run into unforeseen problems - this is 
the nature of working with the natural world around you! You can’t  plan on “x” many 
boards of “x” size when you are working with the trees and earth around you. Plan to use 
all the focused time (letting this be the Core Lesson, practice time, and crafts/adventures) 
for the whole day for about 2-3 weeks.   

You will do minimal writing and drawing during this section - mostly you will just use 
writing and drawing to “record” the work you are doing. It is important to record well 
as that is the record from which discovery will happen. So it may be only done every few 
days - first as you plan, second as you discover, third as you complete the project.  The bulk 
of time will be spent building and discovering, and you will return to the notes to do more 
full written and artistic recording in the later weeks when the project is well under way. 

After the two to three weeks used to get a real running start, the remaining house-building 
can happen in projects time. Do not do this when you are up against deadlines, like ending 
school. You need to be sure you have a good month after the science block in which to work 
on completion in the afternoons as needed.

Remember that house building would have been mainly an adult activity that the older 
children helped in. We want to have these children do as much as they can without burn-
ing out. It is fine to push them a bit so they feel it is theirs, and feel the enormity of the job, 
but the adults should also help a lot. So if a child works for an hour and then play is called 
for, that is a great time for you to go on with building while they play. Temper this activity 
based on the child’s integration, but keep in mind that it should tax him to the point of real-
izing what a huge deal it is to build a house - AND yet experience that he can do it while not 
depleting and depressing him (causing major disintegration). 

 
 

Working with Positive Doorways:

It is important to keep in mind that, at this juncture, we are specifically NOT working to 
bring the child a sense of all that is wrong in the environment or of what we can do about 
it. That will come later, but for it to have real meaning the child must first have both a 
strong grounding in and deep reverence for the awesome interplay that IS our natural 
environment. Bringing the destruction of that environment in without this base or when the 
child is too young to have a real impact on fixing it will only close his heart and disconnect 
him from nature - and that is how we got into this ecological mess to begin with! 

We will work with the details of food, shelter, and clothing as tools to explore the interde-
pendence of life. But we are not looking for the third grader to retain these specifics, and 
to consciously attempt to do so would undermine her deeper grounding in the interde-
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pendence of the cycles of nature. Once we have attuned her awareness to this interdepen-
dence, we have a ground on which to explore these issues over and over in each and every 
culture we visit over the years, and  in each and every science topic we take up. 

So in Grade Four when we study the Yoruba of West Africa and the Egyptians of the Middle 
East, in the context of our Humanities work we will explore and celebrate the harvest and 
the planting, and in our projects periods we will work with preparation and storage of foods 
and making of model homes and clothing. Our Science will focus on animal studies. And, 
because the children have a strong ground in the principles of interdependence from Grade 
Three, if they don’t already see it, we need only steer discussion with a few pointed ques-
tions and they will naturally look at the ecosystem at hand. 

Each year we make this understanding more and more conscious as the child is better and 
better able to take hold of information in a meaningful manner. So while this is the only 
time that housing, farming, and clothing will be our main science focus, the experiential 
and conceptual ground tilled here will not only flow through every culture we study, but 
also through every science topic from animal studies to botany to geology and right on 
through biology and chemistry. We began planting the seeds for this awareness of ecosys-
tems in kindergarten, we begin making this conscious in Grade Three; we will continue to 
harvest it right throughout the child’s schooling, and hope she will continue on this path for 
life.  
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Movement - Circle
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Grade Three Movement - Scope and Sequence

 
The overall goal of the movement program is to develop a strong base of physical health, 
and to prepare the children for sustained focus and maximize learning through preparation 
of the body-brain interaction. To accomplish this we work with movement actives accompa-
nied by music or rhythmic verse (unless working with sports).  Each activity has a specific 
objective as listed below:

1) engaging and stabilizing rhythmic breathing and active heartbeat/rate
• aerobic activity (walking, dance, sports, and movement activities)

2) midline crossings – full stabilizing dominance, eye tracking, and binocular focus
• cross lateral movement patterns (left/right cross overs – movement activities, 

dance, sports)
• cross horizontal (up/down cross overs - movement activities, dance, sports)
• cross saggital movements (forward/back cross overs - movement activities, 

dance, sports)

3) base sense integration
• vestibular activities (swinging, balancing, and spinning – emphasis on balance 

- movement activities, dance, sports)
• proprioceptive activities (lifting and carrying,  climbing and jumping - 

movement activities, dance, sports)
• tactile activities (fingerplays, sand work, logs building)

4) fine motor coordination 
• finger flexibility and dexterity (crafts)
• wrist flexibility (crafts)

5) physical sense of rhythm 
• all movement/music activities 

6) body mapping (for maximum comprehension)
• map academic material through the kinesthetic system by working with all 

academic concept first through relevant movement activities
• anchor academic concepts through movement (e.g. sets)
• walking forms for Form Drawing to child strengthen spatial and geometric 

understanding through movement.

7) endurance (increased endurance is the result of daily movement work and sports using 
all above skills)
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Movement-Circle: Overview

As described in the Grade Three Guide, the vast majority of our circle work will happen in 
the context of the folk dance and active games of the culture in focus. These are provided in 
the package, on the Dance DVD’s or in the Cultural Unit Activities Books. 

Overall the movement-circle work has the same goals as it has every year: 

• kinesthetic engagement (blood and breath); 

• neurological integration (reflexes, base sense, and midline work); 

• kinesthetic academics; 

• seasonal connection; and, 

• cultural immersion.

As has always been true, there are many ways to accomplish these. Some people have found 
that doing the cultural movement work at a separate time works well; some find doing it 
before book work helps to enrich and enliven the book work. Some find it best to intersperse 
all the different kinds of movement; some find it best to do all the seasonal and academic 
movement first, using these to rouse blood and breath and work midlines, and then to do 
the cultural in a clump; others find the reverse best. The options are limitless and as long as 
you work with all these areas, all that matters is the child’s integration and sinking in to the 
work that follows. 

As described in the Foundation Guides, the kinesthetic engagement can happen in many 
ways: outside or in, chasing up and down the  stairs or dancing in a formal circle. It remains 
the all important physical and neurological base. All folk dance works with crossing mid-
lines and nourishing the senses, so that will be covered regardless. There are also relevant 
spin and fold for each cultural unit that will target the base sense integration. And there is a 
Grade Three PACE verse to support continued work with Brain Gym. 

Each section has particular contributions and particular challenges to be considered. 

Seasonal Movement: It remains  important that some part of the movement work and song 
connect the child to the natural world around him. For the most part, because there is so 
much new in the cultural context, we recommend using material from earlier years. We also 
include a few new pieces chosen for the eight year old. Many Seasonal Poems and songs can 
be used with simple skipping patterns and gestures to connect the children to nature. Some 
poems for this are found in this Movement section; those in the Speech section can also be 
used in movement but lend themselves more readily to simple recitation. Many common 
folk songs also celebrate the seasons and the world of farming. These are readily available in 
folk Song books and on the web and therefore are not in this collection. 

Academic Movement: Work with anchoring academics in movement will include the con-
tinuation of the multiplication, fact families, syllabication, and spelling games we have done 
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already. These should continue. But we will also add games to support all forms of measure-
ment (linear, volume, weight, time, money), long division, punctuation, and parts of speech. 
Form walk continues to be important wherever it fits in. 

We will also use circle to work actively with the introduction of musical notation  - both 
notes and rhythms, as described in the Music section of this Manual. 

Cultural Folk Dance: Folk dance and community games are a very important part of ex-
periences any culture. These are quite simple to bring into a classroom, but they present a 
particular challenge for homeschoolers. There is no way around the fact that folk dance is a 
community event and that a great deal of each culture is carried in its dance. This presents a 
challenge for the homeschooler, but it need not be an insurmountable wall.

Whether for the classroom or homeschool, begin by connecting with the movement yourself. 
Explore  the ways the culture in focus works with movement. Is the movement carried in the 
legs as in the Israeli? Is the dancer almost suspended from the chest and floating freely over 
the earth as in much American Indian style?  Are the movement patterns complex or medi-
tatively repetitive? Explore the people through the music and dance yourself - it all starts 
there.  

If we bring the dance into context through the story, we start with an open door.  Then share 
your connection to the music and dance without expectation of participation or of resis-
tance. We can work with one or two of the dance steps and patterns all the way through a 
given song, rather than attempting full dances right off. Even if the child remains an observ-
er throughout, we can still bring him a deep and engaging experience of the culture. 

Look at each dance and adapt it to bring a kinesthetic experience of the type of movement 
and movement patterns of the culture to the child. For example, the Haudenosaunee do a lot 
of movements close to the earth to honor the Mother. You may not be able to  provide the 
experience of the entire community moving in connection to the earth, but you can help the 
child experience this himself. Then, when he goes to the Israeli dance which is far more fo-
cused on entwining, relationship movements, he will feel the difference in the cultural mood 
- even though, in both cases, the dances will be modified. 

Dance is one aspect, but hearing music is another in its own right. The music can be played 
on its own anytime - the more often, the better. Once a particular type of  music is in the 
child’s system, and anchored to story and biography, then it is time to take a trip to a folk 
dance event of that culture. Most of us live within a few hours of a big city. It is well worth 
it to close out the block with a visit to whatever kind of cultural event you can find for the 
culture in focus. Here the child - even if he appears to shy away and does not participate - 
will experience things he knows deeply, and do so in a three dimensional form. There is no 
need to push the hesitant child to relate directly; just exposure is very powerful. And if you 
join in, he has the vicarious experience. 

This will not always be possible, but when it is, it is a great gift. If it is not possible, trust the 
music and movement you do at home to speak for themselves.
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Harvest

 

Fields of wheat and oats and barley
Bending in the summer breeze,
Sun and shadow, wave and ripple
Chase across the golden seas.
 
Wheat stands tall and straight and heavy,
Oat grains hang in separate drops,
Barley’s whiskered head curves over –
Gold and brown and yellow crops.
 
When the corn is fully ripened
Then the harvest is begun.
Reaping, bending, on the stubble
Stacking sheaves beneath the sun.
 
Now we load the great farm wagons,
Working till the field is clear.
Stubble soon must turn to ploughland,
Ready for another year.
 
                                                Molly de Havas
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I Will Go With My Father A-Ploughing

 
I will go with my father a-ploughing
To the green field by the sea,
And the rooks and the crows and the seagulls
Will come flocking after me.
I will sing to the patient horses
With the lark in the white of the air,
And my father will sing the plough song
That blesses the cleaving share.
 
I will go with my father a-sowing
To the red field by the sea,
And the rooks and the gulls and the starlings
Will come flocking after me.
I will sing to the striding sowers
With the finch on the flowering sloe,
And my father will sing the seed song
That only the wise men know.
 
I will go with my father a-reaping
To the brown field by the sea,
And the geese and the crows and the children
Will come flocking after me.
I will sing to the weary reapers
With the wren in the heat of the sun,
And my father will sing the scythe song
That joys for the harvest done.
 
                                                Seosamh Maccathmhaoil
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Academic Activities

We offer a variety of activities to bring academic concepts in through movement. Some bring 
meaning through movement (e.g. the multiplication tables where we experience number 
sets in the body), and others use movement to anchor images that hold the meaning, still 
others anchor rote memorization or images to aid rote memorization through the body. 

Included here are activities to support learning:

• measurement equivalents (linear, weight, volume, time, money); 

• place value groupings (tribes);

• memorization of computation strategies; 

• fact families to twenty;

• punctuation; 

• Parts of Speech;

• Brain gym  P.A.C.E. 
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Measurement - Length 

Grade Three Academic Circle (to go with Story Vignettes in manual)

SET A (for the American measurement system)

The sovereign king got it into his head standing still, swing arms out and up to
To make his queen a royal bed make a sun and then down to make a crown
But “Alas!” what lay before his eyes leaning on on hand as if wondering; roll heel
Each foot made a bed of a different size. toe  on foot

The Giant’s bed wouldn’t fit inside move from hands together to hands wide in a 
“No” gesture

For his mighty stride was a mile wide run
The strongest builder’s was still too large
For he had a foot as big as a yard stride personal yard

And the small bed gave the queen a pinch
For the wee elf’s foot was only an inch curl up in a squat ball
The sovereign said, “Why, my foot is a treasure
So I will make it the standard measure.” walk heel to toe as in measuring

Twelve inch-long elves to make a foot tiptoe
But only three feet in a yard are put walk heel to toe as in measuring with foot
And yard after yard for a long, long while stride
Seventeen hundred and sixty before it’s a mile run

In feet the matter is even more weighty walk heel to toe throughout
A mile takes 5000, 200, and 80 (5,280)
5000, 200, and 80 it’s true
For a mile in feet, that’s what you must do. 

Inch, foot, yard and mile are tricky walk heel to toe as in measuring
12 to 3 to 1760 (seventeen hundred and sixty) tiptoe-stride-run
And when you count a mile in feet, keep running
The pleasure of measure just can’t be beat.
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SET B (for those in a Metric system)

The sovereign king got it into his head standing still, swing arms out and up to
To make his queen a royal bed make a sun and then down to make a crown
But “Alas!” what lay before his eyes: leaning on on hand as if wondering; roll heel
Each foot made a bed of a different size. toe  on foot

The Giant’s bed wouldn’t fit inside move from hands together to hands wide in a 
“No” gesture

His mighty stride was a kilometer wide run
The strongest builder’s was just as wrong
For he had a foot a meter long stride personal yard

Surely the wee elf’s would be much sweeter
But his foot was just a centimeter. curl up in a squat ball
His majesty said, “This gives me no pleasure
So I will set a standard measure!” walk heel to toe as in measuring

But what can we use that everyone knows? stand and hold up hands with fingers spread
We all have 10 fingers, we all have 10 toes.
But counting by 10 will take forever: squat curl
Let use Tricky Mischief’s method of measure. stan in open star (arms up and apart, feet 

apart.

Ten millimeters will do the trick. tiptoe
A centimeter they’ll make up quick. walk heel to toe as in measuring with foot
100 of those and a meter we’ll make stride
But kilometer, 1000 meters will take. run

Millimeter, centimeter, kilometer all know. tiptoe-stride-run
That Tricky Mischief has ten fingers and toes. stand in human star as above
10 to 100 to 1000 , will do tiptoe-stride-run with fingers opening and 
To pile up many out of the few. closing rhythmically as in flashing as you 

run. 
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Time

(bean bag in pocket)

The father and son had worked a lot act out digging
The sun shone bright and the day was hot.
“Must I work from morn till night?” child stops and leans as though on 

shovel
“You may not stop 
while the sun shines bright.” 

adult shakes finger, “no”

“Look, Father, by yon poplar tree, act out with hand gestures
There’s a shadow there, as you can see.”
“Then cool yourself while it blocks the sun
But when light falls on you, 
then back you come.” 

Lay out 12 rods. Rhythm shifts here to a 5 beat to work with the clock. Tip toe four short beat steps 
between each rod and jump over the rod on the underlined word.

Round and round he rolled
Where the sun was blocked
And when darkness fell, 
He had made a clock

Run the same pattern counting out the numbers on the clock. When you get over 20 you have to 
leave out the first part – so you count  . . 18, 19, 20, 21, 2, 3, 4, 25, 6, 7, 8, 9, 30 – and so on till 
you are back at 60)

Stand still and breathe! While tapping foot and clapping to the timing emphasizing the under-
lined beat

Seconds ticking by,
Soon the minutes fly.
Running right a-round,
Count them now by five.

Then run it again, saying only the 5’s but running all the steps (5, 10, 15, etc.) as you have done.
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Next the rhythm switches back and with a long stride-jump the child steps only over rods so that 
in 3  lines you are back at the 12 (4 beats to a line) – stand still for the last line, hands on hips, 
looking at the clock:  

In 60 minutes an hour had gone.
24 hours and the day was done
All day long he’d followed the shade
Yes, it was true, a clock he’s made. 

Pick take out bean bag

60 to 60 to 24 toss bag quickly hand to hand
seconds to minutes to hours, galore!
24 hours to make a day toss high and clap before catching
With 7 of those, a week’s passed away. toss high as possible and turn a circle

Squat in a little ball and pile hands one over the next while moving up to stand. On the last two 
lines wind back down into the ball.

The tiniest seconds are piled high
Till minutes and hours and days go by.
With a tiny second the whole thing starts,
Like the steady beat within our hearts.
Rolling to minutes and hours and days
Then weeks and months and years pass away.

Circle Game:  
Joni Michell’s “Circle Game” can work well to set the mood for the sense of time passing. By 
this age they may enjoy the whole song, or you can just use the chorus. s
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Weight and Volume

Weight – American system, bean bags 

Toss bag hand to hand in front throughout this verse. 

The farmers counted their hearty yield
Apples and berries from orchard and field
They weighed until at last they were done, 
From ounces to pounds and onto a ton.

Toss hand to hand overhead as in rainbow throughout this verse, open as wide as possible on each 
line to make a scale with body. 

16 ounces to make up a pound, 
2000 of those in a ton are found.
Everything balanced the way that it should
So they knew this system was very good. 

Volume – American system, bean bags: 

The bakers measured their goods for sale, lift hand with bag high and drop into 
other hand held low.

Pouring the apple juice  
                            onto the scale.

toss bag back up to high hand 
drop over shoulder to hand behind 
back

And piling flour till it flew away, at waist pass bag around back over 
and over (as in squirrels running)

They had to find another way.

Gallon, quart, pint, cup and ounce bounce bag with one hand start-
ing with a high bounce and getting 
smaller

From the biggest down  
                             to the smallest amounts 

.

From the smallest ounce to  
                            cup, pint, and quart 

continue bouncing but getting big-
ger.

And on to gallon, they’re easy to sort.
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Skip , toss bag, tap opposite leg, and catch – as in Proud Prancing Ponies – throughout verse. 

It takes 8 ounces to fill a cup
And 2 cups fill a pint jar up
2 pints in a quart make it stand up tall
4 quarts in a gallon and you have it all

Weight - Metric System (bean bags)

Weight and volume in the metric system use the dependable building of tens so these need mini-
mal extra support; however, to get the terms anchored, short verses are below.

Toss bag hand to hand throughout this verse.

The farmers counted their hearty yield
Apples and berries from orchard and field
They counted until they could not stand, 
Then they decided to weigh by the gram.

Toss hand to hand overhead as in rainbow throughout this verse, open as wide as possible on each 
line to make a scale with body. 

Milli, and centi and deci had fun, 
With gram and kilo, and a great big ton.
Everything balanced the way that it should
So they knew Tricky’s system was very good. 

Volume - Metric System (bean bags): 

The bakers measured their goods for sale, toss bag up to hand held high
Pouring the apple juice onto the scale. drop into other hand 
And piling flour till it flew away, toss bag back up to other hand  

and drop it over the shoulder and 
into 

They had to find another way. other hand behind the back.

Meters and grams, what a messy sight! Keep tossing over the shoulder and 
dropping to back hand as above

But litres could hold them oh so tight. At end of line bring bag to front  
and hold at waist, between hands. 

Milli, centi and deci and litre toss hand to hand in front again. 
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With kilo and gallon,  
                         their packing was neater

end with bag at waist in front be-
tween hands as though all is packed

Money 

Copper rods (pass hand to hand on the beat, tossing across to your partner, initially at the end of 
each verse and then at the end of each two lines – this can also be done with bean bags:
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Five pennies make a nickel
Two nickels make a dime.
But these must work together 
If a quarter you’re to find.

Two dimes and then a nickel
If a quarter we’re to see
But you’ll need four of these 
If a dollar it will be. 

And pennies give a holler
When one hundred make a dollar.
But if you’ve only ten
Still you’ll have a dime to spend.

A paper (loonie) dollar’s plenty 
When the nickels add to 20
And if it’s ten we find
We make a dollar out of dimes.

(In Canada continue with: 
It takes a hundred pennies 
To make one loonie and not many
And when of loonies you have two
There’s a toonie there for you)
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Place Value Families (tribes, clans)

For this activity you need number cards as described below. Adult has a card that says the family 
name (ones, thousands, millions, billions, trillions). Initially these names are written as words 
with the numbers underneath them, showing, but put the names on a separate sheet with rubber 
cement so they can be removed easily. For the one’s family just put a dash as a space holder for 
digits  - a zero would make it worth ten. For the thousands put 3 zeros. For the millions, 6 zeros 
with the comma after 3, and so on. When they have the visual on zeros down, remove the written 
name. 

Throughout skip a three beat side step through the first verse (long-short-long). As you skip to 
each side, toss the bag to the other hand and clap before you catch it. The trick is to simply step on 
the first beat, to toss it and clap on the second beat, and catch on the third - this takes rhythmic 
coordination, but a child who has been through Enki should be up to the task. If not, simplify.

Family (clan or tribe) is family, just the same
No matter how you say their name.
Each has 3 members, that is all,
It matters not how big or how small.      

Units each call our your name hold up the card and children squat 
and call name e.g. million, and throw 
the bag with one clap

Then tens line up to play the game. jump and say ten plus name e.g ten 
million, and throw the bag higher 
with two claps

While hundred sing out loud and sweet leap around and say hundred plus 
name e.g hundred million, and toss 
the bag as you leap 

For now each family is complete!
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Fact families - large numbers

To memorize the fact families, a situation where 
there is not an inherent rhythmic connection to 
meaning as there is in the multiplication tables, 
we lean more on story image. We recommend 
making a card that illustrates each little story 
below and move in keeping with each. If these 
are triangular with the scene in the middle, and 
the highest number on top, then the other pairs 
of numbers can be placed in parallel lines on 
the bottom such that you can “read” them as an 
equation for addition or subtraction. The chil-
dren will need to be familiar with the recitation 
or they may well try to add vertically. They will likely see the increasing/decreasing pattern 
in the fact family numbers – great.

Hey, Eleven, who’s alive?

11, 7, 4 knocks at the door Begin with arms forward, chest height, folded 
over one another (finger to elbow on each side. 
For the first half of each line, sharply rotate 
one arm straight up from the elbow, so fingers 
point up, and then the other.  For the other 
half, sharply bring them down one at a time. 
Do this for each line

of 11, 6, 5, to see if he’s alive
11, 9, 2, knows just what to do 
So 11, 3, 8 can open the gate

Now the gate and the door  
are both standing open;

Keep the arms up like an open gate

Look, there’s 11,  
just as we were hoping!

Fold back down simultaneously.

Repeat movement pattern while naming numbers in family:

11, 7, 4
11, 6, 5
11, 9, 2
11, 3, 8

Now the gate and the door are both standing open;
Look, there’s 11, just as we were hoping!

(repeat the number section to end several times)
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Twelve, are you naughty or nice?

12, 6, 6 are all playing tricks roll hands around each other and throw 
them up overhead

While 7, 5,  12 
               are behaving themselves cross hands over chest very seriously
12, 4, 8 likes staying out late repeat roll
While 12, 3, 9 
               gets home in time. repeat serious fold
What shall we make make question gesture
               of all those 12’s? 
Some are naughty repeat roll
    and some behave themselves! repeat fold

Do arm sequence throughout naming fami-
lies

12, 6, 6
7, 5,  12
12, 4, 8
12, 3, 9

What shall we make of all those 12’s?  
Some are naughty and some behave themselves!

(repeat number section to end several times)

Thirteen’s Treasure Hunt

13, 4, 9 had found a sign move body as if digging for treasure
And 13, 5, 8 was doing just great keep digging
Then 6, 7, 13 spilled the beans stand and put arms forward, palms up
And the others thought  
             that was really mean.

fold arms across chest as if mad.

Do movement sequence throughout naming families

13, 4, 9
13, 5, 8
6, 7, 13 spilled the beans
And the others thought that was really mean.

(repeat number section to end several times)
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Fourteen in the Mud!

7, 7, 14 just can’t stay clean roll on floor
14, 5, 9 is covered with grime roll other way
14, 6, 8 thinks it’s really great roll back 
To jump in the mud and get roll back again
                 covered with crud!

Roll through all number chanting

7, 7, 14
14, 5, 9
14, 6, 8 thinks it’s really great
To jump in the mud and get covered with crud!

(repeat number section to end several times)

Fifteen’s Slipstream (the protection formed by blocking wind - as in the V of the goose flight)

9, 6, 15 can form a slipstream walk around flapping wings through-
out

for 15, 8, 7 to fly up to Heaven
For blocking the wind 
                with their wings in a “V”
The pathway behind is flown easily.

Fly through counting

9, 6, 15
15, 8, 7
9, 6, 15
15, 8, 7

(repeat number section to end several times)
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Ten’s  Multiplication Hip Bump

This is to give the children a sense of the mechanics of multiplying by a multiple of ten: a bump-
ing by a place value column (a zero); it does not give support for the meaning - that has to be 
handled through Cuisenaire and base ten block activities. Allow the child to make the connection 
to the fact that the number of zeros in the multiplier is the number of zeros you add to get the 
answer, if at all possible.

Do this on a “Base Ten board” where two can stand in each column and the 10, 100, 1000 are on 
the top of the board. You can do this with tape on the floor as you do for teaching music reading 
(you can actually put it over the treble clef sign and get two uses from the staff lines!).

You can give the child digit cards for the number he is multiplying if you feel he needs the help. 
Begin with single digits only and when he is very solid, give bigger numbers. 

Multiplying by Ten

Skip in a circle or jump in place while reciting:

First by ten we multiply, 
And (give a number)’s pile oh so high. 

Stand by neighbor, hook elbows, and bump hips ONCE: - let the hooked elbows cause both people 
to move over.

__ ten times, what will we do?
Bump him one and the answer’s true.

Child calls out the answer. Do this with any single digit for a long time before working with 
double digit numbers. They know these answers already, we are connecting them to the bump 
from one place value column to the next:

Multiplying by 100 

Skip in a circle or jump in place while reciting:

By one hundred we multiply, 
And (give a number)’s pile oh so high. 

Stand by neighbor, hook elbows, and bump hips twice: - let the hooked elbows cause both people 
to move over and jump one for each bump.
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__ times one hundred, what to do?
Just bump twice and the answer’s true.

Child calls out the answer. Do this with any single digit for a long time before working with 
double digit numbers. They likely know these answers already, we are connecting them to the 
double bump.

Multiplying by 1000

Skip in a circle while reciting:

By one thousand we multiply, 
And numbers pile oh so high. 

Stand by neighbor, hook elbows, and bump hips twice: - let the hooked elbows cause both people 
to move over and jump one for each bump.

__ times one thousand, what to do?
Just bump three times and the answer’s true.

Child calls out the answer. Do this with any single digit for a long time before working with 
double digit numbers. They likely know these answers already, we are connecting them to the 
triple bump.
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Ten Addition with plus 10/rollback  

This is designed to put the mechanics of “using adding ten and subtracting extra”  as a 
strategy, into the body. You can do it before or after doing it with manipulatives, but both are 
needed. Whatever the order, give the child the time to connect the two. 

(Skip through the first verse)

Ten has magic just for us. 
He helps us add, no muss, no fuss. 
Just add on ten and you will see, 
The answer comes out eas-il-y.

Start each of the next verses back from the center of the circle

Nine has magic, it is fun
Just jump 10

Child jumps to center

Then fall back one.

Child drops down and rolls back  - or he can just jump back,  and says the answer = 45)

This sets the basic pattern. Now you give the child a number e.g. 36. The child jumps to center 
and says the +10 total; e.g. 46, then drops and rolls back and says 35.

Do three to five just repeating the mechanics pattern with different numbers. Then chant the full 
thing again with skipping, jumping and rolling, as before. This is to re-anchor the process. The 
same applies to each of the following, but instead of rolling back, you do as described in the verse. 

Eight has magic, it is true
Jump in 10
Then hop back two.

Seven has magic, and it’s free
Just jump 10
Then jog back three.
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Tens Addition with Nearest 10

This is designed to put the mechanics of “using adding to the nearest ten and adding what 
is left over”  as a strategy, into the body (e.g. 27 + 8 = (27 + 3 = 30, we have 5 more to add = 
=35).  Clearly they must be fully at ease with all combinations of adding to ten (they should 
have two or three years of working with these behind them). You can do this before or after 
doing it with manipulatives, but both are needed. Whatever the order, give the child the 
time to connect the two. 

Select a number for the day (4 to 9) - sample below is for 8

Skip through first verse

Ten’s magic, it is far from done
So many ways to have more fun
The nearest Ten will guide your way
It will be easy, so they say!

Start out at edge of circle, and jump in part way

26  (any number) will find a special friend, 
If he stops at the nearest Ten 

Child says the nearest ten – e.g.  30

How many more must climb on too? 

Child hops in the number needed and says it– e.g. 4

To give the answer for me and you

Step forward the needed number of steps and say the answer  e.g. 34. At first only give base num-
bers that will require going over the nearest 10. As they master this, throw in some where they 
find the answer just by straight adding (e.g 23 + 4), no ten’s help needed! 

Repeat the 4  “equation lines” with different numbers several times, and then go back to the skip-
ping verse. Repeat the whole process as long as you think it is integrating.
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Ten Subtraction with Rollback
This is designed to put the mechanics of “using subtracting ten and adding back in the over-
flow” as a strategy, into the body (e.g. 26 - 8 = (26 - 10 = 16),  add two back = 18).  You can do 
it before or after doing it with manipulatives, but both are needed. Whatever the order, give 
the child the time to connect the two.

Give the children a number for the day and use the relevant verse below.

Skip through the first verse going backwards when it talks of backwards

Ten has magic for subtraction 
Just watch for the backwards action.

Start the next verse in the center of the circle and move back as described.

Nine has magic, it is fun
Just roll back 10
Jump forward one. 

Child goes into the center. Give the child a number and he repeats the actions, saying the total 
each time, (e.g.  35 - 8 = (35-10 = 25), add back in 2 = 27). At first only give base numbers that 
will require going over the nearest 10. As they master this, throw in some where they find the 
answer just by straight adding (e.g 28 - 6), no ten’s help needed! 

Eight has magic, yes, it’s true
Just roll back 10
Hop forward two.

Seven has magic, it is free
Just roll back 10
And run up three.
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Nearest Ten Helps Subtraction

This is designed to put the mechanics of “using subtracting ten and adding back in the over-
flow” as a strategy, into the body (e.g. 26 - 8 = (26 - 10 = 16),  add two back = 18).  You can do 
it before or after doing it with manipulatives, but both are needed. Whatever the order, give 
the child the time to connect the two

Choose the number you are subtracting for that day at the start (between 4 and 9) e.g. 8 and use 
the relevant verse.

Skip through the first verse in the direction described:

Backwards to the nearest ten
You’ll still need to subtract again.

Jump into the middle when the number is said

Start with #, and off you go, (you give number - e.g.63)
To the nearest 10, he has to roll

Child names nearest ten e.g 60

How many more to get all the way?

Child names amount still to subtract e.g. 5 and steps back that many more times

And we will find the answer today! (child says answer (e.g 55)

For the next 3-5 repetitions you can just start at the 3rd line, beginning with “start.” But then 
repeat the whole thing once to anchor the process.
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Punctuation

For this you say the verse with actions, and follow it with speaking a sentence. The sentence is 
spoken with clearly articulated punctuation. As each punctuation is inferred the children have 
to take the appropriate punctuation position. Repeat the verse with the actions between each 
sentence spoken for as long as the children need this reinforcement both for understanding which 
punctuation mark is which, and for the rhythmic support to integration: 

Skip through first verse with little to no intonation/punctuation.

How can we know what it means
When the words are all oh so clean.
Not one has a tail or spot
So much the same we can’t stop”

If it is not too much for the kids, you can run after the last line till the below calls you to stop.

But period says you must stop. On “stop” jump to land on firm feet.
Though comma, he’s not sure where 
to drop.

Lean forward just short of falling - 
strained balance beginning at the comma, 
squat the period.

If it’s just a suggestion, Return to comma pose
Then why can’t we question? Bend into a question mark with knees 

bent and arms extended over head in a 
curve. 

If it’s true we’ll exclaim with a pop! On “pop,” squat and jump up. 

Now say a sentence with clear punctuation spoken. It is best if this can be the same (or close to 
the same) sentence that can be said different ways to get a different meaning. They walk the sen-
tence, posturing the punctuation as they hear it. So the exclamation should feel pushy or celebra-
tory to where they want to jump. The comma should feel distinctly like it is missing something 
so in their bodies they feel almost leaning forward waiting for something. The period should feel 
clear and complete. Say the sentence once with them walking and once with them posturing until 
they don’t need this support. 

For example:

• Go to the store! Get bananas and apples!

• Let’s go to the store and get bananas and apples.

• Going to the store to get bananas and apples?

• We’re going to the store for bananas and apples!

• Let’s to the store for bananas and apples!
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• Apples and bananas, we’ll get them at the store.
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Parts of Speech 

Children need color coded cards with adjective on one side and adverb on the other. Adult has a 
stack of noun-verb cards. This is an active version of Mad-Libs.

First verse you skip in circle to solidify what each type of word does.

Our friend the noun says “what “or “who”
But its verb who tells him what to do
And what’s he like? Only Adjective knows
And adverb tells us how he goes. 

Stop, read from cards as you raise them and act out at end. The card will replace the underlined 
word.

Here, my friend, is the cat (noun)
He runs (verbs) until he’s gone.
He’s angry, sad and furry (3 adjectives)
As he loudly (adverb) runs (verb above) along.

You can also make stand up “sandwich” boards that are color coded. On each you put 6 or so of 
the part of speech for that card (so one has “run, fly, sleep,”etc. Another has “blue, happy, angry, 
tired, etc.) Cover each word with a “flip up” paper in the color of the board. 

Skip around saying the first verse. On the last word (naughtily) you stop wherever you are and 
randomly lift one of the flip up sheets revealing your word. Together, you recite the sentence. 

If you have only two of you doing this, set the boards up such that each of you reaches two differ-
ent one. Lift and read as appropriate to the verse. 
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Grade Three Brain Gym P.A.C.E.

Drink water before beginning – this is critical to the integration addressed here. Through the first 
two verses alternate between arms high and open overhead, and bending elbow to opposite knee; 
switching sides as you go. Move with words: above and below - shown on movement DVD with 
different words)

Morning sun above
Golden earth below
Warmth and rain from overhead
Wake the seeds below.

Reaching up so high
From the deepest earth 
To drink the shining sun so bright.
And bring the grain to birth.

For the next two verses, put one hand flat over the belly button and the other is laid open one or 
two ribs down from the collar bone (where it is tender). Open and close the upper hand, gently 
rubbing between these ribs. Switch hands on the second verse.

Clipping down each golden stalks 
Of barley, wheat, and rye.
Until across each golden field
The grain is piled high.

Snip, snip, snip and slip again, 
Until the field lies flat.
And golden grain is piled high,
In stack on stack on stack. 

Twist arms and hands by extending them in front of you, crossed so they are palm to palm with 
the thumbs facing down. Bend elbows to rotate hands down and bring them in and around so 
they are facing bent fingers to chin. Cross legs and stand firmly on both feet. Hold position 30-60 
seconds.

Gnarled and twisted the chestnut tree 
Smiles down upon the field
Long he smiles because he sees,
Its richest, ripest yield. 

Unfold and extend arms fully wide. Then bring them together finger tip to finger tip in front of 
the chest. Unfold legs and stand firmly on both feet. Hold position 30-60 seconds.
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Along each branch the spikey nuts
Soon ripen in the sun
Each a treasured pricker-package 
From which new life will come.
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Seasonal Speech
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Seasonal Poems

Poetry and Speech in Grade Three

In Grade Three the main speech work we do is the cultural piece that flows through each unit and 
is recited daily. But there is also need to work with high quality poetry in the native tongue, and 
to connect to both the seasons and to the “earth” or world of farming. The following poems, as 
well as many from the Grade One and Two Manuals, can serve this purpose. 

Each parent will have to decide where in the day this poetry will best fit. Many of the poems will 
work well as graces. Others might go at the end of a second lesson – or of the morning lesson. The 
same principles we have always used apply. 

Come Unto These Yellow Sands

 

Come unto these yellow sands,
And take hands;
Curtsied when you have, and kissed
The wild waves whist,
Foot it neatly hear and there;
And sweet sprites the burden bear.
Hark, hark!
Bow, wow,
The watch dogs bark;
Bow wow,
Hark, hark! I hear
The strain of strutting chanticleer
Cry Cock-a-diddle-dow.
 
                                                William Shakespeare
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The Brook
 
I come from haunts of coot and hern,
I make a sudden sally
And sparkle out among the fern
To bicker down a valley.
 
By thirty hills I hurry down,
Or slip between the ridges,
By twenty thorps, a little town,
And half a hundred bridges.
 
I chatter over stony ways,
In little sharps and trebles,
I bubble into eddying bays,
I babble on the pebbles.
 
With many a curve my banks I fret,
By many a field and fallow,
And many a fairy foreland set
With willow-weed and mallow.
 
I chatter, chatter as I flow
To join the brimming river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever.
 
I wind about, and in and out
With here a blossom sailing,
And here and there a lusty trout
And here and there a grayling.
 
 And here and there a foamy flake
Upon me, as I travel
With many a silvery waterbreak
Above the golden gravel,
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And draw them all along, and flow
To join the brimming river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever.
 
I slip, I slide, I gloom, I glance
Among the skimming swallows;
I make the netted sunbeams dance
Against my sandy shallows.
 
I murmur under moon and stars
In brambly wildernesses;
I linger by my shingly bars;
I loiter round my cresses;
 
And out again I curve and flow
To join the brimming river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever.
 
                                                Alfred Lord Tennyson
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Cows

 

Now the gentle cows are standing
Knee-deep in the dewy grass.
Dawn has found them, patient shadows,
Watching hours that softly pass.
 
Moving slowly over meadows,
Munching quiet unhurried ways,
They have nought to do but wander
Down the rich unheeded days.
 
Yet they bring about a wonder
Such as not the wisest can,
Changing common meadow grasses
Into richest food of man.
 
As they lie unmindful, chewing,
By a faintly sounding stream,
What new marvels are they viewing?
What deep secrets do they dream?

                                                P.S. Moffat
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Windy Nights
 
Whenever the moon and stars are set,
    Whenever the wind is high,
All night long in the dark and wet,
    A man goes riding by.
Late in the nigh when the fires are out,
    Why does he gallop and gallop about?
 
Whenever the trees are crying aloud,
    And ships are tossed at sea,
By, on the highway, low and loud,
    By at the gallop goes he.
By at the gallop he goes, and then
    By he comes back at the gallop again.
 
                                                Robert Louis Stevenson
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The Harvest

 

The silver rain, the shining sun,
The fields where scarlet poppies run,
And all the ripples of the wheat
Are in the bread that we do eat.
 
So when we sit for every meal
And say a grace: we always feel
That we are eating rain and sun,
And fields where scarlet poppies run.
 
                                           A.   Henderson
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Seasons Verse 

This can be done as a whole or a verse per season as a grace.

The woodland is sleeping in snow
Look! Look! The starts glitter and glow!
Sparkling flakes flutter down
And blanket the cold, sleeping town.
Who will shovel? Does anyone know?

Oh, what could be sweeter than spring?
The larks and the bluebirds all sing.
The sweet April showers
Bring forth the May flowers.
“White coral bells, its time to ring!”

Hooray for the mighty green trees!
We can hide in the shade of their leaves.
The sweltering sun, 
All this heat is no fun.
Can anyone send in a breeze?

Hooray for the sun shining bright!
We can swim from the dawn till the night.
Would you like to go hiking?
No, let’s go out biking,
Or sail on the tail of a kite.
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Autumn

How quickly the autumn leaves fall!
As beans twist and turn growing tall. 
While geese homeward fly,
The beans pile high.
Good gracious! Who’s picking them all?

How quickly the autumn leaves fall!
Over shiny bright red apple balls.
While geese homeward fly,
Apples turn into pies.
Good gracious! Who’s eating them all? 

How quickly the autumn leaves fall!
Mother earth in her red and gold shawl!
While geese homeward fly,
Crimson leaves pile high.
Goodness gracious! Who’s raking them all?
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Music
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Music: Overview

As described in the Grade Three Teaching Guides, recorder playing continues in Grade 
Three, with the addition of the full diatonic scale. We do not yet do any rounds or harmo-
nies as the child is not yet individuated enough for this to support his development. On the 
base of the Enki Grade One and Two instructions, the child should now be ready to use any 
beginning or intermediate recorder book to continue his progress - many of the work songs 
in the Torah Unit can be played now, as well. 

What is significantly different in Grade Three is that we introduce the reading of sheet mu-
sic. This is an active introduction and not intended for mastery - that will come next year. As 
well, work with written rhythms mean working with fractions so we don not undertake this 
until Grade Four when it is worked with hand in hand with the study of fractions. At this 
point, we are working only on melody. 

This work beings in movement time and only moves into the music lesson time when the 
child is well anchored in the body. To begin,  work with songs that the child knows well 
singing and hand signing. These should move relatively sequentially up and down the scale, 
many from earlier grades do this.  On the following pages you will find the following songs 
which work well for this. Learn to sing Doe a Deer before beginning this work. 

• Doe a Deer

• Come Follow

• Rosie Ray

• Hot Cross Buns

• Johnny Jump Up

• Golden in the Garden

We will initially do this as work actively as possible, moving from full body movements, to 
arms, to fingers. Just as in teaching to reading words, we want to begin with the most secure 
and small steps possible so as not to activate a sense of the insurmountable. We move slowly 
and with a lot of repetition. So until we feel the child has the sense of movement up and 
down through the notes in his body.  

Large Movement Activities: 

1) make a large staff out of making tape  on the 
floor. Put about 18 inches between pretty thick 
lines. 

OR mark the steps of a staircase (the difficulty with 
the steps is that there is no built in differentiation 
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between lines and spaces. You will need to make this differentiation with color or marking 
so that they are clearly standing on a line or a space, but there is a difference). Use the staff 
symbol.

Walk up the notes with the child, singing “doe, rae, me” all the way up and down, many 
times. When the child is clear on this, you can sing a 3 note tune while he jumps to the cor-
rect spot and/or bounces the ball.  Go on to ever more complex songs. Doe a Deer is usually 
a very good one to do early.

They can also sing, and have you do the bounce and/or jump. 

If you have a group, it works well for each child to take a place on the scale and the adult, 
or another child, throws bean bags to “play”  the instrument with the child catching singing 
her note as she catches.

In the homeschool it can work well to have the child bounce and sing out songs he creates.

If you have a group, it also works well for each child to take a place on the scale and have 
the adult, or another child, throw a ball to the first child who sings her note and throws to 
another who sings hers, and so on. You are creating a song as you go. If you have trouble 
keeping the notes straight, you can combine this activity with the written staff one posted on 
the wall.

Small Movement Activities

This can then be translated into smaller movement activities 
using the fingers of one hand as a staff while the other acts as a 
bouncing note (pinching the fingers are the line notes and hold-
ing space between fingers are the space notes - for lines finger 
nails are perpendicular to the floor, space notes have nails paral-
lel to the floor).  You can devise board games that have the same 
effect.  The low C and Low D are below the hand, just as they are 
below the staff, as shown.

However you do it, before the reading of music becomes a two-
dimensional, conceptual task, you want to be sure it is firmly 
rooted in the movement system and body.

The Written Staff

Shifting from the movement 
activity to the written form is not 
usually very difficult.  Begin with 
the songs that have been jumping, 
tossing, and “pinching” in their 
movement work.  Because these 
are songs he knows how to play, 
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we begin with him playing the songs on the recorder while we point to the written note.  Do 
this many times with each song he already knows. Give the children a chance to connect this 
to the movement work you have been doing - just leave space for the connection to happen.  

Then sing the song with the letter  
names on the staff while doing the 
hand signing, as he plays. Do this 
with several songs. You can do this 
first if you think it will better meet 
your child.

Next put up some songs he knows 
that you have not done together 
this way. You sing the note names 
and point to each as you go. Have 
him join you singing the note names 
until he knows what song it is. Then 
play it together. 

Have the child also sing the note names on many songs he knows - repeatedly. All this is 
part of linking up sound with note name and image. 

Somewhere along the way, we give the child a chance to use these notes in a different order 
to make up his own song.  He can use a sheet paper with empty staffs on it to play with this. 
Or he can use “note cards” (much like cards with math facts on them) to build a song. These 
will each look like the sample on the last page, with the staff notation and one note. The 
child places them in any order and you play together. 

Hearing the notes and the intervals

You can build a connection between sounds and written notes by having the child face away 
from you while you play notes on the recorder. He has to jump to the note played. You can 
play a song when he is ready.

All of this will have given the child an initial ground level experience in the reading of notes. 
The concept should be well connected to the body knowledge in the course of the year.  The 
child needs to be very stable in the reading of notes before you bring in timing. 
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Reading Musical Notation

Reading Rhythms:

If the child is well anchored in reading melody AND has a good sense of basic fractions, you can 
begin to work with reading rhythms - this may not happen in the course of third grade, and that is 
fine.  Because of all the rhythmic circle work he has done for years, the sense of rhythm should be 
very deeply planted in him, but it is still a big step to work with a written code to show it.  In the third 
grade we are only beginning to work with reading rhythms, and we do so only with fractions they 
already know well - whole, half, and quarter.  At this point we are only laying the groundwork for the 
reading of rhythms that he will take much further in fourth grade in conjunction with his study of 
fractions in Math, if we do it at all.

It is usually best to keep this exploration separate from working with reading the notes on the scale.  
You can devise a great many circle activities that involve setting the 4/4 count together.  From there 
the adult acts as the 4/4 metronome.  As she holds up cards with the different kinds of notes, the 
child shifts his clapping to match; the adult holds the steady 4/4 for the child to bounce off of.  If this 
is too hard for the child, and there are not other family members who can join in, then use an actual 
metronome to keep the 4/4 time, and we  join the child ourselves. We keep all this simple in the third 
grade,  just getting the child used to the basic idea that the type of note tells us about its rhythm, and 
its placement on the staff tells us about its tone. 

Many children begin on a second instrument (besides recorder) in the third grade. If the child is 
ready, this is a good time for violin, guitar, or piano - through imitation. It is still early for flute, as the 
breathing requires considerable force and control. And often it is best to wait until the child is reading 
music well before beginning another instrument.

Verse for music notation activity: 

Starting on low C, sing each beat climbing up a note each time – 
up to high G. 

Start in a squat with a good size bouncing ball (12 – 15 inch). 
Bounce the ball standing a little taller and bouncing a little 
higher with each beat. 

Climb-ing up  
Earth to sky 
Up and up-to 
Moun-tains high

Start again at the bottom as above, singing the notes. C, D, E 
F, G, A 
B, C, D 
E, F, G
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Songs for Teaching Note Reading
• 
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Doe a Deer
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Come Follow
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Rosie Ray
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Hot Cross Buns
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Johnny Jump Up
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Golden in the Garden
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Grade Three Skills Chart
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Third Grade Skills Development Chart*

(Skills which were mastered at a younger age are not listed in the new grade  
but should continue to be practiced through integration into higher level work.)

 

Lang-

uage 
Arts 

 
• cursive writing 
• dictation/spelling tests 
• activity reports 
• basic parts of speech 
• basic punctuation 
• group summaries 
• independent summaries, 
• short stories & reports 
• book reports 
• beginner’s dictionary skills 

 
• listening and speaking 
• recall/memory sequence 
• phonetic spelling rules 
• read basic sight words 
• independent reading & 

comprehension 
• independent writing 
• oral rhythmic reading 
• spelling  common words 
• balanced handwriting  
• syllabication 
• speech and drama 

 
• memory & sequencing skills 
• effective word attack skills 
• spell 100 common words 
• write brief stories & reports 
• read at grade level 

Math 

 
• measurement – linear, 

weight, volume, time, 
money 

• place value: borrowing 
• written multiplic. tables 
• simple long multiplication 
• & division 
• compass and map skills 
• simple charts and graphs 
• square and prime numbers 
• place value families/tribes 

 
• number facts to 20 
• skip-counting to 12s 
• multi-digit carrying   
• multi-tiered word problems 
• independent recitation of                                                      

multiplic. tables to 12 
• recognition of more complex 

shapes 
• visual and numeric patterns.  

 
• multi-digit add. – carrying 
• multi-digit subtr. - borrow 
• single divisor long divis. 
• double digit multiplic. 
• number facts to 20 
• recognition: complex 

geometric shapes 
• multi-tiered oral problems 
• read and write to millions 
• all multiplication tables in 

sequence (write & recite) 

Move-
ment 

 
• cartwheels 
• complex midline patterns 
• with a partner 
• team games sportsmanship 
 

 
• strengthening base senses 
• navel radiation 
• neck flexibility 
• longer balance, stilts 

walking, cartwheels 
• strength/endurance 
• eye-hand coordination 
• proper pencil grip 
• throw & catch balls 
• crossing all mid-lines 
• oppositional movements 

 
• dominance established 
• crossing lateral mid-lines 
• summersaults 
• longer balance 
• steady eye tracking 
• navel radiation 
• neck flexibility 
• proper pencil grip 
• oppositional movements 
 

Science 

 
• interrelationship of soil, 

climate, food & houses 

 
• awareness and appreciation 

of natural ecology 

 

Music 

 
• full diatonic scale 
• victory & work songs song 
• reading written notation 
• read/clap simple rhythms 

 
• hand signature 
• play known songs 

independently 
• diatonic songs (sing & play) 
• complex clapping patterns 

 
• keeping simple rhythms 
• ability to sight read simple 

songs 
• ability to play known       
• songs independently 

Projects 
Art 

 
• representative forms from 

color: painting & drawing  
• clay modeling 

 
• proper painting and drawing 

techniques 

•  cultural craft skills 

 
• proper painting techniques, 

simple forms from color 
• model simple forms 
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